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Abstract

Despite opera’s well-known exclusivity, the genre has in fact consistently been
the target of popularizing initiatives, a point often overlooked in accounts of its history.
This dissertation identifies and explains trends in efforts to democratize opera in the
United States from the late nineteenth century to the present day. Examining both
traditional live performance and opera’s dissemination through new media formats, this
research is the first to illuminate patterns in the great variation in the presentation style of
popularly oriented opera in America over the last century, revealing novel source
materials that challenge existing views of the genre. I argue that these little-explored
democratizing initiatives have been dominated by ideals of uplift (1895-1920),
integration (1920-1970), and authenticity (1970-present). Three case studies represent the
prevailing trend of each era: Henry Savage’s English Grand Opera Company (18951912), the NBC-TV Opera Theater (1949-64), and the Metropolitan Opera’s Live in HD
broadcasts (2006-present [2014]). I also show how changing ideologies about the role of
“high culture” in society, sociodemographic shifts in the composition of the middle and
upper classes and the immigrant population, and technological advances in mass media
such as TV and HD satellite broadcasts have informed the emergence and character of
these opera popularization strategies.
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Introduction
Opera’s popular image – elderly ladies in mink coats and diamonds holding up
their opera glasses to scrutinize Mrs. Higgins in the opposite box – reflects its enduring
association with social and cultural exclusivity. Yet probably many more people in recent
years have experienced opera in their local movie theater, dressed in jeans and sneakers
and eating popcorn. Such different audiences reflect the fact that despite opera’s elite
reputation, the genre in America has consistently been the target of “democratizing”
efforts, a point often overlooked in accounts of its history. These diverse initiatives,
variously known as “cheap opera,” “popular opera,” “educational opera,” “opera for the
people,” or “opera for the masses,” have been united by the common goal of attracting
larger and more socially heterogeneous audiences. By examining opera’s democratized
forms, I seek to analyze its hybridity, its reputation on the one hand as the province of the
wealthy and musically educated, and on the other hand as appealing to the mass public.
My project thus explores how this peculiar elite-popular tension has played out in opera’s
performance history in America.
Some scholarship has addressed specific aspects of popularly oriented opera in
America, but my research is the first to illuminate trends in the great variation in its
presentation style over the last century. As a result, current scholarship can offer only an
incomplete view of opera in America, one which I aim to fill out. This gap in the
literature may arise partly from what scholar of American popular theater David Savran
has called the “prejudice against popular forms” among academics who “could do worse
than to reconsider the kinds of theatrical practice that have held millions spellbound but
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have been routinely dismissed.” 1 Although opera over the last century has not been
considered a popular genre, its explicitly popular manifestations – some of which have in
fact reached millions – have received strikingly little attention.
My dissertation, therefore, identifies and explains trends in efforts to democratize
opera in the United States from the late nineteenth century to the present day, using
sociocultural context in order to understand opera popularization. The central question of
the dissertation is twofold: 1) what is the dominant focus of different eras’ efforts to
democratize opera in America, and 2) what are the ideological, sociodemographic, and
technological factors that have spurred the emergence, and shaped the character, of these
democratizing endeavors? Uncovering the reasons for the appearance of these initiatives
to bring “opera to the masses” and for the tremendous variation in presentation style
provides a key to understanding changing attitudes toward high culture in American
society, thus shedding light on opera’s significance as a barometer of social and cultural
values.

Situating Topic in the Field
In examining opera’s relationship to questions of class, status, institutions, and
ideologies, my research is inherently interdisciplinary. Much of the existing scholarship
on opera has been conducted by musicologists as well as cultural historians, theater
historians, scholars of media studies and cultural studies, and sociologists. Within
musicology, my research engages not only with opera studies and reception history but
also with performance studies, which, as Mary Ann Smart has observed, employs an
“event-centered approach [that] takes seriously the exchange between performer and
1

David Savran, “Toward a Historiography of the Popular,” Theatre Survey 45, no. 2 (November 2004).
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audience in a specific place and time, regarding with suspicion the idea of the work – the
fixed, notated texts that carry the expectation of being executed the same way time after
time, following the directives of a controlling author.” 2 Raymond Knapp has also called
for “a perspective more centered on performance and less beholden to inherited notions
of authenticity or text-bound standards of value.” 3 Analyzing the variation in the way the
same operas have been performed stands at the heart of my research, thus falling into the
field of performance studies that focuses more on the diverse manifestations of artworks
than on the particulars of the score or libretto of the artworks themselves.

Brief Literature Review
My research addresses debates over the accessibility, functions, and connotations
of opera and, by extension, of high culture. Some scholars who have explored these
issues in the American opera context include Lawrence Levine, Katherine Preston,
Joseph Horowitz, and John Dizikes. Levine’s influential discussion of the late nineteenthcentury “sacralization” of high culture is particularly important to my research, since this
was the phenomenon that formed the basis for opera’s enduring elite reputation, a feature
that democratizers have engaged in a variety of ways. His work is also valuable in
pointing to the fact that cultural hierarchies often do not reflect any intrinsic features of
artworks but rather are socially constructed.
As Levine argues, sacralization was the process by which European art forms
came to occupy their own aesthetic category of “high culture,” distinct from the common,
2

Mary Ann Smart, “Defrosting Instructions: A Response,” Cambridge Opera Journal 16, no. 3 (November
2004).
3
Raymond Knapp, “Performance, Authenticity, and the Reflexive Idealism of the American Musical,” in
The Oxford Handbook of the Americal Musical, ed. Raymond Knapp, Mitchell Morris, and Stacy Wolf
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 419.
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usually American, cultural forms within the sphere of “popular culture.” Levine claims
that toward the end of the nineteenth century there occurred a shift away from the
prevailing perception of opera (along with the symphony, Shakespeare, and the visual
arts) as mere entertainment and toward a notion of the genre as a refined art form. This
sacralization process, he claims, resulted in the exclusion of the general, non-elite public
from what were previously socially heterogeneous audiences for opera earlier the
century. 4 My research in the first chapter builds on and modifies Levine’s claims by
demonstrating that, paradoxically, opera’s growing social and cultural exclusivity fueled
a countervailing movement of popularization that in fact broadened audiences for opera
in ways that show the popular appeal of cultural uplift. Joseph Horowitz has also pointed
to the crucial role cultural elites in particular – especially German composers, performers,
conductors, and music critics – played in promoting the artistic ideals that brought opera
to a new level of prestige around the turn of the twentieth century. 5
Some scholars, including Horowitz and Ralph Locke, have appropriately
criticized Levine’s claims that elites of this period primarily used “sacralized” high art as
a way of reinforcing social inequality and exerting social control. 6 These scholars have
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Lawrence Levine, Highbrow / Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge,
MA and London, England: Harvard University Press, 1988).
5
Joseph Horowitz, Wagner Nights: An American History, California Studies in 19th Century Music
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994).
6
Levine barely considers the educational and outreach efforts of the period. For critiques of Levine, see —
——, “Music and the Gilded Age: Social Control and Sacralization Revisited,” The Journal of the Gilded
Age and Progressive Era 3, no. 3 (July 2004). See also Ralph P. Locke, “Music Lovers, Patrons, and the
“Sacralization” of Culture in America,” 19th-Century Music 17, no. 2 (Autumn, 1993). Trachtenberg’s
claims that late nineteenth-century elites sought to use high culture as a form of social control have been
similarly undermined (see Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of America: Culture and Society in the
Gilded Age (New York: Hill and Wang, 1982). As will become clear, the impresarios in my case studies
seem quite unlikely to have been seeking to use opera as a way of advancing elites’ exclusionary class
interests. For a different critique of Levine, which posits that shifts in attitudes toward European art music
in the nineteenth century can be attributed to cultural trends other than the sacralization Levine describes,
see Nancy Newman, Good Music for a Free People: The Germania Musical Society in Nineteenth-Century
America (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2010). (See especially pp. 114ff.)
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identified a democratizing impulse among some late nineteenth-century elites who, out of
aesthetic and cultural convictions, sought to disseminate what had become considered
high art among the ordinary public. Indeed, as my research shows, the decade and a half
after 1900 witnessed a surge of ideologically laden opera democratization efforts that
underscored the genre’s highbrow dimension, in contrast to previous popularly oriented
enterprises that had generally been more informal in presentation and production values.
Musicologist Katherine Preston’s research on opera in America in the nineteenth
century, especially in English, also provides an important foundation for my research by
pointing to the fact that for much of the 1800s opera was in fact considered popular
culture and an integral part of the regular theater. 7 Several books by Joseph Horowitz,
including Wagner Nights, Moral Fire, Understanding Toscanini, and Classical Music in
America, chart, respectively, New York’s late nineteenth-century Wagner craze, the
influence of the uplift ideology on the activities of musical elites during that same period,
and opera’s development over the last century within the broader context of trends in
classical music, although he pays little attention to explicitly popularly oriented
manifestations of opera. 8 Opera in America: A Cultural History by historian John
Dizikes attempts a comprehensive overview of operatic activity in America but
ultimately offers more a chronicle of facts and events than a historical analysis or

7

Katherine K. Preston, Opera on the Road: Traveling Opera Troupes in the United States, 1825-60
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1993); ———, “To the Opera House? The Trials and Tribulations of
Operatic Production in Nineteenth-Century America,” Opera Quarterly 23, no. 1 (Winter, 2007); ———,
“Between the Cracks: The Performance of English-Language Opera in Late Nineteenth-Century America,”
American Music 21, no. 3 (Autumn, 2003).
8
Horowitz, Wagner Nights: An American History; Joseph Horowitz, Moral Fire: Musical Portraits from
America’s Fin De Siècle (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012); ———, Understanding
Toscanini (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987); ———, Classical Music in America: A History (New
York: W. W. Norton, 2007).
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explanation of cultural trends. 9 Daniel Snowman’s The Gilded Stage: A Social History of
Opera takes an even broader sweep in its subject matter and has valuable observations,
particularly concerning opera in the present day. 10
Other scholars have examined a wide range of twentieth- and twenty-first century
topics on the relationship between media and opera, including books by Paul Jackson
(radio), Jennifer Barnes and Brian Rose (television), Jeremy Tambling, Marcia Citron,
and Richard Fawkes (film), and Mark Katz (various media), along with a multitude of
journal articles (see each chapter for a detailed bibliography), all of which provide
indispensable background material for my study. 11 Concerning access to opera and
classical music in America, relevant dissertations in the departments of theater, American
studies, and history have also examined the history of the music appreciation movement,
the history of opera in English, the development of New York opera audiences, the
overlap of high and popular culture between 1945 and 1965, and opera popularizing
efforts from the 1930s to the 1960s.12 These studies, together with a range of studies of

9

John Dizikes, Opera in America: A Cultural History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993).
Daniel Snowman, The Gilded Stage: A Social History of Opera (London: Atlantic Books, 2009).
11
Paul Jackson, Saturday Afternoons at the Old Met: The Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts, 1931-1950
(Portland, Or.: Amadeus Press, 1992); Jennifer Barnes, Television Opera: The Fall of Opera Commissioned
for Television (Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK; Rochester, NY: Boydell Press, 2003); Brian Rose, Television
and the Performing Arts: A Handbook and Reference Guide to American Cultural Programming
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1986); ———, Televising the Performing Arts: Interviews with
Merrill Brockway, Kirk Browning, and Roger Englander (Westport, CT & London: Greenwood Press,
1992); Richard Fawkes, Opera on Film (London: Duckworth, 2000); Mark Katz, Capturing Sound: How
Technology Has Changed Music, Revised ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010); Jeremy
Tambling, Opera, Ideology, and Film (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1987); Marcia Citron,
Opera on Screen (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000); ———, When Opera Meets Film
(Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010).
12
Julia J. Chybowski, “Developing American Taste: A Cultural History of the Early Twentieth-Century
Music Appreciation Movement” (Dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2008). Sheila SabreySaperstein, “Opera-in-English: The Popularization of Foreign Opera in America” (Dissertation,
Northwestern University, 1988). Jay R. S. Teran, “The New York Opera Audience, 1825-1974”
(Dissertation, New York University, 1974). Karene Esther Grad, “When High Culture Became Popular
Culture: Classical Music in Postwar America, 1945-1965” (Dissertation, Yale University, 2006). Rona M.
Wilk, “‘Vox Populi’: Popularization and Americanization of Opera in America, 1931-1966” (Dissertation,
New York University, 2006).
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American social and cultural history of the last century, such as David Hammack’s study
of power relations in turn-of-the-century New York, James T. Patterson’s analysis of
Cold War America, and Avrom Fleishman’s survey of the role of culture in late
twentieth-century class structures all inform the broader context of the democratization of
opera that I am examining. 13 Some of this literature approaches the questions I am
pursuing, but none has focused specifically on variation in popularly oriented opera
across the time period I explore. In my own research, therefore, I seek to elucidate the
most influential sociocultural factors that have driven the great variety of efforts to
democratize opera in America over the last century.
My research focus on the democratization of opera in America is novel in
suggesting that popular manifestations of an elite-associated genre can reveal new
insights into the influence of art in society, despite the lesser visibility of these
democratizing efforts in the historical record than the elite-oriented productions that have
received most of the scholarly attention. I propose, therefore, that studying how elite
values about the utility of high culture translate into the offerings specifically aimed at
the non-elite public contributes to a more comprehensive sense of the significance and
dissemination of high culture in America.

Theory
The intellectual underpinnings of my project lie in Levine’s study of the
development of the distinction between “highbrow” and “lowbrow,” a concept central to

13

David C. Hammack, Power and Society: Greater New York at the Turn of the Century (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1982); James T. Patterson, Grand Expectations: The United States, 1945-1974
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996); Avrom Fleishman, New Class Culture: How an Emergent Class
Is Transforming America’s Culture (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2002).
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understanding the phenomenon of popularly oriented opera precisely because of opera’s
blurring of these two aesthetic levels. Indeed, opera is intrinsically hybrid, unique among
classical music genres in both Europe and America in having a longstanding reputation as
being simultaneously elite and popular. On the one hand, opera has had to appeal to mass
audiences because of the large and hence expensive scale on which it has typically been
produced as a form of musical theater. On the other hand, opera has historically been the
pastime of elites who use the opera as a vehicle of social display. Sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu’s ideas of “cultural capital” and taste publics 14 are also an important point of
departure for my project in highlighting the central role that culture can play in
constructing and communicating social identity and class divisions.

Methodology and Terms
The goal of the dissertation is to identify the dominant trends in the presentation
style of popularly oriented opera enterprises in America and to determine the
sociocultural factors contributing to this variation. To that end, I employ a combination of
archival, analytical, and statistical methodologies, drawing on documentation that
includes scholarly secondary literature as well as a range of primary sources such as
music scores, libretti, memoirs, surveys, ticket sales, interviews, audio and video
recordings, photographs, personal correspondence, and articles in newspapers and
magazines. Given that the press is an important source for gauging the dissemination of
information, including the stated intentions of managers, as well for understanding the

14

See Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, trans. Richard Nice
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984).
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reception of opera, I pay close attention to the potential biases and ideologies of
reporters. 15
Analyzing the specifics of presentation style, I consider how each endeavor seeks
to appeal to its target audience and how each approach is informed by the cultural context
of the era. By “presentation style,” I mean the sum total of the various elements of opera
production, including factors such as language, repertoire, staging, medium, and venue.
In exploring changes in the way opera has been produced to appeal to a popular audience,
my methodology could also be fruitfully applied to an examination of the
democratization of other art forms.
My main interest lies in the American importation and appropriation of the
European operatic tradition (rather than in the American efforts to cultivate a native
repertoire). Consequently, I focus my research on live, popularly oriented productions in
America of the foreign works of the operatic canon, namely, those by European
composers from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth centuries. I thus mostly do not
examine the more popular genres of operetta and musical comedy. I use the term
“highbrow” to refer to the culturally prestigious status of the foreign-language opera
repertoire. In the time period I am studying (the late nineteenth century to the present), a
“highbrow” cultural product is one that is synonymous with a work of “high culture,” that
is, an art form that is generally associated with elites and that has a reputation for
exclusivity.
Many promoters of popular opera have used the terms “popularizing” (a Latinbased word) and “democratizing” (a Greek-based word) as synonyms, as I do throughout
15

Michael Schudson’s book, Discovering the News, is an extremely valuable resource for assessing the
validity of reporting. See Michael Schudson, Discovering the News: A Social History of American
Newspapers (New York: Basic Books, 1978).
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the dissertation, to refer to making opera accessible and appealing to as many people as
possible. It is possible that the political connotations of “democratizing” are sometimes
intentionally implied, perhaps to underscore the idea of encouraging participation and
engagement rather than passive reception of something that has been “popularized.” 16 In
any case, appealing to the “people,” in the sense of the general, non-elite public (that is,
mainly the middle and working classes), has always been an important feature of opera
production. As Bertolt Brecht put it, “What was popular yesterday is not today, for the
people today are not what they were yesterday.” 17
Another important set of definitions for my dissertation concerns the elites
involved in the world of opera. I use the term “social elites” to refer to affluent members
of the upper class whose power stems from their wealth and who are members of socalled “high society.” These are the actors most often responsible for providing opera’s
financial backing and who are known for conservative musical tastes and a primary
concern with the social aspects of operagoing. I use the term “cultural elites” to
encompass a socially diverse group of people distinguished by their musical knowledge,
including academics, intellectuals, music critics, impresarios, producers, and patrons.

Basic Argument and Summary
In the dissertation, I argue that the presentation style of the many little-explored
opera democratizing initiatives in America over the last century has been dominated by

16

Regarding the issue of the passive consumption of mass culture, see “The Culture Industry:
Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” in Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment,
trans. John Cumming (New York: Continuum, 1989 [1944]).
17
Cited in David Savran, “Class and Culture,” in The Oxford Handbook of the American Musical, ed.
Raymond Knapp, Mitchell Morris, and Stacy Wolf (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press,
2011), 239.
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emphases on uplift (1895-1920), integration (1920-1970), and authenticity (1970present). I’ll say more about these later, but in brief, the uplift ideal focuses on presenting
opera as high art even while making it accessible, the integration ideal emphasizes
opera’s affinity with popular culture, and authenticity highlights opera’s status as
traditional art while also casting it as entertainment. I also show how changing elite
ideologies about the role of “high culture” in society, sociodemographic shifts in the
composition of the middle and upper classes and the immigrant population, and
technological advances in mass media such as TV and HD satellite broadcasts have
informed the emergence and character of these opera popularization strategies.
One disclaimer: the periodization I offer is of necessity a rough outline and the
case studies I present are meant to reflect the predominant popularization modes of each
phase. I of course do not claim there to be no exceptions to these trends nor do I seek to
catalog the presentation style of all popularizing initiatives of the last century. I have
chosen the late 1800s as the starting point of my study because it was around that time
that opera acquired its identity as an elite-associated genre, a reputation that persists to
the present day.

Overview of Structure
The dissertation consists of three case study chapters and two survey interludes
between the chapters. Here in the introduction I present the main question of the
dissertation, offer a brief literature review, explain my theory and methodology, define
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my terms, and outline my argument. My first case study, representing the early twentiethcentury trend of uplift in opera democratization, concerns Henry Savage’s English Grand
Opera Company (1895 to 1912). The first survey interlude points to the impact of major
technological developments – the phonograph, film, and radio – on the popularization of
opera in the first part of the twentieth century. My second case study, demonstrating the
mid-century trend of integration, focuses on the NBC-TV Opera Theater, which lasted
from 1949 to 1964. The second survey interlude covering the four decades since 1970
considers the contributions of public television, supertitles, opera films, and the Internet
to the expanding dissemination of opera. My third and final case study analyzes the
Metropolitan Opera’s ongoing Live in HD initiative, which began in 2006, as
representative of the recent trend of authenticity in popular opera production. In the
conclusion, I synthesize the trajectory traced throughout the dissertation of opera
democratizing efforts in America since the late nineteenth century.
I have selected my cases with the goal of bringing to light influential examples of
democratized opera that are representative of each era’s predominant ideological
preoccupation. Indeed, in each chapter I point to a range of opera popularizing initiatives
of the period that espoused the same ideology and motivations as the chapter’s central
example. In one sense, however, the three main cases I have selected are not fully
representative of their eras: they were considerably more successful than many of their
contemporaries, most of which did not last very long or which disbanded and reformed in
new configurations. But although my cases were exceptional in their longevity and
impact, focusing on them in fact gives a fuller and more nuanced picture of the nature of
each period’s ideological emphasis. Moreover, because my cases are prominent and
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influential organizations in each of their respective eras, studying them closely offers an
in-depth perspective on how the predominant ideology evolved and functioned in each
era.
The two survey interludes of this dissertation are intended as brief bridges
between the cases that sketch out the ideological links between the periods under study.
Because technological advances were so profoundly influential in people’s experience of,
and access to, opera, I have selected seven of the most important factors involved in
effecting the shift from one ideological trend in opera democratization to another. (Two
other important technological developments, television and HD broadcasts, are discussed
in the main case study chapters since they have been involved in prominent popularizing
initiatives.) There is of course much scholarly literature on various specific features of
these developments, but since these interludes consider only the broad impact of these
developments, I refer to this literature only in passing, instead synthesizing its most
relevant findings in the service of explaining trends in opera democratization.

Chapter 1: Henry Savage’s English Grand Opera Company (1895-1912)
In my first chapter, which traces the activities of Henry Savage’s English Grand
Opera Company, I show how Savage’s organization is emblematic of the many
highbrow-style popular opera enterprises of the period that were predicated on the
embrace of the Progressive Era ideology of cultural uplift. Offering exclusively Englishlanguage productions of both standard and new repertoire and emphasizing its mission to
educate public taste, the Savage company fostered social inclusivity without
compromising opera’s cultural prestige. Two contemporary sociodemographic
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transformations facilitated Savage’s application of the uplift agenda: the development of
a culturally aspirational middle class and influxes of opera-loving European immigrants.
My evidence for these claims comes from many primary sources, including from some
memoirs of people involved in the theater at the time and official reports, but mainly
from reviews in the contemporary press from cities all across the nation.
Although popular English-language troupes had traveled the country in previous
decades promoting “opera for the people” as part of the regular theater scene, Savage’s
endeavor trumpeted a newly conceived democratization of the genre. This new approach
was founded on the emerging notion of opera’s “moral and educational value as an
uplifting and refining power,” as the Washington Post put it in 1905. 18 Many cultural
elites around the turn of the century emphasized opera’s highbrow character as
justification for bringing the genre to the average citizen through popularizing efforts
whose purpose, at least rhetorically, went beyond commercial profit motives. Savage’s
enterprise differed from these earlier opera popularizing efforts in its uniquely
Progressive Era agenda that emphasized English-language opera’s educational and
culturally highbrow aspects, along with its financial and linguistic accessibility, as key
elements of its popular appeal.
Counter-intuitively, opera’s sacralization fueled a new mode of uplift-focused
popularization because of the social desirability of emulating elite culture for its
perceived morally and ethically refining benefits. The more exclusive opera became, the
more appealing opera became to non-elites because of the high value placed on
familiarity with those cultural forms deemed to be uplifting. Strikingly, Savage’s
approach was not to water opera down to make it more palatable but rather to make it
18

Fred F. Schrader, “Thoughts by the Wayside,” Washington Post, December 17, 1905.
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comprehensible through use of English while emphasizing its culturally highbrow
character.
The ideology of cultural uplift was in fact deeply ingrained and widespread in
many other areas of American society during the Progressive Era (roughly 1890 to 1920).
Diverse groups of reformers believed that educating people to appreciate the finer things
in life, including high culture such as opera, might alleviate some of the social problems
of the period and contribute to the development of a civilized and refined populace.
Efforts like Savage’s to broaden access to opera reflected the widespread conviction at
the time of opera’s value as a tool of uplift that could both educate the public’s musical
taste and refine its character by offering moral and ethical enlightenment. That the
emphasis in so many popularly oriented troupes of the era was on the educational nature
of the enterprise and on highlighting the similarity of their productions to elite-oriented
ones shows uplift to have in fact been a popular drawing card.
I document the development of Savage’s company from its “cheap opera” days to
its flourishing as an artistically sophisticated troupe capable of uplift with an explicitly
educational mission to improve the musical tastes of the American public. My analysis of
the ways in which Savage’s offerings were shaped by ideals of Progressive Era uplift
focuses on the development of the company’s repertoire (Part 1), prices and venue (Part
2), and staging (Part 3) over the course of several key entrepreneurial phases: the first two
Boston seasons at the Castle Square Theatre (1895-96 and 1896-97), the three New York
seasons at the American Theatre (1897-1900), and the 1902-06 touring seasons. The final
section of the chapter (Part 4) offers a detailed analysis of Savage’s 1904-05 touring
production of Parsifal.

15

The gradual expansion of the Savage company’s repertoire reflects the growing
importance of the organization’s educational mission of uplift. This can be seen from the
company’s ongoing addition of a wide range of French and Italian opera to its offerings,
including familiar works that had never or only rarely been performed in English, as well
as several American premieres. Most significant, because unusual for popular opera
troupes, was the introduction of several Wagner operas into the Savage company’s
repertoire, culminating with Parsifal.
Although Savage’s low prices began as a purely practical measure, their
continuation and only very slight increase over the years indicated Savage’s commitment
to his democratizing mission of offering uplift to all. Also, by performing almost
exclusively in regular theaters that catered to a socially diverse clientele with a variety of
musical-theatrical entertainment, Savage’s company placed itself in the context of the
other popular entertainments offered at these venues, showing opera to be an enjoyable
and affordable part of the theater scene.
In staging, too, the Savage company underscored its commitment to highbrow
performance standards and hence uplift by emulating the productions of prestigious
foreign-language companies – except, of course, in the use of English. Savage sought to
make his company’s performances as elaborate and impressive as possible by paying
special attention to all aspects of opera production, including sets, costumes, staging,
lighting, ensemble, diction, and so on. As you can see in this diagram of the Grail Scene,
every detail was fastidiously mapped out. Critics also often praised the Savage
company’s emphasis on solid ensemble and on creating a convincing dramatic effect.
Savage also consistently made a special effort to hire Americans rather than foreigners
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and avoided showcasing star singers. The result was an experience that avoided the
delineation of hierarchies and the display of social status so integral to elite operagoing.
Parsifal’s success in particular points to the fact that if even such a difficult work
could capture the public’s attention to such a degree, the belief in cultural uplift must
have been strong indeed – publicity alone could not accomplish the kind of interest
Parsifal sparked. Despite the opera’s many unusual features, it stands as the epitome of
Savage’s democratizing educational agenda. Given that he was trying to make Parsifal
appeal to the non-elite public, Savage’s emphasis on the highbrow elements of the
production by not making major modifications to the opera and instead imitating as much
as possible the traditional Bayreuth conventions suggests, therefore, that Parsifal’s
prestige was in fact its major selling point.
The perceived desires of a culturally aspirational middle class shaped Savage’s
commitment to presenting inexpensive, artistically highbrow productions: attending
performances of serious opera that was thought to have the capacity for uplift was a
democratic way for non-elites to affirm social respectability. The artistic and financial
success of Savage’s enterprise was thus made possible by this expanding demographic.
Even though Savage was likely aiming for Anglo-American more than immigrant
audiences, in small locales he seems to have sought to also attract immigrants who were
likely glad to have the opportunity to hear opera in whatever language was available.
There is also reason to think that Savage expected at least some Wagner devotees, many
of whom were German immigrants and German speakers, to attend his English Parsifal:
Savage’s initial decision not to make any cuts to the work had stemmed from, as music
critic Henry Finck put it, “being afraid to anger the rabid Wagnerites by leaving out
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anything.” 19 Moreover, the growing immigrant presence in America overall was in large
part responsible for the development of the idea of cultural uplift because of the desire to
assimilate the immigrants into American society. Many other popularly oriented opera
troupes of the period also used the uplift rhetoric to cater to this demographic, thus
expanding opera’s popular reach even farther.

Survey Interlude 1
In this first survey interlude, I briefly examine the impact of the phonograph, film,
and radio on the consumption of opera by the mass public. Each mass medium brought
opera into the popular sphere not only through the mass scale of dissemination but also
through juxtaposition with popular culture. Opera’s highbrow cachet made it useful for
all these explicitly popular mass media in lending them prestige, while at the same time
opera democratizers also benefited from the media by gaining greater exposure for the
genre than had ever been possible before.
In the case of the phonograph, opera records became part of a mass consumer
culture and, as a result of the limitations of the early technology, came to bear a greater
resemblance to popular musical forms than had typically been the case in the past. In the
first few decades of the twentieth century, opera also reached a broad, popular audience
through film. Film producers and opera democratizers found various ways of
incorporating and adapting the genre to fit within the demands of the film medium to
make opera appealing to mass audiences. The radio, too, with its particular limitations
and constraints, led opera democratizers to find new ways of bringing opera to the mass
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public, often through adaptations and modifications that ultimately mirrored elements of
popular culture on the radio.
This interlude thus sets the stage for my second chapter by showing how the
Progressive Era ideal of cultural uplift in the democratization of opera gave way to the
media-driven ideal of integration as advocates of popularly oriented opera had to adapt
the art form to the demands of the new medium.

Chapter 2: NBC-TV Opera Theater (1949-64)
In this chapter, I argue that the NBC-TV Opera Theater, lasting from 1949 to
1964, exemplifies the prevailing mid-century ideology of integration that sought to bring
high culture into closer contact with popular culture by staging live television productions
of abridged operas in English translation as a way of making opera appeal to the mass
public. A number of factors contributed to this new attitude toward high culture. The
democratizing, culturally anti-elite impulse of the prosperous post-World War II era,
combined with the expansion of the middle class and a diminished European immigrant
presence in the population, resulted in greater social and hence cultural equality. Also, a
burgeoning sense of nationalism infused with political and cultural anxieties of the Cold
War years, together with the new and fast-growing technologies of long-playing records
and especially television influenced Americans’ access to, and attitudes toward, high
culture. NBC’s effort to bring opera to the masses was one of many similar efforts to
popularize high culture of the period, thus forming part of the “culture boom” of the
1950s and early 1960s. The show’s producers invoked opera’s exclusive cachet as a
hurdle that could be overcome through reform of traditional performance practice. My
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evidence comes from not only many reviews and feature pieces in newspapers and
magazines of the era but also from video recordings of the actual opera productions, from
NBC’s own files (held at the Library of Congress) that include official press releases, as
well as personal interdepartmental correspondence and other unpublished materials.
As had been the case since the Progressive Era, opera in mid-century America
appears to have functioned as a marker of status and refinement. Although the idea that
high culture could uplift persisted during this period, it now mostly remained implicit.
This downplaying of the belief in uplift that characterized this era was, I suggest, in part a
result of the desire to emphasize America’s classlessness, a focus stemming from a
suspicion of elite culture that seemed foreign or inaccessible. Modifying elite culture to
adapt to a changing cultural and technological climate thus reflected the American goal
of building a refined populace that truly enjoyed high culture as entertainment rather than
one that merely tolerated it as a daunting art form.
By examining the development of the NBC Opera’s repertoire (part 1), the
advantages and limitations of the live television medium (part 2), and two major elements
of the company’s presentation style (part 3), I demonstrate how all these features were
shaped by the impulse to integrate opera into the broader cultural scene, and in turn how
this integration was driven by contemporary ideological concerns that themselves were a
function of sociodemographic and technological change. I conclude the chapter (part 4)
with a case study of NBC’s 1960 production of Don Giovanni, which exemplifies
especially clearly the tension between opera’s status as art and the commercial demands
of television. To give a flavor of NBC’s productions, here is a clip of Leontyne Price as
Pamina in the 1956 broadcast of The Magic Flute. [0:30]
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The NBC Opera’s goal was to cultivate a new genre designed specially for
television called “television opera.” To that end, repertoire, especially in the first few
years, was chosen with an eye to minimizing opera’s reputation for being on a large scale
and instead focusing on smaller works. Consequently, repertoire decisions were driven by
the ideal of integrating opera into the broader entertainment sphere by minimizing its
potentially most alienating features and highlighting its similarity to other forms of
popular culture. NBC began by presenting relatively light works, gradually moving
toward more difficult ones as audiences presumably became more accustomed to opera
on television. The program’s music director even expressed his hope that “the border line
between this type of opera and the higher type of Broadway musical will almost
disappear.” 20 NBC thus intentionally blurred the genre distinction between television
opera and musical theater. The network also made a point of commissioning and staging
new operas by American composers in an effort to revitalize the genre and make it into a
living art form once again.
The television medium, with its inherent limitations and advantages, was also an
important factor in shaping the character of NBC’s efforts to integrate opera into the
broader cultural scene. TV’s small screens and domestic setting placed restrictions on the
types of operas that could be effectively staged, leading to a focus on small-scale,
intimate, and emotionally intense works. The technology of early TV also demanded the
use of many close-ups, which in turn required a new level of realism, especially with
respect to finding singers who looked the part. A related feature of TV technology was
the fact that performers were singing into microphones – as did singers of popular music
– which meant that projection was no longer an issue, allowing for the cultivation of
20
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more realistic acting. Furthermore, TV’s limited time slots led to various types of
abridgements and cuts that had the effect of streamlining the operas. Besides the NBCTV Opera Theater, other networks and programs also broadcast opera on television, both
in full and in excerpts, seeking to exploit the tremendous exposure offered by the
medium.
Finally, two core elements of NBC’s presentation style vividly illustrate the
program’s integration-driven approach to opera production. The first of these was
translating all the operas into English, since NBC’s primary goal was to make opera
understandable to ordinary Americans. By making the content of opera more accessible
and less foreign-seeming, NBC could bring opera into closer alliance with other forms of
theater that drew much of their appeal from the plot. A related major tenet of NBC’s
presentation style was its focus on theatrical production values, highlighting the dramatic
nuance and excitement of the operas. Director Kirk Browning even described NBC’s
enterprise as “more music theater than opera,” also emphasizing the program’s carefully
chosen name: it “was called the NBC Opera Theater, not the NBC Opera…. It was very
important that it was basically a theatrical production with music.”21
NBC’s two-and-a-half-hour broadcast of Mozart’s Don Giovanni in April 1960
reveals not only the main principles of NBC’s integrative mission in microcosm but also
some of the problems underlying the endeavor revealed by the strong reaction of several
music critics to the presence of commercials during the broadcast. The piece’s clear
musical and dramatic appeal is enhanced by the presence of Metropolitan Opera star
Cesare Siepi in his signature role. The opera’s theatrical elements are underscored by
frequent close-ups, intensifying the emotions, while the framings of groups of characters
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comments on their various relationships. Shifts in camera angle are also used to heighten
the tension of the moment, often by showing reaction shots and thus emphasizing the
differences in perspective, both literal and metaphorical. This production can be seen to
represent the pinnacle of the NBC Opera’s activities and its ideal of the integration of
high and popular culture – even as the critical response to the opera, its artistic merits
notwithstanding, heralded the program’s decline.
The economic boom of the post-World War II years aided the spread of the
ideology of integration by offering a much broader swath of the American public –
namely, the rapidly growing middle class – increased leisure time and more disposable
income that could be spent on activities previously restricted to the elite sphere, thus
contributing to the leveling of the cultural playing field. This led in turn to the greater
influence of non-elites in public policy as their preferences were becoming of ever
greater importance to policymakers, particularly in the mass media. Shifts in the
demographic profile of American society – particularly the decrease in numbers of
European immigrants who had traditionally formed the core of the American opera
audience – added to the sense of urgency of needing to develop an audience for opera
among the Anglo-American public. Moreover, the Cold War’s stimulation of a strong
sense of American nationalism, along with anxiety over cultural inferiority relative to
Europe, offered a further impetus to create a homegrown American opera culture,
particularly with respect to promoting new American operas. An additional key factor in
contributing to the appearance of the NBC-TV Opera Theater was the development and
rapid spread of LPs and especially television that offered millions of Americans the
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opportunity to be exposed to opera and thus to develop a familiarity with a genre that had
been much more difficult to access in the past.

Survey Interlude 2
The second survey interlude focuses on post-1970 media developments, analyzing
how public television, supertitles, opera films, and the Internet have influenced the
democratization of opera. More specifically, the interlude shows how this period was
marked by a shift away from the predominating mid-century trend of integration in
popularly oriented opera toward a new ideal of authenticity. Public television made it
possible to broadcast elite-oriented opera productions to the television audience with few
changes to the operas, thus making an elite experience accessible on a mass scale.
Supertitles contributed to the proliferation of performances of opera in foreign languages
and led to a decline in the performance of opera in English translation in America. Opera
films allowed for lavishness and realism in staging impossible to achieve in a live stage
production, in turn creating new expectations among audiences concerning the quality
and style of onstage performances. Most recently, the capabilities of the Internet have
made a dizzying array of audio and video recordings of opera –performances originally
intended for elite audiences – unprecedentedly accessible. The flexibility for production
and dissemination opened up by these technological advances made it ever easier for
opera producers to pursue their aesthetic vision while also being able to reach an
increasingly large potential audience through the media and other information networks.
These technologies drove elite- and popularly oriented opera closer together as producers
could create the same cultural product and easily disseminate it among the mass public
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without having to make major aesthetic concessions in their efforts to popularize the
genre.

Chapter 3: The Met: Live in HD (2006-present)
The final chapter examines the most recent large-scale effort to democratize
opera, The Met: Live in HD. Begun in 2006, the Metropolitan Opera’s ongoing live
broadcasts of select performances from the opera house to movie theaters worldwide are
intended to make opera more accessible and appealing. In the U.S., tickets typically cost
$22 or $24, irrespective of a city’s size or geography, making HD a considerably less
expensive option than going to an opera house. The movie theater venue also opens up
live opera to those who do not live near an opera house and makes it a more casual,
informal experience.
Even while drawing in some ways on the legacy of the ideologies of cultural
uplift and integration that characterized earlier opera democratizing efforts, the HD
transmissions differ from these initiatives in an important way. I argue that the HD
broadcasts promote an “authentic” experience of opera, both in the sense of offering a
cultural product that embodies opera’s core artistic essence, and in the sense of conveying
the unique liveness of the event. Although ostensibly catering to a broad range of tastes,
these broadcasts remain culturally highbrow by prioritizing musical and textual
authenticity. Thus, rather than actually changing opera itself to make it more popular, the
Met has changed the way opera is framed and marketed, casting it as entertainment. In its
emphasis on opera’s value as a prestigious historical artifact in need of preservation, the
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HD initiative is representative of authenticity-driven popularizing efforts of the last few
decades.
Analyzing both the HD broadcasts themselves and a sample of the copious media
coverage of them, as well as drawing on material from personal interviews I have
conducted with Met personnel, I demonstrate how the value of authenticity informs
various elements of the Met’s HD productions. I use the words “authenticity” and
“authentic” to refer to what is more informally called “the real thing.” The “authentic”
model of opera includes faithfulness to some notion of the original version of the work
(the one most representative of the composer’s intentions), a commitment to conveying a
work’s core essence, and an emphasis on the liveness of the event. The elements I
examine in this chapter are the repertoire of the HD broadcasts, including the score and
libretto (part 1), the nature of the medium (part 2), and the presentation style, including
language, staging, and the special behind-the-scenes features (part 3). A case study (part
4) offers an in-depth examination of the Met’s 2010 HD production of Bizet’s Carmen.
The repertoire of the HD broadcasts is in fact mostly representative of the Met’s
full range of operas, from warhorses to revivals of works by famous composers to new
works, suggesting that the Met believes offering the HD public an authentic, culturally
highbrow set of offerings is the most popularly appealing strategy. (One slight exception
is the greater percentage of bel canto operas in HD, although the difference is only 7%, or
five HD operas.) With respect to the score and libretto, the Met reproduces in its HD
broadcasts exactly what is done in its regular non-HD performances, adhering to the
original music and text in an effort to remain faithful to the composer’s intentions. This
means performing the full score, mostly without cuts or other modifications except the
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most standard, traditional ones. HD audiences thus see what many elites would deem an
“authentic” version of opera. As one of the Met’s assistant conductors told me, “the
musical side [of opera production] is concerned with [authenticity], it’s always part of the
consciousness.” According to him, abridged operas are “not the real opera, lots of
elements are missing. What you’re paying for is the actual work, not just an abbreviated
version. … The concept is that [if] you change something that is generally high art, …
[there are] things that you have to not compromise.” 22
New technological capacities have also fueled the ideology of cultural
authenticity. The ability to broadcast the operas live in high-definition transfers onstage
opera – in incredibly vivid detail – directly onto the movie screen, minimizing the types
of changes required by the limitations of earlier technology employed to democratize
opera. The active camerawork of the ten to twelve HD cameras, including a robotic
camera tracking the action along the stage, also captures the liveness, and hence the
authenticity, of the event. Furthermore, the venue of the movie theater, although clearly
not an opera house, is still a public place in which one is surrounded by other people in
the audience, and in that sense simulates part of the authentic opera experience in that one
is “going out” to the theater.
In presentation style, too, the Met’s HD transmissions reflect the ideal of
authenticity as a popularizing strategy by presenting all the operas in their original
languages, with subtitles. The broadcasts thus reflect the company’s commitment to an
ideal of Werktreue. They also reflect the considerable freedom in staging characteristic of
the Met’s productions (and that of most present-day opera houses). Yet even while
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offering some unusual and innovative interpretations of operas, the Met has also often
sought to make the staging of a number of its productions as artistically authentic as
possible. The heightened focus on visuals necessitated by the HD transmissions has, for
example, led the Met to take extreme care with the details of costumes and sets to
underscore the experience of opera on a grand scale. The costumes for Anna Bolena in
2011, for example, were rigorously researched to make them historically accurate. For
L’Elisir d’Amore in 2012 real wheat was harvested and fumigated (although simulated
wheat was ultimately used because the real wheat had insects in it). 23
Finally, the special behind-the-scenes features of the HD broadcasts are designed
to be popularly appealing and entertaining even while highlighting the liveness of the
event. They include interviews with singers, directors, designers, and stage technicians,
as well as short documentaries. Immediately preceding and during the performance, the
Met also shows shots of the crew and cast backstage as the singers prepare to come
onstage or catches them as they exit. Although these elements are not “authentic” in the
sense that the audience in the opera house does not have access to them, many of them
still underscore the liveness of the experience by bringing the HD viewer even deeper
into the opera house and revealing the excitement of the real-time activity.
A close analysis of the Met’s January 2010 HD broadcast of Carmen with Elīna
Garanča and Roberto Alagna as Carmen and Don José reveals how this production
epitomizes the values of authenticity. Perhaps not surprisingly, the production’s score and
libretto follow the Met’s traditional performance practice. Yet even the explicitly
popularly oriented elements of the production, such as the gritty realism of the staging
(magnified by the close-ups offered in the HD transmissions) and the behind-the-scenes
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features, revolve around the ideal of conveying authenticity. In his review of the in-house
production a few weeks prior to the HD broadcast, Anthony Tommasini of the New York
Times pointed to two ways in which authenticity is reflected in this production. As he
writes, “Other than updating the Seville setting of the opera to the 1930s from the 1830s,
to invoke the brutally repressive period of the Spanish Civil War, [director Richard] Eyre
has created an essentially traditional ‘Carmen.’ Yet, by flushing out details that show the
characters bucking against civic and sexual constraints, he uncovers the rawness and
daring at the opera’s core.” He also describes the final scene as “executed with such
stunning realism, a dangerous mingling of sex, rebellion and violence: the very essence
of ‘Carmen.’” 24
This focus on authenticity in elite- and popularly oriented opera alike stems from
the new ideologies of multiculturalism and cultural pluralism that have come to
characterize the American cultural scene since around 1970. Changes in academia, too, in
responding to these intellectual shifts have further contributed to the spread of the ideal of
authenticity as music scholars have influenced performance practice through the
publication of their research, including new critical and performing editions. Moreover,
the dramatic sociodemographic changes in America since 1970 – namely, a major influx
of immigrants from regions other than the European sending countries of earlier years –
along with technological developments have also had a major impact on the cultural
scene and hence on the strategies employed for democratizing opera. The Met’s approach
thus seems to reflect the belief that a central feature of opera’s popular appeal is the idea
that it is an elite activity being made accessible to non-elites. Consequently, the value of
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authenticity continues to be the predominant force in shaping even an explicitly populist
initiative like The Met: Live in HD.
In sum, my work is a history of trends in popularly oriented opera performance in
America from 1895 to the present, analyzing what these approaches have been and why
they have arisen. Although opera’s cultural cachet as an elite genre has remained more or
less constant throughout the entire period I analyze, popularly oriented opera in each era
has engaged with this cachet in different ways, sometimes emphasizing it, sometimes
downplaying it, but always addressing it. My research concerning efforts to democratize
opera in America thus fills out an incomplete historical picture by outlining the diverse
approaches that have been taken to presenting opera for a broad public. It also points to
the fact opera has had different cultural significance and connotations at different times,
reminding us that cultural hierarchies and perceptions of genre, for all the tradition they
may seem to represent, are in fact dynamic and fluid entities.
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Chapter 1: Henry Savage’s English Grand Opera Company 25
When Richard Wagner’s last music drama Parsifal burst onto the American scene
in 1903, few would have believed how far the so-called “Parsifalitis” epidemic would
spread over the next few years. The legal and moral furor caused by Metropolitan Opera
manager Heinrich Conried’s controversial decision to stage Parsifal in New York in
December 1903, flouting the Wagner family’s performance monopoly, brought both
work and composer to the attention of a tremendously diverse public. A 1904 magazine
article proclaimed that “the masses demand ‘Parsifal,’ just as they demanded ‘[HMS]
Pinafore’ and roller skating.” 26 Opera impresario Henry Savage’s popular price Englishlanguage version of Parsifal that toured the United States from October 1904 to May
1905 to great public and critical acclaim contributed in no small part to satisfying the
public’s unexpected clamoring for the mystical Christian opera. 27
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Yet Parsifal would hardly seem a likely candidate to be staged by a popular
company like Savage’s. The work’s philosophical and religious profundity, its unusual
length even by Wagnerian standards, and its sacred status as a “stage consecration
festival play” (Bühnenweihfestspiel) would all seem to militate against its promotion as
popular fare. Moreover, the work was protected at the time by a performance copyright
against presentations outside Bayreuth, the Bavarian town that Wagner had made the
base of summer festivals devoted to his works and that had become the touchstone of
Wagnerian performance. 28 Even if the tremendous publicity generated by the Met’s
production had been the primary motivation for Savage’s enterprise, undertaken with the
hope of great profit, one might expect a downplaying of the opera’s esoteric and
culturally highbrow aspects to make it palatable to as large an audience as possible.
What actually happened was quite the contrary. With the exception of the use of
English, Savage staged the work as much as possible in keeping with Bayreuth precedent,
as the Met had done even more faithfully by using the original language and some of the
original Bayreuth singers. The appeal of Savage’s production, like that of the Met’s, thus
appears to have owed less to its ease of appreciation than to its difficulty and complexity,
both dramatic and musical. Savage’s surprising decision to emphasize Parsifal’s
highbrow elements instead of simplifying or abridging it suggests that the work’s cultural
prestige was its popular selling point, and in particular, its educational value and potential

seduction scene also appeared in a Broadway play, which involved the lead actor donning “a towsled [sic]
blonde wig and a somewhat moth-eaten bear of yellow horsehair” and singing a duet with the female lead
“with due emphasis upon the ‘achs’ and ‘lichs’ of Teutonic suggestion.” (“‘Wang’ Burlesques Parsifal,”
New York Times, April 19, 1904.) There was even a report of a ragtime Parsifal presented by Weber and
Fields as a vaudeville sketch. (Taylor, “‘Parsifal’ for the Masses.”) In a more serious vein, Edwin Porter’s
silent film Parsifal, intended to be shown simultaneously with music from the opera played on phonograph
records, was also released by the Edison Company in November 1904.
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to uplift audiences. As it turned out, the general public nationwide eagerly patronized a
high-quality, artistically serious opera production that advertised its similarity to the most
prestigious productions of America and Europe. The main difference was that Savage
offered his version at affordable prices (which were unusually low for opera) that
precluded the notorious social exclusivity and snobbishness of elite-oriented opera.
The evidence reveals that Savage’s organization, which performed a wide range
of repertoire and went through various incarnations between 1895 and 1912, followed a
trajectory of increasing artistic sophistication that culminated with Parsifal in 1904-05.
Although Parsifal was unique among the works in the Savage company’s repertoire in
being the only late Wagner opera, extremely long and difficult to produce, and one of the
most expensive to stage, the work’s production and reception epitomized the company’s
educational mission. Savage’s organization was thus one of many opera enterprises
during the period that fostered social inclusivity through so-called “popular prices”
without compromising opera’s cultural prestige. 29 As the Chicago Daily Tribune wrote in
1900, Savage’s companies “sing to the people and not to society.” 30 Although “cheap” or
“popular price” opera, especially in English, lacked the social cachet and exclusivity of
foreign opera, the genre’s general association with elites, combined with Savage’s
emphasis on a culturally highbrow presentation style, attracted some members of the
middle and working classes as a gateway to social advancement and the benefits of high
culture.
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I argue, therefore, that Savage’s organization is emblematic of the proliferation of
highbrow-style popular opera enterprises during this period that were predicated on the
widespread embrace of the Progressive Era ideology of cultural uplift. Counterintuitively, opera’s “sacralization” – a term coined by historian Lawrence Levine to refer
to the process by which high culture in America came to be classified as distinct from
popular culture 31 – fueled a new mode of uplift-focused popularization because of the
social desirability of emulating elite culture for its perceived morally and ethically
refining benefits. In other words, the more exclusive opera became, the more appealing
opera became to non-elites because of the high value placed on familiarity with those
cultural forms deemed to be uplifting. Savage’s was one of many popularly oriented
enterprises claiming to be motivated by a democratizing impulse to make accessible to all
what was seen as having become the domain of the exclusive few, part of a concern for
reform that became especially pressing during the Progressive Era. Two contemporary
sociodemographic transformations, I suggest, facilitated the application of the uplift
agenda to both Savage’s and other popular opera endeavors: the development of a
culturally aspirational middle class and influxes of opera-loving European immigrants.
This popularization of opera was thus driven as much by the apparent social
desirability among the masses of participating in elite culture for its perceived refining
benefits and social advantages as by elites’ and impresarios’ personal convictions. 32
Inevitably, economic considerations were also at play in shaping popularly oriented
opera, functioning in tandem with these other cultural, artistic, and social forces. The
31
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starting point of my inquiry (the year 1895) coincides with the beginnings of Progressive
Era reform in arenas such as politics and social organization, as well as with the growing
presence of uplift rhetoric in the discourse surrounding opera, especially popularly
oriented opera. This ideological current’s Gilded Age roots, with some elements even
extending back to earlier in the nineteenth century, created a strong foundation for the
flowering of the turn-of-the-century movement. 33
My work extends and complements research that questions the assumption that
the reach of high art in America, including opera, narrowed as a result of sacralization.
Mark Katz has pointed to the increased dissemination of classical music in the years after
1900 via the new technology of recording. He and other scholars have also noted the
prevalence of the uplift ideology among proponents of the early twentieth-century music
appreciation movement that sought, through a variety of educational materials, to
reinforce the boundary between classical and popular music and bring more people into
the classical music fold. 34 Horowitz has also shown the centrality of cultural uplift to the
efforts of some late Gilded Age elites to democratize high culture. 35 Other scholarship
33
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has pointed to the presence of popular opera around the turn of the twentieth century
without considering its prominence or situating it in the broader sociocultural context. 36 I
suggest that beginning in the mid-1890s the ideology of uplift became in fact a prominent
feature of many popular opera troupes and extended beyond its application to Wagner to
encompass the rest of the operatic repertoire, including less clearly highbrow offerings.
My research thus broadens the picture of high art in America during this period.
To set the stage for Savage, I present first a basic sketch of popular opera in
America before the 1890s, followed by an examination of the Progressive Era and the
ideology of uplift, and then a discussion of opera’s sacralization in America. After
establishing these terms and processes, I will proceed to the main material of the chapter,
analyzing the trajectory of Savage’s organization.

Popular Opera Before 1895
A brief overview of popular opera in America will help contextualize the
emergence of the new conception of opera around 1895 as a fundamentally eliteassociated art form that required special effort to be made accessible to non-elites. The
main difference between opera in the Progressive Era and the activity of preceding
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decades was that, until the 1890s, the belief that opera as a form of high culture had the
potential to refine and uplift its audiences was not yet prevalent. Karen Ahlquist has
argued that in the first half of the nineteenth century, opera in America was thought to
have the potential for moral and social reform, after which it came to be seen as merely a
reflection of society without any powers of improvement. 37 However, the research of
other scholars, including Katherine Preston, has contradicted this interpretation with
findings suggesting that opera was viewed primarily as entertainment until much later in
the century. 38
While there was some affordable foreign-language opera prior to the Progressive
Era, most popularly oriented opera during this period was in English since social elites
were increasingly using patronage of the foreign article as a status symbol. As Katherine
Preston has shown, English-language opera for most of the nineteenth century, especially
the activity of immensely popular performers such as Jane Shirreff, John Wilson, Anna
Bishop, the Seguins, and the Woods the 1830 and 1840s, “was promoted as overtly
populist, part of the regular theater, and still reliant upon working- and middle-class
audiences.” 39 Joseph Horowitz further notes that “assertive egalitarianism and truculent
provincialism minimized the reformist potential of the English-language troupes. They
did not even try to signify high art.” 40 The only major exception to this attitude was
Jeanette Thurber’s idealistic but overly ambitious and ultimately mismanaged American
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(then National) Opera Company in the 1880s. 41 Other popularly oriented opera troupes of
the 1880s and early 1890s included James Morrissey’s English-language company, Marie
Tavary’s English Grand Opera Company (she also sometimes headed a troupe that
performed in foreign languages), and Gustav Hinrichs’ Philadelphia-based popular grand
opera efforts, which began as an English-language organization but later became a
foreign-language one.
Even though some of these popular enterprises, such as Emma Abbott’s Englishlanguage grand opera company, increasingly staged operas in their more or less complete
form (that is, without the cuts and interpolations that were a standard feature of earlier
popular opera), the performance quality of these companies was often quite uneven. Still,
the artistic standards were sufficiently high to satisfy large audiences, if not music critics.
These popular English companies gave performances that were, as composer Reginald
De Koven noted in 1914, “generally adequately interpreted by competent artists, with a
degree of popular interest and consequent financial success which made handsome
fortunes for these enterprises.” 42
By contrast, later efforts like Savage’s drew on the new cultural ideals of the
period and sought to make popular opera emulate elite-oriented opera’s artistically
highbrow character as much as possible. The increasing presence since the late 1840s of
foreign-language opera troupes had created a challenge for English-language opera: the
latter’s niche as unpretentious operatic entertainment started to lose its charm in the face
of the European – and therefore almost by default culturally prestigious – troupes that
41
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made the popular English versions seem domestic and unexciting. Popular English opera,
which had once been profitable, was thus being displaced in popularity by the growing
clamor (led in part by increased supply of foreign singers and stars) for foreign opera as
the “real” thing, its profitability due both to the attraction of big stars and the presence of
operaloving immigrants, especially Italians and Germans. Once English-language opera
started to be characterzed as inferior and inauthentic by cultural elites, including music
critics, its proponents sought to rehabilitate its image by emphasizing its similarity to
foreign-language opera, even if it couldn’t have quite the same cachet. Democratizing
opera as a culturally prestigious yet accessible activity became the goal of popular opera
impresarios rather than simply offering a modified popular alternative.
Indeed, Robert Grau, brother of 1890s Met manager Maurice, observed in 1909
that the quality of English-language opera had increased considerably over the previous
quarter century, noting Thurber’s and Savage’s efforts (particularly during the latter’s
short season at the Met) as “worthy and serious efforts to establish Grand Opera in the
vernacular,” which were “superior to those further back in which Parepa Rosa, C. D.
Hess, Clara Louise Kellogg, and ‘Honest little Emma’ Abbott figured extensively.” 43 In
1905 the music critic for the Washington Post similarly observed that Savage’s company
was apparently succeeding where many previous popularly-oriented opera efforts had
failed. 44 Popularly oriented opera of the Progressive Era, in both English and foreign
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languages, was considerably more focused on democratizing the genre in a way that
emphasized the culturally prestigious aspects of the genre. In particular, turn-of-thecentury democratizing impresarios believed that opera would not simply provide
entertainment but would uplift audiences by educating their tastes and refining their
character.

Progressive Era Uplift
The reform ideology characterizing the Progressive Era, which lasted roughly
from 1890 to 1920, was spurred by growing outrage over the abuses and corruption of the
postbellum decades that came to be known as the Gilded Age. As historian Andrew
Haley observes, “Progressive reformers’ concerns about monopoly businesses and
corporate greed…stemmed from…a nagging concern that the gulf between classes was
broadening and that elites were less interested in preserving democracy than in
establishing a European-style aristocracy.” 45 The social unrest stemming from this
growing inequality, a result of rapid industrialization, urbanization, and immigration,
worried certain segments of the upper class who felt the cultural fabric of society to be
fraying in ways that threatened social stability.
Diverse groups of reformers, not only cultural elites but also businessmen and
religious leaders, believed that educating people to appreciate the finer things in life,
including high culture such as opera, might alleviate some of these social problems and
requiring a guaranty [sic] in advance.” Fred F. Schrader, “Thoughts by the Wayside,” Washington Post,
December 17, 1905.
45
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early twentieth century, further spreading the notion that high art could uplift the lower classes from their
dire circumstances.” (Julia J. Chybowski, “Developing American Taste: A Cultural History of the Early
Twentieth-Century Music Appreciation Movement” (Dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
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contribute to the development of a civilized and refined populace. As historian Douglas
Sloan observes, “giving added coherence and focus to the larger [reform] movement was
an even smaller group within it who had a well-thought-out and consciously articulated
notion of the peculiar power of art to effect cultural uplift.” 46 To Sloan’s list of uplift
initiatives that includes schools, parks, settlement houses, libraries, and orchestras, I
suggest we must add popular opera enterprises.
With respect to opera, uplift had two parts: the so-called education of musical
taste and a vague sense of moral or ethical refinement that exposure to the higher things
in life was believed to confer. Due to the value placed on uplift, opera’s culturally
highbrow status became, ironically, a key feature of its popular appeal, accounting for
producers’ emphasis on seriousness of artistic purpose as well as on accessibility. Except
for the Wagner operas, the content of the operas was not the agent of uplift, but rather the
genre’s prestigious status through association with social and cultural elites, and more
generally its status as Western classical or art music, which was thought to have inherent
value by virtue of its European pedigree.
The discourse of uplift and education was a feature of the rhetoric surrounding
both popularly oriented and elite-oriented opera. Metropolitan Opera manager Heinrich
Conried, for example, characterized the Met in 1904 as “an educational institution of
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unquestionable value to the community.” He also noted the uplifting influence of great
music: “Few who have ears can leave a concert room after listening to a symphony of
Beethoven without feeling that, for a time at least, they have been uplifted. And…this is
even more true in the instance of a work like ‘Parsifal.’ All beautiful music is, in a sense,
refining. Some – like the music of ‘Parsifal’ – is ennobling.” 47
Widespread familiarity with the application of the concept of uplift to classical
music had been facilitated by music appreciation proponents, who, as Julia Chybowski
notes, “repeatedly insisted that certain music uplifted the moral status of its hearers,
improved intellectual capabilities of listeners, and reflected the democratic and patriotic
ideals of America.” Advocating classical music’s worth and prestige thus “fostered
assumptions and beliefs…that seemed to warrant no further explanation. That ‘classical’
music was ‘good’ for individuals and society became ‘common sense.’” 48 Indeed, unlike
the promoters of music as public utility in nineteenth-century France who clearly
articulated how music could be morally or politically useful, most American writers on
music were strikingly silent on the issue, seeming to take for granted that their readers
already understood precisely how opera was uplifting. 49
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This tacit understanding grew out of the fact that opera qualified as Western
Classical music, which toward the end of the nineteenth century was becoming
“sacralized,” accomplished in part through its association with institutions such as the
Metropolitan Opera, founded in 1883 by urban elites. This activity, combined with the
work of cultural elites, resulted in a class-based aesthetic hierarchy that, as Levine has
shown, cemented the social identity of artistic genres that could be sorted into high and
low spheres. Consequently, opera acquired a distinct identity as culturally prestigious and
uplifting, and as mostly inaccessible to the general non-elite public. Yet opera fit uneasily
into this high/low scheme, coming as it did from a longstanding tradition of being
popular entertainment in America even while simultaneously being patronized by elites
as a mark of social status. Moreover, opera’s alleged capacity for moral uplift was
particularly odd given its traditional status as being morally suspect because of its
association with the theater.

Sacralization
Since the advent of Levine’s pioneering study, the sacralization of high culture
has been a topic frequently referred to in the academic literature but has yet to be
analyzed closely with respect to opera. In this section I attempt a systematic consideration
of this important late-nineteenth-century cultural phenomenon in order to show how
sacralization laid the groundwork for the perception of opera in America that endures to
this day, as well as to show how the uplift-focused democratization of opera has grown
out of this sacralization.

a pervasive conviction that the most respectable motivation for attending the opera was because of its
capacity for uplift.
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For much of the nineteenth century in America, as in Europe, opera had been both
a widely disseminated form of popular entertainment and an elite activity. But toward the
end of the century, as Levine has argued, opera, along with the symphony, Shakespearean
drama, and fine art, came to be seen as a primarily elite-associated art form circumscribed
by certain behavioral rituals and aesthetic standards. This evolution, which Levine has
termed the “sacralization” of art, increasingly limited opera to the cultural domain of
elites, part of the ongoing stratification of art forms into a cultural hierarchy that
differentiated “high” art, which could offer a refining, edifying, and quasi-religious
experience, from “low” entertainment. 50 Late nineteenth-century urban elites, both social
and cultural, contributed to the creation of this new class-based hierarchy by founding
institutions such as the Metropolitan Opera. 51
Joseph Horowitz has also pointed to the crucial role cultural elites in particular –
especially German composers, performers, conductors, and music critics – played in
promoting the artistic ideals that brought opera to a new level of prestige around the turn
of the twentieth century. 52 Horowitz as well as Ralph Locke have appropriately criticized
50
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Levine’s claims that elites of this period primarily used “sacralized” high art as a way of
reinforcing social inequality and exerting social control.53 These scholars have identified
a democratizing impulse among some late nineteenth-century elites who, out of aesthetic
and cultural convictions, sought to disseminate what had become considered high art
among the ordinary public. As we will see, Savage’s enterprise built on this same
ideology of uplift through democratized high culture.
The socially-motivated creation of the Metropolitan Opera in 1883 was no doubt
influential in sacralizing opera by cementing the association between opera and elites,
both social and cultural. The institution, which was not only a building but also housed a
permanent, resident opera company, enshrined certain aesthetic values and standards that
made opera, as performed there, stand apart as superior in quality to productions of opera
given elsewhere. Yet the primary agent in opera’s sacralization in America, as several
scholars have pointed out, was the advent of Wagnerian opera. 54 Some turn-of-thecentury cultural elites considered Wagner’s works particularly potent as cultural uplift
because they represented, in theory at least, the antithesis of the aesthetic superficiality
53
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and social exclusivity associated with French and Italian opera. Wagner himself had
believed this repertoire to be fundamentally frivolous, artificial, and lacking musical
sophistication. As a result he strove to make his musico-dramatic output transcend this
stereotype of the operatic genre by making text and music inextricably bound together,
thus emphasizing both dramatic and musical values. He underscored his conviction that
his operas were substantively different from previous works in the genre by coining a
new term for his compositions, “music dramas.” 55 The sacred status of Wagner’s works
as exalted and uplifting art, a perspective promoted by the composer’s zealous New
World advocates such as Theodore Thomas and Anton Seidl, thus contrasted sharply with
the lesser cultural status of tuneful and virtuosic French and Italian fare.
This attitude of religiosity and reverence toward Wagner stemmed directly from
the composer’s own ideology of art as religion. As he explained in his 1880 essay,
“Religion and Art,” Wagner believed that the spiritual experience offered by his operas
made such art a viable replacement for religion in a world increasingly skeptical of the
artificiality of traditional religious tenets. American cultural elites also perceived
Wagnerian opera as uplifting because of the moral and philosophical messages of his
works, particularly the Ring Cycle and Parsifal. The complexity and musical
sophistication of these operas, Wagnerites believed, would help develop the public’s
musical taste as people became aware of the cultural and intellectual vistas opened up by
such artworks. Horowitz has observed that for Progressive Era figures like music critic
Henry Krehbiel, “as for Americans generally, Wagner was about uplift.” 56 In his book
Wagner Nights, Horowitz describes the benefits of uplift attributed to Wagner’s works in
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1880s America as “meliorism,” referring to the capacity for personal improvement
Wagner was thought to confer. By contrast, the older bel canto operas were not thought
to have such uplifting or refining capabilities because of their lack of artistic weight
stemming from an emphasis on beautiful melody and virtuosic execution. 57 As Karen
Ahlquist puts it, “German opera, led by Wagner’s music dramas, could answer the search
for a musical high culture on an educational rather than social class basis….Victory for
German music even in the opera house served as an aesthetic and social symbol of the
triumph of artistic excellence over claptrap, triviality, and performers’ values.” 58
Wagnerism, like the cultural uplift movement more generally, had wide appeal because it
was democratic: its basis was education, not birth or social standing, meaning anybody
could be uplifted and subsequently become more refined and “cultured.”
Wagnerian opera was thus also appealing to Americans because of its democratic
values. Wagner himself sought to harness art as a tool of national unification, a belief he
especially espoused during his most ideologically radical years of the early 1850s. Over
the course of several decades in the latter half of the nineteenth century, American
cultural elites grappled with Wagner’s complex and often contradictory claims, taking the
composer’s own ideas as a point of departure but repurposing and reinterpreting them to
57
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be in line with uniquely American beliefs about democracy and religion. Historian
Burton Peretti, for example, points out that late-nineteenth-century American
interpretations of Wagner’s character and life often focused on the composer’s
“dedication to democratic values.” 59 In 1904, one American publisher of Wagner’s
librettos even argued that “Wagner was the Composer of the People, moved by a great
understanding of their struggle.” 60
By the late 1890s these Wagnerian – more generally thought of at the time as
German – values of opera’s capacity for uplift had spilled over to apply to all grand
opera. Indeed, even after the intensity of the Wagner movement had begun to fade around
1905, the rhetoric of uplift persisted in relation to the rest of the French and Italian
repertoire that had seized the public’s attention and displaced the earlier fervor for
Wagner. 61 This sacralization of French and Italian opera occurred in part through the
emergence of a common enemy of all kinds of opera: popular music. The late nineteenth
and early twentieth century saw the rise of the musical styles of jazz and ragtime, a
response to the growing working-class mass public. As David Savran observes,
European concert music, opera, literary classics, and paintings by the old masters
defined a highbrow culture at odds with an indigenous, turn-of-the-century
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popular culture. … At the opposite end of the spectrum, captivating the largely
foreign-born masses, were genres such as comic strips, jazz, nickelodeons, and,
among theater forms, minstrel shows, burlesque, cheap vaudeville, and the like.
Although these forms were not mass produced it the way that cinema was, they
were usually deemed lowbrow insofar as they were imagined to be fit for
consumption only en masse by the working classes. 62
Activists in the music appreciation movement in turn became worried about the
potentially corrupting and deleterious effects of this new popular culture and popular
music, which they perceived to be sensual and non-intellectual. It thus became
increasingly necessary for these education proponents to distinguish classical music,
including opera, from lesser forms of music by emphasizing classical music’s refining,
educational, and culturally prestigious qualities. As Chybowski points out, “To claim
popular music’s ill effects on society and classical music’s involvement in moral uplift
schemes, in effect, was to ‘sacralize’ classical music. Music appreciation taught
Americans to understand music in terms of a moral dichotomy, where classical music, by
definition, was sacred.” 63
Popular music – which music appreciation advocates set up as the polar opposite
of classical music – thus exerted something of an equalizing effect on the hierarchies
within classical music: in comparison to ragtime, even French and Italian opera could be
said to be sophisticated. One observer of popular price Italian opera in New York aimed
mainly at Italian immigrants, for example, cast opera as a salutary bulwark against the
dangers of popular music: opera would “rescue the public from the growing era of
62
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ragtime and coon songs!” 64 As we will see, popular opera impresarios like Savage
invoked this cultural dichotomy to emphasize the aesthetic worth of the product they
were promoting.
An additional factor in the process of sacralizing opera was the rise of the
recording industry in the first years of the twentieth century. Opera was among the first
classical music genres to be recorded because of the ease of having singer and
accompanist in a recording studio. The wide appeal of opera stars like Caruso who would
be likely to stimulate sales also made opera a natural candidate for recording. Combined
with the voice’s unique suitability to early technology, recordings helped bring opera
together with other classical music genres as part of one educational package. This
approach thus minimized distinctions between types of classical music and allowed all
national opera traditions – French and Italian as well as German – to take on a similar
highbrow allure as all the rest of the classical music on Victor’s prestigious Red Seal, the
promotion of which emphasized the “high-class” status of their classical music
recordings.
The music appreciation movement also contributed to the sacralization of opera
by cultivating a reverential attitude toward classical music in general as a form of high
culture. Part of the strength – and credibility – of this message came from claims of
classical music’s alleged ability to uplift because of its moral worth. This belief went
back to the early part of the nineteenth century when classical music (referred to also as
“good music”) was often associated with religious hymn singing taught in public schools.
Classical music’s connection with domesticity and feminine culture lent it additional
moral credibility since women were seen as the guardians of morality who could wield
64
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important influence through music making in the home. In fact, as Chybowski observes,
“the sacralization of classical music…embraced the formula that good music led to good
behavior.” 65 The music appreciation movement’s ability to bring together all types of
classical music into a single artistic cause thus dulled opera’s morally suspect traditions
through association with the moral value of other musical genres and its proponents.
Figures such as the conductor Theodore Thomas were sometimes even referred to as
missionaries working for the cause of popularizing classical music. Chybowski also notes
that increasingly in the years around 1900, “authors of music appreciation literature
frequently redirected their moral objectives toward emotional uplift and away from
religious salvation,” meaning that the moral improvement classical music could confer
was said to stem from the music’s emotional qualities. 66
Around the turn of the twentieth century, then, music’s emotional impact was
increasingly cast as part of its ability to uplift. Since opera was the most overtly
emotional of classical music genres because of the music’s direct connection to emotional
situations, opera was able to move up in the aesthetic hierarchy, or at least not be
automatically assumed inferior to absolute (instrumental) music. As Chybowski notes, in
the first two decades of the twentieth century, “appreciation text book authors and later
radio program hosts regarded emotions, feelings, and moods as the most effective
musical means toward moral uplift, especially when dealing with a broad public assumed
to have a low level of taste.” 67 Music critic Henry Finck made this point explicitly in
relation to opera in his 1909 article, “The Educational Influence of the Opera,” claiming
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that opera’s intense emotional appeal was in fact its most educational element, and not a
cause for denigration due to the taint of association with the emotional world of theater. If
emotions could be said to offer moral refinement, then opera most certainly fit the bill as
a candidate for offering uplift.
Yet another factor contributing to the sacralization of French and Italian opera
was the Metropolitan Opera’s repertoire cosmopolitanism in the mid-1890s. During the
1880s, the Met had been a German-only house, a policy reversed abruptly in the early
1890s by decree of dissatisfied social elites who had had enough of Wagner and insisted
on predominantly hearing their preferred French and Italian repertoire. German opera all
but disappeared from the Met until a petition from an insistent contingent of Germans in
1895 brought it back to the repertoire list. Now offering both the highbrow German
repertoire (mainly Wagner) and the generally less artistically prestigious French and
Italian repertoire, sometimes even performed by the same singers, the Met made the two
types of repertoire seem aesthetically less different from one another. Singers themselves
started to think of French and Italian opera as having comparable aesthetic worth. 68 As
early as 1894, the New York Times commented on the growing influence of Wagner on
attitudes toward French and Italian opera:
It is a curious fact that the teachings of Wagner have so spread themselves abroad
over the face of operatic art that the men and women who arouse the highest
enthusiasm to-day are those who are entitled to be called singing actors. … How
fully these singing actors of the French and Italian stages have adopted the
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Wagnerian theories is shown by their own utterances. When Calvé was
interviewed she talked not of Bizet’s music and its suitability to her voice, but of
Mérimée’s Carmen and of her conception of the character. The de Reszke
brothers have proved over and over again that they study the psychology of their
roles, and Lasselle [sic] argued hotly, not in favor of a tempo or a phrasing in ‘Die
Meistersinger,’ but of accentuating the poetic rather than the cobbling element in
the personality of Hans Sachs. 69
All opera, not just Wagner, was thus increasingly viewed as serious art, not just
mere entertainment consisting of international stars performing vocal pyrotechnics. 70
Indeed, a 1908 production of Aida, which opened the Met’s 1908-09 season under the
new direction of Giulio Gatti-Casazza was described in the newspaper as having been
“put forward not, as too often has been the case in other days of this opera house, as a
spectacle – a sort of glorified circus – but as a work of art in which no detail was too
small to be carried out.” 71

Henry Savage
The late nineteenth-century sacralization of opera I have just described, which
lent opera as a whole a reputation for being artistic and uplifting, was instrumental in
creating an environment that led to the emergence of Savage’s popular, yet culturally
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highbrow, enterprise. The quick growth of this English-language opera company (see
Table 1) and its wide geographical reach suggest a strong interest among the general
public in what was promoted as artistically serious opera in the vernacular. Savage first
established the Castle Square Opera Company in Boston in 1895 (named after the theater
in which it performed), expanding the troupe to include branches performing in
Philadelphia in 1896, in Washington, D.C. and Baltimore in the spring of 1897, in New
York in December 1897, in Chicago in 1898, and in St. Louis in 1900. 72 In October 1900
in New York Savage reorganized some of his singers into the Henry Savage Metropolitan
English Grand Opera Company for a short fall season at the Metropolitan Opera House in
New York, after which the troupe went on a short tour in 1901 and returned to New York
(as the Castle Square Opera) for a brief fall season that year. In 1902 Savage gathered his
best singers into the Henry Savage English Grand Opera Company that toured nationwide
for the next several years. Between 1904 and 1912 he also established three special
troupes devoted to individual operas, Wagner’s Parsifal and Puccini’s Madama Butterfly
(as Madam Butterfly) and La Fanciulla del West (as The Girl of the Golden West), all of
which also toured the entire country. 73
Table 1: Savage organization (branches that included grand opera), 1895 to 1912
Name
Castle Square Opera Company
Henry Savage Metropolitan English Grand

Cities and Years Established
Boston (1895), Philadelphia (1896), Washington,
D.C. (1897), Baltimore (1897), New York (1897),
Chicago (1898), St. Louis (1900)
New York (1900)
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Opera Company
Henry Savage English Grand Opera
Company
Parsifal company
Madam Butterfly company
The Girl of the Golden West company

Nationwide (1902)
Nationwide (1904)
Nationwide (1906)
Nationwide (1911)

Savage’s democratizing agenda is evident in the wide-ranging tours his various
grand opera companies undertook that brought opera to urban centers as well as to small
and far-flung locales. (Unlike the Met, which frequented only the larger cities on its
tours, the many popularly oriented English- and foreign-language troupes of the day
toured extensively.) Yet Savage’s companies stood out from the competition by offering
higher quality productions and staging repertoire, including Wagner, that few other
popular companies attempted. By the early 1900s, the various branches of Savage’s
company collectively constituted a much larger and more prosperous organization than
any of the rival individual touring opera companies: Savage had permanent troupes in
multiple cities performing not only grand but also light opera (such as Gilbert and
Sullivan) and extremely popular modern musical comedy. 74
Beginning around 1900, the gradual division of Savage’s company into light and
grand branches through the segregation of repertoire, together with the special attention
he gave to developing the productions of grand opera, is evidence of a growing
distinction between the genres of light and serious music during this period. The values
attached to the light/comic operas or musical comedies as opposed to the grand operas, or
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even “standard” operas (works that would now be classified as “light,” such as Martha
and Fra Diavolo) were also becoming distinct. In particular, the special artistic
expectations accruing to grand opera – part of the sacralization of high culture – made it
stand out as elevated and refined, and thus with the potential to uplift audiences.
Savage staged all his productions in English out of the conviction that opera
would be more appealing to general American audiences if they could understand what
was being sung. “Deep in the Yankee breast,” he wrote, “is a strain of melody to which
the opera will make a sure appeal provided it is made intelligible to the average New
England mind.” 75 In this way Savage accomplished his goal “to keep close to American
methods and principles.” 76 As he put it, “English-speaking people like to be spoken to in
their own language; and we play to the American public, not to the few who understand
or pretend they understand French or German or Italian.” 77 Use of English for opera
during this period seems to have been viewed less as a compromise, as it might be today,
than as a purposefully nationalistic, democratic alternative to foreign-language
productions. If this had not been the case, Savage’s productions would not have received
the degree of respect and attention they did from cultural elites.
Naturally, it is impossible to fully disentangle the economic and cultural
principles motivating popular opera enterprises like Savage’s, and the economic struggle
for survival no doubt played a role in shaping such endeavors. Savage put it simply: “We
do not want to be exclusive, because it doesn’t pay.” 78 Making opera financially viable
was of course a central – and longstanding – issue, particularly for popular enterprises in
75
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America, which lacked elite or government financial backing and hence relied
exclusively on audience patronage for their survival. Patronage in turn depended on the
degree to which impresarios’ presentation and marketing of their product resonated with
widespread ideological sensibilities, as well as with basic principles of entertainment.
Savage’s comfort in admitting the influence of commercial concerns – even as he also
promoted the philosophy of uplift – shows his awareness of the fact that altruistic ideals
of democratizing opera would be useless if his company could not remain financially
solvent. Moreover, while it seems plausible that Savage was at least in part motivated by
the ideology of providing uplift through popular price opera in English, his commitment
to this ideal in framing his venture establishes that he believed the emphasis on uplift to
be the most effective way of promoting his enterprise to a public that embraced this
philosophy.
Another justification for the decision to use English was that performances in
Europe were always given in the vernacular of the audience: Wagner operas were sung in
Italian in Italy and Verdi operas were sung in German in Germany. Since these were
countries with municipally funded opera patronized by the full social spectrum, some
Americans, including Savage, believed that emulating this European method of
affordable vernacular performance would build a similarly socially diverse opera base in
the United States (or rather, rebuild what had until the mid-nineteenth century been a
genre patronized by all social strata).
The hoped-for accessibility in the New World was cast, however, in distinctly
American terms of democratic access, even though the model was the European system
of popular patronage of troupes sustained by civic funding. The fact that the European
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opera infrastructure was an offshoot of an older monarchic court system of opera
patronage, combined with a general American perception of foreign European products
and traditions as having cultural cachet and prestige, however, made opera seem
aristocratic in the eyes of most Americans (the activity of earlier decades apparently
notwithstanding). Savage’s goal, along with that of other contemporary opera
democratizing efforts, was to make opera accessible both financially and intellectually to
non-elites.
As part of his nationalistic project to nurture a homegrown opera culture, from the
beginning of the enterprise Savage engaged American performers whenever possible,
especially those with exclusively American training. He advertised this feature in
newspapers with bold capital letters announcing “110 All-American Artists,” perhaps out
of a conviction that popularizing opera among Americans had a better chance when the
organization had an American identity. 79 Although Savage was sometimes forced to hire
European singers, especially for operas never or rarely performed in America (such as
Parsifal and Madam Butterfly, both of which were new at the time) because of
Americans’ lack of experience with them, his preference was always to fill his roster in
both principal and supporting roles with Americans if they were up to the task. In
addition to the choruses culled from hundreds of auditions of local American talent, some
of Savage’s most popular leading singers were American-born. 80
By placing sophisticated opera in English on a firm financial basis through a
tightly run organization patronized primarily by the ordinary, non-elite public, Savage
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proved that grand opera, contrary to popular opinion, could be a paying proposition. 81
(When it suited him, however, Savage emphasized his altruism by pointing to the great
expense incurred by a production like Parsifal that could not possibly be covered by
revenue from the low ticket prices. Also, the size of his organization allowed him to
cross-subsidize his various endeavors, using the proceeds from the most popular works to
fund the more expensive ones like Parsifal.) Yet even if financial gain was generally a
motivating factor for Savage’s enterprise, the fact that the rhetoric used both by the
company itself and music critics was so imbued with the language of uplift suggests this
to have been a central ideological issue of the day. The Washington Post, for example,
referred in 1905 to opera’s “moral and educational value as an uplifting and refining
power.” 82 The objections of some intellectuals, such as the music critic W. J. Henderson,
to this widespread tendency to ascribe to opera the capacity for uplift, further suggests the
prevalence of the ideology. 83
My analysis of the ways in which Savage’s popular grand opera offerings were
shaped by ideals of Progressive Era cultural uplift focuses on the development of the
company’s repertoire (Part 1), prices and venue (Part 2), and staging (Part 3) over the
course of several key entrepreneurial stages: the first two Boston seasons at the Castle
Square Theatre (1895-96 and 1896-97), the three New York seasons at the American
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Theatre (1897-1900), and the 1902-06 touring seasons. The final section of the chapter
(Part 4) offers a detailed analysis of Savage’s 1904-05 touring production of Parsifal.
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Part 1: Expanding the Repertoire
The expansion of the Savage company’s repertoire in Boston from 1895 to 1897,
in New York from 1897 to 1900, and on tour from 1902 to 1906 shows the organization’s
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development from a popular, entertainment-oriented opera troupe into an artistically
sophisticated company. It performed an increasingly wide repertoire range of French and
Italian opera, including familiar works that had never or only rarely been performed in
English, as well as several American premieres. Most significant, because unusual for
popular opera troupes, were some Wagner operas, which the Savage organization
claimed to have never been performed before in English in America. 84 The press
response to these repertoire developments, though varied in its level of praise, both
highlighted and contributed to the Savage company’s growing reputation for providing
cultural uplift through its education of the public taste.

First Two Boston Seasons, May 1895 – July 1896 and September 1896 – May 1897:
Castle Square Opera Company
In answer to the question of what prompted him to become an opera manager in
the first place, Henry Savage said, “Opportunity – I thought I saw a chance to make
money by giving the public high-class opera at reasonable prices.” 85 One of Boston’s
most prominent real estate dealers, Savage co-invested, purely as a business venture, in
the construction of the elaborate and up-to-date Castle Square Theater in Boston in
1894. 86 The failure of the theater’s first few visiting dramatic troupes to attract much
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public interest led a member of one of them to propose to Savage the formation of a
permanent English-language stock company. The resulting Castle Square Lyric Stock
Company (which by about a year later had come to be known as the Castle Square Opera
Company) was thus inaugurated in May 1895, fully within the century-long American
tradition of troupes that performed a wide of range of works of light and grand opera in
the vernacular at popular prices.
At first, like popular opera troupes of previous decades, the Castle Square Opera
Company was focused on being a profitable entertainment-oriented enterprise, with no
evidence of an ideological agenda of cultural uplift. The use of English was typical
among such companies for both works originally composed in English and foreignlanguage works that were performed in English translation, presumably in order to attract
as large an audience as possible by not alienating English speakers through the use of
foreign languages. In major cities like New York or Boston where foreign-language
grand opera productions were also occasionally given, English-language opera companies
– by default popularly oriented since use of English usually indicated American rather
than European performers and thus an organization of lower social and cultural prestige
as well as of lower cost – target audiences were primarily English speakers of the middle
and upper-middle class, as well as of the working class. In smaller places that saw little or
no foreign-language opera, English-language troupes could attract the entire range of the
social spectrum since the public, if it wanted any opera at all, had to take what it could
get.
Girl.” Much of McPherson’s research is useful but some of it is incomplete (leading to factual errors) as he
relies for certain information on the company’s catalogs that omit some performances (their occurrence is
recorded in newspaper articles and advertisements) that happened after the publication of the catalogs. For
instance, the first season (1895-96) ended not in May but in July, and Savage formed the touring Savage
English Grand Opera Company not in 1903 but in 1902.
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The first half of the Castle Square Opera Company’s first year was dominated by
light works such as Millöcker’s The Beggar Student, Suppé’s Boccaccio and Fatinitza,
Strauss’ A Merry War, Planquette’s The Chimes of Normandy, Auber’s Fra Diavolo,
Offenbach’s The Brigands, Sullivan’s The Mikado, Wallace’s Maritana, and Balfe’s
ever-popular The Bohemian Girl. As was typical for popular musical and dramatic
troupes, each work was performed for a week, usually eight performances, before being
replaced by the next one. (Extensions were allowed if a work was especially popular). As
a result, singers rehearsed the subsequent week’s offering while maintaining a full
performance schedule. 87
Mounting its first grand opera, the reliably popular Carmen, in late November
1895, the Castle Square company continued along the mixed repertoire lines (that is, both
light and grand opera) common to popular opera troupes. 88 In response to the public’s
enthusiasm, Carmen was extended for an additional week. Even while continuing to
perform light works, the company also introduced other grand operas into its repertoire
over the subsequent months. Faust in particular was so popular that it continued for three
straight weeks, the only work of light or grand opera that season accorded that honor,
and, like Carmen, was also revived for a week later in the season.
The other grand operas the Castle Square company performed between January
and July 1896 included the most popular works of the genre, such as Il Trovatore, the
relatively new Cavalleria rusticana (composed 1890) in a double bill with Gilbert and
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Sullivan’s HMS Pinafore, Mignon (for two weeks), Lucia di Lammermoor, The
Huguenots, Aida, Rigoletto, and Pagliacci in a double bill with Offenbach’s Marriage by
Lantern. The final week of the season, as would become the company’s custom, was
devoted to a week of mixed repertoire that revived the most popular operas of the
preceding months. In 1896 this final week featured Faust and Il Trovatore once each and
the double bill of HMS Pinafore and Cavalleria rusticana twice on the final Saturday of
the season (matinee and evening).
Over the course of its first season lasting sixty-four consecutive weeks, the Castle
Square company presented a heterogeneous repertoire representative of the range of
similar popular opera troupes of the period. Light works, such as The Bohemian Girl, The
Mikado, and Fra Diavolo, accounted for about two-thirds of the performances, with the
heavier ones, such as the more serious grand operas such as Carmen, Faust, Rigoletto,
and Lucia taking up the remaining third and appearing only in the second half of the
season. Although The Huguenots, Aida, and Rigoletto were essentially novelties in that
they were rarely performed in English, they still were, together with the rest of the grand
operas the Castle Square company performed that season, among the most familiar and
popular operas of the day. 89 The first season’s repertoire selection did not suggest the
company to be in the business of challenging or developing its audience’s tastes, and the
company’s emphasis was on providing entertainment. Yet the increasingly frequent
references to educating the public in the second half of the 1890s reveals the growing
89
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sense that offering a range of operatic works in affordable high-quality productions
constituted a public good.
In the second Boston season, grand opera offerings constituted half rather than
one third of performances, including what were billed as the American English-language
premieres of Lohengrin (three consecutive weeks) and Tannhäuser a month later in
response to popular demand, in February and March 1897, respectively.90 The other
grand operas performed in 1896-97 included the ever-present Carmen and Faust as well
as Il Trovatore, Mignon, and a double bill of Lucia di Lammermoor and Cavalleria
rusticana, and the final week of the season included performances of Carmen, Faust, and
Il Trovatore (as well as Maritana and The Chimes of Normandy). Financial success
continued during this second season as attendance remained high and the number of
subscriptions was increasing. The highly positive public and critical response to the
Castle Square Opera’s first two seasons suggests the company had found a successful
formula. 91 While one might expect the Boston papers to be indulgent in their desire to
encourage and glorify Boston’s cultural achievements, the positive reviews by music
critics based in other cities indicate that they were in fact of relatively high quality.
Because Wagner operas, even the historically more popular ones such as
Lohengrin, Tannhäuser, and Die Meistersinger, tended to be perceived as prestigious
(and less popular than the tuneful works by Verdi and Puccini), the Savage company’s
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introduction of these works into its repertoire constituted an artistically bold step in the
direction of becoming a serious organization that could offer cultural uplift. This move
differentiated the Castle Square from contemporary popular English-language troupes
that avoided Wagner’s famously challenging works – they could not afford to take the
financial risk when there were many other more reliably popular performance options.
But as the search for cultural refinement became increasingly widespread, and
increasingly thought of as attainable through opera, Wagner acquired an allure for the
non-elite public. As the Washington Post remarked, “people swarm to hear the Wagner
opera because it is popularly supposed to be the subtle and the utter thing.” 92
Indeed, Savage’s decision to venture into the unfamiliar artistic territory of
Wagner in the form of Lohengrin and Tannhäuser in 1897 paid off handsomely in both
Boston and the next season in New York, garnering critical praise and large, appreciative
audiences – the Boston Globe estimated the total attendance for three weeks of Lohengrin
to have been almost 50,000, making it “the most prominent success of the entire season
of opera at the Castle sq theater.” 93 The success of the Lohengrin performances was seen
as proof that “grand opera at popular prices [was] evidently a drawing attraction.” 94 The
Globe expressed surprise over the great public interest: “That a grand opera, and a
Wagner one at that, should be able to run two weeks continuously, and then start on a
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third week, with a house as crowded as the Castle sq theater was last evening, is certainly
quite a remarkable fact.” 95
Musical elites appear to have been the first to introduce the idea of the Castle
Square company’s potential as an educational force rather than as mere entertainment.
The 1896 catalog remarked that “Lovers of music of the highest standing in the
community not only patronize these productions from week to week, but give the
management the benefit of advice and encouragement expressed both privately and in the
popular prints, some highly endorsing the scheme as a great public educator worthy of
conscientious support by all, including even the most critical.” 96 This sort of reference –
opera in English as “a great public educator” – was rare in the press or publicity materials
of the mid-1890s but became increasingly dominant in subsequent years, representing the
beginning of the infiltration of the cultural uplift rhetoric into Savage’s popular opera
enterprise.
The introduction of Wagner into the repertoire coincided with more frequent
references to educating the public taste. 97 A Boston Globe article published near the end
of that season approvingly noted, for example, that “the success which has attended this
enterprise from the start is most gratifying to all who realize the importance of its
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maintenance as a factor in the musical education of the public.” 98 One possible reason for
the appearance of such rhetoric in the Boston context was the city’s longstanding anxiety
about the theater’s corrupting effects and reputation for immorality. The appropriateness
of the Castle Square Opera’s performances even for religious Bostonians was assured,
however, by a comment by the Reverend Samuel J. Barrows published in the Christian
Register and cited in the 1896 catalog: “Many predicted failure for the enterprise; but the
result has been a most gratifying success from a musical, moral and a financial
standpoint.” 99 As Savage himself wrote a few years later, “I do not hesitate to declare my
Puritanism, altho [sic] this is contrary to operatic traditions. …It is my conviction that
nothing should be offered to eye or ear, at an operatic performance, which a parent of
sound New England traditions and good sense would exclude if the production were
prepared especially for his own family.” 100 (Puzzlingly, as had been the case from the
beginning of Savage enterprise, things such as murder in Rigoletto and incest in Die
Walküre were conveniently overlooked by not only Savage but also music critics.) If the
Castle Square opera could be legitimately promoted, therefore, as an educational
enterprise in exerting a refining, moral force, it could gain respectability. This rhetoric
may have been an early manifestation of what would later become a more broadly
conceived notion of the company’s function of educating the public’s musical taste.
Even some European periodicals started to take notice of the Castle Square
company’s efforts by reprinting articles from American critics. In April 1897 the London
Musical Courier ran a review article by the venerable Boston critic Philip Hale about the
Tannhäuser performances in March 1897. Hale noted that “the [Castle Square]
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management has looked favourably on grand opera, because the box office test proved
that the public of the theatre took greater interest in serious opera than in operetta. …To
my mind the real work, the work of durable advantage, done by the management has
been the introduction of hundreds of the people to opera. No longer to them does opera
seem something luxurious, remote, inaccessible. Nor are they any longer afraid of it.” 101
Although Hale conceded the Castle Square company’s performance quality to be highly
variable and sometimes even poor, he believed the productions worthwhile, since even
“the weakest of the performances has at least given to many some idea of an opera, which
otherwise they would know only by report or long in vain to see because the prices
charged by visiting companies are to these lovers of music prohibitive.”102 In short, the
democratic access to grand opera Savage was providing was starting to be perceived by
cultural elites as a valuable public good.

New York Seasons, December 1897 – May 1900: Castle Square Opera Company
The Castle Square’s three New York seasons at the American Theatre were
marked by the presentation of a number of novelties, some of which were entirely new to
the company, some entirely new to New York in their English guise, and others that were
revivals of successful productions of the previous Boston seasons. This expansion of
repertoire to include increasingly artistically sophisticated and difficult works at
consistently affordable prices elicited from the press a growing number of references to
the education and refinement of public taste, solidly establishing Savage’s reputation by
the late 1890s as the manager of a company that was engaging in cultural uplift.
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Savage’s commitment to presenting novelties quickly became a central feature of
his company’s identity. In 1898-99, for example, he revived the Boston productions of
Lohengrin and Aida, both of which were operas familiar to New Yorkers but had hardly
ever been given there in English. That same season Savage presented his company’s first
productions of Romeo and Juliet, La Gioconda, and The Barber of Seville. Also that
season he introduced La Bohème to Americans for the first time in any language. In the
1899-1900 season the company revived the Boston Tannhäuser along with the previous
season’s Aida and also presented four other grand operas new to the company: Der
Freischütz, Fidelio (Act 1 only), A Basso Porto (At the Lower Harbor, a verismo opera
by Spinelli in the vein of Mascagni and Leoncavallo), and La Traviata. 103 This steady
stream of new productions showed Savage’s willingness to take artistic risks – not all of
which seem to have paid off, given that some of these works were only infrequently
produced in subsequent seasons – that contributed to his company’s reputation for
boldness.
The most ambitious novelty of the Castle Square Opera’s third New York season
was the American English-language premiere of Die Meistersinger, which, though falling
short of the complexity of the Ring Cycle operas, was a considerably more difficult
Wagner work than Lohengrin or Tannhäuser. As one critic put it, “its successful
performance is a heavy strain on all the resources of the greatest operatic
organizations.” 104 This audacious move – on opening night, no less – could be read as an
assertion of the Castle Square Opera’s confidence in its artistic prowess as it staked its
claim as a serious opera company. Performing difficult operas for New York’s
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experienced musical public under the critical eye of the city’s stringent music critics was
no small task for any opera troupe. Despite providing a heavy dose of criticism, the press
commented frequently on the company’s value as a tool for educating public taste.
For example, the critic for Life magazine expressed the hope that, because “the
Wagner habit” was “progressive,” “the people who are receiving their musical education
at the hands of the Castle Square company may yet come to clamor for the Trilogy [i.e.
the Ring Cycle] in its entirety.” 105 Even if the Castle Square performances of difficult
works like Meistersinger had their share of problems, the troupe was believed to be doing
valuable cultural work in laying the groundwork for a gradual growth in the public’s
interest in difficult and sophisticated works. These productions, whatever their flaws,
were perceived as valuable in developing the public’s taste, thanks in no small part to the
company’s “earnestness and sincerity of effort:” these “accomplishments…are creditable
from the artistic point of view, and commendable as valuable steps in the direction of
popular education.” 106 An 1899 New York Times article similarly referred to the
“educational good accomplished by this organization. … Not alone does this organization
provide on a self-supporting basis good music for the masses, but it also affords a means
of education to the student and furnishes opportunity to the aspiring American singer,”
even if “Manager Savage does not claim to have established the American Theatre solely
as a public benefaction.” 107 Indeed, the low-priced Wednesday matinees (or Monday
evenings, in Boston) were a special attraction for music students who had no other way
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besides attending live performances to become familiar with the works. Contributing to
the Savage organization’s credibility and prestige was the patronage of Boston’s cultural
elites, including the well-known Harvard music professor and composer John Knowles
Paine.
Even the newspaper critics giving the harshest reviews noted the Castle Square
company’s artistic ambitiousness. The review in the New York Tribune, for example
(probably by Henry Krehbiel), worried that the company was overextending itself. 108 He
nonetheless both praised and criticized various elements of the production, evidence of
his desire to encourage the establishment of high quality opera in the vernacular. The
review in the New York Times (probably by W. J. Henderson) similarly lauded the
company’s artistic aspirations while lamenting its inability to fully achieve its goals,
describing the Meistersinger production as “an overambitious attempt.” Savage “has
done many things to call for praise,” he wrote, “but his production of Wagner’s comic
opera was not one of them. The motive which led to the production may have been a
worthy one, but the judgment which prompted it was not wise.” 109
Indeed, the Castle Square company’s educational mission and its desire to be
known as an artistically serious enterprise is clear from the remarks in the introduction to
the catalog compiled in October 1899 in honor of the company’s five-hundredth
performance at the American Theatre in New York: “No other undertaking has
accomplished more for the formation of a musical public, one that can be depended upon
to support good music whenever offered. The influence exerted by two years of these
popular presentations toward the growth of a musical taste in this community can
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scarcely be overestimated. Opera in English unquestionably tends toward a broader
appreciation of this department of music on the part of the people.” 110 Despite the
roughly fifty-fifty split overall in performances of light and grand operas, the catalog’s
introduction mentions more grand than light operas and gives them pride of place in the
lists of novelties. The aim thus appears to have been to demonstrate the company’s
artistic sophistication in its ability to offer such a quantity of culturally prestigious grand
opera. Relative to the comic operas and operettas, even works like Carmen and Faust
possessed a degree of cultural refinement in the popular English-language opera context.
The public’s satisfaction with the grand opera offerings is evident from the fact
that during the 1898-99 New York season most of the works whose runs were extended
by a week were grand operas. 111 Moreover, of the ten works performed most often during
the three New York seasons between 1897 and 1900, seven were grand operas (four
Italian, two French, and one German). 112 Clearly, grand opera in English as performed by
the Castle Square company was a paying proposition. Indeed, one of the most striking
features of the Savage organization, and one commented on frequently by the press, was
its financial viability. As Henderson put it, producing opera at popular prices was widely
known to be “an enterprise combining faith, hope and charity.” 113 But the increased
number of subscriptions for the Savage company’s 1899-1900 New York season was an
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indication of the “feasibility of the management’s plan to establish at the American
Theatre a permanent home for Opera in English.” 114
In a magazine article published at the end of his third successful New York
season, Savage outlined the democratizing ideology that had come to underlie his
English-language opera endeavor. He deplored the exclusivity that had accrued to opera
in America, describing it as “a luxury almost, if not altogether, beyond the reach of the
great middle classes, something to be indulged by the wealthy and exclusive as a high
social function rather than a gratification of refined taste for the harmonious union of
dramatic and musical art.” 115 Savage sought operatic reform through his popularizing
efforts: “the pleasure, the refinement, and the educational force of the opera are being
‘democratized’ – taken from the few and given to the many…That which gives to the
masses a luxury of unquestioned refinement and ethical value that has long been
tenaciously held as an indulgence peculiar to the wealthy inhabitant of the metropolis
must certainly be accounted an agent of civilization.” 116
Four years of performances in several major cities had proven that opera in
English could be successful, boding well for the continued expansion of popular Englishlanguage opera. Savage’s enterprise was viewed as culturally valuable since it exposed an
increasing number of ordinary Americans to the benefits conferred by grand opera,
uplifting them by broadening their musical horizons. As the New York Times put it, “it is
in the work of making operas known to a larger public that this company finds its field
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and reaps its reward.” 117 Even a critic who pointed to the company’s flaws was
encouraging of Savage’s reform mission: “Let him continue to show – as he did so
laudably at the American Theater – that opera is not necessarily a luxury of the rich, and
everybody will be ready to gratefully acknowledge not only the musical but also the
social importance of his enterprise.” 118

1902-06: Savage English Grand Opera Company
Savage’s troupes continued performing both light and grand opera, including
works such as Lohengrin and Tannhäuser, in Chicago and St. Louis through the 1900-01
and 1901-02 seasons. 119 In 1900 Savage introduced yet two more operatic novelties in
English, Wagner’s The Flying Dutchman in Chicago in April and Meyerbeer’s Prophet in
St. Louis in November. His company also gave another short (six-week) season of solely
grand opera in New York in the fall of 1901. Between 1902 and 1905, separate from his
Castle Square company activities, Savage also became involved in producing several new
popular comic operas and musical comedies.
In the fall of 1902 in Boston Savage reorganized some of his singers into a new
troupe called the Henry Savage English Grand Opera Company (implying it was no
longer officially affiliated with the Castle Square Theatre in Boston). After a few weeks
of performances in Boston the company went on the road for four seasons, performing a
repertoire consisting primarily of the most popular grand operas such as Carmen, Faust,
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Il Trovatore, Rigoletto, Lohengrin, Tannhäuser, Martha, Aida, Lucia di Lammermoor,
Cavalleria rusticana, Pagliacci, La Bohème, Romeo and Juliet, with a few popular
favorites like Bohemian Girl, The Lily of Killarney, The Mikado, and HMS Pinafore to
lighten the mix. Savage also continued to expand the repertoire with novelties, including
Tosca in 1902, Othello in 1903, Parsifal in 1904, and The Valkyrie in 1905. Although
Savage’s intention to produce both Tristan und Isolde and a full Wagner Ring Cycle did
not ultimately come to fruition, his desire to do so points to the high level of his cultural
ambitions. 120
The now common rhetoric of education in the press demonstrates that Savage’s
efforts persisted with respect to improving the public’s musical taste and cultivating an
appreciation of opera through a wide-ranging repertoire. In a review of the first Boston
performance of Tosca in English in October 1903, for example, the Boston Globe
observed with satisfaction that “Mr. Savage is doing much for the education of American
musical taste, and the encouragement that he gives American singers cannot be too highly
commended.” The selection of Tosca to open the Boston season, the reviewer felt,
“showed the confidence that Mr. Savage has in the strength of his company, and served
to reveal its resources as could, perhaps, no other composition. It was a very
pretentious 121 undertaking, and it is high but thoroughly merited praise to state that
wholly adequate results were attained.” 122
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In January 1904 the magazine the Independent also commented on Savage’s
success in developing the public’s taste for opera in English. While still falling short of
the Metropolitan, particularly in the quality of the principal singers, “as an educational
factor [the Savage company] is perhaps the most hopeful thing to-day in the music world
with its low rates and large repertoire….The Savage Opera Company is better this season
than ever before, and it enables many to become acquainted with the classics of opera
literature who cannot afford to attend the Metropolitan performances. It is much more
than the pianola as a means of popularizing music.” 123
Theatre magazine, too, enthused in February 1904 that “when such a company is
the sole means in a country of imparting to the vast general public a knowledge of the
masterpieces of operatic art, its value as an educational factor is seriously to be reckoned
with.” 124 The reviewer described the trajectory of the Savage company’s repertoire as it
expanded over the years from only operettas to include popular English operas such as
The Bohemian Girl and Maritana, followed by the introduction of Continental European
works such as Faust, Romeo and Juliet, and Der Freischütz, “until [Savage] broke
through the magic ring which surrounds the Wagnerian music-drama and gave
performances in English of ‘Tannhäuser,’ ‘Lohengrin,’ and ‘Die Meistersinger.’ By this
gradual process he constantly improved his company, chorus, orchestra and soloists, and
simultaneously educated his public up to a better appreciation of the higher class of
opera.” 125 Even though Savage had not yet produced Parsifal or The Valkyrie in 1904,
their eventual inclusion in the repertoire are further evidence for this reviewer’s claims of
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the continued expansion and education of the public’s musical taste through exposure to
new and increasingly sophisticated operatic repertoire.
The production of The Valkyrie, which had its American English-language
premiere in Boston in November 1905 on the heels of the successful season of the touring
English Parsifal (to be discussed fully at the end of the chapter), is a further example of
Savage’s aspirations to bring his company to an ever higher artistic plane. The Boston
Globe described the premiere as a “creditable interpretation of [a] difficult work,”
“another triumph for Mr. Savage and his opera company.” 126 The Chicago Tribune also
reported on the great public interest in the performance of the highbrow opera: “It being
the first attempt in this country to give one of the Nibelungen ring dramas in our own
language, the undertaking attracted the widest attention of anything Savage has done
since ‘Parsifal,’ last season. The theater was crowded, and the production met with such
enthusiastic favor that ‘The Valkyrie’ may be considered the most artistic feature of the
company’s repertory.” 127
Savage considered The Valkyrie only the initial stage of his ambition to produce
the entire Ring Cycle for Americans in English for the first time. The Boston Globe, in
announcing the Savage company’s upcoming 1905-06 season in Boston (whose cultural
elites felt slighted by Met manager Heinrich Conried who had “virtually obliterated this
musical center from the map of the United States,” leaving the field open to Savage),
noted that the upcoming performance of The Valkyrie would “attract the attention of
music lovers throughout the country. Ever since Mr. Savage’s notable success with
‘Parsifal’ last season there has been an urgent demand on the part of operagoers for a
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translation of Wagner’s ‘Nibelungen Ring’ to the American stage. This achievement has
been one of Mr. Savage’s well-known artistic dreams for some time, and ‘The Valkyrie’
may be regarded as his first step to that end. Should it prove the success that is promised
there will follow productions of ‘Siegfried,’ ‘Das Rheingold,’ and ‘Die Gotterdammerung
[sic].’” 128
In February 1906, only a few months into the first season of Valkyrie
performances, Savage went to Europe to gather singers to allow him to continue his
Wagner Ring project. One of Savage’s singers, Harriet Behnée, recalled that while she
was performing the role of Suzuki on tour with Savage’s Madam Butterfly company, he
had encouraged her to learn the parts of Brünnhilde and other Wagnerian characters. “It
is the dearest wish of my life,” he told her, “to give an English production of the
Nibelungen Ring through the United States, and I’ll do it before I die.” 129
With his subsequent impressive grand opera productions of Puccini’s Madam
Butterfly (the American premiere of that opera in any language, preceding Conried’s
Italian-language Met production by four months) and The Girl of the Golden West,
Savage pursued an ever-expanding repertoire as a central element in his project of
educating the public taste, offering cultural uplift through exposure to high-quality
productions of both new and familiar operas. In order to bring this culturally uplifting
repertoire to the non-elite English-speaking public, Savage had to make his productions
widely affordable through low ticket prices. It is this element of his enterprise we turn to
next.
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Part 2: Prices and Venue: From “Cheap” to “Regular” Prices
The goals of uplift through education and reform increasingly shaped not only the
Savage company’s repertoire but also its ticket prices and performance venues. Savage
believed one of the obstacles to English-language opera’s enduring popular success to be
not insufficient musical appreciation but prohibitively high prices. As he told the St.
Louis Republic, “This idea that Americans don’t appreciate operatic music is all
tommyrot. Haven’t we had singing schools, singing societies and church choirs these
hundred years or more, to educate the public taste?…America has been music hungry for
a long time, and has shown material and artistic appreciation of every opera which has
been presented to the public properly.” 130 Although Savage’s low prices began as a
purely practical measure, their continuation and only very slight increase over the years –
even as the quality and cost of productions grew tremendously and sometimes outstripped
box office receipts – came to be a central feature of Savage’s democratizing mission.
Despite opera’s reputation as a losing business proposition, Savage proved he could make
it financially viable at low prices when conducted on a large scale, with multiple troupes
performing simultaneously in different cities. As he explained, “we expect only a narrow
margin of profit on one performance, and hope to make something on the sum total.” 131
In this way Savage brought increasingly high quality opera to growing audiences.
1895-97 Boston Seasons
Since Savage’s goal was to make artistically creditable performances of opera
widely affordable, tickets at the Castle Square for both light and grand opera productions
cost 25 cents for balcony seats and 50 cents for orchestra seats for the evening
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performances. (Fifty cents in 1895 was worth roughly $16.50 in the year 2010.) A few 75
cent proscenium chairs were also available, and private boxes seating six went for $1.50,
$3, and $4, coming to a per seat cost of 25 cents, 50 cents, and 67 cents. At Wednesday
and Saturday matinees all seats went for 25 cents. 132 For the second season (1896-97) the
management also introduced “Students’ Nights” on Mondays, when all tickets were 25
cents, part of the company’s educational mission in helping music students become
familiar with opera, a much more difficult task before the era of widely available
recordings.
That these were unusually low prices for grand opera is underscored by the
prominence accorded them in many newspaper advertisements. A January 1896 ad in the
Boston Globe, for example, set the information about the 25-cent balcony and 50-cent
orchestra ticket prices for performances of Faust in bold font within clearly delineated
boxes. In May 1896 the Castle Square advertised its rates as “one-third” of the typical
theater prices. 133
Image 2. Boston Daily Globe, January 9, 1896, p. 8.
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Savage’s prices were indeed lower than those charged by some other popular
English-language opera companies of the 1890s such as the Tavary and Hinrichs troupes,
which typically maintained the house prices of the venue in which they were performing.
These were known as “regular” theater prices, which were usually 25, 50, 75 cents and
$1, but could also go as high as $1.50 or even $2. Popular opera troupes sometimes
charged up to $1.50 (twice the Castle Square’s highest price in 1896) and often only went
as low as 50 cents. Matinees, too, typically costing 25, 50, and 75 cents, were more
expensive than the Castle Square’s uniform 25-cent admission. These “regular” theater
prices were roughly equivalent to “popular” opera prices since opera tickets were
considerably more expensive than those to so-called “regular” entertainments such as
spoken plays, musical comedies, vaudeville, and even classical music concerts. The
Savage’s company’s 25 and 50 cent tickets, often referred to as “cheap” prices, put them
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just below the regular theater range and thus on the lower end even of inexpensive grand
opera offerings.
Savage’s companies typically performed in regular, “not wholly fashionable” 134
theaters that hosted a wide variety of dramatic and musical entertainments (the
company’s two-month stint at the Metropolitan Opera House in the fall of 1900 was a
notable exception) that ranged from spoken drama to modern musical comedy to
vaudeville, catering to a socially diverse clientele. Even though many of these regular
theaters called themselves opera houses, they were never (again, the Met excepted)
actually devoted exclusively to opera, and some of them rarely, if ever, hosted visiting
opera companies. By performing in “regular” theaters suited to its production scale
(smaller than that of the Met, for example, which performed in the largest theaters),
Savage’s company placed itself in the broader context of the other popular entertainments
offered at these venues, showing opera to be an enjoyable and affordable part of the
theater scene rather than an exclusive and forbidding activity restricted to only the
biggest and most prestigious theaters.
Regular theater prices for opera, let alone the lower “cheap” ones at the Castle
Square, were considerably less than those charged by a foreign-language company such
as the Met both at home and on tour. For example, during the Met’s week-long season in
Boston in February 1896, prices for single tickets were $1 (general admission), $2 and $3
(for the balcony), and $3.50 (for the first two rows of the balcony and orchestra seats),
with six-person boxes available for $30, or $5 per person. 135 The Met’s prices at its
permanent home in New York were even higher: orchestra seats cost $4 and $5, while the
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cheapest reserved seats in the balcony were $1 or $1.50. On Saturday nights “popular
prices” prevailed, the usual prices cut in half, making attendance slightly more affordable
on the least fashionable evening of the week. On all other nights, however, the price of an
orchestra seat to hear the Met in Boston in 1896 ($3.50) cost seven times the amount for a
comparable seat to hear the Castle Square company (50 cents). Looked at another way, in
the company’s early years, Savage’s highest evening price, one dollar, was the Met’s
lowest. The Met’s prices were well known to be beyond the reach of the general, nonelite public, which was precisely the audience the Castle Square Opera sought to attract
to its own performances.
Still, the high quality of the Castle Square productions, even in a culturally
sophisticated city like Boston, could draw people of “wealth and fashion.” 136 Savage’s
success with this social balancing act is evident from the Boston Daily Globe’s praise for
his having “more than kept his promise to give Boston a season of opera in every way
satisfactory; not only to the musical masses attracted by the moderate prices, but one that
has won the indorsement [sic] of fashionable patrons who were accustomed to bestow
their golden favors on the higher priced singers.” 137
Thanks to Savage, respectable, high quality opera was no longer a prohibitively
expensive theatrical attraction. In no fewer than five cities in the space of two years (and
within three more years expanding to seven cities), Savage proved conclusively that
grand opera at popular prices presented in a culturally highbrow manner could not only
regularly attract large audiences but, even at low prices, also provide enough revenue to
maintain the operations of an artistically serious company.
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1897-1900: New York
The second stage of the Castle Square company’s career – performances in New
York, followed by Chicago and St. Louis – was marked by two slight price increases,
indicative of the company’s development into a more sophisticated artistic organization.
First, for its New York performances at the American Theatre in 1897-98, Savage
retained the 25 and 50 cent tickets but now made the orchestra seats 75 cents, up from the
50 cents he had charged previously for equivalent seats. 138 Saturday matinee tickets now
went for 25 or 50 cents while Wednesday matinees remained at 25 cents for all seats. One
newspaper described Savage’s enterprise as “cheap opera,” emphasizing that the prices
were considerably less than the usual range for opera in New York. Yet the company was
“of ample size and vocal ability” with “a large and well-selected chorus and orchestra,”
presenting “scenically elaborate productions ranging from ‘Olivette’ to ‘Lohengrin’ and
at prices that will appeal to that great class of music lovers who admire opera but do not
care to pay high prices for the entertainment.” 139
For the New York seasons in 1898-99 and 1899-1900, Savage raised ticket prices
slightly once again by making orchestra seats $1 (tickets for 25, 50 and 75 cents
remained), thus placing his prices in the same range as regular theater prices. 140
Wednesday matinee prices went up to 25 and 50 cents rather than a flat 25 cents, and 75
cent tickets were added to the Saturday matinee 25 and 50 cent options. The company’s
ads, however, took pains to emphasize that despite the price increase for the best seats,
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the most affordable tickets for 25 and 50 cents were still abundantly available: for
evening performances there would be 1,000 seats sold for 25 and 50 cents, and 1,100
such seats for Wednesday and Saturday matinees. In the 1899-1900 season ads
sometimes also noted that there were some “good orchestra seats for 50 c.” 141 These
higher prices likely indicate an attempt to keep pace with increased costs as Savage
continued to raise the artistic standards of his company. References to lavish theatrical
effects in newspaper ads, for example, drew attention to the exciting visual spectacle
being offered in addition to good singing. Nevertheless, retaining his reputation for
offering grand opera at affordable prices was clearly an important part of Savage’s
strategy as he kept his tickets within the range of other comparable theatrical
entertainments in New York.
Reforming opera by showing that artistically serious productions could be given
for considerably less money than those staged by a foreign-language company like the
Met (which were notoriously expensive, mainly because of the astronomical salaries of
the star singers) was also part of Savage’s democratizing project. To accomplish this
reform and make high quality opera affordable to the general public, Savage was
unrelentingly practical. In a rare interview, Savage spoke to a reporter from the St. Louis
Republic in March 1900, explaining that “Successful opera, grand or comic, is simply a
matter of business. I run the largest operatic organization in the world, just as I run the
largest real estate business in Boston – just as I would run a department store, if I were in
that line.” The reporter’s surprise at this attitude – “Grand opera classed with real estate –
Lohengrin on a department store basis! Think of it, ye long-haired, heavy-browed
sentimental impresarios of the old school! Think of it and weep!” – reveals the novelty of
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Savage’s approach. 142 As Savage put it, “I have my own ideas and know how I want
them carried out….As it is, [I] am making money; gratifying and making public taste and
proving that old rules don’t always work as well as new ones.” 143
By May 1900, Savage could confidently say that over the course of his five years
of opera management “the stern, mercenary test of box office receipts [had been]
successfully met.” As he put it bluntly, “It pays. In these two words are recorded the
substantial basis upon which I rest the prediction that even the provincial city of America
will not only have its regular season of opera in English and that this country has just
entered upon an era of change in dramatic affairs, which is national in its scope and more
radical and significant in its character than any that has preceded it.” He minced no words
in explaining his mission of democratizing English-language opera, a goal predicated on
affordable prices: “In the phrase of a business man I determined to put within reach of the
people an operatic product of American texture, to be sold direct to the consumer and at
manufacturer’s price. This meant a good seat at an opera in English at the cost of a
foreign grand opera libretto.” 144 He also observed that there was clear demand for this
cheap opera: his audiences’ enthusiasm, evidenced by “steadily increasing box-office
receipts, indicated that there was a vast public in this country not reached by the foreign
grand opera, but hungry for the pleasures of dramatic song.” 145
Savage’s low prices also evidently attracted people who knew little about opera.
The public’s lack of familiarity with opera attendance is revealed by Henderson’s
comment that at the Savage performances “scores of persons may be seen deep in the
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study of the libretti” and applause was “frequently hurled into the midst of scenes that
cannot be so interrupted without serious injury to the dramatic effect.” 146 The previous
year Henderson had also noted the importance of the low prices in attracting audiences:
“it may fairly be assumed that a large part of the public which patronizes the American
Theatre is composed of persons who go because the prices are low. That being the case,
the Castle Square Company at once becomes the trustee of an important mission. It is the
happy privilege to make known to these persons the masterpieces of the great operatic
writers, and to enlarge their artistic experience in a measure that is certain to widen and
refine their thoughts.” 147

1902-06: Savage English Grand Opera Company
As Savage’s companies and audiences gained more experience with grand opera,
performance standards rose along with audience expectations, evidence of the success of
his educational mission. Writing in 1903, W. L. Hubbard of the Chicago Tribune
observed this growth in the audience’s knowledge:
The public accepted the performances Mr. Savage’s organization offered during
the early years of its existence because the undertaking was new, and also because
the public itself was not particularly well informed on the opera question.
Improved taste and increased understanding have come, however, with the years
of hearing the Castle Square has made possible, and now not only the company
itself but also the public now demands better performances if the undertaking is to
thrive. The ‘cheap’ opera days have passed, and the management must be ready to
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give an entertainment able to compete in attractiveness with those offered by the
companies appearing at the regular priced theatres. 148
Furthermore, the itinerant Savage English Grand Opera Company that Savage formed in
1902 revealed a new seriousness of artistic purpose in being devoted almost exclusively
to grand opera, allowing the company to fulfill those artistic demands that differed from
those for lighter works.
For the troupe’s nationwide tours between 1902 and 1906, Savage charged regular
theater prices: 50 cents to $1.50 for evening performances, and from 25 cents to $1 for
matinees. 149 Even these were still in the “popular” price range for opera, well below the
prices charged by the Met. Hubbard also noted the public’s continued interest despite the
increased prices: “attendance has been in nowise diminished by the change, and Mr.
Savage has been able to make some of the improvements in the organization which he
had determined upon if the public continued faithful in its support.” 150
Hubbard also believed the price increase revealed an ideological change: “in this
fact [increased prices] is contained the confession of a slight but important change in the
character of the organization and its purposes. When the Castle Square company was first
formed, ‘opera at cheap prices’ was the cry, and emphasis was laid on the ‘cheap.’ Now
the company has taken its place among the regular established amusement factors of the
country, and has proved its right to regular prices.” 151 In 1910 theater manager Robert
Grau (brother of Maurice Grau, the Met manager before Conried) similarly observed that
Savage “began his career with what came under the category of cheap opera at the Castle
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Square Theatre, but he gave opera that was cheap only in price of admission, and, on
tour, he added, year after year, to the constructive side of his worthy organization, until
the name of Savage stands for the best to be had.” 152
From 1904 Savage’s top ticket price for his touring grand opera repertory
company went up to $2, and from 1905 to $3, although the prices varied somewhat by
region so that even in 1905 some places only had a top price of $2. By 1906, prices could
range from 50 cents or $1 up to $3. The price increase was likely in part a result of
inflation and in part a response to the fact that Savage was increasingly able to attract
more elites to his performances. This was possible not only because of the grand opera
company’s reputation for giving opera of high quality (despite being performed in
English), but also probably because of the fact that his company visited some towns that
rarely heard opera and whose wealthier citizens were perhaps more likely to attend the
Savage company’s performances.
An additional inducement to attendance that may have made the raised prices
possible was that several of the works Savage’s company was performing were relative
novelties in America in their English version, such as The Valkyrie and La Bohème. The
trajectory of Savage’s prices, therefore, followed the artistic trajectory of his company as
higher performance standards – and possibly a growth in demand for tickets among an
affluent public as well as a modest-pursed one – led to higher prices. Notably, however,
in 1904 and even in 1905 and 1906, 50 cent tickets were often still available to the
company’s performances.
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In 1905 the music critic for the Washington Post expressed his approval of
Savage’s affordable ticket prices: the American public’s “appreciation of the refining
influences of life stands in need of development by just such agencies as opera companies
which will give us ‘The Valkyrie,’ ‘Lohengrin,’ ‘Tannhauser,’ ‘Faust,’ ‘La Boheme,’
‘Rigoletto,’ with good, reliable singing casts and excellent scenic embellishments, at the
same rate of admission as is charged for pumpkin shows or two or three wooden shoe
dancers, with a chorus of insipid dough-faces.” 153 Although the critic places Wagner’s
operas at the head of the list of works with the potential to refine the public’s taste, he
also includes French and Italian opera, implying that they, too, were considered to have
that potential.

Part 3: Staging
Despite being explicitly popularly oriented, Savage’s grand opera branches
increasingly emulated not only the repertoire of prestigious foreign-language companies
like the Met but also elements of their staging style – except, notably, in the use of
English. In fact, throughout its entire existence, the Savage organization sought to make
its performances as elaborate and impressive as possible by paying special attention to all
aspects of opera production, including sets, costumes, staging, lighting, ensemble,
diction, etc. By not focusing primarily on the singing of the principal soloists, Savage
reformed some of the ills, frequently bemoaned by music critics, that plagued even elite
opera in America.
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Critics often praised the Savage company’s emphasis on solid ensemble and on
creating a convincing dramatic effect that made for a cohesive staging style. Savage also
consistently made a special effort to hire Americans rather than foreigners and avoided
showcasing star singers. Along with affordable prices, these initiatives were part of his
project to establish a homegrown New World opera culture that was democratic both
onstage and offstage. The result was an experience that avoided the delineation of
hierarchies and the display of social status so integral to elite operagoing.
Savage’s emphasis on offering a wide range of serious, high quality productions,
despite being on a budget without elite backing and thus determined by box office
receipts, revealed not only artistic aspirations in attempting difficult works but also an
ideological conviction that inexpensive popular opera could be just as refined and
sophisticated and educational as elite foreign-language opera. The public’s enthusiastic
patronage of Savage’s even most artistically highbrow productions suggests, therefore,
that the cultural prestige of opera, even in English, was an integral feature of its appeal.
Moreover, Savage’s emphasis on hiring American musicians and adhering to American
moral standards and values contributed to his goal of cultivating a distinctively national
American enterprise that was popular in the sense of being truly a product of, and for, the
American people.

The First Two Boston Seasons, May 1895 – May 1897: Castle Square Opera Company
From its earliest days the Castle Square troupe habitually trumpeted the fact that
“the operas are produced magnificently – no detail, however costly, omitted” and that
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“scenery, costumes, effects are on a grand scale.” 154 Even if the quality of these
productions was somewhat exaggerated by overzealous music critics, they at least appear
to have been unusually impressive for a low priced English-language troupe, a result of
Savage’s commitment to investing in new scenery and costumes that contrasted with the
notoriously dilapidated accessories of other English and foreign-language opera troupes.
Even the Met did not escape criticism on these fronts. Music critic Richard Aldrich
observed, for example, that “habitués of the Metropolitan Opera House have been called
upon to suffer many things to compensate for the privilege of listening to their great
singers – incompetent and inane stage management, miserable and inappropriate scenery
and settings, a chorus wretched in vocal equipment and squalid in appearance; and,
resulting from all these factors, many a spiritless and perfunctory performance.” 155 To
make matters worse, the chorus made no effort at convincing acting and usually sang in
Italian (sometimes with some other languages mixed in as well) irrespective of the
language used by the principals, who themselves would occasionally sing in different
languages.
A review of Rigoletto in 1896, for example, praised the Savage company for its
efforts at careful staging: “In two points the Castle sq [sic] productions please even the
most exacting – the management is exceedingly liberal as regards scenery and costumes,
and the chorus is large and vocally strong, and competent far above average.” 156 The
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troupe quickly gained what would become an enduring reputation for maintaining a
consistently high level of quality in these features. As the 1896 catalog justifiably boasted
of the preceding twelve months, “the standard has been the highest.” 157
In an attempt to establish the Castle Square company as a culturally serious
presence on Boston’s music scene, this catalog underscored the company’s high class
character not only by exhaustively detailing the luxurious nature and amenities of the
newly built Castle Square theater but also by referring to it as a “temple of music” that
was “catering to first-class patronage.” Everything was said to be top-notch: “the best
talent obtainable in America has been secured, the operas have been staged with only the
best scenery, costumes and other accessories, and the season has been as great a financial
as an artistic success.” 158 Opera in English was even promoted as “the cleanest and best
entertainment,” presumably a selling point for middle- and upper-middle class patrons
who might have been suspicious of opera’s sometimes sordid content. 159 This assertion of
opera’s respectability combined with its longstanding elite reputation seems to have
appeased whatever concerns some audience members might have had about the
gruesomeness of the plots of Carmen or Cavalleria rusticana.
By striving to offer his audiences lavish and artistically satisfying opera at low
prices, Savage was both making good on his mission to educate the public’s musical taste
and to reform the status quo of both elite and popular opera production – namely, the
sacrifice of various production values for the sake of good singing, or poor productions
resulting from insufficient funds, as was the case with many English-language opera
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troupes. One of Savage’s justifications for attention to opera’s visual features in
particular was his belief that Americans placed special importance on them. As he
explained to a St. Louis newspaper, “Americans, you know, demand more than
Europeans. Here we must not only appeal to the soul through the ear but the eye as well.
The picture must be pretty and the acting good or the production is a failure.” 160

New York Seasons, December 1897 – December 1900: Castle Square Opera Company
The Savage company’s New York seasons were marked by a rising standard of
production quality. Especially for the Wagner operas (for which there existed the model
of Bayreuth) Savage took pains to make the productions as authentic as possible by
adopting the European conventions, which the Met also reproduced in its own Wagner
performances. Since Savage maintained most elements of traditional opera production
rather than modifying the operas to make them more like other popular theatrical genres,
he could be said to be engaging in uplift: he was raising up the public to appreciate
serious opera production, not simplifying or trivializing opera in an effort to cater to
audiences unfamiliar with the genre.
Even in the Castle Square company’s first attempts at Wagner in 1897, the
orchestra – considerably smaller than the Met’s – and chorus were augmented to create a
fuller sound than was the norm for the company’s productions. 161 Moreover, the
company took special care to enhance the stage setting to do the Wagner operas artistic
justice. As reported in the Boston Daily Globe, for the production of Tannhäuser in
March 1897 at the Castle Square Theatre, for example, “with a view to giving the best
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possible surroundings to the production,” the designers “built and painted an entire new
outfit of stage settings, taking their models from some of the greatest productions of the
opera in Europe….The artistic costumer of the theater has designed and made a complete
new set of costumes for the production, using historically accurate models in all her
work.” 162 Similar efforts had been made for the Lohengrin production earlier that
season. 163
For the 1899-1900 season extensive stage renovations were undertaken at the
American Theatre in New York to accommodate the requirements of Wagnerian opera.
In an effort to imitate the covered “invisible” orchestra at Bayreuth, the orchestra pit floor
was lowered by six feet and the orchestra area extended twenty feet under stage, where
“elaborate scenic equipments” could be stored. Two soundboards were built and a
decorative screen installed in front of the pit so the musicians would be invisible to the
audience, heightening the dramatic illusion. The stage was deepened and a new drop
curtain painted so singers could come out for curtain calls during the performance
without interfering with the scenery changes, an efficient approach representative of the
way Savage ran his entire organization. 164
One important issue facing Savage in the Wagner operas was how to deal with
their notorious length. In the opinion of the “rabid Wagnerites” and their ilk who believed
it to be of the utmost importance to follow the composer’s stringent precepts to the letter,
Wagner operas had to be performed complete, without any cuts, to retain their full artistic
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integrity. But such cuts were in fact common practice among opera companies of the day.
Even at the Met, with the exception of a few occasional special uncut Ring cycles (a fact
prominently advertised), Wagner operas were nearly always trimmed. Similarly, with the
notable exception of the English-language Parsifal that was so long it had to begin at
5:30 P.M. (as opposed to the more usual opera start time of 8:15, or occasionally 7:30, as
was done for Lohengrin), Savage avoided trying the audience’s patience with very long
performances that interfered with the desire of the members of his audiences (especially
those who had to work) to avoid getting home very late.
The press was supportive of Savage’s practical attitude. In noting that the 1899
Castle Square production of Die Meistersinger was “cut to some extent,” the critic for
Life magazine insisted that Wagner’s works had to be abridged if they were to have a
chance at enduring popularity. He believed that “if Wagner is to be popularized in the
United States, this is a necessity with some of the longer operas. Not all of his possible
admirers have the time, and few have the patience, to sit through the complete
performances. Americans at large have not yet acquired the ability possessed by German
opera-goers and Admiral Dewey, to stop for a meal and then go on with the
entertainment.” 165 The Boston Daily Globe similarly noted in 1905 that “the confirmed
Wagnerite thinks [to cut the operas] is sacrilege; but…Wagner can stand a good deal of
‘editing’ and then have enough left for good measure.” 166
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The cuts notwithstanding, the Savage company’s special attention to properly
authentic staging of Wagnerian opera in the fall of 1899 coincided with the time of the
greatest number of subscriptions in the company’s history, perhaps indicative of growing
public interest in patronizing an organization that was showing itself increasingly capable
of tackling some of the most difficult and artistically sophisticated works of the operatic
repertoire. The New York Tribune’s review of the 1899 Tannhäuser, for example,
described the Castle Square company as possessing an “insatiable ambition to do the
greatest things that can possibly be done….The performance last night was of the usual
sort – not altogether satisfying to the most fastidious, but serious in conception and
honest in execution.” 167 The critic even suggested audiences were drawn by the difficult
repertoire: “The more severe the task that the company sets itself the better the public
likes it.” 168
Savage also continued to take steps toward reforming the problem of ensemble in
opera. One reviewer singled out the chorus in Savage’s 1899 Meistersinger for special
praise: “The realism of the hustling about of Beckmesser [italics in original] by the crowd
in front of Pogner’s was actually shocking in a grand opera – we are so accustomed to
seeing the chorus and utility people do their acting in the perfunctory manner of a
bricklayer working by the day.” The reviewer thus gave the company credit for “working
in the right direction and for the good of the cause of music among the American
people.” 169 In an interview a few months later Savage revealed that he in fact paid
particular attention to the chorus: “My choruses, you know, are my special pets. I take a
lot more interest in them than I do in the principals. Perhaps that’s why you hear so much
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about the ensemble work of our companies. It isn’t because we know more about training
them, but because we take more interest in them.” 170
Savage was aware, however, that for all his efforts there was still plenty of room
for improvement – the exacting New York critics (mainly Henderson and Krehbiel) often
complained about the variability in the company’s quality. As Savage told the St. Louis
Republic in March 1900, “Playing as we do, week after week, to the same audiences, we
must improve our work constantly, because, as the public becomes more familiar with
opera, it becomes more critical. We keep this fact constantly before the chorus, stagepeople, principals and ourselves, and the standard is elevated by keeping at it always.” 171
Some music critics, however, noted that allowances in quality had to be made
when assessing the Savage productions because of the low ticket prices and resulting
restricted budget. Yet they also often offered apparently genuine praise for certain scenic
and ensemble elements of the Savage productions. As Life magazine pointed out, “when
it is remembered that this company plays to prices which are well within the means of the
people at large, it can readily be understood that it cannot command all the accessories
for the perfect performances of the great operas. The captious can find many defects to
cavil at in these performances, but that they have a high degree of merit for the place they
attempt to fill is shown by their continued popular support.” 172

1902-06: Savage English Grand Opera Company
As Savage continued developing his grand opera company, the performance
standards of his productions continued to rise further. A 1903 review of Tosca in the
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Boston Daily Globe commented that the company was even better than the previous year,
when it was already noted to be of high quality. The company, reported the Globe,
is superior in all respects. It is larger and stronger in every department. The
favorite principals of former years are retained, and with them are associated half
a score singers, who, although unknown here, have earned fame in other cities.
Both the chorus and the orchestra have been strengthened and new scenic
investure has been provided for nearly all the operas to be given here. This
company has grown amazingly since it was organized in this city several years
ago. … In not a few respects it has no superior even among the great
organizations that give opera in the original French, German and Italian; it is
certainly unexcelled in promptness of performance, adherence to announced
repertory and completeness of stage detail. It is not too much praise to state that
the average theatregoer will find scarcely less enjoyment in these performances
under Mr. Savage’s direction than he would in the vastly higher-priced
productions given by foreign artists. 173
The completeness of the operas as performed by Savage’s grand opera company
had also become one of its selling points: a 1902 ad for a two-month season in Chicago,
for example, announced “every opera complete.” 174 This emphasis may have been a
response to earlier criticism, such as a comment about the 1899-1900 New York
performances, in which “the action was frequently destroyed by the omission of entire
scenes.” 175 But even as Savage’s audiences became more familiar with opera, there
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continued to be limits to how long performances could be and still retain popular
patronage, as had been the case in previous seasons with Wagner’s operas. In this way
Savage always kept his audiences’ preferences at the fore, even when presenting
artistically serious works, showing his awareness that cultural uplift would not be
possible if people were bored or put off by the length of performances.
Since the words of the operas had to be understandable to justify the use of
English, Savage made a special effort to encourage good diction among his singers.
These attempts, unfortunately, did not always have the desired effect. A 1904 article in
the Independent lamented that it was “a pity from a purely musical standpoint that the
singers of the Savage Company have taken such pains to attain a distinct enunciation, for
it often becomes difficult to take their work seriously, and ‘Carmen’ becomes as funny as
‘The Mikado.’” 176 Henderson, too, found the poor diction, among other things,
“exasperating to those who would like to see the plan of giving opera in English carried
out on a high and worthy plane.” 177
Another central tenet of Savage’s organization was to place the focus on the
operas themselves and their uplifting influence rather than on the singers. He
accomplished this avoidance of the star system by functioning on the stock company
model in which singers rotated through principal and secondary roles. Savage “declare[d]
the ensemble shall not be sacrificed to the star,” 178 even going so far as to say that “there
are no stars in this company….With us the company is first, always….That’s the great
difference between my method and that of the traditional school.” 179 A notable difference
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between newspaper ads for the Met and for Savage’s company was that the former
always prominently advertised the names of its star singers whereas the latter promoted
instead the names of the operas, the ticket prices, the impressiveness of the spectacle, and
sometimes listed all the singers involved without specifying which were singing the
principal roles. Well-staged productions of operas without stars thus tended toward
Savage’s goal of inspiring in the American public a love of opera rather than a love of
celebrities.
Image 3. Omaha World Herald, March 5, 1905. The Met’s ad (on the left) advertises the singers
prominently, as opposed to Savage’s ad (on the right) that does not mention a single individual performer.

In addition to avoiding the star system, Savage downplayed the opera’s reputation
as a fashionable, high-class activity. By 1905 Savage’s great popular success allowed him
to report that opera in English had “won the support of the great mass of theatregoers,
who, until recent years, looked on the serious opera more as a fad or a social function
than as a living embodiment of the highest form of lyric art.” 180 In reforming opera’s
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social exclusivity by democratizing the operagoing experience, Savage was encouraging
the public to appreciate opera for its artistic rather than its social features.
Underlying Savage’s practicality and business savvy was the belief that offering
affordable opera in English to the general American public was a worthwhile cause.
Because high-class opera was widely perceived as a refining and educating force, Savage
felt it ought to be available to all Americans, not just the wealthy. He thus pursued a
Progressive Era agenda of democratizing opera by uplifting the public and developing its
musical taste, not just catering to audiences with what they already knew and wanted. He
further recognized that cheap serious opera, not cheap slapdash opera, was what the
public would eagerly patronize. Savage thus capitalized on the high cultural value placed
on the appreciation of highbrow art forms, cultivating the belief that prestigious artworks
could be both entertaining and edifying when presented in an artistically sophisticated
and conscientious way. By emphasizing efficiency, paying attention to detail, and
economizing in innovative ways, this “father of department-store opera,” an “everydaydown-east business man” had shown the way to both profitable and educational opera in
English for ordinary Americans. 181

“Cultural Uplift,” the Middle Class, and Immigrants
The perceived desires of a culturally aspirational middle class, I suggest, shaped
Savage’s commitment to presenting inexpensive, artistically highbrow productions:
attending performances of serious opera that was thought to have the capacity for uplift
was a democratic way for non-elites to affirm social respectability. As one historian has
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put it, “One found a place in the social order by one’s cultural attainments.” 182 The
artistic and financial success of Savage’s enterprise was thus made possible by this
expanding demographic. 183 Historian David Hammack notes that the concentration of
wealth in New York around 1900 “attracted a rapidly growing and increasingly
heterogeneous middle- and lower-income population to the metropolis,” and that “the
region’s economic, social, cultural, and political resources were becoming more widely
dispersed among its population as a whole.” 184 Especially after 1890, according to
sociologists Melanie Archer and Judith Blau, an improved standard of living all over the
country “created rising expectations, an eagerness to participate in urban culture, and a
genuine expansion in opportunities.” 185 Although part of opera’s popular appeal may
well have been its fashionability, as we have seen, Savage downplayed this aspect in
favor of emphasizing the social inclusivity of his enterprise and the cultural uplift offered
by the operagoing experience.
The widely-acknowledged craze for opera around the turn of the twentieth
century was due in no small part to the population boom, concentrated in New York,
between 1900 and 1910 that was driven by 8.8 million immigrants, including 2 million
Italians and 1 million Jews (mostly Eastern Europeans). The New York Times, for
example, observed that “there is undoubtedly an enormous demand in New York for
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good opera, both light and heavy.” 186 Both ethnic groups, especially the Italians, had a
strong tradition of operagoing and their limited financial means made low-price opera
especially attractive.
Even though Savage was likely aiming for Anglo-American more than immigrant
audiences, in small locales he may very well have attracted immigrants who would have
been glad to have the opportunity to hear opera in whatever language was available.
There is also reason to think that Savage expected at least some Wagner devotees, many
of whom were German immigrants and German speakers, to attend his English Parsifal:
Savage’s initial decision not to make any cuts to the work had stemmed from, as music
critic Henry Finck put it, “being afraid to anger the rabid Wagnerites by leaving out
anything.” 187 Moreover, the growing presence of immigrants in America overall was in
large part responsible for the development of the idea of cultural uplift. In this way,
immigration indirectly influenced Savage’s project that sought to bring opera to as many
Americans as possible.
Some elite attendance notwithstanding – President Theodore Roosevelt attended a
Savage performance in Washington in 1905 (he and Savage had been college roommates
at Harvard) along with those who attended simply because the president did – the English
opera enterprise on the whole still lacked social prestige because of its financial and
intellectual accessibility to non-elites. As the Washington Post put it,
While the company here last week enjoyed the patronage of many of the brainiest
people in Washington and the audiences were of the best, all but one of the
performances were conspicuous for the absence of the so-called upper ten, and
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while every seat upstairs and down was occupied, the boxes at all but one or two
of the operas were empty. The explanation is simple. It was the protest of the
people with diamonds against the people without; the aristocrats against the
presence of the proletariat. Opera’s first appeal is always to the unaffected, to
students, and music lovers, uncorrupted by meretricious fads….But whenever
grand opera is placed within the reach of the middle class it devolves upon those
who can afford to sit in a box at the Metropolitan Opera House to emphasize their
disdain of a luxury which others can enjoy as well as they. 188

Part 4: Parsifal Case Study
No work that Savage staged better exemplified the Progressive Era uplift mission
than the 1904-05 touring production of Parsifal. Representing the full social spectrum,
crowds nationwide flocked to Savage’s popular-priced performances of Wagner’s
distinctly highbrow opera, a testament to its popular appeal during that era. The publicity
stemming from the composer’s own injunction, enforced zealously after his death by his
widow Cosima, against performances of Parsifal outside Bayreuth was no doubt a factor
in the work’s popularity in America in both Savage’s English and the Met’s German
versions. Yet the notion that high culture could uplift audiences played no small part in
capturing the public’s attention.
The Parsifal fervor was wide-ranging: the work spawned a variety of both
operatic and non-operatic spin-offs between 1903 and 1905, both serious and comedic. 189
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As the Kansas City Star put it wryly, “‘Parsifal’ in dramatic form bids fair to become
about as common as coal. Stock companies in Chicago and Brooklyn have given
ridiculous ‘versions’ of it and others are preparing for slaughter.” 190 One of the more
surprising adaptations was a spoken Yiddish production, accompanied by some of
Wagner’s music, that was given by Boris Thomashefsky at the People’s Theater on New
York’s Lower East Side. “Parsifal” was such a buzzword in 1905 that an Omaha meat
and grocery company even used it to advertise its products, with the stamp specials
priced as though a listing of the Met’s Parsifal prices ($10, $5, $3, $2, and $1).

Image 4. Parsifal used to sell meats and groceries in Omaha, Omaha World Herald, March 11, 1905, p. 8.

Burlesque: He Writes ‘Parsifalia’ around Frau Wagner and Mr. Conried,” New York Times, June 1, 1904. A
contemporary Broadway play incorporated a parody of the Act II seduction scene, involving the lead actor
donning “a towsled [sic] blonde wig and a somewhat moth-eaten bear of yellow horsehair” and singing a
duet with the female lead “with due emphasis upon the “achs” and “lichs” of Teutonic suggestion.”
(“‘Wang’ Burlesques Parsifal.”) In a more serious vein, Brooklyn’s Lee Avenue Theater saw two very
successful weeks of a slapdash spoken dramatic version of Parsifal including “liberal slices of the score”
(“‘Parsifal’ in Lee-Ave., Brooklyn,” New York Tribune, March 15, 1904.) as incidental music and as close
an imitation of Conried’s scenery as possible, (“Music and Drama: “The Guileless Fool” in Harlem, West
End Theatre,” New York Tribune, May 24, 1904.) with the usual 10, 20, and 30 cent popular prices raised in
response to the great public interest. A more respectable, fairly large-scale dramatic production of Parsifal
offered in Boston and New York for 15, 25, and 50 cents contained incidental music from the score and
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Harlem, West End Theatre.” See also “‘Parsifal’ Soothes Harlem,” New York Sun, May 24, 1904.) The list
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Edwin Porter intended to be shown simultaneously with music from the opera, as well as the Yiddish
spoken version at the People’s Theater.
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Although by bringing the work to the American public both Savage and the Met’s
manager Conried were violating Wagner’s wish to keep Parsifal in Bayreuth, they were
in fact being true to the composer’s own ideal of a classless, collective experience of art
that, ironically, was impossible at Bayreuth. Moreover, by democratizing Parsifal even
more than Conried by performing the work in cities and towns the Met didn’t visit,
Savage demonstrated the viability of such an undertaking as evidence of the public’s
cultural sophistication. As he explained, Parsifal “gave me a particularly welcome
opportunity to prove that it is possible to produce one of the most exacting works ever
written for the stage in a manner worthy of its merit, at prices within the reach of all
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classes, and in understandable English. If I do this it will mean a new order of things in
opera for America.” 191 The Boston Journal also had high hopes for the future: “‘Parsifal’
in English is an epoch-making event. In all probability it signifies the giving of the other
great Wagner operas in the vernacular, and then a world of refined pleasure will be
opened up to the people at large.” 192
Parsifal is a good case study to examine the role of cultural uplift in the
production and reception of popularly oriented opera precisely because it would seem to
be the most unlikely candidate for having been popular. Parsifal’s success points to the
fact that since even such a work could capture the public’s attention to such a degree, the
belief in cultural uplift must have been strong indeed – publicity alone could not
accomplish the kind of interest Parsifal sparked. Despite the work’s many unusual
features compared to other grand operas, it stands as the epitome of Savage’s
democratizing educational agenda.
A close examination of Savage’s Parsifal and its reception will show how the
Progressive Era ideology of uplift informed various features of the production, including
language, ticket prices, geographic dissemination, and staging style. Given that he was
trying to make Parsifal appeal to the non-elite public, and given the direct competition
from the Met that also took the work on tour, it is striking that Savage did not make
major modifications to the opera and instead, like the Met, imitated as much as possible
the traditional Bayreuth conventions. Savage’s emphasis on the highbrow elements of the
production suggests, therefore, that Parsifal’s prestige was in fact its major selling point.
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Moreover, the closeness in artistic values between Savage and the Met, not just with
respect to Parsifal, reveals the ideological affinity between elite-oriented and popularly
oriented opera during this period and thus the pervasiveness of these values across the
social spectrum.

Parsifal as Uplift
The contemporary commentary reveals the widespread belief in America during
this period that Wagner’s operas, especially Parsifal, stood for the ultimate in musical
sophistication and philosophical depth, and that exposure to them would therefore refine
and uplift audiences. An ad in the Omaha World Herald for the Met’s upcoming Parsifal
production, for example, noted that “these will be the largest paid audiences ever
assembled in Omaha, and mark a new era in our musical uplift.” 193 Expressing a similar
sentiment in an article for Theatre magazine, Conried compared Wagner’s music’s ability
to uplift to Beethoven’s: “Few who have ears can leave a concert room after listening to a
symphony of Beethoven without feeling that, for a time at least, they have been uplifted.
And, as any one may see for himself this season at the Metropolitan Opera House, this is
even more true in the instance of a work like ‘Parsifal.’ All beautiful music is, in a sense,
refining. Some – like the music of ‘Parsifal’ – is ennobling.” 194 The Hartford Courant
also remarked that Parsifal, even in English, “is not to be seen for amusement but for the
thoughts it will bring to those who see and hear it aright; it teaches while it charms the ear
with its glorious music, it uplifts, it edifies.” 195 A less flattering interpretation of
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Wagner’s reputation for musical complexity is evident in the Boston Daily Globe’s
remark that in “the majority of his music dramas…prolixity and profundity of musical
expression make any of the scenes wearisome to all but enthusiastic Wagnerites and
musical students with advanced ideas.” 196
The prestige of Wagner’s late operas stemmed not only from the sophistication
and innovation of the music but also from the depth of their dramatic content. Parsifal’s
religious subject matter in particular added to the work’s potential for the education of
moral sensibilities in America, where religion was an integral part of many aspects of
public life. In anticipation of both the Met and Savage productions, many newspaper
articles offered perspectives on the story’s relationship to Christianity and spirituality,
examined the nature and development of Parsifal’s character, and considered the
possibility of elements of the story as a model for human behavior. An article in the
Hartford Courant described Wagner’s Parsifal as “the consummate parable of the
contending passions, and the heavenly aspiration, the ineffable pity and the mystic glory
of the human heart. It portrays an entirely human and heroic life, in a way which is

“wonderful enchantment of the music, [which] the more it is heard the better it seems, the finer grows its
meaning, the more uplifting its eloquence of harmony. …The deep spirit of the music that shows the saving
grace of pity and purity is really what will stay in the thoughts of the careful listener, after the visions of the
opera as it was actually seen have become dim. … [Wagner has sent] out a message to those who could
hear, ringing in the wonderful power of his music, a message that will mean much of good as long as the
opera shall live and be performed in a truly artistic spirit. (“‘Parsifal’ Left Fine Impression: Three
Performances of Great Festival Opera,” Hartford Courant, November 28, 1904.) Writing in a Catholic
general interest magazine, the Reverend John Talbot Smith remarked that “the furore over [Parsifal’s]
presentation led to many peculiar and far-reaching consequences. The playwrights for example set to work
at Parsifal plays for the small companies; everyone began to read the old legends of the Holy Grail;
Tennyson came to the surface for a breathing-spell with the Idylls of the King; even the New Testament
was opened for a new inspection of the story of the Last Supper. Now this English Parsifal goes forth to
clinch that widespread feeling, to intensify it, to give it more definite form. …Here now is Parsifal with us
to remind men of the Last Supper, of its significance, of its eternal presence in the Church!” (John Talbot
Smith, “Parsifal in English,” Donahoe’s Magazine January 1905.)
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identified with that of the very Christ.” 197 The Kansas City Star critic believed that the
public’s inherent sensitivity to the subject of spirituality accounted for the great interest
in the serious and difficult opera. The audience’s reverential attitude toward the English
Parsifal “might seem remarkable in view of its deep mysticism and its complex artistic
construction,” the reviewer wrote, “were it not for the universality of that instinct in man
which makes him readily responsive to spiritual appeals, and the manifest design of
Richard Wagner in making ‘Parsifal’ an eloquent and impressive medium for religious
illumination.” 198
So salient was the religious element in Savage’s Parsifal that, as had occurred in
the weeks preceding the Met’s production the previous year, some preachers spoke about
the subject in their sermons to prepare the public to understand the religious elements of
the opera and experience its beneficial qualities. In Pittsfield, Massachusetts, for
example, the Reverend Davis “had only words of praise to offer for the opera. However,
he warned his hearers not to be elated as they would with a popular show, but to get a full
understanding of the opera before going and attend with a spirit of reverence and
prayer.” 199 While some preachers encouraged congregants to attend a performance by
steering them toward a proper interpretation, others (especially preceding the Met’s
premiere) had spoken out vehemently against the opera, believing it inappropriate, even
blasphemous, to stage sacred stories and symbols – and especially religious rituals like
the Eucharist – in a theater, which many religious people believed to be a place of vice.
Still, the support for productions of Parsifal outweighed the opposition and the work
played to large audiences nationwide.
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Language: Use of English
Savage’s decision to stage Parsifal stemmed partly from the fact that, as he told
the Northampton Daily Herald in 1904, “for the last 22 years it has been the most
discussed operatic work on the stage.” 200 A year later in the New York Times, Savage also
noted that “the opportunity to listen to the great master works in our own language has
given a better understanding of the dramatic poems on which the operas are
composed.” 201 The text Savage used for Parsifal was the Englishwoman Margaret Glyn’s
translation, 202 with which, he believed, he was solving the perennial problem of bad
libretto translations. Though to modern eyes Glyn’s version seems not to differ in any
substantial way from the others that featured the usual formal, lofty diction of librettos
translated into English, Savage claimed to be replacing the standard, allegedly
incomprehensible English translations of Wagner with one that was singable, “reasonably
literal,” and also had “literary quality, compared with the original.” Consequently, he
wrote, “an American audience is able to follow the text of ‘Parsifal’ with the same
intelligence and pleasure as they follow the music and the action.” 203 The Cincinnati
Enquirer mostly agreed with Savage, believing that while Glyn’s translation “does not
always penetrate into the exact meaning of the original and express its subtleties, [it] is an
exceptionally good one – and flows well to the rhythm and spirit of the music. And the
200
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opera, or rather the dedicational music drama, was given in understandable English – the
members of the cast, even the foreigners, being noteworthy for their distinct, careful and
pure enunciation.” 204
To further contribute to the public’s enjoyment of Parsifal, Savage organized
several lecture recitals, including two preceding the production’s premiere in Boston in
October 1904, given by a figure no less impressive than the venerable New York Tribune
music critic Henry Krehbiel. 205 The American composer, pianist, and teacher Rubin
Goldmark also traveled in advance of Savage’s company giving similar lecture recitals to
prepare audiences for the English-language Parsifal performances. 206 Some musically
inclined cities such as Cincinnati even held their own lecture recitals given by locals.
Savage also believed that an artistically serious yet intellectually accessible
Parsifal in the vernacular would prove the ability of his homegrown, American enterprise
and in this way contribute to reforming opera’s reputation for exclusivity and
foreignness. As the Northampton Daily Herald observed, “It is the belief of Henry W.
Savage that his production in English of ‘Parsifal’ will demonstrate that time is ripe in
America for grand opera to cease being the exotic which it has always been and to
become an established art-form, a common factor in the ordinary diversions of the
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public.” 207 As part of his efforts to further the American character of the endeavor,
Savage was proud to have “succeeded in destroying the old tradition that foreign singers
will not sing in English.” 208 Indeed, most of the singers in Savage’s double- and triplecast Parsifal – eight performances a week would have been too much for a single cast –
were from continental Europe. Although Savage would have preferred to hire all
American singers (or the next best thing, English ones) as part of his nationalist endeavor,
engaging non-native speakers was unavoidable due to the difficulty of finding adequate
English-speaking singers for Parsifal’s challenging roles. 209
Some critics perceived the English-language Parsifal as especially – even
surprisingly – educational. “There were many Wagnerian enthusiasts who were disposed
to look upon the [Savage] undertaking with misgivings,” wrote the reviewer of a
contemporary magazine,
but after witnessing the performances given during the two past weeks, it must be
acknowledged that the great music drama has not suffered in the process of
translation and is presented with dignity and reverence. …The educational value
of the English version is far greater than might be expected at a first hearing of the
masterpiece. It is certain that when the Metropolitan Opera Company presents
Parsifal in German in the [Chicago] Auditorium this month, it will be all the more
appreciated by students who availed themselves of the opportunity to study the
Savage production. 210
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Even for the exacting Krehbiel, the use of English did not mar the overall effect or detract
from its artistic integrity: Parsifal “can be given in an ordinary theatre, in a foreign
tongue [i.e., English], and without the accessories which have so long hedged it about,
and remain an art work of solemn and moving beauty. If comparisons with Bayreuth and
the Metropolitan representations are necessary, they can be made without inviting the
thought that the loftiest artistic strivings have been desecrated.” 211

Ticket Prices and Geographic Dissemination
Savage’s prices even to the lavish Parsifal were intended to keep opera as
affordable as possible without jeopardizing the company’s ability to cover its expenses.
But the tremendous cost of staging Parsifal required Savage to charge higher prices than
he had in the past, with tickets now ranging from $1 to $3 rather than from 25 or 50 cents
up to $1 or $1.50. 212 (By contrast, the Met’s prices for Parsifal on tour ranged from $1.50
to $7. 213 ) Although $3 was more than it cost to see most other theatrical entertainments of
the day, even in small cities tickets to spoken drama productions could range from 25
cents up to $2, and the cheapest tickets to other productions could start at 75 cents or $1.
As it turned out, the appeal of Parsifal as an event of tremendous artistic
importance was sufficient inducement not only for non-elite audiences to attend despite
211
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performances, including Parsifal. (“Advertisement: ‘Parsifal’ at Convention Hall, March 31st,” Rising Son
[sic] (Kansas City), March 17, 1905.)
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the raised cost, but also for some social and cultural elites who decided that the work’s
cultural prestige trumped the fact that it was performed in English and at popular prices
(typically thought to be indicative of low quality). In New York, for example, “There was
a marked absence of the leaders of society who are box-holders at the Opera-House, but
otherwise the audience was a fairly representative one, including persons of fashion,
music lovers, musicians, artists and writers, cheek by jowl with the general public.” 214 As
the Cincinnati Enquirer put it, by producing Parsifal in English and at affordable prices,
Savage had brought it “within the reach of the masses.” 215 Similarly, at Savage’s Parsifal
performances in Washington, D. C. (where the Met, incidentally, did not perform the
work),
the ‘ultra fashionables’ were not numerous enough to dominate the tone, and the
elite melted away into the bourgeoisie. Diplomats and shopkeepers rubbed
elbows. Ermine and hare were near neighbors. Topaz flashed a defiant answer to
diamonds – in short, ‘Parsifal’ was not the occasion to celebrate a festival of the
rich; the rich and poor foregathered alike and worshipped together at the thymele
of the new music in a true spirit of democracy. Such is the leveling influence of
art! 216
The comments printed in an Omaha World Herald article under the heading,
“Honest Injun – Did You Like ‘Parsifal?’” reveal in both diction and names (and
occupations) the great social diversity of the audience in a place like Omaha that typically
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saw very little opera. 217 Moreover, since the Met took Parsifal on tour beginning only in
March 1905, for the preceding five months Savage’s production provided the only
opportunity to see the staged version of the work in America, in any language, outside
New York, perhaps making even the modest-pursed public more willing to spend a little
extra to witness a landmark cultural event. Remarking on the production’s cultural
significance, the Boston Journal wrote that “Not all of those who heard [the English
Parsifal] could grasp its musical and ethical significance, and yet no one, we venture to
say, who experienced the feelings that must come with such a colossal work could fail to
understand that a great event was taking place.” 218
Savage’s financial investment in the English Parsifal – according to the
Cincinnati Enquirer, “he risked a small fortune in this production before it was ever seen
in public” – was “a part of the Savage method,” indicative of his lofty aspirations and
willingness to lose money, or at least not make much, on the production. 219 Savage was
in fact explicit that Parsifal would not ultimately generate a profit, its tremendous
popularity notwithstanding:
I do not care to pose as a philanthropist, for I am not one; yet anyone acquainted
with theatrical business knows that it will be impossible for me to make a fortune
out of this production of ‘Parsifal.’ Against the enormous initial expense, a very
217
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large weekly salary list, and the great cost of carrying such an organization around
the country, I have to reckon with theatres of limited capacity, and prices that are
very low when compared with the quality of the production. You cannot grow
rich by giving $10 opera for $3. 220
He went on to point out that although the profit margin of such a production was too
small to make it a financially viable business undertaking, his goal had consistently been
“to produce grand opera in English in a way which will compare with the best opera
houses on the [European] continent. There is not only a broad and sound principle of art
behind it, but I believe from the financial point of view, there is a great future for it.” 221
Savage also denied the allegation that he was “seeking to reap the reward of another
man’s enterprises” (that is, Conried’s Met production). He claimed that the assertion was
“ridiculous, because the reward at its highest will not be worth the worry and trouble the
production has cost me,” implying that it was artistic rather than financial gratification he
sought in producing Parsifal. 222
The broad geographic sweep of Savage’s Parsifal tour across the United States
and parts of Canada (see Table 2) proved his conviction that audiences everywhere,
including many relatively small cities, would patronize productions of the serious work.
The Northampton Daily Herald even claimed Parsifal to have been the very first grand
opera ever performed there. 223 By keeping his prices in the $1 to $3 range everywhere,
Savage ensured that Parsifal always remained financially accessible to the general public.
Table 2. Savage’s Parsifal Touring Schedule. The company typically gave eight
performances a week, one each evening except Sunday, as well as matinees on
220
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Wednesday and Saturday. (Information gathered from a variety of primary sources,
mainly contemporary newspapers and magazines.)
10/17/1904 - 10/29/1904
10/31/1904 - 11/19/1904
11/22/1904
11/23/1904
11/24/1904
11/25/1904 - 11/26/1904
11/28/1904 - 12/03/1904
12/05/1904 - 12/07/1904
12/08/1904
12/09/1904
12/10/1904
12/12/1904 - 12/17/1904
12/19/1904
12/20/1904
12/21/1904
12/22/1904
12/23/1904 - 12/24/1904
12/26/1904 - 01/07/1905
01/09/1905 - 01/14/1905
01/16/1905 - 01/21/1905
01/23/1905
01/24/1904
01/25/1905
01/26/1905
01/28/1905
01/30/1905 - 02/04/1905
02/06/1905 - 02/11/1905
02/13/1905 - 02/25/1905
02/27/1905 - 03/04/1905
03/06/1905 - 03/11/1905
03/13/1905
03/14/1905 - 03/15/1905
03/16/1905 - 03/18/1905
03/20/1905 - 03/22/1905
03/23/1905 - 03/25/1905
03/27/1905 - 03/29/1905
04/03/1905 - 04/05/1905
04/06/1905 - 04/08/1905
04/10/1905 - 04/15/1905
04/17/1905 - 04/18/1905
04/19/1905
04/20/1905 - 04/22/1905
04/24/1905 - 04/26/1905

Boston, MA
New York, NY
Springfield, MA
Northampton, MA
Pittsfield, MA
Hartford, CT
Boston, MA
Providence, RI
Bridgeport, CT
Trenton, NJ
Wilmington, DE
Baltimore, MD
Albany, NY
Schenectady, NY
Utica, NY
Syracuse, NY
Rochester, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Brooklyn, NY
Washington, DC
Norfolk, VA
Richmond, VA
Lancaster, PA
Scranton, PA
Wheeling, WV
Pittsburg, PA
Cleveland, OH
Chicago, IL
Cincinnati, OH
St. Louis, MO
Des Moines, IA
Omaha, NE
Kansas City, MO
Minneapolis, MN
St. Paul, MN
Milwaukee, WI
Louisville, KY
Indianapolis, IN
Detroit, MI
Columbus, OH
Toledo, OH
Buffalo, NY
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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04/27/1905 - 04/29/1905
05/03/1905 - 05/10/1905

Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Portland, ME

Staging Style: Highbrow
Savage made no secret of his emulation of Bayreuth in his Parsifal production,
marking it unmistakably as an uplifting, culturally highbrow enterprise that nonetheless
was accessible to all. The Boston Daily Globe, for example, announced in large block
letters, “Bayreuth Brought to Boston! … Richard Wagner’s Sacred Dedicational Festival
Play Parsifal Presented Exactly as in the Festival Playhouse in Bayreuth!” 224 Although
unable to engage personnel who had been directly involved with Parsifal at Bayreuth,
Savage hired Joseph Engel, a German stage director from Berlin’s Kroll Opera House,
Frenchman André Benoist as chorus director, and, as described in the newspaper, two of
“the most promising of Wagnerian conductors,” Moritz Grimm and Walter Rothwell,
whose European experience lent aesthetic credibility to the English-language
production. 225
The press commentary suggests that the advertising was truthful. While it is
impossible to assess the accuracy of the reports concerning the quality of the singing in
Savage’s productions, 226 photographs indicate that the staging and costumes were
impressive and convincingly imitated Bayreuth’s. According to the Boston Daily Globe,
“The production as such – scenery, costumes and properties – has been constructed after
Bayreuth models, and the best artistic and technical advice has been summoned to the
224
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task of preparation,” while the Chicago Daily Tribune claimed that “every detail that
marked the wonderful performance at the little Bavarian city [of Bayreuth] was
reproduced.” 227 The Cincinnati Enquirer also observed that it was “attention to every
detail that makes the ‘Parsifal’ performance of the Savage Opera Company so complete
and satisfying.” 228 To ensure an authentic Wagnerian sound, a sixty- to seventy-person
orchestra was employed, nearly double the thirty-six-piece orchestra Savage’s company
had toured with in 1902. To accommodate the additional musicians and hide them from
view à la Bayreuth, in Boston’s Tremont Theater (and possibly in other theaters as well)
Savage lowered the floor of the orchestra pit and removed the first few rows of seats.

Image 5. Savage Flower Maiden, Eva W. Wallace. April 5, 1905.
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“Will Sing ‘Parsifal’ in English.” See also W. L. Hubbard, “Principals in Parsifal at Boston Last Night,”
Chicago Tribune, October 18, 1904.
228
“[Parsifal].” Cincinnati Enquirer, March 3, 1905.
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Image 6. Metropolitan Opera Flower Maiden, Ellen Förnsen, 1903.
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Image 7. Bayreuth Flower Maidens, 1882.
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Image 8. Temple Scene in Act 3 of Parsifal, Savage production, 1904.
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Image 9. Temple (Acts 1 and 3), New York Metropolitan Opera production, 1903.
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Image 10. Temple Scene in Act 3 of Parsifal, original Bayreuth production, 1882.
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Besides being a selling point as a culturally highbrow feature, Savage’s
faithfulness to the visual elements of the original production was designed to appeal to
the broadest possible audience as simply a grand spectacle. 229 Trumpeting the
production’s impressiveness, one ad read, “Company of 200! Full Grand Opera
Orchestra! Greatest Operatic Production Ever Sent on Tour! Magnificent Scenic,
Panoramic, and Electrical Effects!” 230 Newspapers did comment often on the
magnificence of the scenery and the special effects, as well as on the attractiveness of
some of the singers that may have drawn some audience members with minimal interest
in the musical or philosophical features of Parsifal. The New York Evening World, for
example, observed the “bevy of stage beauties” among the Flower Maidens, predicting
there would be “many a ‘Johnnie’ who has no soul for music dropping in for the second
act.” 231
In further emulation of Bayreuth custom, five trumpeters in appropriate medieval
costumes played motifs from each act ten to fifteen minutes before it began to warn
audiences that the performance was imminent. 232 Newspapers also noted that, unusually
for opera in America, the auditorium would be darkened at the start of the prelude to each
act, further adding to the uniqueness and Bayreuth-inspired mystique of the Parsifal
production. Although Savage ultimately trimmed the work on Finck’s recommendation,
the production still lasted about four hours, which was the same length as the Met’s
229

One music critic even went so far as to say that Parsifal “is first and foremost a spectacle.” (W. L.
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production. 233 That audience members in the standing room often brought along food
with them to eat during intermission (to avoid losing their spots) suggests that at least
some people stayed for most, if not all, of the performance. 234
Bayreuth’s most intangible and most prized asset, the special atmosphere created
by its remove from everyday reality that facilitated complete absorption in the artistic
experience, was a particularly difficult element to reproduce in the American context. 235
Critics were skeptical of even the Met’s (let alone Savage’s) ability to recreate
Bayreuth’s exalted “artistic atmosphere,” which was, as the New York Tribune put it, “the
cause of so much cheap wit on the part of the journalistic witlings.” 236 Moreover, to
prevent the atmosphere from being marred by latecomers, Savage issued special notices
in newspapers and in the programs insisting that audiences be punctual, noting that
nobody would be allowed in after each act had begun, as was the policy at both Bayreuth
and the Met. As was also done at both those places, to further facilitate the appropriate
atmosphere, Savage requested in the programs that there be no applause after the first act,
the “purpose being to preserve the spirit of reverence which characterizes the
performances at Baireuth [sic].” 237 This strategy appears to have been successful: the
Chicago Tribune’s W. L. Hubbard observed, as did many other music critics, that one of
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the “conspicuous features” of the performance was the “Bavarian custom of absolute
silence on the part of the audience during the performance.” 238
Emphasizing the artistic gravity of the production, the Boston Daily Globe
proudly asserted that “in every respect Wagner’s master work made the profound
impression on Boston that was expected of it, and this city has put an end forever to the
common European taunt that Americans refuse to take those arts seriously and
reverently.” 239 The paper overflowed with glowing praise:
The highest possible standard was striven for and successfully attained. More than
that, a special feature of the performances has been the spirituality and reverence
that has characterized them, not only behind the footlights, but before them.
Persons who have made the pilgrimage to Bayreuth unite in saying that the
performances themselves have not only been equal to those in the festival
playhouse, but the attitude of the audiences has been quite as reverential. The
production as such surpasses anything that has ever been seen on the Boston
stage. 240
Though perhaps hyperbolic, the review suggests an unusually high level of artistry
attained by Savage’s company relative to its usual productions, in spite of the difficulty
of the work. It is also plausible that audiences would have been especially well-behaved
in keeping with the artistic gravity of the event. Even the New York Tribune’s Krehbiel –
who in the past had frankly and unhesitatingly criticized Savage’s productions, believing
comparison between the Savage and Met productions to be “manifestly out of order in the
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circumstances” – pointed out that the quality of the Savage performance was high enough
that comparison could, in fact, “be made with small detriment” to Savage’s. The
performance, “creditable throughout and highly admirable in the second act,” was an
achievement that “offered neither invitation nor opportunity to those who may have come
to scoff.” Indeed, Krehbiel was surprised that “Wagner’s imposing play could be fitted to
the new conditions with so little loss of perspective and so near an approach to its solemn
dignity.” 241 The New York Times also admitted that “there is surprisingly little that
suffers severely” by comparison with the Met. 242
Some critics in other cities even believed Savage’s production to be superior in
certain respects to the Met’s. Hubbard, for example, deemed the Savage company’s
chorus to be better than the Met’s and the best heard in Chicago in at least fifteen years.
In his view, the public consensus was that each production possessed elements superior to
those of the other, making them “practically equal in merit – both being performances of
unusual excellence.” 243 Similarly, in comparing the two productions the Omaha World
Herald critic acknowledged that the Met’s had the advantages of “a superb orchestra and
greater soloists,” but felt “there certainly was missing the religious sentiment which made
the productions by Mr. Savage so striking.” His overall verdict was that Omaha was
thankful “to have heard the better artists by the Conried company and the better
production by the Savage company.” 244
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Savage believed the great public interest in Parsifal to be symptomatic of the
proliferation of music in American society. Over the previous decade he had observed “a
new generation of Americans who desire a knowledge of the classics in grand opera
literature. Grand opera sung in English is necessary to meet this demand….No
Government support is necessary. America is the first country to demonstrate that she
will support her own artistic endeavor. We now have a constantly increasing love of
opera per se.” 245 That Savage’s popular opera company was an entirely public-supported
endeavor – and could even hold its own with a production as serious as Parsifal – was
clearly a point of pride. He also noted that “the success of the past season has taught that
the public at large is taking a real interest in operatic musical forms as contrasted with the
art of tuneful airs. It would seem that Wagner is driving out the ragtime.” 246 Though no
doubt an exaggeration, this comment served to highlight the undeniable surge of popular
interest in culturally highbrow opera.

Conclusion
A 1904 magazine article by Conried reveals that many of his aesthetic aspirations
and ideals were strikingly similar to Savage’s, including pride in not receiving any
government funding (although the Met did receive regular subsidies from the elite
boxholders), the desire to educate the public’s musical taste, improve the dramatic side of
opera, cultivate American talent, and even offer some performances in English (although
the latter never actually happened under Conried’s management). As Conried wrote, “it is
an enviable privilege to have charge of a great lyric theatre like the Metropolitan Opera
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House, in which so much may be attempted, and possibly achieved, for the popular
pleasure, and, if I may say so, for the improvement of public taste. Although it receives
no national or municipal subsidy, as many similar theatres do abroad, the Metropolitan
Opera House is in its own field – which is a wide one – an educational institution of
unquestionable value to the community.” 247 This overlap in ideology between popularly
oriented and elite-oriented opera productions is evident in the staging style of a variety of
repertoire, but especially so in Parsifal.
The democratization of opera Savage was pursuing was thus motivated by a belief
in the importance of cultural uplift. Not only the actual content and staging style of
Savage’s productions but also the rhetoric surrounding them, both from the company
itself and in the press commentary, reveal an abiding espousal of the Progressive Era
ideology. Savage’s enterprise, which was at times even profitable, had an ideology of
reform at its core: to offer to a broad audience the benefits of high quality, culturally elite
opera that had in recent years become restricted to a narrow segment of the public.
Starting as an entertainment venture, the Savage company quickly adopted artistic ideals
that paralleled social ideals of the era, emphasizing the importance of offering democratic
access to the refining and uplifting things in life, including high art such as opera. The
sustained enthusiastic patronage, on a national scale, by non-elite English-speaking
Americans of even the most serious operatic repertoire was evidence of its popular
appeal.
Although Savage’s grand opera involvement ended after his Girl of the Golden
West tour in 1911-12, others continued the battle cry for popular opera, both in the
vernacular and in foreign languages, under the banner of the democratization and uplift
247
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for some time still. The Aborn English Grand Opera Company was similar to Savage’s,
touring nationwide with a mix of operetta and grand opera. Concurrently with Oscar
Hammerstein’s late summer/early fall “educational” season at his Manhattan Opera
House, an Italian company was performing at the Academy of Music at popular prices, as
it had been doing intermittently since 1904, also performing at the People’s Theatre and
the Grand on the Lower East Side. Between 1907 and 1909 Russian-Jewish impresario
Ivan Abramson’s Italian Grand Opera Company gave performances both in New York
(beginning on the Lower East Side) and on tour, always at popular prices. Another
Bowery theater, the Windsor, offered Yiddish productions of popular French and Italian
operas in the fall of 1904. The Theodore Drury Grand Opera Company, an all-AfricanAmerican troupe, also performed at popular prices in New York, Boston, and
Washington, D.C. between 1900 and 1907.
In addition to responding to existing demand for affordable opera, Savage created
even greater demand by tapping into the cultural aspirations of the middle class while
also catering to other elements of his public’s preferences such as impressive spectacle
and a diverse repertoire, including new works. But the main factor shaping the character
of Savage’s initiative, as well as that of many other contemporary popular opera
companies, was the Progressive Era ideology of uplift, the belief that exposure to high
quality performances would educate ordinary people’s musical tastes and improve their
character. Two additional sociodemographic factors influenced these popular enterprises:
a growing middle class seeking to establish its respectability through the patronage of
affordable, high-class entertainment, and waves of European immigrants also seeking the
benefits conferred by high culture. Savage’s enterprise was probably successful not only
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because it was shaped by, and responded to, widely held social and aesthetic values of the
day, but also because of the peculiar blend of culturally elite and popularly thrilling
elements that opera offered to turn-of-the-century audiences, making it the perfect vehicle
for uplift.
Opera’s increasing exclusivity as a result of its sacralization thus spurred a
popularizing counter-effort by entrepreneurs like Savage who sought to democratize
opera precisely because of its capacity for uplift. Strikingly, their approach was not to
water opera down to make it more palatable but rather to emphasize its culturally
highbrow aspects. Opera in America around the turn of the century, therefore, could be
popular because it was prestigious, appealing to multiple portions of the ethnic and social
spectrum as a refined, and refining, activity.
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Interlude 1
Three new media formats, the phonograph, film, and radio, contributed to opera’s
expanding dissemination and democratization in the first few decades of the twentieth
century. Phonograph recordings made operatic excerpts, along with much other music,
cheaply and easily available to a diverse public. Film, too, introduced excerpts of operas
as well as adaptations of entire works to large audiences in the explicitly popular context
of cinema. Radio also brought opera – free to anyone with a radio – to the entire nation,
the most influential opera-related development being the introduction in the 1930s of the
Metropolitan Opera’s live broadcasts of complete operas.
In the three sections of this interlude I explore how these new technologies
contributed to the move away from the Progressive Era’s dominant trend of uplift in
efforts to democratize opera toward the ideology of cultural integration. In particular, the
ways in which high and popular cultural forms were juxtaposed in the inherently
commercial mass media had the effect of blurring the divisions between aesthetic spheres
and led to democratized opera’s adoption of certain features of popular culture.

Phonograph
The introduction of the phonograph in the early years of the twentieth century was
a watershed moment in the history of not only opera but all styles of music. It both
increased the scale of music’s dissemination and brought a wide variety of musical styles
together into the private home context. Whereas in the previous few decades opera had
been increasingly relegated to its own separate musical sphere as a sacralized cultural
product that emphasized the ideology of uplift even in a democratized form, the new
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accessibility afforded opera by recordings had the effect of bringing the genre into closer
contact with popular culture. As a result, the ideology of cultural integration that would
characterize opera democratizing efforts of the next several decades began to take shape.
Thanks to the phonograph, people could now hear, in their very own homes,
celebrity opera singers perform excerpts from the most famous operas. 248 No longer did
people have to rely on either going out to the theater to hear a live performance or on
their own abilities to perform the music themselves at home. Due to the limitations of
early recording technology, opera was in fact one of the first genres to be recorded,
thanks partly to the effectiveness of the direct singing style that transferred well to the
phonograph. (Solo wind and brass instruments were also conducive to these early
acoustic recordings because they could be played directly into the recording horn. 249 ) The
length of arias, on average only a few minutes, was also the perfect length for the
technology, which could accommodate two to four minutes per side. Soon not only opera
but all manner of music began to be recorded and, as phonograph players and records
became increasingly affordable, the general public began to acquire collections of
recordings. 250
RCA (Radio Corporation of America) quickly recognized the public’s desire to
collect phonograph records. The RCA Victor Red Seal recordings in particular – which
included the company’s most highbrow set of opera recordings – are an example of the
beginnings of the transition from the emphasis on uplift in the popular consumption of
248
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opera to an emphasis on cultural integration that was driven by mass media, even though
uplift continued to be an important factor in democratized opera through the 1930s
alongside the newer ideal. 251 In particular, these Red Seal recordings underscored the
lofty cultural status of the music (such as opera) in this collection that was now being
made easily available to members of the mass public, who could partake of the elite
aesthetic experience of live opera but in their own homes, on their own terms. As Stephen
Meyer observes, “advertisements for both gramophones and sound
recordings…highlighted precisely the ability of the new technology to capture and
preserve the special aura of unique live performances.” 252 In emphasizing that the
technology could recreate a live performance, RCA on the one hand indirectly invoked
the transcendent, uplifting qualities of the genre in its original form as a live performance
while at the same time beginning to integrate opera into the world of mass-produced,
commodity culture via recording and making it subject to the medium’s constraints.
Phonograph records also created a sense of equivalence between opera and other
types of music that drew opera closer to the popular sphere. Opera records not only
physically looked like records of other musical styles but also were similar in presenting
the music in the form of excerpts that were of comparable length to the wide range of
popular music also being recorded at the time. Consequently, rather than being a three- or
four-hour affair, opera on records appeared as short segments of aria highlights that, like
popular music, emphasized melody and easy accessibility. Meyer notes also that new
concert band arrangements of motives from Wagner’s operas were made as a “direct
response to the limitations of recording technology” because it was easier to record wind
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and brass instruments than a full orchestra.253 As a result, the concert band sound, which
also was featured in popular music, brought opera and mass culture closer together
through similarity of sound. As Meyer writes,
What emerged during the first two decades of the twentieth century, then, was a
singer-centered, four-minute aria template for operatic recording, the logical
result of starpower popularity and the constraints of technological reproducibility.
The melody-dominated, abbreviated nature of this ‘template,’ as Adorno realized,
brought it quite close to the ‘hit tunes’ of the emerging popular music industry,
changing the legacy of European art music into a ‘pantheon of best-sellers.’ 254
Moreover, as Larry Hamberlin has shown, opera had already begun to have contact with
the newly forming category of distinctly popular (as opposed to highbrow) culture around
the turn of the twentieth century through Tin Pan Alley songs that drew on operatic tunes
and themes –although even in this context opera retained its highbrow cachet, which was
sometimes highlighted through contrast with the popular song genre. 255 This musical
integration thus foreshadowed the broader integration trend of the subsequent decades,
driven in large part by new forms of mass media.
Recordings thus changed the nature of the consumption of opera, namely, the
experience of the music, since one could listen at home and have a sense of ownership by
collecting records. As a result, not only musical scores but also actual music
performances became commodified as a mass-produced cultural product. Moreover, by
virtue of their format and recording style, opera arias came to be in some ways analogous
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to pieces of popular music, thus bringing highbrow culture into closer contact with
popular culture and fostering a sense of integration of these different cultural levels.

Film
Opera’s appearance in American films in the early decades of the twentieth
century points to opera’s hybrid nature – its reputation as an elite, highbrow genre that
nonetheless harbored popular features – and especially to the ways in which new mass
media technology brought out the possibilities of integrating opera more explicitly and
closely with popular culture. 256 As Martin Mayer writes, “there was a natural match
between opera and film, committed as they both were to larger-than-life fantasies.” 257
The new film medium, with its ability to stage spectacle and its reliance on stars,
thus opened up the opportunity to bring high art directly into the world of popular culture,
which movie producers quickly capitalized on. Indeed, some of the first film stars were
opera singers (although the films themselves were of course silent!), such as Geraldine
Farrar, who appeared in the title role of Cecil B. DeMille’s 1915 film Carmen, Enrico
Caruso, who was featured as Canio in a scene from Pagliacci in a 1918 film entitled My
Italian Cousin, and Mary Garden, who starred in the title role of the 1918 film Thaïs. 258
But opera had an undeniable cultural cachet, especially relative to the distinctly popular
genre of cinema, even in film’s earliest days. The contrast between opera’s prestige and
film’s clear status as mass culture also persisted over subsequent decades. Writing for the
North American Review in 1935, William Berchtold noted that “most of the [opera]
256
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impresarios will have nothing to do with the thought of filming opera. Mr. Gatti of the
Metropolitan never goes to the cinema, [and] probably shudders at the heretical notion of
opera in the movies.” 259
Still, many film producers believed opera’s prestige could function effectively on
the popular screen, albeit in adapted form. As John Ardoin notes, “part of the thinking
behind using [Geraldine] Farrar was to bring new ‘class’ and ‘tone’ to movies. She thus
became the first of a long line of singers who lent not only their names to Hollywood, but
an aura of ‘art’ as well.” 260 Indeed, after these first efforts in the late teens, opera
continued to appear with some frequency in films in the 1920s and 1930s as excerpts, but
only rarely as a full-length production, which became more common after mid-century.
During the first few decades of the century, therefore, opera appeared in films in several
different forms. In addition to films that presented an adapted version of an opera, there
were films about the lives of opera singers, as well as films about young singers aspiring
for fame and the obstacles they encountered. Still other uses of opera in film included
cameo appearances by famous artists in non-operatic plots and scenes of famous operas
that were simply filmed from the stage. 261
The Vitaphone Company also made a number of operatic shorts between 1927
and 1935 that featured many Met singers. As Ardoin writes, this Vitaphone series
“formed a bridge from silent pictures to the first full-length musical films.” 262 (The honor
of the first full-length sound opera film goes to opera impresario Fortune Gallo’s
Pagliacci from 1929, the work having been chosen in part due to its manageable length
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of about an hour and a quarter and small production scale. 263 ) Despite the seemingly
natural overlap between opera and film, the relationship between them continued to be
fraught into the 1930s as producers continued to look for new ways to blend the two. As
Berchtold put it, “if the failures on the road to success are not too trying for the opera
lover to endure, America’s audience for opera and the cinema may in the end become
one.” 264 Even though this did not become the case, the fact that producers attempted to
bring opera into film, especially in the early part of the century, suggests that the ideal of
cultural integration was becoming an important factor at the time as the mass medium
imposed both advantages and limitations on highbrow culture that applied equally to
popular culture. The relationship between opera and film during this era – and indeed
between opera and other mass media such as radio and, later, television – can in fact be
seen as symbiotic: opera lent a sense of class to film and made it more respectable, while
film helped democratize opera by making it more accessible and blending it with other
elements of popular culture.

Radio
In addition to film and the phonograph, the radio was a powerful force in
propelling the rise of the ideology of cultural integration in democratizing opera. Radio
brought high culture, including opera, closer to the world of popular culture in several
ways. 265 One of these was the presentation of abridged operas, which by virtue of their
length (usually an hour) made the otherwise multi-hour opera experience more like other
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forms of popular culture that did not require such a long attention span. In the 1920s, for
example, the conductor Cesare Sodero presided over a series of hour-long radio
broadcasts of famous operas, which he adapted himself and which were billed as
“tabloid” versions to emphasize their concision. 266 Sometimes abridged operas were also
given on the radio in English translation: in 1934-35, composer and critic Deems Taylor
offered one-hour English versions of operas on Sunday evenings on the NBC program
entitled the Chase and Sanborn Opera Guild, which employed dialogue rather than
recitative to advance the action.267 Some radio programs presented both “serious” or
“highbrow” and “popular” music together in one broadcast, juxtaposing classical
musicians, including opera singers, with a wide range of popular performers. As a 1934
newspaper article put it, “Radio Brings Together Top-Ranking Concert Artists, Band
Leaders, ‘Nut’ Comedians, All on the Same Broadcast.” 268
The Metropolitan Opera’s introduction in the 1930s of live radio broadcasts of
complete operas was also a major step in integrating opera into the popular sphere via
mass media. 269 The press hailed the accessibility engendered by radio as an important
step for expanding the Met’s audiences: “Radio is cosmopolitan. It recognizes no special
audience. It belongs to rich and poor – every one who wants to tune in. Broadcasting may
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give the American people a new idea about opera. … [Radio] seems destined to make it a
greater performance enjoyed by the millions instead of a few.” 270 This journalist, like
many others reporting on the Met’s radio broadcasts over the next decade, delighted in
noting that the network (at the time, NBC) was continually receiving many letters from
enthusiastic radio listeners who were hearing opera for the first time. Although from the
second season the operas were typically broadcast in their entirety and hence were not
explicitly catering to the mass public that was unfamiliar with opera, the fact remained
that the genre was being presented on a distinctly popular medium.
Indeed, radio’s popularity made it suspect to people like Met manager GattiCasazza who were concerned about maintaining opera’s prestige and elite cachet.
According to Met historian John Briggs, “Gatti feared that the dignity of his company
would suffer from association with the frivolous new medium that played host to Amos
‘n’ Andy and the A & P Dance Gypsies, and that the quality of sound reproduction would
be poor.” 271 But it was precisely this cultural dignity that NBC president Merlin
Aylesworth hoped would lend prestige and respectability to the popular medium and also
function for NBC as a counterattraction to rival CBS’ prestigious series of New York
Philharmonic broadcasts on Sunday afternoons. 272 Gatti’s concern over sound quality
was allayed by a successful test run, and financial pressures forced him to put aside his
worries about the tainting of opera by radio’s lowbrow reputation.
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Another element of the Met’s broadcasts that is evidence of the growing cultural
integration ideology that sought to make opera more accessible to mass audiences was
the English-language commentary provided at first by Deems Taylor and then for many
years by Milton Cross. Both before the opera and during intermissions, Cross provided
plot summaries, descriptions of the costumes, the sets, and the general scene at the opera
house. Intermissions also occasionally featured fundraising appeals as well as
commentary, either by Cross, who at least attempted a colloquial demeanor in his
“scholarly observations,” or by famous singers on a variety of opera topics, and the
much-loved Opera Quiz was inaugurated in 1940. 273 Such concessions that permitted
adherence to the elite format in other ways – operas presented complete and mostly in
their original languages – were yet another democratizing step that called opera’s elitism
into question as it was integrated into the popular sphere via radio.
Yet even while the Met’s radio broadcasts are evidence of the beginnings of the
ideology of cultural integration in the democratization of opera, they still drew in some
ways on the older ideology of cultural uplift. In particular, by trumpeting universal access
to the elite art form of opera as it was presented by an elite opera company, the Met could
claim to be involved in cultural uplift, making ordinary people feel special through the
privileged association with highbrow culture that the radio broadcasts offered. In this
sense, then, the Met’s broadcasts can be seen as a transitional phase in the shift away
from uplift as the predominant popularization strategy toward one of integration.
Indeed, although the cultural uplift ideology was central to the development of
radio, the reality of the situation was that the limitations and demands of radio led many
democratizers of opera to pursue the strategy of integration as classical music had to
273
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compete with radio’s popular offerings. Even music appreciation radio programs,
intended as a form of cultural uplift, ultimately moved in the direction of integration as
music appreciation advocates had to make compromises that, in the view of some,
threatened the integrity of the art form being democratized. 274 Some of these advocates,
therefore, fought against the elements of popular culture that were intruding onto high
culture as a result of the latter’s dissemination to a mass audience through a mass
medium. Shawn VanCour, for example, points to
a profound ambivalence [among musical elites] surrounding radio’s role as a
medium of cultural uplift. While capable of disseminating privileged cultural
forms to formerly disadvantaged portions of the population, radio’s use for
purposes of music appreciation at the same time moved these forms beyond the
control of their original taste public. On one hand affirming radio’s capacity for
cultural uplift, highbrow critics during this period also sought to reclaim their
cultural authority over the music they purported to popularize, defending the
boundaries of their own, recently consolidated taste culture from the perceived
threat of an insurgent popular culture. 275
Putting opera on the radio, therefore, meant that it had to contend with this “insurgent
popular culture,” leading opera’s democratizers increasingly to temper the older ideology
of cultural uplift with explicitly popularly oriented modifications. Radio thus drove
proponents of democratized opera in the direction of adopting the ideology of cultural
integration.
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These three major technological developments – the phonograph, film, and radio
– in the first part of the twentieth century thus had a dramatic impact on both the means
of democratizing opera and the operatic product. In many cases, mass media turned opera
into small, segments – presumably more manageable to newcomers to opera than fulllength productions – that were integrated and juxtaposed with other forms of popular
culture, revealing a new ideology that prevailed through until the 1960s that sought to
make opera more like other forms of entertainment and seem less like an exalted,
inaccessible art form on a high cultural pedestal.
This shift toward integration in fact occurred together with the beginnings of the
fading of the previously widespread uplift ideology, even though it persisted, albeit in
modified form, for several more decades. The journalist Edward Moore, writing for the
Chicago Daily Tribune in 1929, wryly refers to opera as “our favorite source of uplift and
culture,” observing that the genre
holds itself out as an educational and cultural institution, though I personally am
still waiting to be convinced that there is anything greatly educational about
attendance upon an operatic season or many of them. At any rate, solicitors began
to discover that at times the well known tired business man resented being
uplifted, and resented it so earnestly that he put up a furious and frequently
successful sales resistance. So opera is gradually getting itself out of the
educational idea and putting itself on a basis with the other blithe and colorful
arts. 276
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The beginning of the decline in aspiration to experience high culture and be uplifted by it
is also encapsulated in a humorous poem by Bert Leston Taylor, cited in Moore’s article:
“Now when I read old Doctor Hackett / Upon the operatic racket, / I murmur as I tear my
hair, / ‘O, gee; I wish that I’d been there.’ / But when I turn to Doctor Gunn / And read of
what was sung and done / I rearrange my hair and say, / ‘O, gosh; I’m glad I stayed
away.’” 277 Perhaps picking up on this gradual change in public opinion, operatic
producers began to find ways of bringing opera into closer contact with popular culture,
thus driving the new ideology of cultural integration in democratized opera that came to
flourish at mid-century.
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Chapter 2: The NBC-TV Opera Theater
As Leporello sings in the Catalogue Aria from Mozart’s Don Giovanni about the
Don’s conquests, “Prim and proper Spain contributes a thousand-and-three! Can that be?
Yes, it’s three. There are bar-maids, basket-weavers, there are dairy-maids and divas,
countless countesses, princesses, in the ranks of his successes…” 278 W. H. Auden’s and
Chester Kallman’s playful and creative English translation for the 1960 NBC-TV Opera
Theater production brought to life a work whose import to most Americans who knew of
it would have been primarily musical, much – if not most or even all – of the story
obscured by the veil of a foreign language. Even those who saw it in live performance
would not have had the advantage of supertitles, which were only introduced in the
1980s. But why did it matter so much to NBC’s producers that opera be done in English?
Why did they feel the need to make the plot understandable to audiences rather than
simply let the music speak for itself? And why did they think putting opera on television
was a worthwhile endeavor in the first place?
In this chapter, I argue that the NBC-TV Opera Theater, lasting from 1949 to
1964, exemplifies the prevailing mid-century ideology that sought to integrate high
culture with popular culture as a way of creating a more refined and sophisticated
American society. This democratizing, culturally anti-elite impulse of the prosperous
post-World War II era, combined with sociodemographic shifts that were resulting in
greater social equality and a diminished European immigrant presence in the population,
a burgeoning sense of nationalism infused with political and cultural anxieties of the Cold
War years, and the new and fast-growing technologies of long-playing records and
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especially television, all contributed to this new attitude toward high culture. NBC’s
effort to bring opera to the masses was thus part of the “culture boom” of the 1950s and
early 1960s that responded to these sociocultural trends. 279 The particular ways in which
NBC sought to democratize opera were thus dominated by the ideal of integrating opera
into the wider entertainment scene of the day, revealing the ongoing effort to negotiate
the longstanding aesthetic contradictions of opera as a genre and its performance history
in America. Moreover, the existence of many efforts like NBC’s to popularize high
culture – including several other popularly oriented opera enterprises that I will touch on
briefly in this chapter – and the debates surrounding them suggest that more was at stake
than simply the success or failure of any given opera popularizing initiative. While there
was a good deal of overlap with the broader cultural agenda of the earlier opera
democratizing efforts of the Progressive Era, mid-century advocates sought to prove
rather than being uplifting, opera could be truly entertaining and could legitimately
compete with other cultural forms for the general public’s attention.
Despite its longstanding association with exclusivity, opera’s historically dual
status as both elite and popular prevented it from fitting easily into the hierarchical
classifications that were being redefined in America around mid-century. In fact, opera’s
history of popularity, or at least its alleged aesthetic superficiality, had prevented it from
garnering much attention in the academy. Donald Grout’s 1947 A Short History of Opera
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was the first attempt at a scholarly history of opera in America in decades, and it took
thirty more years for opera studies to be taken seriously in academic circles.
Still, opera’s cachet as high culture had since the late nineteenth century made it a
target for popularization by publicly minded cultural elites. NBC’s goals of
democratization and reform (which were sometimes nationalistically oriented) were in
fact similar to those of Henry Savage and his contemporaries half a century earlier. But
the different ways in which NBC enacted its project compared to its turn-of-the-century
counterparts reveals dramatic differences in resources, technology, and audience
demographics that were related to fundamental ideological differences about opera,
especially concerning its alleged ability to uplift. The absence of the uplift rhetoric in
NBC’s project notwithstanding, the ideology’s continued presence in other opera
popularizing efforts of the day suggests that the notion of art’s ability to uplift had not
entirely disappeared, even though it had begun to fade. Indeed, some radio and TV
networks at mid-century still sought to offer high culture programming as a means of
cultural uplift.
As the subsequent analysis will reveal, NBC did draw on some elements of the
uplift ideology but transformed and repurposed it, sometimes in radical ways, to fit the
changing cultural climate in which uplift was being reconceived as something that could
be accomplished through sometimes major modifications to the cultural product. The
NBC-TV Opera Theater thus represented a revised conception of opera in America as a
democratically accessible and classless form of appealing, high quality entertainment,
rather than as a forbidding and outdated art form. Continuing the century-long legacy of
attempts to disprove claims of Americans’ cultural inferiority, the NBC Opera thus also
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contributed to developing the American public’s cultural knowledge as part of a midcentury trend of popularly oriented high culture.
I begin this chapter with a brief look at the sociocultural context of mid-century
America, including the major cultural issues of the period, and offer an overview of the
NBC-TV Opera Theater. Then, by examining the development of the NBC Opera’s
repertoire (part 1), the advantages and limitations of the live television medium (part 2),
and two major elements of the company’s presentation style (part 3), I demonstrate how
all these features were shaped by the impulse to integrate opera into the broader cultural
scene, and in turn how this integration was driven by contemporary ideological concerns
that themselves were a function of sociodemographic and technological change. At the
same time I will show how opera’s unique tension between elitism and populism, along
with an enduring belief in opera’s potential for mass appeal, informed NBC’s efforts to
spur popular interest in opera. I base my argument on an examination of a wide range of
sources, both secondary literature and a wealth of many little-examined (and some
unexamined) primary sources, including newspaper and magazine articles, memoirs,
interviews, as well as video recordings of the actual NBC opera broadcasts and other
contemporary opera television programs. Before concluding the chapter with a brief
survey of other initiatives to democratize opera by integrating it with popular culture, I
offer a case study of NBC’s 1960 production of Don Giovanni (part 4 of the chapter),
which exemplifies especially clearly the ways in which the NBC enterprise was both
influenced by, and came into conflict with, contemporary intellectual currents.

Sociocultural Context
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The idea that America was a classless, egalitarian society was a longstanding one,
and one that attained special prominence in the postwar years. As Nixon proclaimed at
the American National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959, America “comes closest to the
ideal of prosperity for all in a classless society.” 280 The widespread belief at the time was
that the rapid economic development of the 1950s, according to historian James T.
Patterson, was “eroding the class, ethnic, and religious divisions of American society. …
This notion was appealing, especially when it was used to differentiate the United States,
prosperous and apparently harmonious, from the harsh and presumably conflict-ridden
Soviet Union and other Communist societies.” Moreover, many believed that America
“promised significant opportunity and upward mobility – in short, that social class was
not a hard-and-fast obstacle.” 281 Thanks to this tremendous economic growth, changes in
the American sociodemographic structure had led to a less rigidly defined social schema
than before the war and had led in turn to the greater influence of non-elites in public
policy. Even though there was certainly plenty of inequality in American society,
particularly with respect to gender and race, standards of living were both considerably
higher and less unequal overall than they had been in previous decades.
Political scientist Charles Murray has characterized mid-twentieth century
America as a period of relative social and cultural homogeneity stemming from a core
group of widely shared values and behaviors. Responses to a 1963 Gallup poll, in which
95 percent of respondents identified either as working class (50 percent) or as middle
class (45 percent), indicated, according to Murray, that “a great many poor people were
refusing to identify themselves as lower class, and a great many affluent people were
280
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refusing to identify themselves as upper class. Those refusals reflected a national conceit
that had prevailed from the beginning of the nation: America didn’t have classes, or, to
the extent that it did, Americans should act as if we didn’t.” 282 Even though the
conviction that class distinctions were disappearing during this period may have been
exaggerated – blue collar workers continued to be integral to the American economy and
the identification “working class” was still widely espoused 283 – the ideal of cultural
consensus and social mobility exerted a powerful hold on the American imagination.
Prestige and advancement in society were viewed as merit-based: as the influential editor
of Harper’s magazine Russell Lynes wrote in 1949, “The old structure of the upper class,
the middle class, and the lower class is on the wane. It isn’t wealth or family that makes
prestige these days. It’s high thinking.” 284 This belief, as we will see, in turn fueled the
pursuit of higher learning and appreciation of high culture.
Many non-elites at mid-century in fact enjoyed similar leisure activities to those
of elites. According to Murray, “the old rich had a different cultural style, but not
different cultural content,” and members of the middle class could enjoy a lifestyle
comparable to that of the upper-middle class. Income inequality was low: “fewer than 8
percent of American families in 1963 had incomes of $100,000 [in 2010 dollars] or more,
and fewer than 1 percent had incomes of $200,000 or more. This compressed income
distribution was reflected in the residential landscape.” Moreover, only 8 percent of
American adults had college degrees in the early 1960s, and “even in neighborhoods
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filled with managers and professionals, people with college degrees were a minority –
just 32 percent of people in those jobs had college degrees.” 285
In the 1950s and early 60s, the population boom and postwar prosperity coincided
with an increase in the number of white collar workers, including middle-class
suburbanites, and a concomitant increase in leisure time. This expanding middle-class
demographic sought to alleviate its anxieties over social status by devoting some of its
increased financial and temporal resources to adopting supposedly refined (that is,
traditionally elite) tastes in material goods and leisure activities, including entertainment,
that were increasingly accessible to all – even while rejecting identification as upper class
in adopting America’s classless social ideal.286 The median family’s purchasing power
increased by 30 percent between 1950 and 1960, facilitating the aspirations of upward
mobility and creating a mass consumer culture on a new scale. 287 The belief that culture
would improve the individual – the underlying assumption of the older ideology of
cultural uplift – still prevailed. As Louis Menand writes, “in the nineteen-fifties there was
a major middle-class culture of earnest aspiration, the product of a strange alliance of the
democratic (culture for everyone) and the elitist (culture can make you better).” 288
Indeed, for all that NBC sought to downplay opera’s highbrow reputation, the very fact
that the network was making such an effort to democratize opera seems to have been
predicated on the idea that it was somehow valuable for the mass public to enjoy and
appreciate opera, thus implicitly espousing the idea of cultural uplift that high culture
(such as opera) could make people better. Nevertheless, unlike shows such as
285
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Omnibus 289 , NBC never promoted opera as uplifting or educational, instead emphasizing
that opera would be truly exciting entertainment for all and trying to make opera seem as
much a part of popular culture as possible. 290 A 1958 NBC press release claimed, for
example, that “opera is fast becoming a popular mass entertainment in the U.S.” 291
Spurred by the economic prosperity of the 1940s and fifties, live opera in America
had undergone a period of expansion as many new opera companies flourished, part of
the country’s bid to prove that its cultural accomplishments were worthy of America’s
new status as an international political superpower. 292 Democratizing opera was thus very
much on the agenda during these years. Not all opera’s problems, however, were
immediately solved through the increased attendance opportunities furnished by the new
regional companies. For one thing, opera tickets remained expensive. 293 For another,
opera was largely – though not entirely – performed in foreign languages, meaning that
the genre still harbored more than a whiff of elitism and exclusivity. Many musicians and
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impresarios of these optimism-filled years thus sought to harness the power of the new
mass medium of television in the 1950s to domesticate opera for ordinary Americans.
The consumption and appreciation of high culture, such as classical music, ballet,
and the visual arts, stood as valuable symbols of status, even while their ever-widening
dissemination through mass media made them increasingly available. Indeed, high
culture’s cachet held great appeal within the mid-century middle-class context, and opera
as a highbrow cultural form was represented most clearly by the Met. The powerful
legacy of opera’s elitism, as well as that of other art forms, did not seem to dilute their
cultural value, even when modified in an explicitly popular manner or put in the context
of an explicitly popular medium like television. Many opportunities thus arose for
becoming familiar with high culture, or, in Matthew Arnold’s famous phrase, “the best
which has been thought and said”: affordable editions of the “greats” of literature, art,
and music were becoming easily accessible and affordable, often in abridged or
“selected” versions, sometimes also with commentary to facilitate a newcomer’s
understanding of the material. By 1961 there were 750 groups giving opera in the United
States, most of them founded in the 1950s. Even the Met had doubled number of
performances in 1950s to keep up with demand, and Variety magazine claimed the Met’s
Saturday afternoon radio broadcasts in 1955 were heard by 15 million people. 294
This great interest in culture was a common theme in the intellectual discourse of
the period, which often referred to a “cultural explosion,” or a “boom” in popular interest
in high culture. 295 Opera was merely one element in this general trend of the period as
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high art was marketed to the mass public in conveniently-packaged and easily accessible
ways. The increased availability notwithstanding, one critic in 1956 even wished for
more opera to be available than there currently was, believing the demand for the genre
exceeded the supply. 296 The presentation of much high culture during this period was
notable for its blending with popular culture in television, radio, recordings, and
magazines. 297 As this chapter will show, the NBC-TV Opera Theater is a prime example
of this cultural integration.

The Debate Over the Integration of High and Popular Culture
The growing influence of the middle class on the presentation of the arts,
including opera, was an important feature in the cultural debates of the period, as this
social group increasingly constituted the mass public on which producers focused their
attention. This phenomenon in turn gave rise to conflict over which tastes should be
promulgated and how. As historian Daniel Belgrad has observed, “While the general
affluence of the postwar period obscured class divisions, the proliferation of mass culture
that accompanied it prompted a reinscription of social distinctions in cultural terms, as a
cultural elite defended its ‘higher’ tastes, whether modern or genteel, against the
onslaught of the new mass culture. Highbrows and middlebrows each represented their
particular canon of taste as the necessary basis of American democracy, with the former
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championing subtlety, and the latter, accessibility.” 298 Yet in this context opera continued
to occupy a nebulous cultural space, bearing the taint of populism and sensationalism yet
protected by also being an elite, highbrow tradition infused with foreign glamour.
Cultural critics and sociologists of the 1940s and 1950s, such as Theodor Adorno,
Clement Greenberg, and Dwight MacDonald, among others, were increasingly concerned
over what they perceived to be the commodification of high culture that distorted and
debased the original works of art once they were packaged for mass consumption. 299
Putting forth what came to be known as the “mass culture critique,” these intellectuals
were dismayed by the corporatization of the arts as culture and industry were combined.
Describing their views, Joseph Horowitz observes that music “transformed and
disseminated by such practitioners as Toscanini, Walter Damrosch, and Benny
Goodman…became a type of pabulum processed for effortless consumption.” 300
The cultural integration that companies like NBC were pioneering by putting
opera on commercial television (there was no non-commercial station until the late
1960s) was thus precisely what worried these critics. Because the cultural product was
being modified – and commodified – to appeal to mass audiences and to fit within the
constraints of television, the product itself, these critics thought, was in danger of losing
the very value that had caused it to be chosen for presentation on TV in the first place.
The distinction, therefore, between high culture and popular culture that many populist
entrepreneurs sought to diminish was the same one that cultural critics felt it imperative
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to preserve. Such blurring of cultural categories offers a suggestively striking parallel to
the era’s sought-after blurring of class distinctions. Examining the main points of this
debate will contextualize the cultural climate surrounding the efforts of both the NBC-TV
Opera Theater and other popularly oriented high culture enterprises of the period.
One of the most prominent cultural critics in the mid-century was Dwight
Macdonald, known especially for his 1960 essay (reprinted in 1962), “Masscult and
Midcult,” in which he coined these two terms to both highlight and excoriate the ways in
which commercialism had become bound up with art as producers catered to a mass
public. The term “masscult” referred to obviously commercial products with no claims to
high culture. By contrast, “midcult” referred to products that claimed to be high culture
but were in fact diluted and tainted by commercialism in being aimed at a mass audience,
resulting in a hybridization (or, put differently, integration) of high and mass culture. An
important backdrop to the NBC-TV Opera project was the “midcult” phenomenon of
Toscanini (chronicled by Joseph Horowitz in his book, Understanding Toscanini), whose
fame in America both aided and was aided by the commercial apparatus of radio,
television, and the recording industry. Contemporary rhetoric revealed the mass-oriented,
popularizing impulse in disseminating high culture through mass media: as music critic
Lawrence Gilman wrote in 1938, Toscanini’s NBC radio performances indicated “a new
extension and significance to our ideas concerning the democratization of musical
culture.” 301 According to Horowitz, “as it was Toscanini who escorted Beethoven into
the entertainment arena, his own image blurred the boundaries separating entertainment
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and art. … Fetishized mass music and fetishized art music became increasingly
indistinguishable.” 302
In Macdonald’s view, midcult was worse than masscult because the former
“pretends to respect the standards of High Culture while in fact it waters them down and
vulgarizes them.” 303 Midcult, into which category Macdonald placed a program like
Omnibus (the NBC-TV Opera Theater would have fallen into the same category,
although Macdonald does not refer to it specifically), was particularly dangerous from his
perspective because it made it difficult for audiences to distinguish between, as Patterson
puts it, “what was artistically enduring and what was merely cheap and commercial. …
The boundaries between High Culture and Popular Culture were becoming increasingly
blurred over time.” 304 Blurring cultural boundaries was in fact a goal that the NBC-TV
Opera Theater explicitly articulated, as we will see.
Macdonald’s was not the only intellectual framework in use at the time. A less
acerbic and seemingly more widely employed division of taste – highbrow, middlebrow,
and lowbrow – was also in circulation. It was expressed with a healthy dose of satire in a
1949 article by Harper’s editor Lynes, who defended the middlebrow position by poking
fun at the pretense of the highbrow. In analyzing the social significance of taste based on
forms of cultural consumption, he contended that American social divisions were now
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based not on birth or wealth, but rather on intellectual achievement, which could now be
attained by anyone, thanks to the accessibility of educational materials and high culture
of all kinds.
Lynes characterized the contemporary American sociocultural milieu as one in
which the highbrow and lowbrow were content to tolerate each another as long as neither
forced his culture on the other. The middlebrow types, upper and lower, were the
common enemy, appropriating (or, in the view of some, disfiguring) the highbrow’s
culture for themselves in search of upward mobility and subsequently trying to sell this
modified high culture to the lowbrow. As Lynes put it, part of the highbrow’s function
was “to protect the arts from the culture-mongers, and he spits venom at those he suspects
of selling the Muses short. The fact that nowadays everyone has access to culture through
schools and colleges, through the press, radio, and museums disturbs him deeply; for it
tends to blur the distinctions between those who are serious and those who are
frivolous.” 305 Democratic accessibility of culture thus threatened culture’s usefulness as a
status marker that allowed the intellectual to distinguish himself and his tastes from the
bourgeois aspirants to culture. The NBC-TV Opera advocates might well have been
classified by its critics as such “culture-mongers,” bringing together as they did elements
of high and popular culture in their effort to integrate opera into the current of
mainstream entertainment.
According to Lynes, “It is the upper-middlebrows who are the principal purveyors
of highbrow ideas and the lower-middlebrows who are the principal consumers of what
the upper-middlebrows pass along to them.” 306 The upper-middlebrow is the main patron
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of the opera and theater: “he talks about television as potentially a new art form, and he
listens to the Saturday afternoon opera broadcasts.” 307 In fact, many of these uppermiddlebrows, in Lynes’ opinion, believed high culture to be important and would
undertake projects for reasons of culture rather than profit. As we will see, the NBC-TV
Opera producers and backers fit well into this upper-middlebrow category in being
“caught between the muses and the masses [i.e., lower-middlebrows and lowbrows].” 308
By contrast, the lower-middlebrows (essentially the middle-middle class) were a
much bigger group than highbrows and even upper-middlebrows, consisting primarily of
the “typical American family” that inhabited a sphere of basic contentment but also a
“world of ambition,” a “constant striving for a better way of life.” Consequently, this
group’s tastes had the potential to be strongly influenced by producers of all kinds. The
lower-middlebrows took adult education classes, attended lectures, and were “hell-bent
on improving their minds as well as their fortunes.” Although the particular content of
these various taste cultures and the characteristics and variety of their patrons changed
over the decades, Lynes believed upward social mobility to be a constant across
generations: “Everybody but the genuine lowbrow…is jockeying for position in the new
cultural class order. …The rungs of the ladder may be different, it may even be a
different ladder, but it’s onward and upward just the same.” 309 As will become clear,
familiarity with opera through NBC’s offerings provided one such potential vehicle for
cultural mobility. The vibrancy of the mid-century debate over taste and culture –
particularly the influence, both positive and negative, of certain groups on others –
underscores how large these issues loomed in the eyes of critics and public alike.
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Yet Macdonald et al. may have exaggerated the extent to which midcult impaired
the public’s ability to discern quality or, as Patterson suggests, the extent to which
midcult actually debased high culture. Neither was it clear how much the public’s tastes
were actually molded long term by either masscult or midcult offerings. Indeed, as we
will see, for all the NBC Opera’s rhetoric about the dramatic modifications being made to
render opera accessible to all with the new genre of “television opera,” the actual content
and style of production, especially as the years went by, was different more in degree
than in kind from that undertaken by elite-oriented companies like the Metropolitan
Opera, or even the explicitly populist New York City Opera, which had been founded in
1943. Still, as will become apparent in the Don Giovanni case study, NBC’s unabashed
cultural agenda touched off critics’ sensitivities over distinctions between art and
entertainment, as well as over the role commercialism could play without harming the
cultural product.
The equalizing of the cultural playing field of the mid-twentieth century through
adaptation of whole operas or excerpts contrasts with democratizing efforts a half-century
earlier, despite certain similarities. Whereas the Progressive Era pursued a popularization
of sacralized culture, the post-World War I, and especially post-World War II, era seems
to have pursued a popularization of de-sacralized culture. Even with the presence of
“culture gods” like Toscanini, as Horowitz has argued, the reverence was focused less on
the artworks and more on the figures producing it. 310 Leonard Bernstein was similarly
revered even as he engaged actively with his audiences in seeking to demystify the
masterworks he presented. The sacralization process of the late nineteenth century that
had separated high from popular culture had therefore created a canon of sacred works of
310
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“great art” that non-elites aspired to appreciate. But the whole focus of the popularization
of high culture was to make these sacred works accessible and understandable, put in
terms the ordinary public could understand. Even while promoters of high culture placed
themselves, or were placed by press and public, on a cultural pedestal as guardians of
high culture, the cultural objects themselves were subject to a range of modifications that
proved them not untouchable, but rather resilient and flexible, adaptable to changing
times, preferences, education levels, and media formats.
The cultural integration that was driven largely by the advent of radio in the
1920s, facilitating the dissemination of opera (and other classical music) on a mass
scale, 311 thus peaked in the 1950s culture boom. At mid-century, the dominant approach
endorsed changes to the cultural product to make it appeal to mass audiences, rather than
seeking to change (that is, educate) mass audiences to help them like the cultural product,
which had been the approach of uplift-oriented music appreciation advocates. 312
Dissemination of culture through mass media thus led to a shift in focus away from
audience education to a focus on audience expansion. 313 As I will argue, The NBC-TV
Opera Theater was a representative, and for a time quite successful, embodiment of the
anti-elite mid-century ideology of cultural integration that brought together the spheres of
high and popular culture.

The NBC-TV Opera Theater: Overview
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Begun in 1949 as the pet project of NBC music director Samuel Chotzinoff, 314 the
NBC-TV Opera Theater broadcast live performances of opera on commercial television
for fifteen years in ways specifically designed to be popularly appealing. Live classical
music had already been disseminated through mass media in the 1930s and 40s, including
live radio broadcasts of the Metropolitan Opera and the New York Philharmonic, as well
as both radio and TV broadcasts of the NBC Symphony Orchestra under Toscanini.
Because they preserved traditional performance practice, these broadcasts were mostly
uncontroversial in musical circles and were lauded as some of the most artistic
performances America had ever witnessed. By contrast, the NBC-TV Opera, led by
Chotzinoff’s vision, departed radically from opera performance traditions: Chotzinoff
was described in 1963 as “an operatic one man gang with scant reverence for tradition in
moulding hundred year old operas to the requirements of an infant medium.” 315 In
particular, instead of merely televising staged opera, NBC sought to create a new genre:
television opera. This project, its founders hoped, would usher in a new era of opera for
the masses.
Together with fellow maverick Czech-born Peter Herman Adler (as musical and
artistic director), the Russian-born Chotzinoff (as producer) succeeded in getting the
project off the ground by persuading NBC president David Sarnoff (also Russian-born) to
not only put the program on his network but also to back the project financially, making
it into what had been known in radio as a “sustaining” program, namely, one lacking
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commercial sponsorship. 316 Sarnoff already had a history of being a cultural populist, and
his experience – and success – with broadcasting highbrow fare on the radio (and by the
late 1940s, even a few forays into television), may well have given him the courage to
underwrite Chotzinoff’s project despite the potential problems it presented. Time
magazine, for example, reported that sponsors in 1949 had considered opera on television
to be “poison” to ratings. 317 Similarly, in a May 1950 article in Life magazine, music
critic Winthrop Sargeant described opera (if somewhat facetiously) as “something that
usually gives Broadway’s honestly middle-brow public horrifying and often justified
visions of cultural uplift, intellectual snobbery and boredom.” 318 NBC’s cultural leaders
may well have been aware that the notion of uplift no longer held the same appeal and
currency of previous decades, or at least that it made some of the mass public feel
condescended to. As early as the 1920s, this concern was already present among musical
elites. Deems Taylor, for example, commented in 1922 on the common practice of
orchestras playing classical music selections to accompany silent films in movie theaters:
in this context, the average listener “finds that ‘classical’ music is not nearly so boresome
as many of its admirers. Freed from the highbrow’s condescension, unconscious of uplift,
he listens and responds to music like the prelude to Tristan, the Walkürenritt, the ‘New
World’ Symphony, Tchaikovsky’s Fourth, and the Eroica.” 319
Sarnoff’s love of opera and personal predilection for helping disseminate high
culture were undoubtedly helpful in getting NBC to sponsor an opera television program.
As Horowitz describes it, “David Sarnoff’s brand of cultural populism was more
316
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grandiose than any envisioned by concert managers or orchestral boards.” 320 In the early
days of both radio and television, many producers were impelled by a cultural idealism,
conceiving of each new medium as an opportunity for artistic innovation and for the
dissemination of culture and knowledge to ever-broader audiences. Sarnoff – who had
been responsible for signing Toscanini to NBC – had a reputation for sometimes making
decisions that were questionable from a business perspective: Horowitz notes that
“Sarnoff’s general priorities were frequently challenged within the financial community.
He was criticized for stressing research over sales, for slighting commercial prospects in
favor of visionary ‘firsts.’” 321
Chotzinoff and Adler were deeply appreciative of Sarnoff’s support of the NBCTV Opera and his faith in their judgment. As Chotzinoff wrote, “Even more important
[than NBC’s generous funding] has been the completely free hand the Company has
given us to do what we considered best in the choice of repertoire, the commissioning of
networks [sic], the casting, décor, direction and whatever else goes into the presentation
of music-drama.” 322 This situation meant that they were free to pursue their populist aims
without worrying about offending opera conservatives or traditionalists on whom opera
managers and producers typically had to rely. Although the particulars of NBC’s
enterprise certainly depended on the idiosyncrasies of a few individuals who promoted
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the project, it is still the case that the ideals embodied by the NBC-TV Opera Theater
represented an ideology widely held in American society at the time, which was driven
by the era’s unique socioeconomic condition. Indeed, a great many other projects to
democratize high culture, including opera, were emerging at mid-century that were
shaped by the ideal of integration.
Whatever Sarnoff’s reasons for agreeing to Chotzinoff’s proposed project, from
the very beginning, the plan was to take the stereotypical view of opera at the time – as
Horowitz puts it, “an arm’s-length perception of art as essentially externalized, foreign,
and embalmed” 323 – and turn it on its head by making opera seem relevant, familiar, and
vibrant, and in particular, to restore for English speakers opera’s dramatic excitement. As
Sargeant put it in 1950, opera had a reputation at the time for being “a dead art form –
something that could be seen at its best only in aged masterpieces ritualistically
performed in such museumlike institutions as the Metropolitan.” 324 In 1958, Leonard
Bernstein offered a similar characterization of opera in his educational Omnibus program
entitled “What Makes Opera Grand?”: “to most people, [grand opera] means…a hightoned enterprise of some sort, for the very few. But this is very wrong. Opera is for the
many and it always has been. It is first and foremost a popular art, a more popular form of
theater.” 325
Opera’s potential for widespread popularity, Adler and Chotzinoff believed, had
been impeded by elite snobbery and the accumulation of stuffy performance conventions.
Consequently, they embarked on a quest to revitalize opera by making it more accessible
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by bringing it into closer contact with popular culture. Unlike the many previous attempts
to popularize the genre in America since the nineteenth century, the thrust of NBC’s
enterprise involved significant modifications to the operas. The project’s goal was to
infuse the genre with characteristics of popular entertainment to make it more accessible
to the general public. They accomplished this not only by putting opera on TV with a
fresh approach to presentation style (often in abridged versions), but also by performing
the operas in English, rather than in the foreign languages that had since the late
nineteenth century been the status quo for opera in America. According to Chotzinoff,
Time magazine reported in 1953, “Television is the only hope of opera in America.” 326
Fighting opera’s reputation as culturally intimidating, Chotzinoff emphasized the
genre’s affinity with other kinds of popular entertainment as well as its superiority to
them. “Opera has more color than a football game, finer drama than all but the best of
motion pictures, and music and song far superior to anything heard on Broadway,” he
asserted. “That’s the audience we’re aiming at, the millions who want all of these things
but have learned to be afraid of grand opera.” 327 According to a 1956 article in Time, “the
reason the ordinary listener did not appreciate opera, [Chotzinoff and Adler] argued, was
that he could not understand the words and the stilted acting made the whole thing seem
ridiculous.” 328 The modifications they made were intended to bring the genre into closer
contact with popular culture, particularly musical theater, film, and even other television
programs, by overturning widely-held stereotypes about opera. “The TV camera,”
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Chotzinoff proclaimed, “has destroyed the old, sentimental image of grand opera as a
vocal bout between celebrated singers.” 329 According to a 1951 report in the culture
magazine Cue, “Mr. Adler says he will adapt opera for TV by ‘cutting through the
traditional dusty gestures and hammy attitudes, editing the operas to hour length, pointing
up the essential story or dramatic elements of each work.’ By producing them in intimate
form and in English, he hopes to catch the eyes of football fans, quiz devotees and variety
show followers. Mr. Adler is a great enthusiast of the New York City Opera Company
and hopes to produce opera in the same unorthodox, low-cost manner. And he hopes
more and more to introduce young and unknown American composers.” 330 Restoring
opera, in the words of one newspaper critic, to “its rightful place in mass entertainment”
required dramatic changes in language and staging style. 331 In short, NBC sought to
change people’s fundamental perception of opera by making the genre seem more
mainstream, not just a marginalized subculture that was the province of highbrows.
Although some music critics found certain features of NBC’s opera broadcasts
unpalatable, the response of most to NBC’s project was on the whole extremely positive.
This democratizing effort encountered problems similar to those of many similar
endeavors before it, many of which stemmed from the inherent tension between opera’s
traditional elite-associated conventions and status as an art form, on the one hand, and its
popularly appealing features as a form of spectacular and escapist entertainment on the
other. Yet opera’s cultural as well as textual and presentational flexibility made it
particularly conducive to adaptation and modification. By examining the NBC Opera’s
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repertoire, medium (TV), and presentation style over the course of its fifteen-year
existence, followed by a case study of the 1960 production of Don Giovanni, I will not
only reveal the emphasis accorded cultural integration by the program’s leaders but also
demonstrate how particular ideological, sociodemographic, and technological factors of
the era influenced these decisions.

Part 1: Repertoire 332
The NBC Opera’s goal was to cultivate a new genre designed specially for
television (rather than merely create a filmed stage production) called “television opera.”
To that end, repertoire, especially in the first few years, was chosen with an eye to
minimizing opera’s reputation for being on a large scale (i.e., “grand”), and instead
focusing on smaller-scale works – taking, in Chotzinoff’s words, “the ‘grand’ out of
grand opera.” 333 Consequently, repertoire decisions were driven by the ideal of
integrating opera into the broader entertainment sphere by minimizing its potentially
most alienating features and highlighting its similarity to other forms of popular culture.
As we will see, NBC began by presenting relatively light works, gradually moving
toward more difficult ones as audiences presumably became more accustomed to opera
on television. The network also made a point of commissioning and staging new operas
by American composers in an effort to revitalize the genre and make it into a living art
form once again.
NBC tested the waters with an experimental season between December 1948 and
March 1949 with several short comic or otherwise easily assimilated works, all in
332
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English, of course: The Barber of Seville (2 scenes), The Bartered Bride (1 scene), La
Bohème (Act 4) and The Old Maid and the Thief (a one-act opera by Menotti). The public
response, probably measured through number of households tuning in to the broadcasts,
was presumably adequate since the project embarked in earnest in January 1950.
For its first few regular seasons, NBC focused on the opéra comique genre – that
is, works with a combination of sung arias and spoken dialogue, although, as term
typically implies, not necessarily with a “comic” or happy subject. Opéra comique was,
therefore, the type of opera closest to the Broadway musical. Due in part to the
limitations of television, NBC also avoided the large scale and grand spectacle of works
like Aida or operas by Wagner. As the series’ director Kirk Browning recalled,
“Chotzinoff and Adler were very, very shrewd about not trying to feed the nation
material which was going to be off-putting … they enticed them into it with these very
accessible works in the beginning.” 334
Indeed, Adler had expressed his hope that “by eliminating from the repertoire, at
least for the time being, the heavier Grand Operas, by coordinating singing and acting to
such a degree that the eye-minded American public finds it dramatically satisfying, the
border line between this type of opera and the higher type of Broadway musical will
almost disappear. Once this has been achieved, there is no place where the development
may end.” 335 NBC thus intentionally blurred the genre distinction between television
opera and musical theater. In fact, it was precisely during this period that the Broadway
musical was enjoying its so-called “Golden Age” with shows such as Oklahoma! (1943)
and South Pacific (1949). South Pacific had even featured Met Opera star Ezio Pinza
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(who had retired from the Met the previous year), further evidence of crossover between
high and popular culture during the period. As media studies scholar Brian Rose puts it,
the NBC Opera Theater was “explicitly designed to break down operatic barriers [and]
[t]o make the form accessible and emotionally involving.” 336
Accordingly, the pieces performed during NBC’s early seasons conformed to this
aim of accessibility and intimacy. The first work selected, Kurt Weill’s Down in the
Valley, bore the label of “folk opera” (perhaps intended to evoke Gershwin, who used the
same label for Porgy and Bess). Despite its distinctly American theme, colloquial
language, and length (it lasted only thirty minutes), Down in the Valley could conceivably
be thought of as an opéra comique in its combination of song and spoken dialogue,
although the label of “musical” would probably be more apt. In fact, as Browning
recalled, “we used Broadway singers [for Down in the Valley] because it was…a musical
theater more than an opera.” 337 The other offerings of the first season (1950) included
Die Fledermaus (an operetta, billed as The Bat), Tales of Hoffmann (a true opéra
comique), and a production that was called “Scenes from Madam Butterfly.” Although
clearly not an opéra comique (and featuring heavy subject matter), Madam Butterfly
contains many famous melodies, and the focus on the interior drama of the heroine, the
work’s emotional immediacy, as well as the Japanese and American subject matter –
perhaps especially poignant only a few years after Pearl Harbor – made it a logical
choice.
The next season (1950-51) continued in a similar vein. “Scenes from Carmen” –
one of the most popular operas ever written – featured dialogue (which was in fact part of
336
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Bizet’s original opéra comique version 338 ) rather than the recitative usually used in opera
houses. It also included spoken narrative frame that seems to have drawn on Mérimée’s
original novella and allowed for the excerpts to function as flashbacks as Don José relates
his story to a priest. 339 The second of the 1950-51 season’s three operas, Hansel and
Gretel, had been since its American premiere a popular favorite (with a tradition of being
performed in English) and, in keeping with the work’s longtime status as an operatic
Christmas tradition, was broadcast on Christmas Day. The final opera of the season was
Gianni Schicchi, another Puccini opera. As Browning told an interviewer, “obviously
there was a lot of Puccini [in the NBC’s offerings] because it’s very accessible. There’s a
whole area of opera called ‘opera verismo,’ which is naturalistic opera and doesn’t
involve a kind of operatic artifice, that is, artificial, coloratura, and types of singing that
are peculiar to the genre. We took very straightforward stuff. The short Puccini operas
were perfect for us.” 340 Although as late as September 1950 there had been plans to
produce eight operas that season, only three were given, suggesting that NBC’s early
ambitions exceeded their capabilities at first. 341
Puccini continued to be a feature of the NBC Opera for a number of years.
Besides another Gianni Schicchi (1952) and two versions of Madam Butterfly (1950 and
1955), Puccini was represented by the other works of Il Trittico – Il Tabarro (1952) and
Suor Angelica (given twice, in 1953 and 1954) – as well as Tosca (1955) and La Bohème
(1956). Besides Il Trittico, NBC also staged the two other famous one-act verismo
operas, Pagliacci (1951) and Cavalleria rusticana (1960 and 1962). As Browning noted,
338
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these works were particularly well suited to television because, unlike most operas, they
required little or no cutting to fit the allotted time, which was only one hour in the first
few seasons. (Beginning in 1952-53 season, the NBC Opera’s time slots expanded from
sixty to ninety minutes, and eventually up to two hours per segment. In that same season,
the program was moved from the 11 P.M. time slot it usually filled to Sundays at 3
P.M. 342 ) Although in NBC’s stagings Puccini and the other verismo operas were sung
throughout, with the plot advanced through recitative rather than opéra comique-style
dialogue, these works’ tunefulness, dramatic intensity, and concision made them well
suited to television. From the third season onward, NBC’s repertoire branched out to
include a diverse array of styles and composers, including standard canonic operas, seven
new television operas commissioned by NBC (which therefore received their world
premieres), and three American premieres. 343 As American music critic and historian
Irving Kolodin wrote about the NBC Opera in 1950, “Opera on television has an
independence as an art form if it develops its own literature, suitable to the medium and
derived from it.” 344
A plot-based classification of the seventy-five NBC performances into either
“light/comic” or “serious” reveals that about 27% of NBC’s seasons had equal numbers
of light and serious works, distributed relatively evenly throughout the program’s fifteen
seasons, another 27% had more light works than serious ones, and 46% had more serious
ones than light ones. Tellingly, all the seasons with more light than serious works
occurred before 1956 – that is, in the first half of the program’s existence – while all but
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two of those seasons with more serious than light works were after 1956. The dominance
of lighter works in the early years of the program is all the more striking given the fact
that the operatic repertoire contains considerably more serious works than light ones,
meaning that NBC was clearly making a special effort initially to stage lighter operas.
Whatever the style, all the operas NBC produced were intended to be as popularly
appealing as possible through the combination of a compelling story, engaging music,
and visually pleasing staging. In addition to the ones already mentioned, NBC’s opéra
comique productions included Offenbach’s little-known Monsieur Choufleuri (1951, with
the new title of R.S.V.P.), while standard operas of the lighter variety included the
humorous Barber of Seville (1952), which also featured on-screen text to fill in narrative
gaps. Adler considered the Barber one of NBC’s “biggest successes” to date (although to
modern eyes the staging looks quaint since some of the sets are obviously made of
posterboard). According to one music critic, the success of the Barber came as a surprise,
since of the standard operas being adapted for television, this one “would have been
voted least likely to succeed – it was [in Adler’s words] ‘far removed in feeling and style
from the modern TV audience.’” 345
NBC’s productions of other standard operas with dramatic stories and melodic
scores included works such Rigoletto (1958) and the (at the time) seldom-heard Queen of
Spades (1952). Gripping operas such as Billy Budd (1952, in its American premiere),
Boris Godunov (1961; 1962 repeat), and Salome (1954) were also given, with Strauss
represented also by a visually lavish two-part Rosenkavalier (1953). The Marriage of
Figaro (1954, also in two parts), as well as The Magic Flute (1956) and Don Giovanni
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(1960; 1962 repeat) were among the several Mozart operas that NBC staged. Prokofiev’s
War and Peace (1957) was probably the program’s largest scale production, featuring
large crowd scenes both outdoors and indoors and lasting two and half hours, although
Boris Godunov (1961) was also quite lavish and featured big crowds. 346 For that
production, NBC employed a narrator as well as printed on-screen excerpts from the
drama to help advance the story and provide context. If the number of performances in a
given season is to be used as an indicator of success, NBC’s four seasons between 1951
and 1955 were the most successful, or at least the most productive, with eight, seven,
eight, and six operas produced in consecutive years. (Over the course of the program’s
entire run, NBC produced an average of five operas per season.) As the years went by
and the public presumably became more familiar with opera on television, and as NBC
gained more experience with producing opera for television, the network gradually
attempted more adventurous and complicated fare.
In keeping with its goal of promoting American talent, NBC also produced
contemporary operas, both existing works and new commissions. Over the course of the
program’s existence, it mounted seven world premieres and two American premieres. Far
and away the most successful of these modern works was Gian Carlo Menotti’s Amahl
and the Night Visitors, which premiered in December 1951 and was the only opera NBC
produced to regularly have a commercial sponsor. Amahl was also the NBC Opera’s first
commission, making it the first opera ever to be composed specially for television. The
short work – it lasted only about an hour – was instantly popular, prompting another NBC
production around Easter, in April 1952. Amahl immediately became an annual
346
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Christmas tradition (replacing the usual Hansel and Gretel) on NBC until 1966. 347
Amahl’s popularity was such that corporations began to compete for its sponsorship: at its
premiere on Christmas Eve, 1951, the opera drew five million viewers – nearly half of all
households with a TV set 348 – with the number rising over fourfold to an estimated
audience of more than twenty and a half million in 1958. 349 The work received even
more exposure thanks to music and theater critic Olin Downes’ front page review in the
New York Times the next day, which ended with the observation that Amahl “must be
considered as a historic event in the rapidly evolving art of television.” 350 Other NBC
commissions, most of which aired only once, included Martinů’s The Marriage (1953),
Foss’ Griffelkin (1955), Dello Joio’s The Trial at Rouen (1956), Hollingsworth’s La
Grande Bretêche (1957), Kastle’s Deseret (1961), and Menotti’s Labyrinth (1963;
repeated later that year). As a result, the hope held out by Amahl that TV would spawn a
successful new genre – television opera – by American composers did not ultimately
materialize. (Contemporary opera of any nationality was, however, typically a difficult
sell with American audiences. As Met Opera manager Rudolf Bing recalled in 1972, “I
am always being told that opera will die unless the new works are performed; it seems to
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me that these days a better case can be made for the proposition that opera will never
[original emphasis] die unless the new works are performed.” 351 )
NBC also produced a few existing contemporary American operas (that is, those
that were not special NBC commissions), including Leonard Bernstein’s Trouble in
Tahiti (1952) and two other operas by Menotti, The Saint of Bleecker Street (1955) and
Maria Golovin (1959). 352 NBC’s efforts to support American (or American-based)
composers is evident from the fact that over a third of its seventy-five productions
(twenty-eight, or 37%) were American or originally English-language works, with Italian
operas coming in second, accounting for 32% of the offerings. 353 But no work the NBC
Opera staged, commissioned or not, was nearly as successful as Amahl, whose intimacy
and emotionality seem to have appealed strongly to the American public – and could
therefore be promoted as evidence that Americans appreciated contemporary opera.

Demographics
NBC’s varied repertoire was seemingly intended to attract as large and varied an
audience as possible. As Browning noted, NBC’s “resolve [was] to make Opera Theater
palatable to a large audience.” 354 The public’s perceived preferences and knowledge were
therefore important factors motivating NBC’s repertoire selection. The main group NBC
was primarily seeking to attract was presumably that of the middle class. NBC also
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probably hoped to draw the public who already enjoyed opera – likely elites for the most
part – and who may have been intrigued to see it in the new TV format, although there
were undoubtedly some who disdained the new mass medium. But the most important
demographic group for the NBC Opera was the broad middle swath of the population,
who over the 1950s and early 1960s was rapidly growing in numbers – and rapidly
acquiring TV sets. As Patterson observes, networks like CBS and NBC “made special
efforts to chase after the greatly expanding audiences of middle-class white
suburbanites.” 355 This group’s increasingly important role as consumers of just about
everything, including high culture, made appealing to them especially important.
Historian Stephen Whitfield offers revealing figures: “In the solid middle class…, the 5.5
million families in this category in 1929 had more than tripled to 17.9 million by 1953. In
that year, such families represented 35 percent of the population and earned 42 percent of
the national income.” 356 Many in NBC’s target audience would have had little or no
previous exposure to opera (except perhaps on the radio and, increasingly, on records),
and almost certainly not in English, making opera a primarily musical, rather than a
musico-dramatic, experience for most Americans. According to a 1954 NBC report, “The
public responded [to NBC’s opera offerings] generously with letters of praise. Many of
the letters indicated that the viewers had never previously seen or heard an opera and
were delighted to find that opera is really accessible to anyone with eyes and ears.” 357
Consequently, this group’s preferences were becoming of ever greater importance
to policymakers, particularly in the mass media. The phenomenon of cultural integration
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was in fact part of a broader dispersal of power in the 1950s away from elites toward the
rest of the population that brought the various social strata closer together than before,
both culturally and politically. Historian David Hammack cites a 1960 study by Wallace
Sayre and Herbert Kaufman showing that New York’s “middle-, lower middle-, and even
lower-income pressure groups exercised stronger power over a wider scope of affairs in
the 1950s than they had done fifty years earlier.” 358 Although this 1960 study, as well as
Hammack’s book, focuses on New York, the city’s economic and cultural centrality
mean that trends there (especially economic and cultural ones) rippled out to affect the
rest of the country. The city’s influence may well even have increased with the advent of
radio and television since New York was where major stations (including NBC) were
headquartered and from where many cultural programs were broadcast.
This new clout of non-elites, especially the middle class, stemmed from several
sources. For one thing, as Hammack notes, New York’s old mercantile elite had
disappeared by the mid-twentieth century, “leaving the economic elite perhaps more
fragmented and more concerned with business interests outside New York than before.”
For another, non-elites during this period were also gaining greater affluence as
“incomes, economic skills, educational achievements, and cultural adaptation to life in
New York all improved.” As a result, “increased resources produced effective
organizations, which now multiplied their power through their impact on professional and
technical experts. … The cultural resource of expertise had become much more widely
diffused, enabling many of the city’s less wealthy economic groups to play a much more
effective part in the framing of public policy.” 359 The growth of consumerism as a result
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of the middle class’ increasing purchasing power and leisure time was thus a key feature
of this groups’ new strength.
As a result, the mid-century period saw the expansion of the influence of the
middle class in a wide range of policy spheres, including the arts. Dubbed the “century of
the common man” by vice president Henry Wallace in 1942, the era saw a decline in the
viability of traditional arts patronage by elites alone (as a result of the fragmentation of
traditional elite networks) and a growing need to stimulate interest in high culture among
non-elites to assure their ongoing financial support. A 1956 Rockefeller Foundation
report noted, for example, that
In a modern democracy, particularly in the United States, shifts in income
distribution and the fluidity of the class structure have considerably decreased the
economic importance of the wealthy while increasing that of middle and lower
income groups…. Although there are many reasons to believe that the future of
the arts in a modern society is a bright one, the patterns of artistic activity – and
particularly social and financial support of art – must keep pace with the larger
economic and social changes if that future is to be realized. The serious economic
difficulties which still confront the arts and artists arise largely from the facts that
our aspirations steadily exceed our expanding capabilities and that we are
evolving from outmoded and inadequate forms of organization and support to
new and, it is hoped, better ones. 360
The federal government’s increased involvement in providing funding for the arts
during this period further underscores both the decline of elite patronage for the arts and
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the growing national interest in promoting the development of a civic arts culture. Large
corporations similarly stepped in to fill the arts patronage role left vacant by the
disappearance of major individual donors among the social elite. 361 Philanthropic
organizations like the Rockefeller Foundation, along with large corporate sponsors, thus
seemed to promote opera and high culture as a public good, not merely an elite luxury.
The character and preferences of the growing mass public for opera were thus
newly central to media organizations like NBC, which were becoming increasingly
important disseminators and custodians of culture as they determined how to present
highbrow culture in an age of relatively broad cultural consensus based on a belief in the
superior value of the Western art tradition.362 The desire to integrate opera into
mainstream culture might also be seen as evidence of the conformism trend of the 1950s,
which was itself a function of the growing homogeneity of American society fueled by
the expanding middle class, many of whose members were part of a white-collar
management bureaucracy that emphasized fitting into the system.

Politics
America’s mid-century surge of nationalism, driven by cultural and political
anxiety, also seems to have influenced NBC’s repertoire decisions, particularly with
361
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respect to promoting new American operas. Although this concern over encouraging the
development of American classical music composers extended back at least a century,
America’s fight against Communism during the Cold War – a fight that was often fought
on cultural as well as scientific grounds – made matters of art particularly important. As
Grad notes, “the two sides were not only military, economic, and geopolitical foes, but
ideological opponents as well. To many Cold Warriors, high culture was not simply
entertainment. Music, art, and opera could be exported to other countries to show that
Americans were more than crass commercialists.” 363 In fact, during this era the American
government promoted cultural activity as a form of diplomacy, sending individual
musicians and symphony orchestras abroad under the title of “Goodwill Ambassadors.”
The mid-century culture boom in America was promoted by the media as an important
force shaping the country’s status as a hegemonic world power, as seen in a 1957
magazine article entitled “U.S.A.: Hotbed of Culture” that highlighted the competition
between America and the U.S.S.R. in matters of culture. 364 According to a 1956 article in
Musical America, the American artists touring the world proved that “the United States is
not the cultural wasteland preoccupied with machinery, atom bombs and Hollywood
movies that it is widely believed to be.” 365
Indeed, as Grad writes, “A major mission of the Department of Cultural Affairs –
and later, during World War II, the Office of War Information – was to counteract the
stereotyped image of the unsophisticated American. After the war, the U.S. government
continued with this effort through forays into the visual and performing arts, often
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sponsoring cultural exchanges. … State department officials, as well as the patrons and
critics of music and dance who served on the selection committees for these cultural
presentation programs, hoped that their programs would offset perceptions of European
and Soviet superiority in the arts, especially in classical music and dance. Articles and
press reports about American cultural life from the late 1950s and early 1960s hint at the
ways in which the ‘cultural explosion’ was crucial to American efforts to define itself as
a global superpower.” 366
Some of NBC’s repertoire choices as well as its rhetoric reflect the Cold War
concerns that permeated so many facets of American existence. As historian Stephen
Whitfield notes, “in this era, a specter was haunting America – the specter of
Communism.” He further observes that “the search to define and affirm a way of life, the
need to express and celebrate the meaning of ‘Americanism,’ was the flip side of
stigmatizing Communism; to decipher the culture of the 1950s requires tracing the
formulation of this national ideology.” 367 In particular, NBC’s cultural agenda may reveal
the contemporary preoccupation with proving America’s cultural worth relative to
Europe, and especially the Soviet Union. The NBC production of Prokofiev’s War and
Peace in 1957 (and in color), for example, was an important event from a cultural
standpoint: it was the American premiere of that distinctly Russian work in any language,
as well as the premiere of the revised version (13 scenes) outside the Soviet Union. By
performing a Russian work in such grand fashion, not to mention in English translation,
NBC could prove that America was perfectly capable of remaining at the forefront of
contemporary international cultural trends.
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To underscore the point that NBC was committed to enhancing America’s
cultural scene by bringing high art to all, the composer Gian Carlo Menotti was enlisted
to speak directly to viewers during the break between the two parts of War and Peace. He
encouraged the public to support NBC’s recently founded touring opera company, which
was an offshoot of the NBC-TV Opera Theater and featured some of the same singers.
The company travelled all across America, especially to small towns that rarely had an
opportunity to experience live opera. (Indeed, Paul Henry Lang of the New York Herald
Tribune praised NBC for bringing opera via television to the “millions of Americans who
cannot hope to see live opera.” 368 ) As soprano Elaine Malbin reminisced about touring
with the company, “We were in towns that you’d never believe, I never saw such places
in my life, they were so small and unsophisticated-looking, not urban, no big buildings,
and people came, and they liked it, they did.” 369
Menotti emphasized that, as he told viewers in his gentle Italian accent, “it is a
non-commercial venture. The NBC Opera Company is not out to sell anybody’s
toothpaste. It is a gesture to our culture and art and I think it is rather important today that
the United States can show to the world that big business is not only interested in making
money, and that at least one company, one commercial company, is willing to make a
disinterested gesture to our art and culture.” Menotti also pointed to NBC’s cultural
importance in promoting American talent: “the NBC Opera Company is one of the few, if
not the only, opera company in the United States which is interested in contemporary
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opera and to the point of even commissioning young American composers to write new
works for them.” 370
The longstanding American cultural inferiority complex (particularly with respect
to composition but also to performance) that NBC was trying to help rectify is also
evident in the seven-minute discussion that immediately followed NBC’s October 1951
broadcast of Pagliacci, a conversation seemingly designed to highlight the need for
providing Americans with greater exposure to opera in order to help them cultivate a taste
for it. 371 The discussion occurred between the music editor of the New York Times,
Howard Taubman, who had recently returned from Europe where he had been observing
the opera scene, and the singers who had just performed Pagliacci. 372
Revealing the cultural anxiety over Americans’ allegedly insufficient appreciation
of high culture, one singer asked, “Do the Europeans react more readily to the opera than
we do here in America?” Taubman’s response betrayed defensiveness: “Well, you know,
that’s one of the myths we are sold in this country.” He went on to emphasize that the
amount of exposure was the only real difference between appreciation of opera in the
New World and the Old World: “I don’t think [that Europeans are more receptive to
opera than Americans]. The only difference is that most people in Europe have more
experience listening to opera, basically that’s all there is to it. They’ve had opera for
centuries, we’ve had it for decades, and that’s makes a great big difference.” The NBC
Opera, therefore, could claim to be helping ameliorate this problem by broadcasting
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opera – for free – to millions of Americans in their own language and in a format
accessible even to those without previous experience of opera.
Taubman also pointed, however, to flaws in the European opera scene,
presumably to show where America had an opportunity to improve on Europe’s
traditions. Taubman began the conversation, in fact, by pointing to artistic incongruities
even at a place like Covent Garden, where he saw a “ludicrous” performance of La
Bohème in which Mimì sang in Italian while the rest of the cast performed in English.
But he also pointed to a situation in which America was already productively emulating
Europe, noting the widespread European custom of performing operas in the vernacular
of the audience. Citing as an example a production of Don Giovanni he’d seen in German
in Munich, Taubman was able to bolster NBC’s case – one that the network was having
to make quite aggressively since it defied the American status quo – for promoting opera
in English in America.
Taubman also pointed to the gap between the great quantity of opera available in
Europe and that offered in America, again revealing a cultural need that NBC was
seeking to fulfill with its opera program. In response to a singer’s question about the
“vitality of operatic performance in Europe,” Taubman said he’d had to run around “like
mad,” hardly able to keep up with all the activity in the many theaters “back in action”
after the war (Germany alone, he said, had eighty or eighty-five theaters). Taubman thus
seems to have been implying that America should strive to emulate the robust European
model, in which theaters supposedly functioned eleven months of the year. At the same
time, however, as Taubman suggested that America could take some lessons from the
long-established European tradition, he didn’t think America “ought to follow in their
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wake, we needn’t imitate them. But the whole attitude toward the tradition must become
part of our own philosophy, that’s basic.”
In short, NBC was seeking to forge a new path for opera in America by helping
opera in the vernacular find its own niche (separate from foreign-language opera) so that
it could acquire a mass following. NBC’s goal of integrating high culture with elements
of popular culture, downplaying longstanding cultural and social hierarchies, can thus be
seen in its repertoire choice that spanned the full range from traditional to contemporary,
all the while blurring traditional boundaries within the world of musical theater.
Sociodemographic shifts that expanded the size, affluence, and influence of the middle
class, as well as political concerns of the Cold War and anxieties over asserting American
nationalism through insistence that America was not culturally inferior to Europe, also
shaped the selection of operas among NBC’s offerings. Still, even as the network
promoted opera as popular entertainment, the genre possessed undeniable cachet as a
form of high culture. This meant that Americans’ embrace of opera through television,
together with the opportunities afforded American composers through NBC’s
commissions, could be touted as evidence that democracy fostered the growth of culture.

Part 2: Medium
In the 1950s, the new technologies of television and long-playing records
revolutionized the way Americans experienced culture of all kinds, including classical
music and opera. LPs increasingly cheaply made multiple-hour-long works of classical
music available to a much larger public than before. 373 No longer did people have to rely
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on live performances (which were mostly very expensive to attend) or occasional special
radio programs, such as the Metropolitan Opera’s weekly live broadcasts of entire operas,
to hear classical works in full. Indeed, a mass market was emerging for both concert
tickets and records, evidence of the culture boom so widely discussed in the media at the
time that was cited as proof that high culture was being democratized. While there had
been other types of records before the LP, the extended playing length of the new format
greatly improved the listening experience. Similarly, TV brought a visual element to
previously audio-only entertainment, a development particularly important to the
appreciation of opera. Thanks to television, as one reviewer noted, “Where thousands
could see opera, millions will now share in its enjoyment. Recordings and radio have
done noble work in recruiting new fans, but visual opera is something more.” 374 The very
fact that on television (as had been the case on the radio as well) opera was being
presented side by side with all manner of popular entertainment meant that high culture
was no longer cordoned off into a separate cultural sphere of its own (namely, the opera
house). In constantly being juxtaposed with popular culture, then, opera became subject
to new demands and expectations.
The television medium, with its inherent limitations and advantages, was thus an
important factor in shaping the character of NBC’s efforts to integrate opera into the
broader cultural scene. First, the medium’s small size (namely, small screens) and
domestic setting placed restrictions on the types of operas that could be effectively
staged. Second, the technology of early TV demanded the use of many close-ups, which
in turn demanded a new level of realism in opera. A related feature of TV technology was
the fact that performers were singing into microphones – as did singers of popular music
374
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– which meant that projection was no longer an issue, allowing for the cultivation of a
new type of singing and acting style. 375 Third, the time limits of television slots not only
affected the choice of repertoire (as we have already seen) but also the nature of
abridgements that were made. Besides the NBC-TV Opera Theater, other networks and
programs also broadcast opera on television, both in full and in excerpts, seeking to
exploit the tremendous exposure offered by the medium. A brief look at these programs
in connection with NBC’s initiative will further underscore the pervasive ideal of cultural
integration of the era.
TV’s rapid spread throughout the American population meant that the medium
was quickly acquiring tremendous cultural influence, meaning that networks like NBC
had the potential to reach millions of viewers in one fell swoop. As the New York Herald
Tribune reported in 1952, “Mr. Adler sees television opera as the ultimate hope of staged
opera in this country, for it can reach 150,000,000 potential customers. When they realize
that opera is a relatively early 376 [sic] digested form of music, opera houses can become a
financial possibility throughout the country, he said.” 377 TV quickly supplanted radio as
the choice entertainment medium, and its visual element offered a host of possibilities for
opera. Before considering the specific ways in which the TV medium influenced the
NBC Opera’s offerings, a brief examination of TV’s cultural role in American society is
in order.

TV in American Culture
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Television disseminated and enforced American values by creating common
cultural ground that represented allegedly universal middle-class tastes. As Charles
Murray writes, “it was taken for granted that television programs were supposed to
validate the standards that were commonly accepted as part of ‘the American way of
life.’” 378 TV also was thought to help create a more homogeneous society. Patterson
notes that some mid-century observers believed TV “did much to develop and define a
more national culture. As the networks sent out nationwide messages (and commercials)
to people, these analysts concluded, they helped to standardize tastes and to diminish
provinciality and social division.” 379
Even before television became a fixture of most American homes, other
technology, both new (the LP) and old (radio), was bringing more and more opera to the
attention of those who had never been able to afford a ticket to an opera house. The
influential music magazine Billboard pointed to “a remarkable upsurge in classical music
interest within the past few years” that was being facilitated by long-playing records and
improved sound quality. As Paul Ackerman wrote in 1954, “It is possible for a classical
recording to sell with the feverish pace of a pop smash,” offering as an example
Toscanini’s recording of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. Measured in financial terms, the
amount of money Americans spent on classical music concerts ($50 million) was said to
have exceeded that spent on baseball games ($40 million). Recording sales added another
$60 million to high culture’s tally, an all-time high for the classical music industry. Radio
in turn aired recordings of classical music with growing frequency: it is “educating many
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to appreciate serious music, which in turn reflects itself in increased classical disk sales
and wider concert attendance.” 380 Writing in 1964, an economist at the Stanford Research
institute concluded that “the image of the uncultured American has been shattered by a
statistical bludgeon.” 381
Ackerman also commented in Billboard on the increasing closeness of classical
music with popular culture as the former adopted certain features of the latter. He writes,
Several other elements have helped to broaden the classical record market. A
notable one has been the narrowing of the traditional gap between pop and
longhair [i.e., high culture]. Factors in this have been the smash success of such
artists as Mario Lanza who, tho [sic] on the Victor Red Seal roster, has been
promoted in the manner of a pop talent. In earlier years, Jan Peerce’s disks, such
as ‘Bluebird of Happiness,’ helped to close the gap, besides such pop-type
classical artists as Iturbi, whose Victor etching of ‘Claire De Lune’ scored
virtually as a pop hit. Currently, this bridging of the classical-pop gap continues.
Good examples are several of the works of Alexander Borodin, which have had
sharp sales rises since the successful debut of the Broadway production, ‘Kismet,’
the score of which is adapted from Borodin….In sum, the longhair genre has
grown out of its once limited confines. In no way does it threaten to supplant the
power of pop music to enchant the masses, but it surely has been attracting to
itself an ever-growing segment of the music-loving population.” 382
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Another example of crossover between opera and popular culture was Met Opera soprano
Helen Traubel’s forays into radio, television, and recordings alongside popular artists
such as Jimmy Durante, who was famous for his gravelly voice (among other things). 383
Such activity ultimately caused Met Opera manager Rudolf Bing to cancel Traubel’s
contract in 1953 because he disapproved of her involvement with popular culture. (Bing
similarly disapproved of NBC-TV Opera Theater soprano Elaine Malbin’s participation
in Broadway musicals – sometimes in leading roles – because, as Malbin put it, “He did
not like his opera singers doing commercial stuff.” 384 ) In a similar vein, writer Martin
Mayer has noted that “Radio tenors such as Nino Martini and James Melton were
Metropolitan Opera stars, Lawrence Tibbett was a matinee idol, Grace Moore and Gladys
Swarthout made movies, and Lily Pons made feature stories with her ocelot.”385
Television also played an ever-increasing role in contributing to the mass public’s
familiarity with classical music, including opera. Film, of course, had already brought
operatic excerpts and operatic themes to the general public. The Great Caruso of 1951
starring Lanza, for example, was a huge box office success, and music from the film was
for a time the best-selling classical record title. 386 (Incidentally, Elaine Malbin recorded
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two selections, the Love Duet from Madam Butterfly and the Brindisi from La Traviata,
for the cast album in 1950 of the film The Toast of New Orleans with Lanza because the
soprano in the film, Kathryn Grayson, was under contract with another company and
therefore couldn’t make the recording.) But fully staged, more or less complete versions
of opera had mostly remained the domain of the stage. The Met did a few live television
broadcasts of opening night performances in the late 1940s, but the technology at the
time was insufficiently advanced to convey an adequate impression of the staged
production.
From the early days of television, enthusiasm was widespread about the
seemingly infinite possibilities that the new mass medium was opening up. In particular,
producers and developers of TV had great hopes for its potential as a tool of education
and as a new art form. This outlook partly stemmed from TV’s demographics: Kirk
Browning recalled that in the first few years, television “was an almost elitist medium.
Only the large urban areas had TV, and only the more or less privileged people who had
money were buying television, because it was quite expensive. It only went on for a
limited number of hours and there were only four channels, and the result was that it had
a rather more literate viewer than today’s demographic situation.” 387 Indeed, in 1950 only
9% of American households had a television set. By 1951 that number had jumped to
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24%, and by 1952 to 34%. Growing by about 10% each year through the mid-fifties, TV
ownership reached 92% in 1964. 388 Even as early as 1952, critics were already describing
TV as “the most popular mass medium ever devised.” 389 Still, as Patterson writes, “In its
early years (until 1951 or 1952), television seemed promising to people with high-brow
tastes. From their perspective this was something of a Golden Age free of the crassest
kinds of commercial pressures. … As the price of sets plunged within the next few years,
sponsors insisted on shows that would appeal to mass audiences. 390 Patterson also notes
that “far from criticizing social mores, [TV] mainly reflected existing norms and
institutions.” 391 It seems likely that as the percentage of American households with
television sets went up through the 1950s and beyond, the share of the TV-watching
population interested in opera, even popularly-oriented opera, would have gone down,
making it more difficult for NBC to keep the opera project going. In short, since in the
early years of television only the wealthiest people could afford to have a set, the
programming would have been aimed at a more educated audience than it would later.
Yet even in the first few years of television, some elites explicitly invoked the
ideal that the medium offered a way to contribute to the leveling of the cultural playing
field and thus offer all Americans the opportunity to experience high culture in an
accessible way. As NBC executive Sylvester (Pat) Weaver put it in 1952, describing his
idea of “enlightenment through exposure,” TV could “expose all of our people to the
thrilling rewards that come from an understanding of fine music, ballet, the literary
classics, science, art, everything. We could, of course, present cultural events to small
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audiences who are already mentally attuned to them. But to program for the intellectual
alone is easy and duplicates other media. To make us all into intellectuals – there is the
challenge of television.” 392 (This ideal of breaking cultural barriers and offering
edification to all had of course also been a feature of the rhetoric surrounding early
radio.)
Critics were already commenting as early as 1951 on the compatibility of opera
and the mass medium of television, revealing that TV already had a reputation for being
the purveyor of mass culture and that NBC had therefore accomplished a satisfactory
integration of high and popular culture. As Jerry Wexler wrote in Billboard, “NBC-TV
with its brilliantly produced one-act opera, Puccini’s Gianni Schicchi, proffered an
elegant demonstration that television and fine theater are, after all, not necessarily
incompatible. … For here was opera that was living, dynamic theater, suspenseful and
dramatic, as stimulating in terms of stage action and unfolding story as it was for its
music values.” 393
Opera on TV, like on the radio, also had the great advantage of being free in the
same sense that other television programming was free, beyond the initial cost of a TV
set and other set-up costs. This meant, therefore, that any viewer with a TV could
experience live opera in English. Moreover, given NBC’s difficulties in securing a
sponsor for opera, commercials were hardly ever present to interfere with the viewer’s
enjoyment of the program. Indeed, since the NBC Opera was, with three exceptions, 394
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deemed insufficiently popular to attract an advertiser, the network had to shoulder the
financial burden of producing what was a quite expensive undertaking, thus making the
NBC Opera primarily a “sustaining” program. As Brian Rose notes, “As was true on
radio, these sustaining shows brought the networks that supported them a sense of
prestige at a very small price” 395 – although the price for the NBC-TV Opera eventually
became considerably higher than many other cultural programs that made a point of
keeping costs as low as possible. As Time magazine wrote in 1953, “NBC comforts itself
with the thought that the next best thing to profits is prestige. Since 1949, NBC-TV has
boosted its prestige with more than a dozen operas, mostly without benefit of
sponsors.” 396
Opera thus could be seen as raising the quality of television programming, which,
as it expanded over the course of the 1950s, came in for more and more criticism from
elites for its frequent catering to the lowest common denominator in seeking to attract the
largest possible audiences (which were necessary to secure advertising and hence revenue
for the network). In 1961, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission Newton
Minow famously described the state of TV as a “vast wasteland.” He asserted that “You
will see a procession of game shows, violence, audience participation shows, formula
comedies about totally unbelievable families, blood and thunder, mayhem, violence,
sadism, murder, western badmen, western good men, private eyes, gangsters, more
violence, and cartoons. And endlessly, commercials – many screaming, cajoling, and
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offending. And most of all, boredom.” 397 Indeed, Business Week similarly described TV
as “that much bedeviled and condemned form of entertainment” – although it was, in the
view of many, still an important forum for disseminating high culture to the masses. 398
Consequently, the NBC-TV Opera Theater was viewed at the time as an example
of the type of desirable programming that could offer quality entertainment to the mass
public that brought together the virtues of high culture with the accessibility of popular
culture.

Size Limitation and Close-ups
During the 1950s, TV sets were relatively small, usually somewhere between 12
and 24 inches on the diagonal. Opera – like the rest of television programming thus had
to be modified to accommodate the capabilities of the medium. In finding ways to make
opera work on TV, creating “television opera,” NBC thus integrated opera into the realm
of popular culture by virtue of adopting the filming techniques common to many TV
programs. Because large crowd scenes and lavish, impressive spectacles – features
integral to many of the best-loved operas in the repertoire – did not come across
effectively on television due to its small size, not only did the operas selected have to be
on a smaller scale, as we have seen, but the ones that were chosen also had to be
performed in a way conducive to the limitations of television. Indeed, Adler asserted that
“The essential feature of television is closeness. It cannot at present handle successfully
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large, panoramic ensembles, and perhaps it will never be able to.” 399 As Paul Beckley
reported for the New York Herald Tribune in 1952, “The technical problems of televising
opera are enormous, and Mr. Adler did not boast of having solved all of them. He
admitted, in fact, that some operas were not adaptable to TV production at this point – for
example, operas like Verdi’s ‘Aida,’ which rely on mass effects, whether in sets or
staging, choruses or ballets. Television is still too intimate for that.” 400
Intimate scenes between a handful of characters, for example, usually involving
close-ups, tended to come across best on early TV sets, which were at first only in black
and white. (The NBC Opera’s first color production was the 1953 Carmen, although most
households would have seen it in black and white since color TV sets were still very
expensive.) The need for close-ups meant that those operas worked best that allowed for
a focus on the interaction between two or three characters, frequently zooming in to their
faces to show each character’s emotions and reactions to what the other person was
communicating – a technique also frequently found in film. Operas such as Madam
Butterfly or Amahl and the Night Visitors that mostly focused on the drama between two
characters, or the interior drama and struggles of a single character, were thus most
conducive to television.
Since other TV shows had to deal with the same limitations, visually speaking,
opera may have seemed to viewers as less different from other programming than it
otherwise would have. Leonard Bernstein’s opera, Trouble in Tahiti, a satire of post-war
American suburbia that NBC staged in 1952, fit so well into the context of popular TV
culture that one reviewer even had trouble telling the NBC Opera Theater’s production
399
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from the rest of the network’s regular TV programming. 401 Indeed, as Brian Rose
observes, “Bernstein’s satiric jabs at suburban consumption and ennui are couched in the
vivid terms of TV advertising, and the program emphasized the connection by presenting
the work as a playfully stylized version of prime-time entertainment.” 402 A review of
NBC’s 1952 production of Pique Dame (Queen of Spades) similarly observed that “the
viewer would hardly suspect he was seeing opera. The voices were used easily and
naturally. The words were clearly understandable over the orchestra, which remained in
the background. Such informality of production was easy to take, and it should do much
for opera in English.” 403
By virtue of its similarity to other TV programming, television opera also had an
affinity with film: as Chotzinoff put it, NBC’s “style of staging and décor, added to
English translations, are restoring the old operas to their original effectiveness and giving
to new operas the fluidity and flexibility of cinematic productions.” 404 In short, opera was
being adapted for the cameras, not merely filmed as it would have been produced on a
regular stage. 405 Moreover, as we will see in more detail in relation to Don Giovanni at
the end of this chapter, the use of lively camerawork – partly a response to the need for
close-ups, especially in crowd scenes – that cut between different angles and character
perspectives (in tandem with the music) became a powerful tool in adding dramatic
intensity to opera. One reviewer even felt that NBC’s production of Cavalleria rusticana
401
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was more dramatically effective on screen than on stage, thanks to the camerawork. As
he wrote, “‘Cavalleria’ is an opera of a good many static spaces, when the music goes on
and on and the action stops, and on the stage this can be either dull or embarrassing. But
in this production the wandering eye of the camera nicely overcame the handicap; the
details it picked up were not artificially contrived, but showed the villagers preparing for
the Easter celebration with every evidence of naturalness and conviction.” 406
By leaving aside the “grand” character of opera, NBC thus integrated opera into
the world of popular culture. Chotzinoff noted the intimacy that television had brought to
opera, believing that only by attempting opera on a smaller scale would opera “become
an integral part of the American scene.” 407 Adler, too, referred to the “modernization of
grand opera” that, as it moved “towards a mass audience, has been characterized all
through the opera countries of the world by making it more intimate.” 408 In 1963,
Chotzinoff further observed that “since small theaters are not feasible economically, the
only substitute for me is TV, which becomes smaller than the smallest opera house
because you can see the faces right next to you.” 409
Another reason for NBC’s emphasis on close-ups and intimate scenes was that
early television often had a blurry image, meaning that figures at a distance (and hence
crowd scenes) came across poorly. In his review of the Met’s 1954 opening night that
was broadcast in movie theaters nationwide, Irving Kolodin noted of the excerpt from Il
Barbiere di Siviglia that “it was still a spotty slice of the action, with the deep figures
never in focus when a full stage shot was attempted, and much of the relevant by-play
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omitted from what the audience saw.” 410 Even as late as 1963, one person wrote to the
Los Angeles Times regarding the NBC Opera noting that “TV, even with the largest
screen, has no depth whatsoever. In order for the viewer to behold the face of an actor,
singer or ballet dancer, the performer must be close to the camera. Let the performer
retreat a few feet and all you will see are blurring silhouettes.” 411 As Wexler wrote for
Billboard in his enthusiastic review of Gianni Schicchi in 1951, “Liberal use of close-ups
and medium shots kept the viewer in the thick of the action, with an occasional welltimed long shot for relieving tension and furnishing big-picture contrast.” 412
An additional feature of opera on TV that integrated the genre into the broader
cultural scene and may have made it seem less elitist was the fact that TV was viewed in
the home. Television’s domestic context, therefore, like that of radio, meant that viewing
opera could be a casual experience and did not require a special effort to go out and dress
up, let alone buy tickets that were often very expensive. In contrast to the vast size of
opera houses, the confines of people’s living rooms (where TV sets usually were in the
1950s and 1960s) further integrated opera into popular culture by making the context and
setting in which it was experienced just like that for other popular TV shows. Watching
opera at home could also alleviate the potential anxieties of newcomers to opera who
might have felt intimated at an opera house, unfamiliar with behavioral conventions and
less knowledgeable about opera than the regular patrons and subscribers.
Opera on TV, therefore, allowed curious viewers to experiment and explore opera
without the pressure and expense of a full evening, transforming opera from being
primarily a highbrow experience to being a comfortable, low-key one. As Beckley
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observed, “People who have always thought opera high-hat and pretentious now welcome
it on their TV screens. … [NBC] has demonstrated growing skill in managing the
technicalities of transferring opera from the stage to the ordinary living room. The two
operas that have just concluded the season [Amahl and the Night Visitors and Gianni
Schicchi] were both repeat performances by popular demand.” 413 Indeed, according to
Brian Rose, NBC Opera director Kirk Browning was among the influential figures in
television arts programming of the era who “approached the medium with an almost
missionary zeal. Television was, for them, a way to make the arts democratic – an
intimate, domestic technology that could capture the spirit of an artistic performance and
then make it fresh and exciting for the home viewer.” 414 As one reviewer put it in 1952,
NBC’s development in its first few years was “towards intimacy and away from
spectacle, towards the immediate head-on collision with the image in the familiarity of
one’s fireside, rather than from the baroque picture-frame proscenium of a Grand
Opera.” 415

Realism and Microphones
Another byproduct of the need for close-ups was the attention NBC paid to
realism in both acting and staging. As a result of the demands of television, NBC was
therefore in yet another way integrating opera into the broader cultural sphere by making
opera more like other forms of spoken and musical theater, as well as films, in which
realism and the visual element were high priorities, meaning that there was a premium on
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a convincing portrayal of characters and situation. As Richard Burke put it in his 1965
article in the Journal of Broadcasting, NBC “felt that audiences were expecting more and
more realism from the theater, the motion pictures, and other television programs, so they
tried to choose operas with believable plots, interesting characters, a minimum of mass
effects, and direct communication through acting as well as singing.” 416 Given that opera
was known for its lack of realistic acting and for singers who did not look their parts, the
NBC Opera Theater was thus pioneering a new way in the presentation of opera in its
efforts to reform some of the artificial elements of the genre.
Realism in operatic acting was a relatively new trend in opera of the period. As
one of NBC’s directors Charles Polacheck recalled in an interview, “The singer [at the
NBC Opera Theater] was actually a singing actor; in the old-style opera, singing was
enough! But things were changing even in the theater at this time. Great actors were
appearing among opera singers, Maria Callas in particular. Opera was being understood
as a form of theater, not just as a form of concert music.” 417 The closeness of the camera
in television opera meant, therefore, that performers had to be able to both sing and act
their roles in a convincing and engaging manner As the New York Herald Tribune put it,
“Mr. Adler noted that his greatest needs are new singers – the kind who ‘can stand the
closeness of TV and not look ridiculous.’ Closeness is one of the major differences
between the screen and the stage, and Mr. Adler’s singers cannot slur the theatrical
phases of their work. There are no secondary roles in television opera.” 418 In his review
in Billboard of Pagliacci (1951), Wexler wrote, “The sets were varied and believable, the
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costumes simple and suggestive rather than fancy and literal. The performers kept
moving, and so did the camera.” 419
One of the main features of this new realistic style of acting was the elimination
of the old-style, melodramatic gestures and artificial conventions of traditionally staged
opera – originally conceived to be visible in the back of a cavernous opera house – that
had remained so ingrained in opera. Since the TV camera could fill the entire screen with
a single character’s face, the need arose for a subtler expression of emotions in opera and
hence a more realistic portrayal of the character. As producer Charles Polacheck
commented on NBC’s new approach to opera staging and casting, the production
style was developed for TV, quite a bit different from your broad opera-house
performances, much more natural in style rather than the over-blown operatic
style…our singers were trained to hold down the voice levels even in the live
broadcast. They were aware that they were creating a new style of opera. The
singer was actually a singing actor; in the old-style opera, singing was enough!
But things were changing even in the theater at this time. Great actors were
appearing among opera singers, Maria Callas in particular. Opera was being
understood as a form of theater, not just as a form of concert music. 420
Browning also described the NBC Opera as “opera for television [original emphasis]”
that was “rooted in what we now call the Off-Broadway theater and in the movies, both
of which thrived on realism.” (This was in opposition to opera on television, which
merely reproduced a live stage performance and reported to viewers what they would
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have seen onstage if they had been present in person.) 421 As Wexler put it in his article
“Opera Taken Out of Mothballs, Given Exciting Vitality by NBC,” NBC’s Gianni
Schicchi (1951) had been “tailored not in the fusty, centuries-old opera-house style, but
designed specifically for television.” 422
In comparing performing opera onstage to performing opera in the TV studio,
soprano Elaine Malbin similarly recalled that onstage “I acted, in the role, but I couldn’t
be as subtle as I’d have to be on the camera,” adding later that “you had to be subtle on
the television screen, big motions didn’t mean a thing on the television screen.” 423
Malbin also noted that NBC’s director Kirk Browning “gave me subtle little hints what to
do, something as subtle as opening my eyes or raising my hand makes sense on television
whereas on the stage it doesn’t mean anything. And since I was, tried very hard to be in
my character…I never deviated for a second out of my character. But you can’t always
do that on the stage. You have to think more of projecting your voice and little subtle
things, you don’t even see them on the stage.” 424
As a reviewer commented about NBC’s production of Gianni Schicchi, “It’s a
certainty that the play values would have meant nothing to a vast majority of onlookers
had the work been presented in the traditional fusty way – in the original Italian, with
traditional ‘wooden’ acting and direction.” 425 In seeking to transform the public’s view of
opera from excessive and overblown to dramatically plausible and emotionally gripping,
NBC was integrating the genre into the popular sphere by making it seem more like other
forms of musical and theatrical entertainment. Chotzinoff himself explicitly invoked the
421
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goal of naturalness in NBC’s productions, in contrast to opera’s reputation for
artificiality, a reputation that he hoped television opera would mitigate in live opera
onstage as well: “With television pointing the way, live opera will have to become as
natural, as convincing as we in the television studio have labored to make it.” 426
NBC also accomplished realism in staging by making a special effort to hire
singers who looked the part they had been hired to play. As with the attempt to promote
more realistic acting, hiring realistic-looking singers infused opera with a greater
dramatic immediacy. In particular, doing away with hale and hearty matrons playing
consumptive maidens was one of NBC’s priorities. Adler was quoted in Time magazine
as saying “We will not take someone who weighs 400 lbs. simply because she can sing
well. We will instead take a voice that is not quite so good, provided the singer looks the
part and can act, act, act.” 427 The article also noted that “Adler’s opera is not great opera
musically; it is not designed to be. But it may well prove his argument that opera can be
popular and as easy to take as musical comedy.” 428 Chotzinoff expressed a similar view:
he was “dead set against the old fashioned operatic casting which sometimes cast a lady
who sang impressively, but looked hefty enough to play guard for the Green Bay Packers,
in the role of the frail Violetta who was dying of consumption in La Traviata.” 429 He also
pointed out that “because of TV’s all-seeing eye, we are obliged [his emphasis] to select
our casts on the basis of vocal, physical, and histrionic endowment.” 430 Although many
of NBC’s sets were designed to look as realistic as possible, some productions (such as
the 1951 Gianni Schicchi, Billy Budd, and Trouble in Tahiti) used minimalistic sets –
426
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sometimes substituted at the last second 431 – that created a mood rather than a literal
depiction of the scene, leaving the details to viewers’ imaginations and thus focusing the
attention even more effectively on the drama.
Furthermore, a technological feature of TV – the fact that singers were singing
into microphones – changed the fundamental approach to singing opera. For at least two
centuries, opera had been performed in ever-larger theaters, and the distinctive style of
operatic singing had developed to accommodate the need to fill a massive auditorium
with unamplified sound. The ability to project the voice, therefore, was a key element of
a successful opera singer, accounting in part for their famously large size, which helped
in creating a large sound. The great distance of most audience members from the stage
also meant that the visual details of opera were considerably less important than the
sound that reached the seats.
Consequently, once microphones became introduced into the operatic mix for
television opera, the emphasis on different production elements suddenly shifted. 432 The
singers no longer had to be skilled at projecting their voices, but rather at producing a
beautiful sound that distorted the face only minimally, while remaining in character and
portraying emotions in a subtle and realistic way. As Elaine Malbin recalled about
singing in the NBC-TV Opera broadcasts, “you didn’t have to worry about the bigness of
the voice because the microphones were hanging above you.” 433 With the use of
microphones came the possibility of lip syncing, which NBC occasionally used in order
431
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to maximize the visual impact of their productions. In Salome, for example, the network
had been unable to find a suitable looking baritone for the role of John the Baptist – the
ones with good voices, as Kirk Browning recalled, were all far too corpulent and could
not be cast as a character who “lived on honey and locusts in the desert.” 434 As a result,
the actor John Cassavetes (who could not sing and, according to Browning, had very little
innate musical sense) was engaged to act the role and lip sync while a singer performed
the role offstage, singing into a microphone. Browning, however, had to work out the
camerawork very carefully to avoid showing Cassavetes’ difficulty in knowing when to
come in. The part of the young page in that same production was also lip synced by an
actor, Sal Mineo, although he was apparently very musical and had no trouble
coordinating his miming with the off-camera singer. Earlier that season, in the 1953
production of Carmen (the NBC Opera’s first color presentation), actors were hired to
lip-sync, thus also alleviating the concern of having the sound volume fluctuate as chorus
members moved around the stage and out of range of the microphones. 435 NBC’s
decision to hire non-singing actors, despite the potential pitfalls, thus points up the
program’s great concern with opera’s visual element and especially with realism in
character portrayal.

Abridgements
Another respect in which NBC made accommodations to fit the TV medium was
in abridging and modifying the operas to fit the allotted time segment. This necessary
cutting likely had the effect of making opera seem less intimidating than in its usual
434
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three-hour – or longer – format. As Browning put it, “we had to cut almost all of our
operas down to either an hour or an hour and a half. I think the longest opera we ever did
was War and Peace, two and a half hours, but you know, in an opera house, an opera
runs three hours. We had to make cuts but we did Carmen in an hour, an hour and a half,
cut out everything except the main story….The rationale was so apparent, you know, that
I suppose there were criticisms, I can’t remember…but for the most part we got away
with it.” 436 As Adler remarked as late as 1970 in promoting his NET (National
Educational Television) Opera Company, the short-lived successor to the NBC Opera, “If
you hope, as we do, that TV has the potential to make friends of people who have never
had a chance to see a live performance of opera, the need to cut and adapt opera for
television seems unquestionable. . . . an opera of approximately one hour’s length can, on
TV, be a perfectly satisfactory experience.” 437
In the first few years of the NBC-TV Opera Theater operas were supplemented
with spoken narration to make the works fit within the one-hour time slot. As noted
earlier in the case of the 1950 Carmen, for example, abridgements often went hand in
hand with other modifications, such as adding a new scene at the beginning of the opera
(which would have occurred after the end of the opera) in which the story is presented as
flashbacks narrated by the imprisoned Don José to a priest. Similarly, NBC’s version of
The Queen of Spades (1952) was structured as a series of flashbacks. However, at least
one reviewer felt such abridgements damaged to the aesthetic experience of the work. As
he wrote in the New York Times, “Despite Winifred Heidt’s excellent portrayal of the old
countess and some good music all around, these elements were too loosely strung to
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convince either opera or television lovers. The adaptation, which was necessarily terse to
fit time limitations, damaged the opera’s spirit and motivation alike and pointed up the
limitation of both mediums.” And even though he mentions that “there were many
arresting visual effects,” and that “the orchestra and cast performed admirably,” he felt
the opera “could not survive translation into television terms.” 438
Perhaps partly in response to the problems raised by the hour-long time limitation
for opera, by the mid-1950s, longer time slots were opened up on Sunday afternoons, in
what was then referred to as the “cultural ghetto.” 439 Madam Butterfly, for example, was
performed uncut in 1955, with the performance lasting two hours and fifteen minutes.
But even with these longer time slots, NBC occasionally chose to split some operas into
two parts to minimize the cutting, as was done with Rosenkavalier (1953; 2.5 hours
total), or even to eliminate cuts entirely, as in the case of Marriage of Figaro (1954; 3
hours total, which was the first of NBC’s “grand operas” to be performed uncut).
NBC was certainly aware at the time that whatever cuts to the operas the creators
of the program did make opened them up to criticism. As Adler told the New York Herald
Tribune when discussing NBC’s 1952 production of The Barber of Seville, “‘The
problem of cutting a two or three hour opera to a one-hour broadcast,’ he said, ‘carries
with it the responsibility and courage to make a definite selection of music from the
masterpiece.’ To keep the story value, ‘you have to keep most of the recitative,’ he
explained, and cut out ‘big pieces of the most popular music. It’s evident,’ he said, ‘what
kind of criticism you open yourself up to when you do it.’” 440 Staging unfamiliar works
was one way to get around some of this criticism. As the writer of the newspaper article
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noted, “Deletions or additions to such operas [as Tchaikovsky’s ‘Pique-Dame’ or
Offenbach’s relatively unheard of ‘Monsieur Cauliflower,’ renamed ‘R.S.V.P.’] would be
less likely to arouse any one, because few people have heard them enough to have
become emotionally attached to any particular passages.” 441 This attitude applied to
NBC’s staging of the American premiere (in 1952) of Britten’s new opera Billy Budd, of
which about half had to be cut to make it fit into a ninety-minute slot. As Browning
recalled, “We had to cut it and I don’t think Mr. Britten ever forgave us, because there
was a great deal of interlude music between scenes, we simply couldn’t accommodate it,
and I don’t think it made him happy, but it was a very strong opera, it’s a wonderful
story, and it was a very good opera, for us, but it didn’t make Mr. Britten very happy.” 442
Although some music critics also complained about the cuts, the overall critical response
to the production was extremely positive, as was the audience response. Adler noted that
the work – which reached an estimated ten million viewers – drew “one of our strongest
public reactions.” 443

Other Examples of Popularly Oriented Opera on Television 444
Although NBC’s was an unusually influential pioneering initiative with a longer
life span than its competitors, there were in fact many other instances of opera on
television that sought to integrate it with popular culture in a variety of ways. The closest
enterprise to the NBC Opera Theater in the 1950s was two studio productions of operas
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presented in 1950 on CBS Opera Television Theater, an abridged version of Carmen (in
French, but no subtitles) and an abridged La Traviata (in English). 445 Both these
productions had a good reception, but they were unsponsored, and CBS’ attempt to
secure a sponsor for future productions was unsuccessful, so the network did not attempt
any further opera programming in this vein. A few years later, however, in 1953, CBS
did team up with the elite Metropolitan for an operetta as part of CBS’ Omnibus program
(sponsored by the Ford Foundation), producing the first and third acts of an English
translation of Die Fledermaus in an elaborate style – the production involved 300 cast
members – and with creative camerawork. A few weeks later the Met did another
Omnibus broadcast, an abridged version of La Bohème, which would be the Met’s final
studio production. 446 The Met had also produced a few live TV broadcasts (on ABC) of
opening night during this era: 1948 (Otello), 1949 (Der Rosenkavalier), and 1950 (Don
Carlo, Rudolf Bing’s debut as manager).
In 1951, Bing even created a television department at the Met Opera. As he
announced at a press conference, “In view of the great importance that we believe TV is
able to assume for the future of opera in the United States, it was felt that the
Metropolitan Opera should be in on the ground floor and should indeed as time passes
take the lead in the development of this new art: TV opera.” The Met proposed three
studio productions for the DuMont network (Mozart’s Die Entführung aus dem Serail,
Ravel’s L’heure espagnole, and Rossini’s Il Barbiere di Siviglia) but the network
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ultimately bought none of them. The Met was also involved in talks with CBS to use the
new color technology but it did not result in anything.
The Met also engaged in a partnership for a few years in the early 1950s with a
company called Theater Network Television (TNT), broadcasting a full-length Carmen
with Risë Stevens in thirty-one movie theaters in twenty-seven cities nationwide in 1952
with closed circuit telecasting technology. In 1954, the Met also broadcast its opening
night gala to thirty-two movie theaters (like Carmen had been) – rather than individual
home TVs, as it had done with previous opening nights – but this time featuring excerpts
from Pagliacci, La Bohème, Il Barbiere di Siviglia, and Aida. (Incidentally, Kirk
Browning of the NBC-TV Opera was the director of this telecast.)
Bing had been the main force behind offering a potpourri program featuring a
great number of opera stars rather than a complete work with only a few stars precisely
because of the desire to appeal to as broad an audience as possible that was watching in
theaters all across the country. As Bing recalled in his memoirs, he had argued at the time
that this programming strategy was logical for “the large audiences in the provinces, most
of whom have never in their lives heard of opera.” 447 In fact, this was the first time that
the Met opened its season with a program of excerpts rather than an entire opera. As the
reviewer of the Dallas Times Herald observed, “The televised program was an operatic
variety show. The Met, which calls them ‘galas,’ has done this sort of thing before, but
never for opening night. … Operatic purists raised some objection to this ‘pops’ touch to
447
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an eminently serious event, but other institutions of late have been compounding sugared
pills for the masses to take, so why not the Met?” 448 Generally speaking, however, the
Met’s TV and movie theater broadcast endeavors were not especially financially
profitable during these years, despite the hope that they would be. Moreover, the
technology at the time was still too limited to convey the full glory of the Met’s onstage
productions, leading the Met not to pursue much in the way of broadcasting opera (except
on the radio) until 1977, when it began telecasting productions live from the stage of the
Met (as Live from the Met) on PBS. 449
More common for opera on commercial TV during the 1950s 450 was either staged
operatic excerpts such as Opera Cameos (begun in 1950, then continued from 1953-55 on
the DuMont network, sponsored by Progresso, and sung in the original language with
very basic English subtitles), or individual performers singing arias in the context of a
variety show (such as Ed Sullivan) or as part of a concert-style mixed program (such as
Camera Three, Voice of Firestone, 451 or Bell Telephone Hour, the latter of which mixed
popular music with classical). As Elaine Malbin recalled, “the shows like the Voice of
Firestone, on which I appeared very frequently with other singers like Robert Merrill,
Richard Tucker, Jan Peerce, and they used all the famous opera singers of the time, and
that went over to the public, and the audiences loved it. … And Bell Telephone also. And
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even Ed Sullivan, who had this popular entertainment, he always had an opera singer.” 452
As Gerald Nachman puts it in his history of The Ed Sullivan Show, “Opera signified for
Sullivan, as for most Americans, the ultimate class act, revered by people who hadn’t
ever been to an opera and never intended to see one. … Opera, along with ballet and
classical soloists, was a piece of his weekly package deal.” Nachman further notes that
“music critics lauded Sullivan for expanding the audience for opera and popularizing it,
making it more accessible to opera-wary Americans. Sullivan was, again, merely
following vaudeville protocol, where opera singers were part of the bill, wedged between
comics and tumblers.”
Offering some highbrow programming such as opera was also in a sense desirable
from a practical perspective, not simply an altruistic one, to lend a program a sense of
class. As Nachman writes, Sullivan “booked divas because they would draw a cultured
crowd and also score aesthetic brownie points with the critics.” 453 Overall, the show was
integral to the era’s “crossover cultural nurturing” as it mixed high and popular culture in
a friendly, accessible format. 454 Other ways in which opera (and other genres of classical
music) appeared on television were through educational programs in the “music
appreciation” vein of uplift, such as Leonard Bernstein’s Young People’s Concerts or his
Omnibus broadcasts, the latter of which were sponsored by the Ford Foundation. 455
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In addition to Met singers appearing on The Ed Sullivan Show, 456 the most
popular variety show of the day, the Met as a whole teamed up with Sullivan in 1953,
1956, and 1957, to stage excerpts from operas (rather than presenting individual arias) in
the vein of Opera Cameos. 457 (Sullivan seems to have become involved with the Met in
1956-57 as a response to the criticism that his show had been offering too much rock ‘n
roll. 458 ) The first of these segments featured Maria Callas in one of her signature roles,
making her TV debut in a staged scene from Tosca. However, the low ratings of the
segment as well as the second one the Met presented – likely a result of now having
competition from the Steve Allen Show rather than being the only variety show on the air,
as had been the case before – led to the cancellation of the last of the Met’s two
remaining scheduled appearances on Sullivan’s program. Moreover, for the Met’s next
segment on his show, Sullivan insisted on inserting a ventriloquist act between the two
parts of the segment to reduce the number of people tuning out of the program. 459 The
Met’s fourth appearance on the show in 1957 lasted a mere four minutes, and, not
surprisingly, that episode marked the end of the Met-Sullivan collaboration.
This mixing of opera (high culture) with other forms of entertainment (popular
culture) by means of television was undeniable evidence of the integration of the two
cultural spheres. In particular, the many changes made to opera to make it fit within
television’s various strictures showed that promoters of high culture believed it was
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worth modifying high culture to make it accessible to the mass public. As Karene Grad
writes,
Telecasts of concerts and recitals blurred the boundary between ‘high’ and ‘low’
culture. This was by virtue of the medium itself, whose format was equally
capable, as Variety reported, of handling ‘cultural longhair programming’ as well
as ‘horror-whodunits’ shows. Even individual programs blurred that boundary
(take the shifting back and forth between classical musicians and slapstick acts on
variety shows, for example). … These developments marked the intersection of
high and mass culture in the 1950s. They also democratized classical music and
made classical music more accessible. 460
Other examples of the integration of opera into popular culture through television
can be seen in programs such as the 1956 NBC special, Sol Hurok’s Festival of Music
that involved a lavish staging of a fifteen-minute excerpt from La Traviata with Victoria
de los Angeles (directed, incidentally, by Kirk Browning). For several months in 1953
ABC offered a program called “Opera vs. Jazz,” which was a series of arias and songs
performed by guests, alternating between opera and jazz, backed up by ABC Piano
Quartet. Opera was also featured on Your Show of Shows, The Perry Como Show, The
Milton Berle Show (Lauritz Melchior had a whipped-cream pie thrown in his face on one
episode), the Tonight Show, and Kate Smith’s NBC afternoon program. 461
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Along with the impact of the new technology of television, the cultural integration
NBC engaged in was driven by major sociodemographic changes in American society
(which themselves influenced the ideological foundations of this integration). In
particular, postwar economic prosperity and a greater amount of leisure time fostered
greater social equality and a diminished European immigrant presence in the U.S.
population.
The postwar era was marked by a decline in poverty and a rise in intellectual
opportunity afforded by a host of resources, including programs such as the NBC-TV
Opera. As we have already seen, NBC made a special effort to attract as wide an
audience as possible to opera. A 1958 letter to the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin from
one enthusiastic viewer suggests that the NBC Opera at least occasionally reached an
audience far outside the typical opera public. The barely legible letter, written in a shaky
hand, opens with the line, “Hooray for ‘opera.’” The writer goes on to describe the NBC
Opera program as “the best T.V. show I’ve ever [original emphasis] seen or heard…such
wonderful singing and music!…I wish it were possible that singers, orchestra and
directors could know how much pleasure they brought to an old washed up carpenter.” 462
As television became a commonplace in American households, the potential
audience for high culture offerings like NBC’s grew tremendously. Despite the growth in
TV set ownership, a major change in American demographics – with important
implications for opera – was the decrease in the number of foreign-born European
immigrants, many of whom had formed the core audience for opera in America for
decades. (Immigrants, overwhelmingly from Europe, had of course formed a major part
462
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of American society for decades, fluctuating between 13 and 15 percent of the total U.S.
population from 1860 to 1920.) They now made up a declining share of the U.S.
population – due in large part to the restrictions on immigration instituted in the 1920s,
the 1921 Quota Act and 1924 National Origins Act, along with the impact of World War
I and the Great Depression – so attracting English-speaking audiences to opera became
especially important. Indeed, the percentage of the total U.S. population that was foreign
born experienced a dramatic drop around mid-century, falling by nearly half from 13.2%
in 1920 to a mere 6.8% by 1950, falling even further by 1960 to 5.4%. 463
An emphasis on developing a distinctly American approach to opera – especially
with respect to language (that is, translating operas into English) – thus seems to have
become a major concern due in part to shifts in immigration. No longer could it be
assumed that an appreciation of opera was an enduring cultural or national heritage that
families would preserve in subsequent generations. While some immigrants no doubt
passed on their opera preferences to their native-born children, fewer European foreignborn immigrants were arriving to the U.S., meaning that the number of people with a
direct cultural connection was declining.
Dwight Macdonald was one of many of the era who commented on the economic
and sociodemographic changes taking place in American society, including trends of
assimilation among immigrants and their children and growing affluence (and hence
equality). As he wrote, “We are now in a more sophisticated period. The West has been
won, the immigrants melted down, the factories and railroads built to such effect that
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since 1929 the problem has been consumption rather than production. The work week has
shrunk, real wages have risen, and never in history have so many people attained such a
high standard of living as in this country since 1945. College enrollment is now well over
four million, three times what it was in 1929. Money, leisure, knowledge, the
prerequisites for culture, are more plentiful and more evenly distributed than ever
before.” 464 Historian James Patterson has similarly observed that the “low level of
immigration [around mid-century], together with the formidable patriotic fervor exerted
by the Cold War, sustained an assimilationist Zeitgeist.” 465 Opera in America, therefore,
along with other forms of high culture, had to adapt to its new cultural surroundings,
finding ways to appeal to new audiences with new ideas about what culture in the
“American century” should like.

Part 3: Presentation Style
Two core elements of the NBC Opera Theater’s presentation style vividly
illustrate the program’s integration-driven approach to opera production: the exclusive
use of English, and an unwavering commitment to dramatic/theatrical values. Although
we have examined portions of the latter feature earlier in the chapter with specific
reference to the limitations of television, in this section we will examine this focus on
drama in more detail as it relates to the use of English, and as an aesthetic decision
stemming in large part from ideological convictions, not merely from technical
constraints.
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Language
NBC’s primary goal was to make opera understandable to ordinary Americans,
which meant translating all the operas into English. This initiative stirred up much
debate, despite being far from a novel idea – opera in English had been widespread in the
United States for much of the nineteenth century and was actively promoted through the
early part of the twentieth to combat the growing dominance of opera in foreign
languages. 466 In fact, half a century before the creation of the NBC-TV Opera Theater,
many cultural elites in America believed that opera in English was the wave of the future,
and that opera in the vernacular would be the genre’s savior and popularizer. Only in
America, as Edith Wharton famously quipped in her 1920 novel, The Age of Innocence,
was it the case that “an unalterable and unquestioned law of the musical world required
that the German text of French operas sung by Swedish artists should be translated into
Italian for the clearer understanding of English-speaking audiences.” 467
The NBC Opera Theater was thus part of the mid-century revival of the debate
over opera in English as America reevaluated its political, moral, and cultural position
vis-à-vis the rest of the world in the wake of the Second World War and the beginnings
of the Cold War. The opera public was clearly interested in the issue, revealed by the fact
that during the 1940s, notes Paul Jackson, “the most frequent question submitted [to the
Met’s opera quiz on the radio] concerned the desirability or undesirability of opera in
English.” 468
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The explicit attempt to make a highbrow genre appeal to the masses inevitably
sparked criticism, reviving the debate that extended back to the nineteenth century over
whether English was appropriate for the fashionable genre whose prestige derived in
large part from its foreignness. A newspaper critic in 1951, for example, crusaded against
the pretentiousness of the resistance to the use of English: “Certain supercilious snobs
argue that opera sounds absurd in our tongue…super-esthetic souls may scream: ‘But, my
deah, English is simply not poetic enough for opera!’ Bunk, horsefeathers and
razzmatazz! Shakespeare, Keats and Shelley wrote in English and I’ve heard they were
pretty good versifiers.” 469
Some critics did feel opera’s cachet and allure were compromised once the veil of
foreign glamour was lifted. As one reviewer wrote of NBC’s production of Puccini’s Il
Tabarro (The Cloak), “had it been performed in the original language, some classic
semblance may have remained but, in this case, the translation into English completely
stripped it of even the remotest aura of opera.” 470 The claim that comprehension of the
drama’s content made it seem unlike opera shows an ambiguous generic identification: in
its English-language guise, opera was on shaky artistic footing, likely seeming
uncomfortably like an operetta or a musical. 471
Opera in English had always had trouble establishing itself since it seemed an
ordinary and unexciting intrusion on what was a foreign, exotic and glamorous event. As
Adler wrote in 1957, “Not many years ago the phrase ‘Opera in English’ would have
brought sneers from most music lovers, and from the general non-musical audience it
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would have brought a shrug of complete indifference. This situation is considerably
changed and very largely because of the “NBC Opera Company. … We have never
sacrificed artistic standards while popularizing opera because we believe that the best
opera is what the people really want and will go for. …It is nothing more than snobbism
today to look down your nose on opera done in English.” 472
One of the longstanding arguments for doing opera in English was that it was the
analog to the longstanding European custom of performing everything in the vernacular
of the audience. If Italians heard Wagner in Italian, and Germans heard Verdi in German,
why shouldn’t Americans hear both Wagner and Verdi in English? The opposition of
some to performing opera in English seems to have stemmed from the fact that, in their
view, part of opera’s appeal was precisely its foreignness and European glamour.
Performing opera in English made it seem domestic and American and thus less foreign
and hence less prestigious. Moreover, if everybody could easily understand and access
opera, it would no longer be exclusive and couldn’t be used as a status symbol, as it had
long been considered. Indeed, as Time magazine commented in 1960, “Usually, English
translations of opera have the incongruous effect of a grey flannel suit at a fancy dress
ball.” 473
Chotzinoff therefore sought to combat the enduring convention in America of
performing opera in foreign languages with rhetoric that seems intentionally
confrontational, contrasting the populist motives of the NBC Opera Theater with what he
perceived to be the alienating and elitist features of traditional opera performance
practice. As he wrote in an article in 1960 for the magazine HiFi/Stereo Review,
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“Divorced from the snob appeal of foreign tongues, operas on TV have the direct appeal
of a first-rate Broadway show. Our audience no longer has to wonder what Tosca says to
Scarpia or what Don Giovanni confides to Leporello.” 474 His invocation of an old music
critic’s opinion that the resistance to opera in English was “snobbery, pure and simple,”
together with the caption above the photograph on the article’s first page, “From the
‘Four Hundred’ to the 10,000,000” make clear his motive with the NBC Opera: to take an
elite art form (formerly the property of New York’s upper crust known as the “Four
Hundred” and of “a few poor music-lovers”) and make it accessible to the masses.
Director Kirk Browning, too, attributed to Adler and Chotzinoff “the idea when
television began that it was the media that would bring musical theater to the American
audience, because unlike Europe, which had a tradition of opera and theater in the
outlying regions, the American interest in opera and musical theater was purely in the big
cities. And he thought television was the way to introduce the large sections of the
country to opera for the first time.” 475 Given the success of the Met’s live Saturday
afternoon radio broadcasts since the 1930s and the associated democratizing rhetoric,
NBC’s perceived need to reemphasize these ideals twenty years later strongly suggests
that while the radio broadcasts may have attracted new listeners, they had not changed
opera’s reputation in any fundamental way.
Both Chotzinoff’s and Adler’s preemptive defenses and justifications of their
aesthetic decisions reveal what they perceived to be the issues most likely to touch raw
nerves among musical elites with an investment in policing cultural boundaries. A 1952
newspaper article noted that the Met’s reputation of presenting opera in the original
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language “or, at any rate, in any other language but English, has lulled many people into
assuming that opera was music and pageantry and little more.” 476 In a fundamental way,
therefore, NBC’s use of English was a clear way of culturally integrating opera into the
American scene by mitigating its foreignness.
One way in which Chotzinoff and Adler advocated the viability of their decision
to produce all NBC’s operas in English was by repeatedly pointing out that they were
commissioning and using good, new English translations of libretti. This was meant to
allay the concerns of those who were opposed to opera in English on the basis of the
typically poor translations that used awkward and stilted language, a feature that gave all
opera in English a bad reputation. Chotzinoff quoted a translation of Amneris’ lines in
Aida as an example of the frequently poor quality of such old versions: “Come hither,
thou I dearly prize, / A slave art thou none, nor menial, / Here have I made by fondest ties
/ Sister, a name more genial.”477 Menotti also commented in the break between the two
parts of NBC’s production of War and Peace that “Generally opera in English is dreadful
because most translations are awkward and musically very ludicrous. But the NBC Opera
Company has been able to secure some very attractive translations and believe me, it
doesn’t matter what your snobbish friends say, Verdi, Puccini, Strauss, Debussy, they all
insisted in having opera done in the language of each audience. And it makes sense, after
all, you cannot appreciate the musical subtlety of the score unless you know what people
are saying.”
NBC promoted its translations as fresh, modern, and comprehensible (which they
still seem even over half a century later). In discussing the upcoming production of Tosca
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(1955), NBC translator John Gutman justified NBC’s decisions by saying that “these
adjustments might seem sacrilege to the purists, but to the overwhelming majority they
will make the opera clearer and more acceptable.” 478 (NBC’s production of the opera ran
one hour and forty-eight minutes.) His goal was to adhere as closely to the original as
possible while also doing what was necessary to make the translation be “in English, not
in translatese.” In particular, he changed local allusions to make them clearer to
contemporary English-speaking audiences, and altered phrases that in a literal translation
sounded comical to maintain the seriousness of the dramatic moment.
For example, at the beginning of Act 2, Gutman’s translation of Scarpia’s lines
reads, “Tosca’s my falcon, and I am certain that my hunters will bring back a double
prey. Tomorrow morning before the sunrise, Angelotti and the painter will be hanging
there.” 479 In these few lines, it is apparent how slight modifications could make the
phrases seem less stilted than they might come across in a strictly literal translation. By
changing, for instance, the line “vedrà l’aurora” (“the dawn will see” [Angelotti and
Cavaradossi dead]), to the descriptive phrase “before the sunrise,” Gutman avoided the
awkwardness of having “the dawn” as the subject of the sentence. Similarly, by
substituting the phrase “the painter” for “il bel Mario” (“the handsome Mario,” which
might have sounded odd in that context to mid-century English-speakers), the meaning of
these lines could be conveyed more colloquially and smoothly. NBC’s efforts to create as
effective a translation as possible is evident from the fact that the already much-revised
libretto underwent additional modifications once the musicians began rehearsals,
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resulting in, as Gutman put it, a “tailor-made translation in modern English, which fits the
music, the voice and the drama.” 480
One way that NBC sought to deflect potential criticism about its translations was
by emphasizing that a certain production was not a literal translation of the original, but
rather a special new “version.” As Charles Polacheck wrote to publicity representative
Leonard Meyers through NBC’s interdepartmental correspondence, “Just a reminder, as
per conversation this morning, in connection with any public mention of the opera ‘Der
Rosenkavalier’ for which Mr. John Gutman has provided the text: please do not use the
words ‘translation’ or ‘translator,’: [sic] but rather, ‘new English version by…’ or
‘English text by…’” 481 Highlighting the production’s novelty, NBC thus showcased its
goal of modifying operas to make them understandable to American audiences.
Opera in English, although it remained outside the mainstream, continued to
attract debate and attention through the 1960s. In 1963 the Los Angeles Times reported
that “Few causes are less popular than opera in English. Every argument of logic and
artistic justification is in its favor, but it continues to encounter either passionate
resistance or massive indifference from the American opera-going public. The mere
mention of it in this column invariably produces a reaction as heated as if we had
proposed dropping an H-bomb. Still, in spite of everything, the idea is catching on and
gaining ground. Next season the San Francisco Opera will do Poulenc’s ‘The Dialogues
of the Carmelites’ and Tschaikowsky’s [sic] ‘The Queen of Spades’ in English. It would
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be even wiser to include Strauss’ ‘Capriccio,’ ‘Cosi Fan Tutti’ [sic] and ‘The Barber of
Seville’ in the same category, but let us be grateful for some advance. When the
Metropolitan Opera in 1958-59 polled audiences at five performances of ‘The Marriage
of Figaro’ concerning their language preferences, only 2,952 voted in favor of English
and 6,129 preferred the original Italian. But this has not prevented Rudolf Bing from
gradually building up a backlog of operas in English, and next year Met audiences should
be able to understand, whether they want to or not, Menotti’s ‘The Last Savage,’ ‘Eugen
[sic] Onegin,’ one half of ‘Ariadne auf Naxos,’ ‘The Magic Flute’ and ‘Die Fledermaus’
(whose German title still persists).” 482

Theatrical Values
A related major tenet of NBC’s presentation style was its focus on theatrical
values. The emphasis on realism in appearance and acting style necessitated by the
demands of television was only part of NBC’s broader aesthetic outlook, namely, that
opera would only be exciting to Americans unfamiliar with the genre if its dramatic
vitality – which some felt was missing from traditional performance in opera houses –
was restored. As Chotzinoff put it, “Live opera, as done now in large theaters, is
outmoded. It has no reality. It is just a concert in costume. If you accept that concept
which we now see you leave out 50% of the meaning of opera, which is the drama. The
fact that the singers are all dressed up in glittering costumes and carry spears does not
mean that you are getting opera.” 483 Indeed, opera in America had for many years
privileged the musical aspects of opera production – even the Met with its glorious roster
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of stars had for many years been the target of criticism that there was no coherence to the
ensemble and that the singers could barely act. This emphasis revealed the longstanding
acceptance that opera was essentially a musical experience didn’t need to be dramatically
exciting.
Taking advantage of opera’s flexibility in presentation format (which
differentiated the genre from the limited range of performance modifications that could
be made to, for example, Beethoven symphonies), the NBC Opera Theater sought to
change opera’s reputation for being a purely musical affair mostly devoid of dramatic
interest and comprehensibility. A question once put to Chotzinoff – “Chotzi, just what
was the trouble between Tristan and Isolde?” – stoked his conviction that NBC “had to
make the drama of opera as important as the music, for when you see opera on television
the visual impact is terrific. Unless we know what’s happening, what the trouble or the
joke is, we lose half the value.” 484
In Billboard magazine, critic Jerry Wexler commented on NBC’s commitment to
dramatic values. As he wrote of the 1951 NBC production of Gianni Schicchi, “The
staging, too, was exceptional. Instead of rooting themselves in stage center and
declaiming, they went wherever the action mostly plausibly sent them. With this
plasticity of movement went a rare sense of composition. … The lighting was uniformly
excellent, showing to optimum advantage the handsome, spacious Renaissance setting
and the smart Renaissance costumings. … The contrast between this production and
some recent televised operas at the Metropolitan is enormous – and heartening for those
viewers who have hopes that television can achieve the high art potential of good theater
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and good cinema.” 485 As Menotti commented during the break between the two parts of
War and Peace, “The only tradition that really counts is that each performance should be
an exciting and moving theatrical experience.”
As we saw with respect to repertoire, Chotzinoff and Adler mainly chose works
that had a strong theatrical component, that is, those with an engaging storyline.
Browning even described NBC’s enterprise as “more music theater than opera,” also
emphasizing the program’s carefully chosen name: it “was called the NBC Opera
Theater, not the NBC Opera…. It was very important that it was basically a theatrical
production with music.” 486 He also recalled that “in both our casting and in our staging
and in our photography we were trying to do a drama with music more than, you know,
an opera on camera.” 487 Browning had in fact never even seen most of the operas before
directing them himself, essentially guaranteeing a fresh interpretation of these works. As
he put it, “I knew how to translate action into cameras, that was more important than
knowing the opera.” 488 This fact seemed less to impede than contribute to the show’s
success since Browning was able to create a brand new conception of the opera as he saw
fit for the new, non-operatically experienced target audience. This disregard of the
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conventions a genre so heavily steeped in tradition was evidence of NBC’s radical new
conception of opera.
Reviewers responded positively to NBC’s theatrical focus. Jerry Wexler of
Billboard magazine, for example, praised the 1951 production of Pagliacci for its
“dynamic, live staging” and “intelligent English adaptation of the Italian lyrics” that
contributed to “a fast-moving, intelligible opera.” Pagliacci “became what it was
originally intended to be – a play with music. The play…should have dramatic value
comparable with the music. Traditionally, the stale acting, ancient costumes, tired sets,
indifferent direction of the usual opera performance at the Met have been borne by music
lovers as the inescapable penalty charged for hearing the great music. ‘Pagliacci’ was set
here in scenes rather than acts, with equal emphasis on plot advancement and music.” 489
Within several years, NBC had evidence that they had been successful in making
television opera seem sufficiently different from the stereotype: in 1957, Adler reported
that his favorite letter from a fan was the one that said, “Oh, is that opera you’re doing?
Well, I like it.” 490

Part 4: Don Giovanni Case Study
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Although in one sense an anomaly because of the huge drawing power of Met
Opera star Cesare Siepi in the leading role, NBC’s 2.5-hour broadcast of Mozart’s Don
Giovanni in the translation by Auden and Kallman on Sunday, April 10, 1960 at 2 PM (in
the usual “cultural ghetto” slot that was not a popular time for watching television),
reveals not only the main tenets of NBC’s integrative mission in microcosm but also
some of the problems underlying the endeavor revealed by the strong reaction of several
music critics. By examining the nature of the piece itself, the ways in which it responded
to the constraints – and took advantage of the possibilities – of the television medium,
and other important features of the presentation style, I will also show how this
production can be seen to represent the aesthetic pinnacle of the NBC Opera’s activities
and its ideal of the integration of high and popular culture – even as the critical response
to Don Giovanni heralded the program’s decline.

Repertoire Choice
Besides being full of beautiful as well as famous, catchy, and easily assimilable
music, not to mention an entertaining plotline, Don Giovanni was a perfect vehicle for a
star baritone (or bass), one of which NBC was lucky to secure for its production. It was
unusual for the network to select a European singer – most were Americans because the
productions were always sung in English – but Siepi was exceptional in several ways. He
was not only fluent in English (atypical among European opera stars of the day), but also
was especially famous for his signature role of the title character in Don Giovanni at the
Met. (As became evident over the next few years, Siepi also became involved in popular
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culture through his participation in several musicals. 491 ) In particular, the singer’s fame
attracted a commercial sponsor for the program, The Florists’ Telegraph Delivery
Association, which was a rarity for the NBC Opera and indicated the anticipated audience
drawing potential of featuring a Met Opera star in the title role.
The role of Donna Anna was sung by a soprano who had recently begun to make
her name on the international opera scene in the late 1950s: Leontyne Price. When she
performed in the NBC-TV Opera’s Don Giovanni, she had not yet made her Metropolitan
Opera debut, which occurred the following year, in January 1961. Price had made her
NBC-TV Opera Theater debut, however, in 1955 in the title role of Tosca, a production
that marked the first appearance of an African-American in a leading role in opera on
television, although some NBC affiliates refused to carry the broadcast because of her
involvement. She also appeared as Pamina in the NBC’s The Magic Flute (1956) and
Madame Lidoine in The Dialogues of the Carmelites (1957) before taking on the role of
Donna Anna.
Don Giovanni’s themes of seduction and deceit were of course universal ones,
and the questions of morality the opera raises also could be seen to possess broad appeal.
Even if the TV audience knew little of Mozart, the visual and aural appeal exuded by the
experienced Don – experienced both in the sense that his character is experienced (a
veteran womanizer) and that Siepi was extremely familiar and comfortable with the role
(it was his signature) – could well have functioned as a drawing card. The Don’s first
491
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verse of the famous duet Là ci darem la mano – “Here with our hands entwining, let our
designs agree: lingering here serves no one; why not walk on with me?” – is easily as
appealing to the audience as it is to Zerlina. Her response, in turn – “My heart is more
than willing; I tremble to depart, yet fear you may deceive me, should I obey my heart” –
could also reflect a general audience’s uncertainty as to how much to let itself be taken in
and enchanted by the opera, given the tension between the genre’s inherent artificiality
and with the music’s naturalness and familiarity. Moreover, the class tension between
Don Giovanni and Zerlina could be read as an analogy between the perceived class
tension between opera and the mass public whom NBC was, in a manner of speaking,
trying to seduce. As the Don and Zerlina sing, “For nobleman and peasant while doing
what is pleasant cannot be doing ill.” The familiarity of the Don Juan story may also have
helped attract TV audiences to the broadcast.

Medium
The constraints of television, along with the new artistic opportunities it offered,
both shaped NBC’s production of Don Giovanni, demonstrating the network’s effort to
integrate opera within the norms of television that was also the medium for a vast array of
popular entertainment. By 1960, NBC’s decade-long experience with camerawork
allowed for sophisticated use of cameras to suggest different perspectives and different
emphases on character interactions, all of which are used to great effect in Don Giovanni.
The usual constraints of television – time limitations and small screens, as well as the
need for close-ups (although this was turned to opera’s advantage) – came into play,
along with the need to have breaks in the opera to allow the sponsor to air commercials.
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But the medium nevertheless opened up new opportunities for an additional aesthetic
level of interpretation that could be conveyed to the viewers. Frequent close-ups on
characters allowed for an intensification of emotions, while framing groups of characters
(in this opera, usually pairs of lovers or friends) with the camera could comment on their
relationships. Furthermore, shifts in camera angle (made possible through the use of
multiple cameras) are used to heighten the tension of the moment, often by showing
reaction shots and thus emphasizing the differences in perspective, both literal and
metaphorical. Finally, the use of introductory text offered some background information
that may have made the opera seem less intimidating.
The limited time allotted to the production, although considerably longer than
many of the NBC-TV Opera Theater’s other broadcasts, still required some cuts in both
arias and recitative to be made to allow the entire production to fit within 2.5 hours,
including five commercial breaks that featured what Paul Henry Lang called “dramatized
commercials” with Risë Stevens. 492 Donna Elvira’s aria Mi tradì, for example, was taken
out – although this aria, of course, was not part of Mozart’s original version of the opera
(he wrote it at the request of a singer who was performing the role in the Vienna
premiere). As one disconcerted reviewer wrote, “the sponsors must bear a heavy load of
guilt for the omission of three of the opera’s greatest arias and the epilogue, though they
may plead that these are sometimes omitted in live performances. I have never heard of
Donna Anna’s ‘Non mi dir’ being thus summarily tossed out.” 493 (The aria Dalla sua
pace was also cut.)
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The small size of the television screen, too, required frequent shifts of angles,
particularly in the crowd scenes, because of the difficulty of showing many people on the
screen simultaneously. New Yorker music critic Winthrop Sargeant observed, for
example, that “the scenery was pleasing, though the screen was not wide enough to cope
adequately with the big ballroom scene.” 494 Another reviewer similarly observed that
“‘Don Giovanni’ is, of course, a stage piece of great glamour and splendor with its
palaces and feasts and merry-making. On a small screen, some of the splendor fell away
but the tremendously tight cumulative power of the dramatic narrative remained, under
Kirk Browning’s direction, as intense and explosive as ever. I can barely remember two
and a half hours that fled past so rapidly on television.” 495
Indeed, NBC turned the screen’s size limitation into an advantage, using the need
for frequent shifts of camera angle (in order to show all the necessary characters and
events) as an opportunity to enhance the drama of the opera by means of close-ups and
perspective shifts. The lively camerawork thus may have made the experience of
watching opera more like the experience of watching film, in which reaction shots are an
important element of conveying the drama of a situation.
One example of the effective use of close-ups can be found in the moment
between Donna Anna and Don Ottavio shortly after Donna Anna’s father has been killed.
As the lovers hold hands, the camera offers a close-up of the two of them (to the knees)
that not only highlights their physical and emotional closeness, but also their commitment
to one another and Don Ottavio’s pledge to avenge the death of the Commendatore.
Donna Anna asks, “Will you swear to avenge him? Blood must for blood be poured,” and
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Don Ottavio responds, “I swear it. I swear it.” The small size of the screen and the
intimacy of the viewing experience may have further heightened the emotional impact of
such close-ups.
Another type of close-up used several times throughout the opera was one focused
on a character singing a solo aria, such as Donna Elvira’s Ah, fuggi il traditor or Don
Ottavio’s Il mio tesoro. Still another use of close-up is one that shows a character’s
reaction to a situation, even if not singing, as in the case of Zerlina being shown in closeup, upset and anxious, off to the side during the ballroom scene in Act 1, Scene 5, when
Masetto is angry, or in the case of Leporello in the final scene of the opera (Act 2, Scene
5), cowering as the Commendatore knocks at Don Giovanni’s door.
Shifts in camera angle were another means by which the TV medium enhanced
the experience of the opera in a way not possible in an opera house. In the graveyard
scene (Act 2, Scene 3), for instance, where Don Giovanni and Leporello interact with the
statue of the Commendatore, the camera shot frequently shifts from a high vantage point
– from just behind the statue’s shoulder, looking down on Leporello with Don Giovanni
in the background (followed by a view of Don Giovanni alone) – to a lower vantage point
from Don Giovanni’s perspective, looking up at the statue from below. The quick cuts
between these angles not only add to the visual interest of the scene but also heighten the
tension between the three characters: Leporello’s fear of both the statue and Don
Giovanni, Don Giovanni’s fear of the statue, and Don Giovanni’s fear of losing face in
front of both Leporello and the statue.
Another medium-specific feature of NBC’s Don Giovanni was the fact that it was
on commercial television and, in this case, had a commercial sponsor. Having a sponsor
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was, on the one hand, a great advantage – NBC didn’t have to foot the bill on its own –
but was also a liability on the other hand. Since the commercials for the sponsor, The
Florists’ Telegraph Delivery Association, had to appear during the opera, the work had to
be broken up into segments, with the opera juxtaposed with commercial advertising.
Critic Winthrop Sargeant was particularly upset by this arrangement, describing Don
Giovanni as
one of the greatest miracles of extended musical form ever achieved by a
composer…I am afraid, however, that on this occasion the miracle of form was
rendered almost imperceptible. The N.B.C. Opera has now acquired a sponsor,
and though the result may be financially agreeable to the National Broadcasting
Company, I found it hopelessly damaging to this spirited troupe’s artistic efforts.
One does not take a masterpiece like ‘Don Giovanni’ and interrupt its wonderful
continuity at half-hour intervals with obtrusive salesmanship involving scenes in
which the audience is transported to some Fifth Avenue flower shop and told how
pleasant it is to send bouquets by wire and cable. To add prestige to these noxious
interruptions, I suppose, Risë Stevens, who is too fine an artist to be found
indulging in such antics, was called upon for some idle banter with a florist, who
assured her over and over again that flowers by telegraph were lovely. No sooner
had Donna Anna finished one of the noblest of her arias than Miss Stevens was on
the screen with the words ‘Clothes are important to us girls, particularly at Easter
– almost as important as flowers,’ and so it went, regularly on the half-hour.
When the first of the opera’s two acts was over, I gave up. Rather than listen to
‘Don Giovanni’ on these terms, I would prefer not to hear it at all. If I had not
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heard some really good unsponsored productions by the N.B.C. Opera, I would
have concluded that opera on the air, under present broadcasting circumstances,
was simply a menace to culture. 496
Underlying his response seems to have been a visceral reaction to the explicit
combination of high art and commercialism. Sargeant clearly felt that the commercials
somehow debased the opera by taking the viewer out of the musicodramatic world and
suddenly (and repeatedly) shifting to crass commercialism.
Strikingly, however, the same company (the Florists’ Telegraph Delivery
Association) had sponsored NBC’s production of Cavalleria rusticana just three months
earlier, after which many reviewers had not only expressed their gratitude to the company
for its sponsorship, but also, as Burke puts it, “complimented the Association on the taste
and discretion of the commercial messages.”497 One possible explanation for this
seeming change of heart was that since Cavalleria rusticana was so short, lasting only
one hour and fifteen minutes in NBC’s version, it probably required only one
interruption, rather than the several necessitated by the considerably greater length of
Don Giovanni. 498 Moreover, most critics likely believed Don Giovanni to be on a higher
artistic plane than Cavalleria rusticana and thus may have objected more to interruptions
in the former. (Indeed, one reviewer described the work as “Mozart’s greatest opera and
one of the imperishable masterpieces of all music and all literature.” 499 )
Sargeant was not only the critic who spoke out vehemently against the
commercials during the broadcast, a stance that had the unfortunate effect (at least in
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Chotzinoff’s view) of scaring away potential future sponsors of the NBC Opera. 500 Paul
Henry Lang, musicologist and critic of the New York Herald Tribune, for example, wrote
that NBC
did marvelously for the nation’s culture rising from nothing to real eminence but a
great network cannot afford to dispense culture free of charge. Therefore a
sponsor was found. The result was the most barbarous show I have yet seen. In an
opera where the continuity is one of the miracles of art where one scene merges
into the next with consummate skill where indeed the essence of the work
depends on this uninterrupted continuity, we had to watch idiotic acts of
commercials. This sort of thing is criminally unworthy of a nation that pretends to
have a culture. Morally and artistically this atrocity is as reprehensible as the other
television scandals. All right, ‘Send flowers to your loved ones’ but not at the
expense of a great work of art. They will wilt and stink. Nature’s most beautiful
creations have been used to harm a most beautiful creation of the human
mind.” 501
As yet another critic wrote, “‘Don Giovanni’ put up a valorous fight yesterday afternoon
on NBC television but the final decision in the unequal struggle between Mozart and the
sponsor must go to the Florists’ Telegraph Delivery. They got their money’s worth, at
Mozart’s expense. …Had we not had commercials thrown in – three between scenes 2
and 3, and another in the middle of scene 3, in act 1, and again four between scenes in the
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second act – Mozart could have fared better. With such a fine production what a pity not
to go all the way and do it right.” 502
Although these reactions may seem extreme in retrospect, particularly given the
many other positive features of the production (which were often mentioned in these
same reviews), the intensity of the critical response regarding the advertising suggests
that a sensitive nerve had clearly been touched with this overt mixing of high art and
(low) commercialism. Even an overwhelmingly positive review admitted that “opera
lovers may have been slightly horrified at the commercials intruding into their beloved
score but the fact is that this sort of sponsorship is terribly important for a number of
reasons. Quite importantly, it means the opera is carried on many, many stations that
would drop it if it were sustaining. The sponsored ‘Don Giovanni’ was carried on 150
television stations to what was almost certainly the largest audience it ever played to.
Under our system of television that is the way things have to be.” He went on to take the
opposite stance of Sargeant’s, namely, that “between having commercials and not having
‘Don Giovanni’ at all I think there is no question as to which is preferable” – which
meant, of course, that he would rather have opera with commercials than no opera at
all. 503
Another way in which NBC used the TV medium to make the opera seem more
accessible was by beginning the Don Giovanni broadcast with some rolling on-screen
text while the orchestra was playing the overture. The following provided audiences with
some sociocultural context for the opera while also perhaps inviting contemplation of the
ongoing relevance of some of the issues raised by the opera:
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Don Giovanni, the legendary libertine whose misdeeds eventually incurred divine
wrath, has fascinated creative artists for centuries. Molière, Goldoni, Pushkin,
Byron, and Shaw popularized him in prose and verse. Mozart immortalized him in
his most celebrated opera DON GIOVANNI. The opera was composed in 1787
but Mozart’s clever librettist Da Ponte places the amorous adventures of his Don
in the 17th century. However, in his treatment of the Spanish servant class and
peasantry Da Ponte gives us a preliminary whiff of the coming French
Revolution. DON GIOVANNI’s servant Leporello utters revolutionary sentiments
and boldly derides his master; and Masetto, the Don’s peasant rival, stoutly insists
on his rights and is not afraid to fight for them. Thus Mozart’s opera not only
contains an incomparable portrait of the most celebrated amorist of all time, but
also hints at a changing social order. And now we see Leporello watchfully
waiting in the garden of Donna Anna’s house, where his master is engaged in his
latest adventure.
Moreover, by noting the opera’s treatment of class issues, this introductory text might
also have been intended to appeal to viewers who wouldn’t ordinarily have been drawn to
opera but might have been interested in experiencing some high culture.

Presentation Style
The use of English and an emphasis on the dramatic content of the opera both
characterize this production of Don Giovanni, and both features of presentation style
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reflect NBC’s goal of cultural integration. Opera of course would continue to come
across as a distinct genre – particularly an eighteenth-century opera, with its distinct
dramatic and musical conventions that are often quite artificial – but through these
modifications to typical performance practice, NBC could hope to make the genre seem
less forbidding and thus more appealing to the mass American public. Indeed, critics on
the whole mostly had praise for W. H. Auden and Chester Kallman’s translation of the
work. One reviewer described it as “an eminently fine job altogether. There were
passages where their decision to write well seemed to overlook the need for certain ideas
to be gotten across. But it was a singable affair, and the singers gave it clearly and
easily.” 504
The use of English of course made the story – a very good one, especially by
opera standards – comprehensible. Moreover, very good diction on the part of nearly all
the singers makes it easy to understand the text and thus follow the storyline.
(Occasionally when the soprano voices sing their high notes it can be difficult to hear the
words, but this is of course a problem in operatic singing not unique to English.) Even the
quick patter of Leporello almost always comes across clearly, as in his Catalogue Aria,
when he sings lines such as “Ill or healthy, poor or wealthy, plain or pretty, dull or witty,
high-born, lowly, scraggly hags or beauties, be they female, they’re his duties.” Finally,
the use of English allows the humor and wit of the opera – after all, it was referred to as a
dramma giocoso, and, in Mozart’s estimation, an opera buffa – to come through clearly,
not only in the incongruous situations that arise from characters in disguise (which can be
appreciated even without understanding what is being sung) but also in the subtler
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moments that shed light on a character’s motivations or personality. For instance, in Act
1, Scene 1, Leporello sarcastically praises Don Giovanni for his exploits: “Bravo! Pretty
good for one evening. To rape the daughter and then skewer the father!” Or in Act 2,
Scene 1, Leporello reveals himself as willing to be bribed even while insisting he is in no
way venal: upon receiving four gold pieces from Don Giovanni as inducement to stay on
as his servant, Leporello sings, “Four? No joking? Well, just this once and for the sake of
our friendship. But I must tell you frankly I’m a decent lad and not to be led astray like a
woman by compliments and money.”
The opera’s theatrical element, too, is often foregrounded through convincing
acting and blocking, making for a truly dramatic, not merely musical, experience. The
dynamic between Zerlina and Masetto, for example, comes across especially well during
her aria, Batti, batti, o bel Masetto, as the musicians execute the stage directions to great
dramatic effect. She kneels down next to the sitting Masetto, singing coquettishly, “Do
not spare me, dear Masetto, punish your Zerlina meetly; like a lambkin, humbly, sweetly,
I repentant shall submit.” As she continues her song, he takes a drink, seemingly not fully
listening to her. Then she takes his hand, singing, “I shall kiss your hand,” but he seems
unmoved as he gets up and walks away and pours himself another drink. Zerlina begins
the verse again, taking his arm, but he moves away from her. Still she follows him, trying
to convince him to forgive her. Finally he seems to be yielding: the camera zooms in to a
close-up of the two of them to shoulders – suggesting that all might be well now – but
Masetto then backs away and walks away again. Again Zerlina follows him, continuing
to sing as he takes (yet another) drink. At last he drops his glass and allows himself to be
turned to her as she switches to 6/8 time, holding him by the shoulders as he looks
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straight at her. Smiling, Masetto embraces Zerlina, both of whom look like they are
enjoying the moment. Finally they rub noses and he laughs as they embrace, the music
ends, and he sighs, adding an aside in recitative, “She’s a bundle of witchcraft and it’s
hopeless resisting!”
Even the highly critical Sargeant had some praise for the production overall. As
he wrote, “Can I say anything pleasant about this mutilated matinée? Well, from the
interludes when I could hear Mozart it was obvious that W. H. Auden and Chester
Kallman had come up with a fairly skillful, if necessarily somewhat stilted, English
translation of the original Italian text. The musical direction, by Peter Herman Adler, was
smooth and authoritative. …Cesare Siepi proved to be as dashing and as generally
impressive a Don Giovanni in English as he is in Italian. And the rest of the cast…sang
with excellent style and were uniformly appealing to the eye.” 505 Indeed, the fact that the
broadcast was in color (as the NBC Opera’s productions had been since 1953) made for
appealing visuals, with brightly-colored costumes and attractive stage settings and
scenery, all in a Spanish style that lends an exotic flavor to the production. However, the
fact that several newspaper reviewers noted that even they had only seen the broadcast in
black and white suggests that the colorful effects had only a limited reach since many
people did not yet have color television.

Other Opera Integration Initiatives
In the world of onstage performance, other mid-century initiatives went even
farther than NBC in integrating opera with popular culture. Broadway musicals based on
operas, for example, highlighted opera’s theatrical side and were one way to introduce
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Broadway audiences to opera. Perhaps the most famous of these adaptations was Carmen
Jones, which opened on Broadway in 1943 and was made into a film in 1954 starring
Harry Belafonte and Dorothy Dandridge (although the voices of both were dubbed over
by LeVern Hutcherson and Marilyn Horne). An updated and modified version of Bizet’s
opera that used much of the original music (though re-orchestrated), Carmen Jones was
set in World War II-era United States and featured African-American characters.
Another, less successful, opera-Broadway crossover involving was My Darlin’
Aida that opened in 1952 (closing after just over two months), featuring Elaine Malbin –
one of the NBC Opera’s regulars – as one of the two sopranos in the title role. 506 Like
Carmen Jones, My Darlin’ Aida kept much of Verdi’s original score but was updated
from its original setting in Memphis (Egypt) to Memphis, Tennessee during the Civil
War, thus keeping the theme of slavery, and also involving African-American characters.
Malbin described the production as “the opera, complete, of Verdi, but they changed the
plot. Instead of being an Egyptian slave girl, I was a mulatto during the Civil War, and
my lover was in the army.” Malbin was also involved in Kismet (which opened in 1953),
another classical music- (though not opera-) inspired Broadway show based on music by
Borodin, which was also made into a film in 1955. In comparing performing in Broadway
musicals with performing in opera, Malbin noted that on Broadway, “basically, the
emphasis is definitely on the acting. Now, in today’s world, which is many, many years
later, there’s a much greater emphasis [in opera performance] on the drama, what’s going
on on the stage than there used to be in those days. But at the Winter Garden [in My
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Darlin’ Aida], I had to play my role, which I always did, it was just something came
naturally to me.” 507
The New York City Opera, dubbed the “People’s Opera” by New York mayor
Fiorello LaGuardia, had also been performing popularly oriented opera since 1943.
During the 1940s and 1950s especially, the company pursued an agenda similar to NBC’s
by performing opera in English and emphasizing theatrical values (as well as offering
affordable prices), thus also seeking to integrate opera with popular musical theater. 508
Indeed, a 1949 article in Life magazine claimed that the New York City Opera’s
“productions are closer in approach to Broadway than to orthodox grand opera. Musically
they are first rate. Its singers, whose average age is under 30 and whose average good
looks set a new high for opera, are almost all native-born Americans.” 509 In fact, a
number of singers (including Malbin) who performed with the NBC-TV Opera Theater
also performed with the NYC Opera.
The Met also experimented with producing operas in English translation, not only
in the two abridged Omnibus broadcasts but also onstage. This effort was part of Met
Opera general manager Rudolf Bing’s attempts to bring financial stability to the Met by
making opera more broadly appealing. When Bing took over the Met in 1950, he was
coming from Europe where opera was performed in the vernacular of the audience – even
Covent Garden at the time was giving opera in English. As he wrote, “It seemed to me
arriving in New York that our best hope for building a bigger and younger audience was
to give opera in the language the whole audience could understand. Fledermaus and Così
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encouraged that belief; both were excellent translations, of comedies.” 510 Other operas
the Met performed in English during these years included Alcestis (with Flagstad), La
Bohème (with bad results due to a poor translation), Boris Godunov, Arabella, 511 Eugene
Onegin, Queen of Spades, and Martha, as well as two operettas (seeking to reprise the
Fledermaus success), Offenbach’s La Périchole and Strauss’ Der Zigeunerbaron, in
addition to the works the Met had already been doing in English for some time, such as
The Magic Flute and Gianni Schicchi. 512
To gauge the Met public’s view on this popularizing initiative, Bing sometime
around 1960 gave the Met audience at a performance of The Marriage of Figaro a
questionnaire asking whether they preferred to hear the opera in English or Italian. His
answer was clear: “The preference for Italian was overwhelming, and we gradually
returned works like Zauberflöte, Così, and Schicchi to their original languages. Only the
operettas continued to be presented consistently in English translation, although the
Russian category varied according to the apparent linguistic abilities of the season’s
cast.” 513 The Met’s elite audience had spoken, and as a result, the house returned to being
an essentially foreign-language operation, and Bing no longer had to contend with the
issue. Perhaps not surprisingly, cultural integration was evidently not something the
(elite) Met audiences wanted – differentiation of their own particular artistic tastes and
preferences seems to have been the order of the day.
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Another feature of Bing’s popularizing agenda, one with more enduring appeal,
was to offer productions with a strong dramatic component, which he accomplished in
part by hiring Broadway directors. In the 1951-52 season, for example, Broadway stage
director Alfred Lunt made his first foray into opera by directing the Met’s new
production of Mozart’s Così fan tutte in English translation. As Bing recalled, Lunt had
“convinced [the singers] they were going to be part of a theatrical, not just an operatic,
presentation.” 514 More evidence for the innovation Bing sought to bring to the Met was
his engagement of English stage director Tyrone Guthrie for a new production of Carmen
in 1952. According to Bing, Guthrie “had strong and non-traditional ideas about a piece –
among other things, [he] wanted to cut the chorus of boys in the first act: ‘Dramatically, it
is corny to the point of suffocation,’ he wrote me.” 515 In this respect, therefore, the Met
and the NBC-TV Opera Theater overlapped in their aesthetic of cultural integration.

Conclusion
The NBC-TV Opera was thus an enterprise that felt the best way to strengthen
America’s cultural knowledge was to reformulate and adapt culture to fit the modern
cultural and technological context. The organization promoted opera as a kind of
entertainment that people could truly enjoy, not a pill they felt they should swallow, by
integrating opera into popular culture through careful repertoire choice, medium-specific
adaptation, and an emphasis on two key features of presentation style, use of English and
a theatrical focus.
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I have suggested that the emergence of the NBC Opera was spurred by the
widespread mid-century ideology of cultural integration, a democratizing vision with a
distinctly anti-elite agenda that sought to present high culture in a form that could be
easily appreciated and enjoyed by a mass public mostly still unfamiliar with the elite art
form of opera. The economic boom of the post-World War II years aided the spread of
this ideology by offering a much broader swath of the American public – namely, the
rapidly growing middle class – increased leisure time and more disposable income that
could be spent on activities previously restricted to the elite sphere, thus contributing to
the leveling of the cultural playing field. Shifts in the demographic profile of American
society – particularly the decrease in numbers of European immigrants who had
traditionally formed the core of the American opera audience – added to the sense of
urgency of needing to develop an audience for opera among the Anglo-American public.
Moreover, the Cold War’s stimulation of a strong sense of American nationalism, along
with anxiety over cultural inferiority relative to Europe, offered a further impetus to
create a homegrown American opera culture. An additional key factor in contributing to
the appearance of the NBC-TV Opera Theater was the development and rapid spread of
LPs and especially television that offered millions of Americans the opportunity to be
exposed to opera and thus to develop a familiarity with a genre that had been much more
difficult to access in the past. These sociocultural forces thus combined to create a midcentury “cultural explosion,” of which NBC was a part, that saw a dramatic expansion in
the opportunities available to Americans to experience high culture that was now often
modified and adapted to be appealing, often in ways that brought certain features of
popular culture into the previously distant realm high culture. While opera posed some
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special challenges to this mission, the genre’s built-in elements of mass appeal in some
ways made it a good candidate for this integration-driven popularization.
As we have seen, NBC’s early productions were stylistically light and/or easily
musically accessible to new audiences, with repertoire selected and adapted in ways
intended to emphasize opera’s closeness with familiar forms of popular culture and to
downplay the genre’s foreignness. As the company’s aesthetic ambitions grew and its
resources increased, it staged some operas that were undeniably grand and lavish as well
as attempting more difficult and musically complex operas. An additional important
plank in the company’s platform was its commitment to commissioning and staging new
works by American composers in an effort to encourage a native form of opera composed
specifically for American audiences and to make opera into a living art form, not merely
a set of venerable masterpieces of the past. The medium of television, too, shaped NBC’s
opera productions by necessitating close-ups and a concomitant attention to realism, both
in the selection of singers and acting style, thus integrating opera into the wider world of
popular television entertainment by using many of the same visual techniques.
Microphones, too, replaced the need for large voices that could fill an auditorium with the
need for expressive singers with clear diction – and could even allow for lip-syncing
when a suitable looking singer couldn’t be found. Moreover, TV’s limited time slots led
to various types of abridgements and cuts that had the effect of streamlining and focusing
the operas, although opinions on the aesthetic success of these methods was mixed.
Finally, NBC’s presentation style that was centered on exclusive use of English and an
emphasis on conveying opera’s dramatic values also contributed to opera’s integration
with popular culture by not only making the content of opera more accessible and less
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foreign-seeming but also bringing opera into closer alliance with other forms of theater
that drew much of their appeal from the plot. The 1960 production of Don Giovanni
epitomizes these aesthetic ideals while also pointing up the inescapable tension between
art and the demands of commercial television – and more broadly, between conceptions
of art and entertainment – that ultimately led to the NBC Opera’s demise.
While the TV viewership of the NBC Opera can only be approximated, the
estimates suggest that audiences of the mid-1950s tended to be in the range of five to ten
million, large in absolute numbers but relatively small by the standards of mass
television. 516 By 1963, when over 90% of American households had TVs, the estimated
viewership for each of that year’s NBC operas was up to fifteen million. 517 Yet even this
number was insufficient to attract a regular sponsor for the program. Consequently, the
NBC Opera effectively remained a sustaining program, one that never quite became
commercially viable and survived financially thanks only to the generosity of a
committed network. Indeed, the perception that NBC had not changed opera’s
fundamental reputation in the United States was already prevalent in a 1964. According
to one contemporary observer, “in spite of Mr. Chotzinoff’s attempts to make it popular,
realistic, and understandable, opera will probably always remain somehow highbrow and
high culture to the average television viewer.” 518
In promoting popular opera at mid-century, NBC had repeatedly invoked the
genre’s cachet as a hurdle that could be overcome through reform of performance
practice, aided by the advent of television. With traditionalism cast aside, innovation
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emerged as a watchword. Opera’s function as a high-class art form was replaced by a
more down-to-earth, classless conception that sought to integrate the genre into the
broader context of popular entertainment in the burgeoning world of commercial
television. Yet even while rejecting opera’s notorious elitism and playing up its
entertaining and appealing aspects, promoters of popular opera could not escape its
highbrow cachet and become integrated in a convincing and enduring way with the
sphere of popular culture.
Rising production costs were also a major impediment to NBC’s operations,
particularly given the program’s difficulty in securing sponsors – and the critical backlash
it received when it did succeed in securing them. While productions in the 1951-52
season cost approximately $12,000 each, and the productions of the mid-fifties ran about
$30,000 to $40,000 each, in 1957, the (admittedly lavish) production of War and Peace
cost an astronomical $160,000, and the 1963 production of Menotti’s Labyrinth came in
at $130,000. 519 One way in which NBC economized in the early 1960s was by
broadcasting repeat showings of operas they had produced in previous years and limiting
the number of new productions. In the end, the NBC-TV Opera Theater offered 75
broadcasts of nearly 50 individual operas.
In addition to the problem of rising expenses, the TV environment was also
becoming more hostile to high culture after the culture boom of the mid- to late 1950s.
As Rose notes, “By the early 1960s, both The Voice of Firestone and Omnibus were
gone, victims of network programming policies that left little room for shows with less
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than crowd-pleasing potential.” 520 After Newton Minow’s 1961 indictment of TV
programming as a “vast wasteland,” however, the major commercial networks made an
effort to revitalize their cultural programming, sometimes even broadcasting culture
programs in prime time. This flurry, however, was short-lived, and the concern over
ratings and sponsors again took precedence, leading commercial television by the late
1960s back to programming that appealed to the largest audiences, with cultural
programs relegated to the newly expanded (non-profit) educational television network,
National Educational Television (NET). 521
In the 1980s, Browning himself acknowledged one of the central problems in
NBC’s project: the attempt to take a genre that thrives on traditions of artifice and make it
more realistic as a way of integrating it into popular culture was bound to run into
trouble. As he reminisced, “it now seems we were wrong through all those years when
we tried to make studio opera like music theater. We cast it to bring the dynamic down to
a conversational level, and we reached the point where the audience was saying, ‘Why
are they singing?’” 522 Staged opera’s traditions were thus at odds with TV opera’s
innovations, resulting at times in an unsatisfying mix of high and low cultural styles.
NBC’s trouble thus reflected opera’s conflicted status as a highbrow, culturally
elite genre in a populist, egalitarian age. The program’s inability, despite its bold
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adaptations, to survive long-term on commercial television – it folded after Chotzinoff’s
death in 1964 – brought out opera’s odd position as essentially a culturally highbrow art
form striving for mass entertainment appeal in an era when popular culture offered many
much more easily pleasing entertainment options. Indeed, opera on television inhabited
an odd cultural realm: even though opera in English lacked the glamour of traditional
foreign-language opera, opera of any kind on a popular, commercial medium like
television was still perceived as prestigious, while also being mostly unpopular and thus
bad for ratings. At mid-century opera was thus highly accessible, but it remained a niche
audience.
Taken as a whole, the NBC-TV Opera Theater, I suggest, was able to emerge and
to exist as long as it did – fifteen years – because it represented the ideal of cultural
integration so central to this era. That it disappeared after the death of its prime mover,
Samuel Chotzinoff, both highlights his centrality to NBC’s enterprise (and NBC’s
inability to find a replacement for him) and is suggestive of the well-acknowledged
changing cultural climate of the 1960s. 523 Although the NBC-TV Opera Theater did not
inspire comparable opera programs except for Adler’s own attempt to continue the
endeavor with the NET Opera, many of the techniques pioneered by program became
central to later opera broadcasting on television, most clearly through Kirk Browning’s
long years of involvement with the Met’s television broadcasts. The periodic returns in
subsequent decades to a concern with dramatic realism in opera, accomplished in part
with singers who look their parts, may also be a results of NBC’s efforts in that area. The
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tremendous success of Amahl and the Night Visitors, too, has been an important legacy of
the NBC-TV Opera Theater.
NBC’s ideal of cultural integration ultimately came up against the tension
inherent in putting opera on commercial television and seeking to make it financially
viable: the fact that for most people, and especially for cultural elites, art (i.e. high
culture) and commercial entertainment (i.e. popular culture) were fundamentally
incompatible, a tension especially visible in NBC’s 1960 production of Don Giovanni.
But the NBC-TV Opera nevertheless remains emblematic of the mid-century
sociocultural milieu, clearly exemplifying the broad trends of the era that revealed a
powerful ideological commitment to bringing high culture to the mass public in ways that
did not shy away from making sometimes radical modifications to the works in an effort
to make them widely accessible and appealing.
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Appendix
NBC Opera Theater (1949-1964) (name changed to NBC Opera Company in 1956)
* = American premiere
** = World premiere
Experimental Season (1948-49)
Barber of Seville (2 scenes)
The Bartered Bride (1 scene)
La Bohème (Act 4)
The Old Maid and the Thief (Menotti)

Dec. 25, 1948
Dec. 25, 1948
Feb. 2, 1949
Mar. 16, 1949

[1949-]1950
Down in the Valley (Weill)
Scenes from Puccini’s Madam Butterfly
The Bat (Fledermaus)
Tales of Hoffmann

Jan. 14, 1950
Feb. 6, 1950
Mar. 8, 1950
Apr. 30, 1950

1950-51
Scenes from Bizet’s Carmen
Hansel and Gretel
Gianni Schicchi

Dec. 17, 1950
Dec. 25, 1950
Feb. 11, 1951

1951-52
Pagliacci
R.S.V.P. (Monsieur Choufleuri) (Offenbach)
Amahl and the Night Visitors**
Pique Dame
Il Tabarro (The Cloak)
The Barber of Seville
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Gianni Schicchi

Oct. 4, 1951
Nov. 1, 1951
Dec. 24, 1951
Jan. 3, 1952
Feb. 14, 1952
Mar. 6, 1952
Apr. 13, 1952
May 1, 1952

1952-53
Billy Budd*
Trouble in Tahiti (Bernstein)
Amahl and the Night Visitors
The Marriage** (Martinů)
Sister Angelica
Rosenkavalier, Part 1
Rosenkavalier, Part 2

Oct. 19, 1952
Nov. 16, 1952
Dec. 25, 1952
Feb. 7, 1953
Mar. 7, 1953
Apr. 25, 1953
May 2, 1953

1953-54
Carmen
Macbeth
Amahl and the Night Visitors

Oct. 31, 1953
Nov. 28, 1953
Dec. 20, 1953
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The Marriage of Figaro, Part 1
The Marriage of Figaro, Part 2
Scenes from ‘The Taming of the Shrew’ (Giannini)
Pelleas and Melisande
Salome

Feb. 7, 1954
Feb. 13, 1954
Mar. 13, 1954
Apr. 10, 1954
May 8, 1954

1954-55
Abduction from the Seraglio
Sister Angelica
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Tosca
Ariadne (original version with The Would-Be Gentleman)
The Saint of Bleecker Street (Menotti)

Oct. 31, 1954
Dec. 5, 1954
Dec. 19, 1954
Jan. 23, 1955
Feb. 27, 1955
May 15, 1955

1955-56
Griffelkin** (Foss)
Madam Butterfly
Amahl and the Night Visitors
The Magic Flute
The Trial at Rouen** (Dello Joio)

Nov. 6, 1955
Dec. 4, 1955
Dec. 25, 1955
Jan. 15, 1956
Apr. 8, 1956

1956-57
La Bohème
Amahl and the Night Visitors
War and Peace*
La Grande Bretêche** (Hollingsworth)
La Traviata

Nov. 18, 1956
Dec. 24, 1956
Jan. 13, 1957
Feb. 10, 1957
Apr. 21, 1957

1957-58
Dialogues of the Carmelites
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Rigoletto
Cosi Fan Tutte

Dec. 8, 1957
Dec. 25, 1957
Feb. 16, 1958
Apr. 6, 1958

1958-59
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Maria Golovin* (Menotti)

Dec. 14, 1958
Mar. 8, 1959

1959-60
Fidelio
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Cavalleria Rusticana
Don Giovanni

Nov. 8, 1959
Dec. 24, 1959
Jan. 31, 1960
Apr. 10, 1960
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1960-61
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Deseret** (Kastle)
Fidelio (repeat)
Boris Godunov

Dec. 24, 1960
Jan. 1, 1961
Feb. 5, 1961
Mar. 26, 1961

1961-62
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Boris Godunov (repeat)
Don Giovanni (repeat)
The Love of Three Kings (Montemezzi)
Cavalleria Rusticana (repeat)

Dec. 25, 1961
Jan. 18, 1962
Jan. 28, 1962
Feb. 25, 1962
Mar. 25, 1962

1962-63
Amahl and the Night Visitors
The Love of Three Kings (repeat)
Labyrinth** (Menotti)
St. Matthew Passion, Part 1 524
St. Matthew Passion, Part 2

Dec. 23, 1962
Jan. 27, 1963
Mar. 3, 1963
Mar. 31, 1963
Apr. 7, 1963

1963-64
Labyrinth (repeat)
Amahl and the Night Visitors (new production)
Lucia di Lammermoor
St. Matthew Passion (repeat; 3 hrs.)
Amahl and the Night Visitors (repeat)

Nov. 24, 1963
Dec. 23, 1963
Jan. 19, 1964
Mar. 22, 1964
Dec. 20, 1964
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Interlude 2
The almost four and a half decades since 1970 have seen a dramatic revolution in
the way opera is both produced and consumed. The explosion of technological
developments that have led to an increase in the number of ways to access and experience
opera have resulted in major aesthetic reevaluations of what democratized opera could or
should be. I suggest that four major factors have contributed to the shift from the
predominant ideology of integration underlying the democratization of opera in America
in mid-century to the present-day ideology of cultural authenticity that began in the
1970s. Public television, supertitles, opera films, and the Internet have all affected the
character and dissemination of popularly oriented opera in ways that differ distinctly
from the approaches of earlier eras while also exhibiting elements of continuity in their
goal to draw ever larger audiences to opera. This interlude will show how the importance
of the ideology of authenticity in democratizing opera was in large part an outgrowth of
these four post-1970 features.

Public Television
The spread of public television in the 1960s that culminated with the creation of
PBS in 1970 alongside the ongoing development of commercial television had a major
impact on the scale of opera dissemination and contributed to the growth of the ideal of
cultural authenticity in popularly oriented opera. Opera appeared on television at the
beginning of the TV era in the late 1940s with the NBC-TV Opera Theater along with a
number of other initiatives (see Chapter 2), all of which were part of a diverse array of
programming that was subject to the demands of commercial television, which was
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initially the only kind of television. Until the 1960s, the vast majority of television
offerings were broadcast on the three major commercial (for-profit) networks, NBC,
ABC, and CBS. This meant that these networks relied on sponsors whose advertisements
were broadcast in order to pay for the programming. Nevertheless, networks sometimes
offered high culture programming without commercial sponsorship, meaning that the
network itself covered the costs of the programming. Irrespective of the funding source,
even programs with highbrow material were explicitly aimed at the mass public and
sought to attract as many viewers as possible in order to secure sufficiently high ratings
to keep them on the air.
But as the 1950s went by, the concern over Nielsen ratings began to preoccupy
the television networks, which adjusted their programming as necessary to draw the
largest possible audiences. This policy alone would have been enough to diminish
opera’s presence on television, but in addition, by the late 1950s, producing opera had
became so expensive and public interest was considered insufficiently high that networks
became reluctant to continue footing the bill. High culture became a less frequent feature
on commercial television, a trend that accelerated over the subsequent decade. According
to the Encyclopedia of Television, “the Big Three networks [NBC, ABC, and CBS]
virtually abandoned classical music to the fledgling NET public network by the late
1960s… [Moreover,] reflecting the increasing dominance of market segmentation, ratings
for most musical variety shows were plummeting by the mid-1970s,” variety shows being
the main place on commercial television where classical music, including opera,
continued to appear. 525 The authors also note the “influence of rock counterculture with
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its ideology of authenticity [that] made the presentation of live music more important,” a
development that may have affected opera producers looking for ways to democratize the
genre via television, a medium in which live opera broadcasts did indeed become
important once technology made it possible in the 1970s. 526
Since 1952, there had also been a non-commercial public TV network called
National Educational Television. Funded by the Ford Foundation, the network aimed to
offer sophisticated and intellectual programming. By the late 1950s, NET sought to
escape its reputation for being dry and boring – it had become known as the “university
of the air” – by expanding its programming offerings and establishing itself as a more
prominent feature of television with the goal of becoming the “fourth network.” By the
1960s, public television had indeed become a prominent feature of the media world and
was a natural venue for cultural fare that some elites considered worthwhile but did not
typically draw large enough audiences to attract commercial sponsors. Although NET
had folded by 1970, it was replaced by the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) that took
over NET’s original mission of national non-commercial educational programming. 527
Public television’s elimination of the commercial exigencies of the for-profit
networks provided an opportunity to present high culture in ways that did not necessarily
have to make a special effort to appeal to mass audiences. Rather, this channel could
make a range of high culture regularly available on a mass scale so the public could have
a taste of elite culture unchanged by what had once been common modifications intended
to cater to audiences unfamiliar with high culture such as opera. Some producers and
directors did, however, continue efforts to attract broad audiences and to that end staged
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opera that was specially adapted to television and that could appeal to audiences new to
the genre. One example of such an approach was taken by the National Educational
Television Opera (the NET Opera) run by Peter Herman Adler, former artistic director of
the NBC-TV Opera Theater that had ended its operations in 1964. 528 (Kirk Browning,
who had been the director of the NBC-TV Opera, was also the director of the NET
Opera.) Even this program, despite presenting some operas that were modified to appeal
to the general public, also aired avant-garde works unlikely to appeal to novices. Public
television was thus able to focus on a niche audience, seemingly with the hope that a
broader public would, through exposure, come to acquire the elite tastes of the original
minority audience.
One way of viewing the shift from opera on television – democratized opera – at
mid-century compared to the last quarter of the century is as a transition from perceiving
opera as educational entertainment to perceiving it as entertaining education. The very
name of Adler’s opera program, the National Educational Television (NET) Opera, and
the public network on which it aired unavoidably made opera into an educational
enterprise. This placement of opera, along with subsequent opera programs, on public
television contributed to establishing opera’s status as an educational type of
entertainment and one with highbrow status and cultural cachet that it derived from its
elite associations.
By the late 1970s, once technology had advanced sufficiently to make
broadcasting directly from the opera stage both feasible and effective (as opposed to
efforts a few decades earlier that had been hampered by inadequate technology), the Met
once again entered the world of opera on television with its Great Performances, a
528
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program begun in 1972 (and which was the forerunner of broadcasts of concerts of
classical music and opera on the cable network Bravo beginning in 1980 529 ), as well as
with Live from Lincoln Center, begun in 1976, and Live from the Met, begun in 1977.
Rather than having to create special programs for television, the Met could simply
transfer its existing performances to television cameras, thereby disseminating elite opera
on a mass scale, now visually in addition to aurally, as the Met had been doing with its
Saturday Afternoon at the Opera radio program. The views of critics such as John
Ardoin, who felt modified opera for television was undesirable, may have fueled
enthusiasm over the new ability to transfer elite (onstage) opera directly to mass-oriented
television without the need for cuts. As Ardoin wrote as late as 1983, “cuts for the sake of
spoon-feeding a television audience are simply not the answer to the dilemma of opera on
television, nor could they be used to form the basis of a philosophy towards opera on
television. The challenge is one of serving the composer without neglecting the
medium.” 530
According to music critic and author Martin Mayer, the point of live telecasts
from the stage was less to televise the opera than to televise that particular performance
of the opera, emphasizing journalistically, or authentically, reproducing the onstage
experience instead of adapting the work for the specifics of television. 531 As a result, the
aesthetic views and production values of the Met’s performances were directly
transferred to the democratized television opera product, meaning that popularly oriented
opera was no longer a separate product, instead looking just like elite opera, but made
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accessible through television. 532 This situation thus created the conditions for a turn
toward authenticity in the presentation style of popularly oriented opera as it emulated the
authenticity focus of elite-oriented opera and became in some ways practically
indistinguishable from it.
The fact that public television, which was New York-based, became a mass
distributed showcase for opera that proved New York’s status as a cultural mecca further
contributed to the ideology of authenticity in popularly oriented opera. If America was to
show its mastery of operatic culture and highlight its prominence and prestige on the
international music scene, the opera broadcasts on public television – which
democratized an otherwise elite product – needed to hew to the authenticity-focused
aesthetic standards of elite-oriented opera. As the host of a 1984 TV celebration of
Lincoln Center’s achievements put it, the institution was “a reflection of the maturing of
this country from its period of practical pioneering to its present international role in the
performing arts. … America needed a place for its own performing arts to come of age.
… [Lincoln Center is] where night after night American lays claim to its world preeminence in the performing arts.” 533
As a result, opera on television, ostensibly a democratized cultural product, came
to embody the ideal of cultural authenticity. Indeed, as Joseph Horowitz puts it, “for all
the talk of democratizing high culture, ‘Great Performances,’ like music appreciation
fifty years ago, also inculcates paradoxical elitism. Rather than great music’s aura of
exclusivity being negated, partaking in the exclusive aura is made a democratic
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privilege.” 534 Public television, therefore, while on the one hand making it possible to
broadcast opera on a mass scale and hence contributing to democratizing the genre, on
the other hand contributed to bringing the elite aesthetic of cultural authenticity into the
popularly oriented sphere as the network brought opera to the mass public by
broadcasting productions originally intended for an elite public.

Supertitles
Another post-1970s technological development that contributed to the growth of
authenticity in democratized opera was the introduction of supertitles, or surtitles, as they
were originally called when they were first introduced in 1983. 535 Since these
simultaneous projections – usually above the stage – of the translation of the words being
sung allow the audience to understand the story, opera producers can stage the opera in
the original language without major loss of meaning. The advent of the democratizing
effort of in-house titling in the vernacular of the audience, similar to subtitles on
television, 536 has thus cemented the tradition of foreign-language opera performance, a
cornerstone of cultural authenticity, even in productions intended to appeal to a broader
public than typically attends the opera. 537
Titles were originally introduced as a measure to combat the dominant view of
opera as an elitist, exclusive genre. In one sense they were an excellent solution because
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they preserved opera in its original form while making its content accessible to the
uninitiated. A CBC radio program from 1983 about the Canadian Opera Company’s
pioneering introduction of surtitles noted that the company’s director of publicity was
working very hard to show that pretension and pomposity are gone from opera.
Mr. Howell says, “We’re in the entertainment business. Our product is opera. Our
product is an entertaining, theatrical product that we hope people are going to
come out and enjoy. And we are doing everything in our power to let people
know that it’s entertaining, it’s accessible, it’s fun, it can also be very serious. It
can be the highest form of drama and it can be the lowest form of comedy.” 538
According to the report, the titles are a “device that finally makes it possible for ordinary
people to understand what’s going on onstage.” 539
But in another sense, supertitles are problematic. They have allowed for a type of
democratization of opera that nevertheless preserves opera’s other elite qualities, not only
in language but also in length and staging style as producers can create performances that
appeal mainly to experienced opera viewers while making the argument that the
productions are also accessible to all because of the titles. Another byproduct of
supertitles has been the decline of English-language productions in America. Since titles
allow audiences to understand the libretto, the argument goes, translating opera is no
longer necessary, obviating the inevitable compromises made in translations. But some
critics contend that titles are an imperfect vehicle for conveying an opera’s content since
audience members are forced to read the words rather than apprehending their meaning
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directly through the music. Scholar Tom Sutcliffe summarizes the impact of supertitles
thus:
The facility of simultaneous translation therefore satisfies a not unprecedented
audience desire, hitherto technologically impossible to fulfil, to understand
perfectly the experience being witnessed. Naturally surtitles are overwhelmingly
popular, though they may lower the theatrical temperature, and they certainly do
alter the way audiences listen to the text being sung – with meaning filtered
through a written medium that inevitably lacks the subjective expressive
qualification supplied by a subtle, sensitive singer-actor. Another likely result
may be greater internationalization of opera as a live theatrical experience, and
confirmation of the primacy of original language performances. … For languagecultures or nations which have not already created a native operatic repertoire, the
availability of surtitles is likely to make it much harder for the art of opera to be
naturalized and incorporated into the native repertoire… the promotion and
almost universal acceptance of the principle that opera is best performed in the
composer’s original language seems both ironical and perhaps in need of robust
questioning.” 540
Yet, as Sutcliffe points out, this focus on original language performance is in a way
inauthentic: “the idea that operas are composed in one language and should not ideally be
displaced from that language into another runs counter to the clearly expressed preference
over the centuries of many great opera composers of the past (Mozart and Verdi, for
instance). It undermines an understanding of opera as a collaborative theatrical art form
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demanding in performance various creative compromises.” 541 Still, supertitles can be said
to bolster cultural authenticity in adhering to the current elite standard of performing
operas in their original languages.
Furthermore, despite their democratizing intention, supertitles may go against the
populist mission in making opera seem distant and embalmed rather than immediate and
living. As Sutcliffe writes, “surtitles reinforce the impression created by opera on CD,
DVD and video, that opera should be idealized as a museum art-form, something to be
appreciated and worshipped rather than adapted and used.” 542 Consequently, with respect
to reception, supertitles have made opera simultaneously more accessible and more
remote.
Supertitles may have influenced production style, too, in that directors have less
of a need to visually narrate the events of the libretto through stage action and can turn to
more creative interpretations. Indeed, supertitles appeared concurrently with efforts at
novelty in staging (the last few decades are sometimes referred to as the “Age of the
Director”), a need that itself was an outgrowth of the fact that the operatic repertoire is
predominantly limited to masterworks of the past. More specifically, as Sutcliffe writes,
“the observable switch in production style from more or less dutiful naturalism to a kind
of morally loaded surrealism. Instead of pursuing basic narrative, many opera
productions nowadays are led by a governing concept.” 543 This approach has thus pushed
opera in the direction of cultural authenticity in productions that seek to more effectively
convey an opera’s core essence, even if that means deviating from the literalism of the
composer’s staging instructions that might be more easily accessible to those unfamiliar
541
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with the genre. Opera democratized via supertitles, therefore, often harbors and even
encourages the dominant elite trend of cultural authenticity by allowing producers not
only the opportunity to preserve all the original text and music but also the opportunity to
stage the opera according to the aesthetic principles desired by cultural elites.

Opera Films
Another twentieth-century opera democratizing phenomenon that gathered
momentum in the last quarter of the century is opera films – recorded productions of fulllength operas in a movie format. 544 The technological resources of tape and the
advantages of cinema allowed directors not only to do multiple takes but also to film on
location, out of doors, and in the studio, as well as to do stunts and create special effects,
to have extravagant costumes, and the ability to hire actors who lip-sync, thus ensuring
that the characters both look their parts and sing beautifully. These features of opera films
collectively cultivated a view of opera that offered not only a polished and refined
musical performance but also productions that were artistically more sophisticated than
anything possible onstage. As a result, the tremendous range of opera films, both live and
not, and variously intended for television, the cinema, or home consumption on video
tape or DVD, have allowed the elite aesthetic value of cultural authenticity to permeate
the populist world of opera films.
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The flowering of full-length films of operas occurred in the late 1970s and
1980s, 545 although opera films of various types had been around since the early years of
the twentieth century. 546 The additional layer of interpretation introduced by diverse
camera angles and types of shots, as well as the possibility of sound overlay, makes film
an incredibly flexible and powerful medium for opera. Because of the freedom offered by
film, opera directors have been able to pursue their artistic vision on a scale far beyond
what is possible to do onstage. Since cultural authenticity was becoming a prominent
feature of elite-oriented opera during the period of the flourishing of opera films, the
ideology also often found its way into opera films – often directed by famous stage opera
directors – that were promoted as a popularly oriented product.
Indeed, although some opera films make cuts and adapt the original in various,
sometimes radical, ways, others faithfully reproduce many of the same features of
onstage elite-oriented opera, such as the use of foreign languages with subtitles, perform
most, if not all, of the score and libretto, and even use some stage conventions, although
these are often softened or otherwise modified. Not surprisingly, many films also employ
star singers who bring to the screen version their stage experience and habits.
Consequently, democratized opera in the form of opera films in fact often emulated
elements of elite-oriented opera, making even this popularly oriented product reflect the
elite aesthetic preference of cultural authenticity rather than pursuing a separate,
specifically democratically oriented artistic path. Opera films thus contributed to
democratized opera’s move away from being a distinct and separate cultural product (that
is, different from elite-oriented opera) that modified the genre to appeal to new audiences
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toward a cultural product that in the democratized form of film traded on the cachet and
prestige of its resemblance to elite-oriented opera.

The Internet
The Internet has accelerated the trend toward cultural authenticity in democratized
opera in being an extension of popularizing endeavors in other media. Live broadcasts
from opera houses are regularly streamed online, and a vast trove of recordings from
video tape that have been digitized as well as recent high-quality digital video recordings
are all easily available to the opera maven and the casual viewer alike. As a result, the
cultural authenticity that infuses many of these productions, particularly those since the
1970s, is transferred to the democratized mass context, making elite aesthetic values a
central feature even of opera intended to appeal to the broadest possible audience that can
now be reached through the dissemination offered by mass media, and by extension, the
Internet.
Since its appearance in 2005, YouTube has been one aspect of opera on the
Internet that has dramatically expanded the range of options available to any person with
an Internet connection. Both entire operas and excerpts are accessible on YouTube, some
of which are people’s personal video recordings of live performances and others that are
taken from DVDs. Other websites, such as operacast.com, operamusicbroadcast.com,
medici.tv, and the Met’s own metopera.org, among others offer both audio and video
recordings and live broadcasts of historic and contemporary recordings in astonishing
quantities. Not only is much of this content free, it is tremendously easy to access and
search, effectively breaking down the access barrier to opera which has long been touted
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as the reason for its low levels of popularity. But clearly access is only one piece of the
puzzle in democratizing opera. Since practically all these recordings and broadcasts are
elite-oriented opera that is simply made accessible via the internet, a person unfamiliar
with opera would most likely find this material difficult to apprehend, even if it is easily
viewed with a simple Internet search and click of the mouse. Thus the democratized
product available to the mass public reflects, by and large, the value of cultural
authenticity that imbues much of present-day elite-oriented opera production.
Thanks in large part to public television, supertitles, opera films, and the Internet,
therefore, the ideal of cultural authenticity in opera production thus became increasingly
entrenched in democratized opera. Technology led to a shifting of the popularly oriented
product from an experience that offered modified opera, intended as a culturally easy
entry point to a highbrow genre, to an experience that offered easy access to what
remained a fundamentally elite – that is, culturally authentic – product.
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Chapter 3: The Met: Live in HD
A 2006 New York Times article summarized the stereotypical view of America’s
most venerable opera company: “Everything about the Metropolitan Opera conveys
elegance and sophistication, from the gasp-inducing Zeffirelli sets and gawkworthy
gowns (onstage and off) to the rows of Champagne flutes on the bar at intermission. It
can all be intimidating, to say nothing of ticket prices as high as $375. And indeed the
regular audience at the Met – the average subscriber is a 62-year-old making $120,000 a
year – has been dwindling steadily over the last decade.” 547 General director Peter Gelb,
who came to the helm in the 2006-07 season, sought to mitigate the company’s elitist
image and falling ticket sales by launching an extensive makeover of the organization,
driven in large part by new media-based initiatives. As Gelb himself put it in a CBS 60
Minutes feature in the fall of 2013, “I go in every day to the Met knowing that…there is a
battle to be waged and fought for the survival of this art form.” 548 Indeed, as CBS
reported, when Gelb took over the Met in 2006, it was “awash in debt with falling
attendance and an audience which might not be around much longer.” Gelb described the
Met at that point as being “way behind the times. And it had become so mired in images
of elitism that unless that changed, unless it was prepared to become accessible – as opera
once had been – it was going to be very difficult for the Met to survive.”549
In order to ensure the Met’s continued existence by making its offerings
increasingly accessible, Gelb has overseen media endeavors such as the Sirius XM Radio
Channel and the Met Opera on Demand iPad App, while also implementing in-house
changes such as new ticket policies, including lower prices for the least expensive tickets,
547
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an easier way to purchase tickets in standing room, and a special rush program that makes
$100 orchestra seats available for $20. Gelb has also made some dress rehearsals open to
the public (and free) and broadcast opera on the screens in Times Square and Lincoln
Center. All of these initiatives are intended to, in Gelb’s words, “lift the veil of formality
that has shrouded the Met in recent decades.” 550
But the most prominent and far-reaching of the Met’s recent democratizing efforts
under Gelb has been The Met: Live in HD. 551 Begun in the winter of 2006, these ongoing
live broadcasts of select performances from the opera house to movie theaters worldwide
are designed to make opera more accessible and appealing. The project, now in its eighth
season, is the most recent large-scale effort to prevent opera in America from fading into
oblivion. The many assertions of novelty notwithstanding, the HD initiative in fact bears
many of the hallmarks of previous efforts to democratize opera in America since the late
nineteenth century. In promoting the elite genre of opera as socially inclusive, the Met’s
HD project is one of many recurring popularization attempts that have included, as we
have seen, producing opera in English, offering it at “popular prices,” and disseminating
it ever more widely through media such as radio and television.
Yet even while drawing in certain ways on the legacy of the ideologies of cultural
uplift and integration that characterized earlier opera democratizing efforts, the HD
transmissions differ from these initiatives in an important way. I argue that the HD
broadcasts are characterized by the ideology of authenticity, promoting an “authentic”
experience of opera, both in the sense of offering a cultural product that embodies opera’s
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core artistic essence, and in the sense of conveying the unique liveness of the event.552
Although ostensibly catering to a broad range of tastes, these broadcasts remain culturally
highbrow by prioritizing both musical and textual authenticity: rather than changing
opera itself to make it more popular, the Met has changed the way opera is framed and
marketed and emphasizes opera’s value as a prestigious historical artifact in need of
preservation. In these respects, therefore, the HD initiative is representative of
authenticity-driven popularizing efforts of the last few decades.
I further suggest that this focus on authenticity has been influenced by the trends
of multiculturalism and cultural pluralism that have come to characterize American
society since around 1970. Changes in academia, too, in responding to these sociocultural
and ideological shifts have also contributed to the spread of the ideal of authenticity as
music scholars have influenced performance practice through the publication of their
research, including new critical and performing editions. Moreover, the
sociodemographic changes in America since 1970 – namely, the declining proportion of
European immigrants in the U.S. population – and technological developments including
not only the expansion of public television but also the rise of the Internet, HD
capabilities, and mobile devices, have also had a major impact on the strategies employed
for democratizing opera. In particular, the ease of dissemination offered by mass media
has led to a collapsing of the distinction between regular opera productions and those that
are specifically part of a democratizing effort.
To contextualize the cultural climate in which the Met’s HD broadcasts have
arisen, I begin with an examination of sociocultural developments of the last few
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decades, considering changes in sociodemographics, perceptions of class and its relation
to culture, and technology. After briefly discussing the position of high culture in
America since 1970, the concept of authenticity and how it applies to opera, as well as
pointing to additional sociocultural factors influencing the rise of the idea, I provide an
overview of the emergence and development of the Met’s HD initiative, its target
audiences, and the ways it is seeking to make opera appeal to these broader audiences.
Then, analyzing the HD broadcasts themselves, a sample of the copious media coverage
of them, and some of the Met’s own promotional materials, as well as drawing on
material from personal interviews I have conducted with Met personnel, I demonstrate
how the value of authenticity informs various elements of the Met’s HD productions.
Although they have been a frequent topic in the media, the HD broadcasts have thus far
generated only a small body of academic literature, none of which considers them in the
context of the history of the democratization of opera, as I do here. 553
The elements I examine are the repertoire of the HD broadcasts, including the
score and libretto (part 1), the nature of the medium, including HD technology,
camerawork, and venue (part 2), and the presentation style, including language and the
special behind-the-scenes features (part 3). A case study (part 4) of the Met’s HD
production from 2010 of Bizet’s Carmen, featuring Elīna Garanča and Roberto Alagna,
offers an in-depth examination of how a single production embodies the ideology of
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authenticity in the various respects analyzed in parts 1 through 3. I conclude the chapter
with a look at other prominent opera popularizing initiatives of the last decade and
consider the results of recent surveys of HD and live opera attendance in America to give
some context for evaluating the success of the HD broadcasts at democratizing opera.
I use the term “authenticity” to characterize the predominant modern-day focus in
opera democratization because of the clear efforts on so many fronts to underscore – and
use as a drawing card – how a given production or performance is adhering to what is
considered a “true” or “proper” notion of opera. This can sometimes take the form of a
traditional approach to staging and score/libretto but can also take the form of new
productions that bring the latest scholarly research on score/libretto and performance
practice to bear. These two approaches, which could be called “traditional” and
“scholarly,” both offer audiences a different type of authenticity, an authenticity of
experience and an authenticity of work, respectively. The former emphasizes the
authenticity attached to experiencing a traditional, time-honored mode of opera while the
latter underscores the authenticity that comes from seeing a production that incorporates
new research about the “original” version of an opera that is thought to more closely
convey the composer’s intentions than previous productions.
This emphasis on the ideology of authenticity in opera democratization parallels
the emphasis on other ideologies in popularizing efforts of earlier periods. As we have
seen, from the late 1890s through the 1920s, the ideology of uplift informed opera
popularization. Productions were shaped and marketed with an eye to highlighting
opera’s highbrow character and potential to educate and improve its audiences, even
while the operas were sometimes modified to ensure their accessibility to mass
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audiences. From the 1920s through the 1970s, by contrast, the ideology of integration
replaced the uplift project in the democratization of opera, with producers now
downplaying instead of emphasizing opera’s highbrow features. Democratizing opera
around mid-century meant blurring the distinction between opera and more popular types
of musical theater and in the process seeking to integrate opera into mainstream popular
culture. Opera’s elite character and uniqueness as a genre were intentionally obscured in
order to make it seem less forbidding or strange to audiences unfamiliar with the genre.
Since about 1970, even though the latter goal of making opera seem accessible to
mass audiences persists, the approach has shifted to one that emphasizes authenticity as
the aesthetic aim. Productions now typically underscore opera’s uniqueness and show
how a given production is communicating the artistic essence of the genre as well as its
liveness so that audiences who might be new to opera can feel confident that they are
experiencing “the real thing” rather than a modified alternative, which is tacitly
understood as inferior. Although the prevalence of Regietheater, or director’s theater, in
opera production over the last few decades might seem to call into question this ideal of
authenticity, opera democratizing efforts in America hardly ever feature Regietheater
productions. 554 Popularly-oriented opera, even when it overlaps with elite oriented opera,
tends to focus instead on more traditional approaches that convey to audiences that they
are getting an authentic opera experience. Although my emphasis in this chapter will be
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on the HD broadcasts from 2006 to the present, I will also examine the Met’s non-HD
activity to provide context for assessing the HD transmissions. In sum, I show how The
Met: Live in HD reveals both continuity and change in its effort to mitigate the
longstanding tension between opera’s elite traditionalism and the need to appeal to mass
audiences to ensure its survival.

Sociocultural Context
The last quarter of the twentieth century and first decade of the twenty-first have
been a period of tremendous change in America. Shifts in the country’s demographic
make-up, concerns over growing social inequality and shifting class structures, and a
range of new technologies have all affected not only the perception and position of high
culture in our society but also the way it is disseminated and framed. The modes and
goals of opera democratization have therefore responded to this new environment, as I
will show, by focusing on authenticity as a guiding principle.
In recent decades, the decline in the proportion of European immigrants in the
population – an important core target audience for opera democratization – has changed
the contours of America’s cultural landscape. This development was the outcome of the
national origins quota system of the mid-1920s targeting mainly European countries,
which resulted in the percentage of foreign-born residents in the U.S. reaching an all-time
low of 4.7% in 1970. 555 (The number of foreign-born U.S. residents from Europe has
555
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held more or less constant since 1970, hovering around 5 million.) Since part of the
assumption in opera democratization efforts has been that the mass public comes from
cultures with a tradition of operagoing but doesn’t have the means or opportunity to
access it, this sociodemographic shift seems to have contributed to a new popularization
strategy grounded in the rhetoric of authenticity. Potential new operagoers are typically
assumed not to know much about opera and not to be part of a culture that traditionally
attends the opera. Consequently, current opera democratizers begin from the premise that
opera is a near total novelty for the audiences they are seeking to attract. They also base
their appeals on the belief that the public wants to participate in an elite tradition of opera
attendance and wants to experience it in the proper manner – but also wants it to be
affordable and accessible and non-elitist. Popularly oriented opera is therefore promoted
as highbrow entertainment that is both culturally authentic and socially inclusive.
Matters of class and social structure in America have also been a pressing issue
over the past decades in ways that affect cultural consumption, including opera. The press
has frequently reported on growing social inequality in this country (“the ninety-nine
percent” vs. “the one percent”). Contemporary observers have also noted that not only are
there in fact distinct classes in modern America, the classlessness rhetoric
notwithstanding, but also that there are clear cultural gaps between the classes founded
primarily on education and secondarily on income. 556 Avrom Fleishman labels the new
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and distinct upper professional class that has arisen over the last two decades as the “New
Class.” As Fleishman puts it, “criticism of the New Class offers tacit acknowledgment of
a fact about turn-of-the-millennium America usually ignored or denied: that it is a class
society. Social transformation in the wake of high technology has, moreover, tended not
toward classlessness but toward the formation of new classes, with the inevitable tensions
that new entrants generate.” 557 Charles Murray similarly observes the rise of what he
calls a new upper class since the mid-1960s accompanied by the “emergence of a new
and distinctive culture among [this] highly influential segment of American society.” 558
His primary argument is that both upper and lower classes have developed that are
“different in kind and in their degree of separation from anything that the nation has ever
known,” noting that they “diverge on core behaviors and values,” which has in turn
created an ever widening cultural gap. 559
As Murray argues, whereas much of American society around mid-century
enjoyed similar sorts of activities, including cultural ones, if in separate venues, in the
present day aesthetic tastes have become increasingly segregated by class. Indeed, recent
survey research has suggested that even attempts to democratize opera have tended to
draw traditional – that is, highly educated and affluent – audiences. 560 Opera is almost
never found in the popular or even middle class sphere except as a signal of elitism, and
then often satirically. As a result, opera producers have essentially been forced into fully
embracing the genre’s elite identity since the market is not big enough to enable
companies to regularly stage different types of opera productions to appeal to both its
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core and potential audiences. The trend has thus been to focus on offering the highest
quality, authentic cultural product (in large part in order not to alienate core audiences),
and then promoting this identity in its democratizing efforts, framing easy access to opera
as easy access to high culture and the elite or upper class status associated with
appreciating it. As we will see, however, the seeming decline in aspiration among the
general public to imitate the upper class has meant that this strategy has found little
success, as evidenced by the closing in late 2013 of even as well-established an opera
company as the New York City Opera, which was founded in the mid-twentieth century
and had a history of attracting some of the most famous opera stars of the international
stage.
Another type of culture-related segregation exists within the new upper class: the
longstanding divide between social and cultural elites. Cultural elites – the group that
most reliably patronizes the opera – are those who may not be in the highest earning
brackets but who have the highest levels of education. Some present-day social elites still
do patronize the opera but less consistently than in the past as opera has become less
effective as a sign of status, likely due to the decline in the mass public’s aspiration to
emulate elites. A prominent box at a baseball game, or courtside seats at a basketball
game, for example, seem to have become more common as contemporary public displays
of wealth and status by social elites. Consequently, the strongest drivers in opera
production and consumption are cultural elites (without being tempered much by social
elites, as in the past) whose tastes have tended toward an aesthetically authentic type of
opera. Although even big opera companies like the Met still regularly rely on popular
favorites like La Bohème and La Traviata, they are produced according to the tenets of
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cultural authenticity. These productions are in turn disseminated to the public via
democratizing efforts that modify the experience of opera – that is, mediated by HD
simulcasts or TV broadcasts – without modifying its content from elite standards, as was
done in the past.
Authenticity in popularly oriented opera production is thus an outgrowth of
current identity politics. As sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has argued, social groups use
aesthetic tastes and behaviors as markers of identity. Newcomers can enter the social
group by adopting these aesthetic preferences through the acquisition of “cultural capital”
(in this case, knowledge of and experience with opera). 561 As present-day classes diverge
and cultural elites become increasingly segregated from other social groups in their
behaviors and tastes, highbrow culture like opera presented in an authentic manner has
become a tool of identity politics that is wielded as a marker of aesthetic sophistication –
although this taste is not required for entry into the class of social elites, only cultural
elites. Modified opera (translated or abridged) is typically eschewed in popularizing
efforts because cultural elites perceive it to be “inauthentic,” a message that gets
conveyed to the general public, which learns that anything short of authentic opera isn’t
worth patronizing. Since many cultural elites are concerned about “diluting” opera by
making any changes to it, evidenced by the frequent discussions in the media about this
issue, even popularly oriented opera – which uses its highbrow cachet as a selling point
along with accessibility – is focused on promoting an aesthetic of authenticity. Opera thus
has become an increasingly niche cultural form that relies on its uniqueness, its difference
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from the vast array of other cultural products in the art and entertainment market, to
appeal to the mass public. 562
The expansion of television (especially public television), the emergence of the
Internet, and the development of a wide range of mobile devices have also dramatically
changed how Americans receive and consume information and how they spend their
leisure time. The sheer multiplicity of entertainment options that technology has made
available means that opera is merely one option among many, in effect making it less
likely to be selected to be consumed. Opera – along with everything else – is now
extremely easily disseminated, even if the better tickets to the opera house remain
expensive. In the present day, access to opera is therefore no longer an issue since anyone
can find anything for free on YouTube or see it on PBS. Rather, the barrier that remains
to broader interest in opera is entrenched taste preferences, possibly a “sour grapes”
attitude among this general public that might be a legacy of opera’s perceived
inaccessibility and/or an anti-elite disposition. 563 The possibilities offered by new
technologies – namely, to make available on a mass scale, both visually and aurally, a
style of opera typically reserved only for elites – have allowed opera democratizers to
popularize opera through new framing and packaging but without needing to create
special types of popularly oriented productions.
562
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Democratized opera thus retains the authenticity prized by cultural elites who
promote their preferred style of opera as the best kind of opera that the mass public can
get, spreading the idea that this is what the public should want and can now enjoy, thanks
to technology. Technology, therefore, has allowed essentially everyone with a TV or an
Internet connection or a nearby movie theater to have easy, even immediate, access to
elite-style opera. Opera democratizers in turn emphasize the authentic nature of the
cultural product and of the overall experience that are being made accessible, thus
allowing the public to be exposed to opera without feeling that the mediated format
detracts from getting the “real” thing or that opera’s highbrow status is in any way
compromised. As Gelb himself put it in a keynote speech at Opera America’s “Opera
Conference 2006,” one of the Met’s goals is “lifting the veil of formality that envelops
the Met without reducing its glamorous appeal, by opening rehearsals to the general
public and developing greater and more significant education and audience outreach
programs, inside and outside of our building, that are informal and accessible.” 564 In
short, opera in the present day trades on its cultural cachet but is nonetheless promoted as
non-elitist on the basis of the ease of access to the genre provided by technology.

Opera and High Culture Since 1970
In 2005, New York Times columnist David Brooks offered his take on the current
state of high culture in America. His main observation – one echoed by other
contemporary writers – is that, in contrast to the present day, the 1950s and 1960s were a
period of cultural aspiration, of a desire to become familiar with so-called high culture.
During that time, he writes, articles in mainstream magazines like Time and Newsweek
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“were pitched at middle-class people across the country who aspired to have the same
sorts of conversations as the New York and Boston elite.…They devoted as much space
to opera as to movies because an educated person was expected to know something about
opera, even if that person had no prospect of actually seeing one.” 565 He goes on to note
that
That doesn’t happen today. And it’s not that the magazines themselves are
dumber or more commercial (they were always commercial). It’s the whole
culture that has changed. Back in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s, middlebrow
culture, which is really high-toned popular culture, was thriving in America.
There was still a sense that culture is good for your character, and that a
respectable person should spend time absorbing the best that has been thought and
said. The middlebrow impulse in America dates at least to Ralph Waldo Emerson
and the belief that how one spends one’s leisure time is intensely important. Time
spent with consequential art uplifts character, and time spent with dross debases
it. It’s true there was a great mood of take-your-vitamins earnestness about the
middlebrow enterprise. But it led to high levels of mass cultural literacy, to Great
Books volumes on parlor shelves and to a great deal of accessible but reasonably
serious work. 566
Indeed, although high culture has retained its sense of elitism in the present day, it
appears to have lost much of its cultural cachet as something to aspire to. In the 1993
General Social Survey (GSS), a nationally representative survey of the American public
18 years of age and older, only about 5% of people said they liked opera very much, and
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16% said they liked it. “Mixed feelings” about opera were reported by 22%, while 32%
and 19% disliked and disliked it very much, respectively. In other words, 51% of people
were comfortable telling an interviewer they at least disliked opera. Combining this
group with those who professed mixed feelings brings the percentage of people who are
either unsure about or dislike opera to 73%. 567
Another piece of evidence supporting this shift away from aspiration to appreciate
elite culture can be seen in the decline in recording sales of classical music: in the postWorld War II boom in recordings sales, classical music occupied about 25% of sales,
while in 1987 the figure was closer to 5% as the popularity of pop music continued to
grow and edge out high culture. 568 The upshot was that much of the classical music
industry, in an effort to be broadly appealing, turned toward revamping and refurbishing
the presentation of the warhorses while at the same time underscoring classical music’s
cachet to make it stand out. Brooks further claims that middlebrow culture died out in
part due to the damage inflicted by the vehement attacks of intellectuals like Clement
Greenberg and Dwight Macdonald who scorned the modifications that were made to high
culture to make it more broadly accessible and were convinced that no edification could
come from midcult. 569
It may well be that this focus on authenticity in popularly oriented opera that has
arisen in earnest post-1970 is a response to the cultural criticism of Macdonald et al.,
namely, that midcult was damaging to the art itself. Intellectuals and cultural elites in
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recent decades may thus be seeking to use a focus on authenticity a way of restoring
legitimacy to democratized high culture. This task is particularly important in the present
day since high culture is democratized in large part by being disseminated through mass
media – outlets such as television or movie theaters that are already suspect because of
their commercial associations.
Midcult-style opera – that is, abridged or translated or otherwise explicitly
popularly modified opera – has thus largely been avoided in the last few decades. 570
Particularly when presented via mass media, art has had to define its boundaries clearly
relative to non-art (i.e., entertainment) to avoid the charge that it is being diluted for the
sake of popularity, abandoning the core values and characteristics that distinguish art
from entertainment. Changing the cultural product acquired a distinct stigma after around
1970 of pandering to the public, meaning that the main approach to broadening the mass
appeal of culture became focused on changing the framing rather than the content, an
approach that the Met has adopted in its HD broadcasts.
Over the last few decades, therefore, there appears to have been a major backlash
to modified high culture. Part of this shift may be accounted for by the rise of public
television, meaning that producers of high culture are no longer subject to the same
commercial demands as before, as well as by the factors outlines above (demographic
changes, new class structures, and technology). But another part of the shift appears to
stem from a change in the perspective among elites, who, like Macdonald et al., are
concerned that middlebrow culture is a threat to the high culture from which it draws its
inspiration. Consequently, modern-day promoters of high culture scrupulously avoid the
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charges of “dumbing down” the cultural product and make sure not to compromise its
artistic integrity, emphasizing its exclusivity and uniqueness even while trumpeting
accessibility. As David Savran has observed, both at the turn of the twentieth century and
in the present day, “highbrow work tends to be wrapped in mystique, trading on its
purported exclusivity, its authenticity, and its refusal to succumb to the commodity
form.” 571
The growing focus in the last few decades on Werktreue, or faithfulness to the
authentic, original form of an artwork (in this case, a given opera) also seems to have
been a response to developments in American musical circles. For one thing, the
invention of supertitles in the 1980s made it possible for audiences to understand what
was being sung, thus obviating the need for opera in translation. For another, the early
music movement and the subsequent interest in historically informed performance more
generally has similarly led to greater care being taken to perform operas in what is
deemed an authentic – that is, stylistically appropriate – manner.
Major shifts also occurred in academia in the 1970s and eighties, as tremendous
political, social, and cultural upheaval led historians to study groups and subjects that had
previously received little attention in academia, including women, minority racial and
ethnic groups, and the working class. These new interests and approaches were often
thought of as history being studied from the bottom up, not simply top down, as had been
the norm. 572 Musicology, too, began to accept a broader range of legitimate areas of
scholarly inquiry. Opera – and other nineteenth-century music – that had previously been
excluded from the canon began to be incorporated into academia with the rise of the
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“New Musicology.” (Opera’s commercial taint, its social exclusivity notwithstanding,
had prevented it from being among the canon of masterpieces and styles traditionally
studied by musicologists.) As opera studies emerged as a major field in musicology,
scholars began offering their take on what constituted the authentic, definitive version of
a work by publishing authoritative editions of operas and communicated their findings to
the performance world. Indeed, some of these new editions have in fact been used by
several opera companies, including the Met.
As Snowman observes, what opera audiences all over the world were
experiencing beginning in the late twentieth century “was in some respects more
‘authentic’ than anything available to their immediate predecessors.” He notes, for
example, that in 2009 at the Opéra Bastille or Deutsche Oper “you can be confident that
the latest scholarship has been brought to bear to ensure that what you are about to hear is
as close as possible to what the composers intended. During the second half of the
twentieth century, a generation of scholar-musicians emerged who devoted themselves to
the quest for authentic performance practice. … Nor was the quest for authentic
instrumentation confined to ‘Early Music’…The quest for historical authenticity went far
beyond the instruments on which the players performed.” 573
Snowman goes on to elaborate precisely how academia has informed opera
performance practice. This trend has evidently contributed to the cult of authenticity that
fuels the Met’s HD broadcasts, which are in effect an extension of the Met’s broader
artistic identity. Snowman writes,
there was a veritable revolution in the latter half of the twentieth century as
musicians and musicologists struggled to revive…composers’ detailed intentions
573
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about how they wanted their works to be performed. Printed scores were
compared with original manuscripts and mistakes corrected while cuts were
opened up in operas that had traditionally been given in edited versions. Operas
which their composers had subsequently altered and adapted were subjected to
scholarly debate about precisely which version the composer had favoured and
whether the ‘final’ version was always necessarily superior to the ‘original.’
The standard repertoire of opera companies also widened because “neglected
works by early composers” such as Monteverdi and Cavalli were revived and performed,
along with “previously little-performed operas by well-known composers” such as
Idomeneo or La Clemenza di Tito that “now began to enter the operatic mainstream.”
Snowman also points to the resulting controversy regarding matters of orchestra size and
singing style that arose as a byproduct of the new concern with musical and textual
faithfulness or authenticity. He writes, “today’s purists baulk [sic] at unmarked use of
appoggiatura or portamento or the sundry sighs and grunts of singers simulating the
throes of high passion. Better to be more precise, more accurate, more obeisant to the
wishes of the composer: this was the new orthodoxy.”
Snowman also explains precisely how academic scholarship led to an increased
emphasis in performance practice on staging the original, authentic version of operas:
“As scholars published new critical editions of the oeuvre of one composer after another,
removing generations of accumulated excrescences in the process, audiences were
increasingly likely to be offered what the composer had wanted them to hear. No longer
would any major house offer a truncated Walküre [as had been the norm], while few
productions of Don Carlos would now omit the opening Fontainebleau act that helps
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explain all that follows. Tasteful ornamentation in baroque or bel canto arias replaced the
extravaganzas favoured by an earlier generation of singers, and conductors learned to
observe the correct slides and slurs, trills and tempi, rests, rhythms and rubato.” 574 As a
result, operas now tend to be performed in their original language with some form of
titling in the vernacular of the audience, and the musical performance style seeks to
recreate the composer’s original intentions, as interpreted by the research of
musicologists.
The 1970s also saw the rise of the “ethnic” movement and a new ideal of
multiculturalism and, along with it, notions of cultural relativism that have affected
opera’s – and classical music’s – traditional status as allegedly superior art. As historian
Patrick Allitt writes, modern elites have “found it more difficult to be confident that
policies aimed at social progress were justifiable,” an observation that may well account
for the decline in the uplift rhetoric among elites with respect to opera. To the extent that
cultural uplift was seen as a form of social progress, it became difficult to advocate for
uplift since a perception of opera as a vehicle for uplift (and hence progress) privileged it
over other forms of cultural expression. More to the point, such a view contradicted the
intellectual paradigms of multiculturalism and cultural relativism that eschewed cultural
hierarchies altogether.
By the 1980s and 1990s, the American intellectual scene came to be characterized
by the “culture wars” between upholders of the traditional conservative establishment,
such as Allan Bloom, and promoters of the newer liberal and progressive view, such as
Lawrence Levine. Allitt describes the books published by conservative scholars such as
Bloom as “deplor[ing] what their authors saw as the growing ignorance, illiteracy, and
574
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immorality of young Americans and the perversion of intellectual life by former
countercultural militants who had risen to positions of power and influence on American
campuses.” 575 Unlike the Progressive movement of the early twentieth century, the late
twentieth-century progressivism had replaced the ideals of assimilation and uplift with
one of multiculturalism. Education, by contrast, is more commonly promoted as a means
to economic advancement alone rather than as a means to both economic advancement
and cultural uplift (which relies on traditional aesthetic hierarchies), symptomatic of the
fact that being a social elite does not necessarily correlate with being a cultural elite, even
if they do sometimes go together.
Given the multiculturalism trend of the last few decades, some have suggested
that opera, along with the rest of classical music, has lost some of its cultural cachet in
today’s society as the cultural playing field is increasingly leveled and aesthetic
hierarchies dissolve. In 2011, for example, professor and cultural observer Louis Menand
wrote in the New Yorker about the rise of cultural relativism. As he puts it,
There has been a levelling of taste in both directions, down and up – a kind of
Unibrowism. People have learned not to rule out any cultural experience in
advance. They don’t have a problem with the idea that a television series might be
as dramatically involving as a grand opera. It’s not that they think that these
cultural forms are equally worthy as art, but they respond with less inhibition to
the pop and less intimidation to the avant-garde. And, from the point of view of
artists, writers, and filmmakers and their galleries, publishers, and studios, the
equation of big box-office with pandering and mediocrity has almost disappeared.
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About the emergence of this more relaxed and fluid cultural universe [Dwight]
Macdonald may have been prescient. 576
Yet Menand may be overstating this cultural fluidity of the present day, even if
the distinctions between highbrow, middlebrow, and lowbrow do seem to have been
blurring increasingly as traditional arbiters of taste have disappeared. (He appears to be
viewing the world of culture more from perspective of elites – some of whom do seem to
have become more eclectic and flexible in their cultural consumption, although the
persistence of this trend has been called into question 577 – than from the perspective of
the broader public.) On the contrary, the widespread mid-century middle-class aspiration
toward elite culture seems to have dulled and replaced by a disdain for highbrow culture
rather than a greater openness to it. In the realm of high culture such as opera (and there
is no doubt that opera continues to be viewed as exclusive and elite high culture), a
company like the Met is keenly aware that the facilitated access its HD broadcasts
provide also generates the need for the Met to be able to claim that this access is not
“dumbing down” the cultural product itself. This concern may account for the push ever
farther in the direction of cultural authenticity that can allow the organization to claim
that it is not, in fact, pandering.
Indeed, commenting in 2006 on the Met’s HD initiative, Gelb claimed to be
“build[ing] bridges to a broader public. The thrust of our plan is to make the Met more
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available. This is not about dumbing down the Met, it’s just making it accessible.” 578
While the Met has made some concessions in presentation style to appeal to the mass
public, these concessions are predominantly in the realm of framing, yet Gelb evidently
still feels the need to defend the institution against allegations of simplification.
Moreover, when companies like the Met or the San Francisco Opera occasionally offer
abridged operas in English, they are marketed toward children and families, implying that
modified opera is merely a stepping stone toward appreciating the “real thing.”579 These
sorts of productions remain, however, the exceptions that prove the rule.
Despite the highbrow character of today’s dominant popularizing mode –
presenting full-length operas in the original language on TV, through Internet streaming,
or in movie theaters –the rhetoric is less of uplift than of entertainment. Much of the
marketing of allegedly popularly oriented opera thus appears to be aimed toward
recreating what the existing niche market already enjoys rather than trying to get other
people to learn to enjoy it by modifying the cultural product, as had been done before.
The project of coaxing the mass public to like high culture, particularly if it’s done
through modifying the product, is a delicate one that entails the risk of seeming
paternalistic and implicitly endorses high culture as superior.
Yet the connection between social position and cultural preferences persists. As
Menand writes, “People still use words like ‘middlebrow’ and ‘kitsch’ as terms of
disapprobation…This is because aesthetic preferences are always tied up with anxieties
about social status. The connection seems virtually primordial. I can’t help judging you
578
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by the novel you’re reading on the plane or the wallpaper in your house. (You have
wallpaper?).” 580 He also notes the jockeying for social position that cultural consumption
makes possible and the assertion of class status through knowledge: “People like to
debate the merits of what they read and see and hear, and to pretend to think ill of those
who differ. It’s part of the game. … People also like to feel that they know what’s correct
and what isn’t, and thus belong to a privileged minority.” 581

Authenticity
I use the words “authenticity” and “authentic” to refer to what is more informally
called “the real thing.” Authenticity in opera, as I conceive of it in this context, is
faithfulness to a particular notion of an original model of a work (or the genre as a whole)
and to what is perceived to be its core essence. In the present day, authenticity typically
entails the complete version of the original score and libretto, that is, the version deemed
most representative of the composer’s true intentions, the adherence to select
performance traditions, and the live nature of the event. (The staging, by contrast, is
considered wide open to interpretation, and it is possible that the close adherence to score
and text has facilitated a sense of freedom in staging. 582 ) While the authors of the handful
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of articles and book sections about the HD broadcasts refer to some of these ideas, they
do not explore their implications for situating the HD project in the historical context of
opera popularization efforts in America, as I seek to do here. 583
In discussing the “cult of authenticity” in a 2011 book chapter, musicologist
Raymond Knapp notes that it is related to “a strong latter-day emphasis on the
recapturing of origins, whether in source studies, sketch studies, editions, or performance
practice. All of these seek authenticity by reaching back to moments of inspiration or
conception, of first thoughts and first performances or modes of performance, in order to
bring us as close as possible to the unmediated expression of the originating subject or
subjects.” 584 This emphasis, driven largely by academics, has spilled over into the world
of performance as scholars increasingly became involved as advisors to opera companies.
Phillip Gossett, for example, is one scholar whose expertise in bel canto opera, and
especially Rossini, has led to opera companies’ (including the Met’s) adoption of newly
constructed versions of operas that adhered more closely to the composer’s original
vision. Performance practice, too, has been driven by this ideal of authenticity, particular
in the realm of early music. 585
One of the most influential articulations of the idea of authenticity in art and its
relation to mediated versions was made by Walter Benjamin in his 1936 essay, “The

December 30, 2012.) Snowman also notes this turn toward innovation and even radicalism in operatic
staging: “as musical performance became more ‘authentic’ around the world, operatic production…became
interestingly more innovative and diverse. He observes that “the dramatic side of operatic presentation was
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Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility.” He writes, “In even the
most perfect reproduction, one thing is lacking: the here and now of the work of art – its
unique existence in a particular place. … The here and now of the original underlies the
concept of its authenticity.” 586 As I will show, the importance of presence in a given time
and space is consciously addressed by the Met’s HD broadcasts as they try to
approximate the sense of being present at a live performance at the Met, seeking to
convey an authentic opera experience. Indeed, the capability of live transmission (not
possible in Benjamin’s day) goes some way toward reproducing one element of
authenticity that resides in liveness – the “now,” if not the “here,” of the “here and now.”
But why is the value of the liveness element of authenticity so integral to the
Met’s popularly oriented HD transmissions? Part of the answer may lie in the
proliferation of mass media formats that have made experiencing something in-person
only one of many ways of experiencing that event, thus threatening the primacy of the
live experience on which opera in particular relies for its existence. As we will see in
more detail later, critics have raised concerns that mediated versions of opera will kill off
interest in the live version of the art form as well as dull the public’s sensibilities to what
truly constitutes opera’s essence. Opera proponents, therefore, may be emphasizing the
idea of authenticity attached to the live event to stimulate interest in live performance and
thus bolster opera’s continued viability in America.
The legacy of the tension between opera’s elitism and its populist elements, along
with the need to emphasize these elements to ensure broad interest in the genre, thus
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remains visible today as the concern over diluting opera continues to drive the
presentation style of democratizing efforts through mass media. The focus on
authenticity, as we will see throughout this chapter, is a response to the concern over
preserving opera’s unique identity as a form of high culture, yet also as a sufficiently
popular genre that is financially viable. The paradox, however, is that this aesthetic turn
has meant that opera’s democratization and ever easier access to it has not fostered its
closer integration with popular culture. Rather, the ideology of authenticity has cemented
its status as an elite art form and a prestigious symbol of this country’s cultural tradition
of encouraging and sponsoring the arts of the highest quality. The Metropolitan Opera’s
Live in HD program is thus a prime example of a democratizing initiative that perpetuates
this image that is informed by the ideology of authenticity. Over the course of this
chapter I will seek to show precisely how it does so.

The Met: Live in HD
Since December of the 2006-07 season, select Saturday matinee operas have been
broadcast live in high definition from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House to
movie theaters worldwide as part of the series called The Met: Live in HD. 587 As the Met
puts it, “The program was developed as a way to reach existing audiences and to
introduce new audiences to opera through new technology.” 588 The Met also notes that its
80-year tradition of broadcasting operas live on the radio “offered the springboard for the
587
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Live in HD program.” 589 In fact, most of the HD broadcasts are simulcast on the radio as
well as part of the “Saturday Afternoon at the Opera” series. According to Elena Park, the
Met’s Assistant Manager for Creative Content, General Manager Peter Gelb “felt very
strongly that [the HD broadcasts] be on Saturdays because of the built-in habit of opera
on Saturdays on the radio – the HD was built on the back of that.” 590 The HD
transmissions are shown live on Saturdays, usually at 12:55 E.S.T., although some long
operas begin slightly earlier.
Begun by Gelb in his first year at the Met, the HD initiative has been an important
part of his populist project to draw more people to opera by making opera more
accessible, a response to the concern over declining attendance. Indeed, between 2001
and 2005 (the year before Gelb arrived at the Met), box office sales had fallen from
90.8% to 76.8%. 591 As a 2007 New Yorker article reported, in Gelb’s view, “the Met,
while still an institution of great glory, had in recent years become culturally irrelevant.
His goal is to maintain its superlative musical values…while reinvigorating its theatrical
values, thereby building a broader audience.” 592 The purpose of the HD initiative seems
to be both to bring new audiences to the Met itself as well as to establish another revenue
source.
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According to Park, when Gelb first arrived at the Met there was “not much new
thinking in media and marketing, which was what Peter felt was important to do right
away,” thus initiating a “huge marketing and PR push.” 593 The Met changed the design of
its marketing materials, including altering the logo, creating new brochures, and
modifying the style of its printed media. Part of this identity makeover was accomplished
through advertising new productions with specially created studio photographs done by
portrait and fashion photographers. Other media-based initiatives included creating video
clips and brief “docu-portraits” of behind-the-scenes activity, revamping the website to
be more dynamic and magazine-style, and blogging in the weeks preceding a production,
all of which were disseminated via different media platforms. These new approaches
began to bear fruit for the Met quite quickly: box office sales in the 2006-07 season rose
to 84%. 594 According to Mia Bongiovanni, the Met’s Assistant Manager for Media, the
HD project in particular was “‘a big piece of [Gelb’s] vision.…We talked early on about
building a media bridge out to our audience and that’s the charge. How do we reach our
audience, without waiting for them to come here? How do we get to them, in every way
that they’re currently consuming content?’” 595
A fifteen-minute segment on CBS’ 60 Minutes from October 2013 showcased the
Met’s efforts to popularize opera. As CBS put it in introducing the segment, “whether it’s
streaming live feeds around the world or updating the classics, General Manager Peter
Gelb is reinventing the art form.” In the program itself, CBS correspondent Bob Simon
underscored the Met’s populist mission by likening opera to the circus: “The phrase ‘the
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greatest show on Earth’ usually refers to the circus but a man named Peter Gelb, who
runs the Metropolitan Opera in New York City, is doing everything he can to change
that.” Simon also described Gelb’s efforts to make opera “accessible to more people –
even those who always thought they would hate it. Gelb wants opera to become as
popular and populist as it was a hundred years ago. He believes people would come out
in droves for opera if they just had a chance to see it.” 596
As of the spring of 2014, theaters showing the HD broadcasts are on every
continent and span twelve time zones, from the West coast of North America to Moscow.
(The transmissions are shown on a delayed basis in Asia, Africa, Australia, and New
Zealand because of the time difference.) The Met describes itself as “the world’s leading
provider of alternative cinema content” and as “the only arts institution with an ongoing
global art series of this scale,” noting also that the series is seen in “just about every
important world capital from Paris to Cairo, as well as in towns and villages sprinkled
across every continent, with the sole exception of Antarctica. Lebanon joins the Met’s
HD distribution network for the first time [in 2013-14].” 597
The HD series has continued to expand since its inception and was anticipated to
reach its largest ever global audience in 2013-14. The growth has been striking, revealing
a widespread interest in the initiative. The inaugural opera of the series in the 2006-07
season was sent to 98 theaters in four countries, and the final opera that season was seen
on 480 screens in eight countries. By the 2013-14 season, broadcasts were being shown
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in nearly 2,000 theaters in 64 countries. 598 Broken down by geography, the broadcasts
currently reach 748 theaters in the U.S., 175 in the United Kingdom (over 45 more
theaters than the previous season), 167 in Germany and Austria (Germany also added
some theaters in 2013-14), 154 in Sweden (an increase of over 30 theaters compared to
the previous season), 112 in Canada, 107 in France, Switzerland, and Morocco, and over
490 in the rest of the world. 599
Both the success and the speed of the expansion (which is still ongoing) of the
HD initiative worldwide seem to have come as something of a surprise to the Met: Park
described the broadcasts as an “important and somewhat unexpected revenue source at a
time when it’s hard to fill houses and the economy is still recovering from the
Recession.” 600 This geographical reach has thus made the HD project a global one. This
means that although popularizing opera in America is part of the Met’s goal, satisfying
existing international demand for the Met’s productions, including in countries where
there is less concern over the viability of opera’s survival, also informs the character of
the HD broadcasts.
The number of transmissions after the first two seasons has averaged around
eleven per season, with the total coming to 79 broadcasts 601 by the end of the 2013-14
season. As Park told me, the Met has “come to a comfortable number of shows we can do
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because of the impact on the opera house itself [due to] technical demands, staff, etc.
Ten, eleven, twelve a season seems to be a good number in terms of balancing out what
the Met needs to do as a performing arts company.” 602 A table with basic statistics is
below: 603
Table 1:
Season
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

No. of
transmissions
6
8
11
9
12
11
12
10

Total no. of theaters
worldwide, live
248
632
868
1200
1500
1700
1935
1955

Total no. of
theaters in US
60
340
500
500
620
752
761
748

Total no. of
countries
8
19
35
43
47
54
64
64

Total
attendance
325,000
935,000
1,800,000
2,400,000
2,520,000
2,547,000
2,558,000
TBD

In addition to seeing close-ups of the singers and the sets, HD audience members
are privy to views of the backstage as well as to behind-the-scenes features/minidocumentaries during intermissions. The Met stars who host the HD transmissions offer
introductions and synopses. They also conduct live interviews with the cast, the crew, and
the production teams. Singers serving as hosts for the 2013-14 season include Joyce
DiDonato, Renée Fleming, Susan Graham, Eric Owens, Patricia Racette, and Deborah
Voigt. As the Met’s press release puts it, “altogether the worldwide HD audience is given
an unprecedented look at what goes into the staging of an opera at one of the world’s
great houses.” 604
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Taped versions of the live event, called “Encore” broadcasts, are also shown in
most movie theaters in the Met HD network, typically shown in the U.S. on a Wednesday
evening two or three weeks after the original transmission. 605 (Canada also offers the
Encore broadcasts.) PBS later airs the HD broadcasts as part of the Great Performances
series on television. The HD broadcast operas are shown with subtitles in one of eight
languages, English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and Swedish,
the latter of which was included for the first time in the 2013-14 season. Subtitles in
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean are later created for the delayed transmissions. According
to the Met’s website, subtitles are also offered in Greek in Greece.
Single tickets typically cost $22 to $24 for adults, with the price varying very
little across U.S. cities, irrespective of size or geography. 606 Metropolitan Opera members
(those at the Supporting level of $150 or above) receive priority ticketing: they can buy
HD tickets both online and at theater box offices before the sale opens to the general
public, and “qualified” Met members can also purchase season subscriptions in advance.
Since the 2009-10 season, the HD initiative has become profitable, with $8 million
earned that season – although this is a small profit margin in relation to the Met’s $300
million budget at that point. Still, in 2013, ticket sales grossed nearly $60 million,
accounting for over 75% of tickets sold. Park described the HD initiative as an extremely
valuable source of revenue for the Met, a “money-maker.” 607 Nearly 13 million HD
tickets had been sold as of September 2013, with about 2.5 million of them sold each
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season since 2009-10. (By contrast, the Met sells about 800,000 tickets per season to
performances in the opera house. 608 )
These broadcasts, however, receive private funding as well. The Met notes in its
press release that the series is “made possible by a generous grant from its founding
sponsor, The Neubauer Family Foundation. Global corporate sponsorship of The Met:
Live in HD is provided by Bloomberg. Transmission of The Met: Live in HD in Canada is
made possible thanks to the generosity of Jacqueline and Paul G. Desmarais Sr.” 609 The
Met also receives support for its broadcasts from Toll Brothers. According to Park, the
Bloomberg Corporate Foundation is “extremely democratic in terms of sensibility and
reach – it came in as big sponsor of live in HD because it brings opera to the masses.” 610
The industry response to the Met’s initiative has been positive. The series has
received two Emmy Awards, one a special Emmy given in January 2009 for “advancing
technology through ongoing, live, global transmission of high-definition programming to
movie theaters,” and another in September 2010 for “Outstanding Technical Direction,
Camerawork, Video Control for a Miniseries, Movie or a Special” (The Met: Live in HD
transmission of Don Pasquale). The Met also received a Peabody Award, an award for
achievements in broadcasting, in 2009 for the HD series’ “vividly designed, smartly
annotated productions of Hansel and Gretel, Doctor Atomic, Peter Grimes and other
operas; the Met used state-of-the-art digital technology to reinvent presentation of a
classic art form.” Finally, in September 2009, the Met also received an IBC International
Honour for Excellence for its “outstanding contribution to the creative, commercial, or
technical advance of the electronic media industry, on a global scale.”
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Through the visibility the HD broadcasts can offer the Met’s artists by enhancing
the exposure already offered by radio, the venerable institution has extended its
reputation from being the premier opera house in the United States to being perhaps the
premier opera house in the world. Indeed, one of the key features of the Met, and one
which it often highlights in its promotional materials, is its ability to attract and showcase
the world’s most prominent opera stars. As Met Opera tenor Piotr Beczala told Bob
Simon in the 60 Minutes program from October 2013, the Met is “the most important
opera house in the world.” Other opera singers corroborated the fact that the chance to
not only perform at the Met but also to appear in one of the HD broadcasts was a
tremendous career opportunity. Moreover, the Met claims that these performers are
solidly behind the institution’s mission: “the artists involved are excited to be a part of
this initiative and reach worldwide audiences. It is as important to them as it is to the Met
to keep opera one of the most thrilling art forms, relevant to our time, and a part of the
cultural mainstream.” 611 As we will see, however, the changes that the Met has made to
the operatic experience pertain primarily to the packaging of opera rather than to the
operas themselves. The company thus claims a democratizing mission while retaining
opera’s cultural prestige (part of the ideology of authenticity), even though it is not clear
that the Met is succeeding in making opera relevant to present-day audiences, especially
American ones, or in bringing it into the cultural mainstream.
In keeping with the democratizing rhetoric of the HD project, the Met strives to
project an image of inclusivity – without modifying the actual operatic product – as
evidenced by one of the questions on the company’s website: “Is this program just for
opera fans?” Needless to say, the Met’s answer is that “The Met: Live in HD is for
611
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everyone. The productions are chosen to represent a variety of styles and the full range of
the Met repertoire and artists. They all feature great storytelling, great singing, and
extraordinary production values. Many people tell us that it is a perfect, low-risk way to
introduce a reluctant opera goer to the art form.” 612 The fact that the Met invokes the idea
of a “reluctant” audience member reveals the organization’s awareness of the resistance
the general public might feel toward opera. But the main point the company seems to be
overlooking is that much of this reluctance may stem less from the financial aspect and
more from the aesthetic one – although over the years, the former may well have led to
the latter.
Yet since the attendance at the HD broadcasts has been so high, the Met seems
satisfied with its initiative, even though the available evidence suggests that the audiences
being drawn to the HD showings are existing, traditional opera audiences consisting of
people who can’t go to the Met in person or who already go to their local opera house,
not new audiences who have never seen an opera before. One potential problem with the
broadcasts, however, is that they appear to have siphoned off some of the Met’s in-house
attendance. As the New York Times reported in early 2013, Gelb “blamed falling
attendance [at the Met] on a ‘cannibalization’ of the audience by the Met’s highdefinition movie theater broadcasts. Attendance this season is projected to be, on average,
81 percent of capacity, compared with 84 percent last season.” 613
Park described the three groups of target audiences the Met is seeking to draw.
The first is the people who are “already opera fans and will go to live performances or
will go to the HD broadcasts because they love opera and seek it out.” The second group
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is “cultural consumers who are not necessarily opera people but might be interested if
you have the right kind of repertoire or artists, or talk to them about it in the right way.
They might be people who go to galleries or who see theater but who aren’t opera people.
[We try to] entice them to see opera live or in HD.” She noted that both groups are of
varying ages but also observed that core opera audiences are getting increasingly older.
The final target audience group, and seemingly the most difficult to attract, is new
audiences, who “could be older, but everyone’s after the younger audience because [of
the] need to replenish existing loyalists and supporters who are getting older, ticket
buyers and donors and fans. [We] need to develop a fan base. One of the hopes is that
[the Met can draw people] through the education program, or through tickets prices that
are accessible, or outreach efforts that young people can go to. [The Met] wants them to
go to the live performances but is glad if they can go to movie theaters.” 614
The Met’s overall goal with audiences, according to Park, is to “keep the core
coming and happy and bring the other two groups as well.” To do this, the Met has
implemented “everything from lower ticket prices and rush tickets and accessible offers
to free events and open dress rehearsals.” She also noted that prices are now more in the
extremes – the most expensive tickets are more expensive but the cheaper tickets are
cheaper – which is a model that seems to draw greater profit. The Met also holds events
at locations such as the New York Public Library or the Guggenheim Museum to make
people feel “welcome to the Met,” allowing them to “see the creative process and to have
conversations about it.” The goal thus appears to be one of education and outreach,
helping mass audiences to learn about and appreciate opera as it is currently presented for
elites rather than, as other organizations have done in the past, offering an alternative type
614
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of opera that requires less educational investment and has a more immediate appeal for
those unfamiliar with opera.
The Met’s focus is thus on preserving and disseminating a traditional, authentic
artistic product rather than on enlisting the organization’s renown in a project of
popularization through more accessible, modified productions. As Park put it, Gelb’s
sought to initiate a new “branding of the Met’s image,” showing that opera is
“emotional” and “theatrical” and trying to convince people that they should not assume
they have to be an expert in order to be an operagoer. In short, the Met was looking for a
“way of opening things up, [of] talking about repertoire and the performance and
rehearsal process through ads, online banners, clips on the web, social media. [It has been
a] huge effort. The media stuff that we do is done with a mind to sharing the Met with
larger audiences [and promoting the] Met as an artistically interesting, stimulating place,
[one that is] interesting [and] accessible if you love music and theater but don’t describe
yourself as an opera person.” 615 Even if not always acknowledged explicitly because it is
often taken for granted, the Met’s aesthetic emphasis privileges cultural authenticity on
multiple levels not only in its regular productions but also in its democratizing HD
initiative, whose individual elements we now turn to examining.

Part 1: Repertoire
With respect to the score and libretto, the Met reproduces in its HD broadcasts
exactly what is done in its regular non-HD performances, namely, the status quo of U.S.
opera houses for the last few decades, in which companies adhere to the original music
and text in an effort to remain faithful to the composer’s intentions. This means not only
615
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performing the full score, mostly without cuts or other modifications except the most
standard, traditional ones, but also performing it in the original languages, with subtitles
in the dominant language of the audience.
Audiences thus see what many elites would deem an “authentic” version of opera.
When asked in a telephone interview about whether the idea of authenticity informs the
Met’s productions, an assistant conductor at the Met observed that “the musical side is
concerned with it, it’s always part of the consciousness.” He also invoked tradition: “a lot
has to do with the fact that things have been done a certain way, for a reason, because it
works.” According to him, abridged operas are “not the real opera, lots of elements are
missing. What you’re paying for is the actual work, not just an abbreviated version. …
The concept is that [if] you change something that is generally high art, … [there are]
things that you have to not compromise, especially at the Met that has a certain profile,
… a certain standard.” 616 While this view may seem obvious in the present day, in earlier
eras – which were informed by different cultural ideologies – even the Met was
considerably more open to making various types of modifications to its productions with
the aim of attracting broader audiences.
An instance of an explicit focus on authenticity in the Met’s offerings was the
production of a pastiche opera, or pasticcio, entitled The Enchanted Island that premiered
on New Year’s Eve in 2011. It was also broadcast in HD on January 21, 2012 and was
revived in February 2014. As the New York Times put it in an article about the upcoming
revival, “Now audiences at the Metropolitan Opera will have an opportunity to see this
venerable tradition of authentic inauthenticity resurrected.” The production on its face
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seemed “inauthentic” to some: “the resulting concoction rankled some Baroque purists –
it goes against the movement toward historically informed performance, scholarly
editions of scores with no cuts, and period instruments,” but it was in fact authentically
reviving the pasticcio tradition, “when it was common to stitch together arias and
choruses and scenes from a variety of composers and adapt them to new or heavily
revised librettos.” The article also notes that “bringing the nearly forgotten pasticcio form
back to life was the idea of Peter Gelb, the general manager of the Met,” suggesting that
Gelb is clearly aware of the issue of authenticity. Indeed, musicologist Ellen Rosand, a
specialist in Baroque opera, advised the project. To bolster Rosand’s point that aria
substitution persisted into the era of bel canto opera – works that today are not considered
open to modification – the Times article also interviewed another musicologist, Hilary
Poriss, author of a book entitled “Changing the Score: Arias, Prima Donnas, and the
Authority of Performance.” 617
The works selected for HD production also adhere to the ideal of what constitutes
an elite-style range of productions. The Met’s press release from August 2013 quotes
Gelb as saying that “We have chosen a wide sampling of the best of our new season for
the opera lovers around the world to enjoy locally. Our commitment to making opera
accessible and affordable continues.” The ten productions of the 2013-14 HD broadcast
season, four of which are new productions, are also described in the press release as
“offering a significant portion of the Met season to opera lovers around the world.” The
Met also notes that “various factors play a part in choosing the repertoire for Live in HD,
including the music, the composers, the performers, a Met favorite, etc. In general, opera,
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when it’s presented at the highest level both musically and theatrically, appeals to a very
broad audience.” 618 According to Park, Gelb has described the HD series as a
“microcosm” of the Met’s full season, meaning that not only are “blockbuster” operas
like Aida or Turandot presented but also “rarities,” such as The Nose, Nixon in China,
works that, as she put it, “are of really interesting artistic value but we know going in that
it’s not going to have the box office appeal of a Mozart classic [or] Carmen. That doesn’t
make [an opera] any less valid or interesting to put it out as part of the Met’s identity.” 619
According to the Met’s management, as of the fall of 2013, the HD broadcasts
will continue for the foreseeable future. Contrary to some of the earlier rhetoric that the
HD broadcasts would have no impact on the Met’s regular offerings, the company’s
seasons are in fact planned with the HD broadcasts in mind, meaning that repertoire is in
part selected on the basis of whether certain operas will work well in the HD broadcasts.
As always, the Met seeks a “balance of new repertory and old things and stars that people
want to see” while also considering which works have been done recently and whether
they can be repeated. Part of the repertoire selection is also determined by practical
constraints: “the schedule is a crazy complicated beast. [What gets chosen] has to do with
what shows can play against each at other what time [based on the] physical
configuration of the sets – [Gelb has to be a] brilliant puzzle player.” 620
The repertoire of the HD broadcasts is thus representative of the Met’s full range
of operas, from traditional warhorses to revivals of works by famous composers to new
works, suggesting a desire to present a culturally highbrow set of offerings, even in HD.
This, then, implies no special intent to offer the mass public only the most easily
618
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comprehended works, a move one might have expected if the aim was to avoid
intimidating potential audiences with difficult operas. As the graph below shows, the
percentage of different styles of repertoire in the HD broadcasts is essentially the same as
that for the non-HD productions. The one slight exception is the bel canto operas
(Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti), which constitute 7% more of the HD repertoire
(although this comes to only about 5 operas out of a total of 78).
Graph 1: Repertoire
Composer/Style Percentage of HD and Non-HD Operas
(2006-07 to 2013-14)
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Based on author’s analysis of the Met’s production history, drawn from the
database
of the Metropolitan Opera Archives and the Metropolitan Opera website
In short, in both score and repertoire the Met is not differentiating artistically between
HD and non-HD performances, with both focused on offering an authentic opera
experience and perhaps also encouraging HD audiences to expand their musical tastes
through exposure to not just the most popular operas.
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The relatively recent focus on preserving the original particulars of opera librettos
stems in part from the fact that the libretto has become a topic of academic inquiry in the
past few decades. The panel proposal for the thirty-seventh annual conference of the
German Studies Association in October 2013, marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
publication of a seminal book on the topic, reveals this shift in academia:
In his introduction to Reading Opera, (ed. Arthur Groos and Roger Parker, 1988)
Groos calls for a liberation of the opera libretto from the prejudices that deemed it
unworthy of academic inquiry, especially in the German-speaking tradition. By
elevating the libretto to a legitimate object of study, and inviting a ‘broad
spectrum of reading strategies,’ Groos and Parker signaled an important shift in
opera studies. Opera scholars grew increasingly concerned with practices of
reading that fleshed out competing modes of referentiality, and the endless
interplay between the musical, literary, and dramatic aspects of the art form. 621
One of the suggested topics for the conference was how “reading opera [has] influenced
performance practices, and led to new ways of their interpretation.” 622 This inquiry has
led to critical consideration of different versions of libretti, in turn raising the question of
which version is the most authentic in the sense of being most faithful to the composer’s
original intentions. Of course, the fact that composers sometimes created different
versions of libretti for different opera houses complicates matters. Still, the fact that
scholars have sought to organize and categorize this information has contributed to the
view that an opera’s text is an integral part of the work’s artistic identity, along with its
musical content. Opera companies, in turn, are faced with the choice of using at least one
621
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of the sanctioned “authentic” versions, if they are concerned with adhering to
academically sanctioned artistic standards.

Part 2: Medium and Venue
Albert Innaurato’s comments about broadcasting opera on television in 1986
apply equally well to the current concerns regarding transmitting opera in HD to movie
theaters, reflecting great continuity in aesthetic preoccupations over the last few decades
with respect to the impact of media. As he writes, “Our television culture emphasizes the
face, the body, and mimetic skill. When operas are telecast, the singers’ large-scale
command becomes irrelevant; the small gesture, the particular big glance, counts as much
as the thrilling big phrase, the superbly maintained line. And then again, perhaps the art
will only survive if it can meet our technology half way, giving rise to a new set of
conventions and skills, in the service, it is to be hoped, of a new and important repertory.
And the old repertory can be brought to people who would have had no access to the total
form, even twenty years ago.” 623 Making opera “meet our technology half way”
continues to motivate opera’s present-day production, especially saliently in the HD
broadcasts as the Met seeks to maximize the impact of the new technology by making
select adjustments to the framing of its operas.
Especially since the advent of the Internet and mobile devices, the proliferation of
new media formats for the dissemination and experience of opera has also contributed to
the growth in the emphasis on musical authenticity. Once the integration of high culture
with mass/popular media became standard, attention turned to finding ways of
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differentiating high culture from the rest of the entertainment offerings, pushing the trend
toward authenticity in opera’s music and text, on the one hand, and innovation in staging
and especially framing/marketing as a way of staying “relevant” or “mainstream.” This
concern with novelty has been important since opera companies must retain the public’s
attention with mostly a limited repertoire. Since novelty through repertoire in opera is not
a viable option since most audiences – even diehard opera fans – typically do not attend
performances of contemporary operas as often as they do performances of the traditional
core repertoire, presentation style is the main channel through which novelty can be
maintained in opera. Thus, while authenticity in staging (i.e., recreation of the original
staging that was done in the composer’s own day) is not a typical approach in the present
day, the music and text of the operas are typically the original versions that allow opera
to retain its marker of traditionalism and, by extension, its highbrow identity.
The technological developments of the past few decades have also ushered in a
sea change in the way the public consumes art as well as information and entertainment.
Not only have the content of mass media offerings expanded during this period, but also
through technology such as cable and video cassette recorders these different publics
have gained greater control over what they consume, along with increased ease and speed
of access. Especially since the 1970s and the early 1980s there has been a shift toward
niche markets that have displaced the traditional mass, national audience. This
technological evolution thus led to the growth of these segmented publics, or markets,
based on features such as age, gender, race, education, and socioeconomic status, thus
perhaps contributing to growing class divisions in America based on the ability to
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carefully select into a particular demographic group based on cultural consumption, and
in turn eroding a sense of national identity and cultural solidarity. 624
The Met’s HD broadcasts offer a unique type of opera experience that differs
from other mediated opera in being the format that most closely approximates the live
experience in the opera house. This is due to the fact that going to the movie theater
mimics the collective experience of going out to the opera house, to the huge scale of the
cinematic screen that underscores opera’s grandiosity and spectacle, and especially the
excitement of experiencing the opera being performed live, an opportunity made possible
by the simulcasting of the performances from the opera house. Although close-ups are a
feature of any filmed opera, not just HD, the fact that they are seen on a large movie
theater screen magnifies their effect even more than when they are seen on a home
television screen (although some of those are quite large themselves) or on a computer or
mobile device. And while PBS broadcasts the HD simulcasts as part of the “Great
Performances” series, the performance is no longer live (even if it is a recording of a live
performance) and so loses some of the edge and thrill of a live broadcast.
Although there is of course precedent for live opera broadcasting – the Met’s
radio broadcasts, for example – the HD simulcasts could be said to make mediated opera
more exciting, as noted above, through the large scale of the experience made possible by
new technological developments. As the Met’s website puts it, “Recent advances in
digital technology have made the transmissions possible. Theaters are transforming their
projection equipment to the digital age, and are installing satellite equipment to enable
them to receive a live HD signal. HD sets a standard of quality that didn’t exist before
and that provides a real cinematic experience in a live format, which is perfectly suited to
624
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opera.” 625 According to the Met’s HD Press Fact Sheet for 2013-14, “ten to twelve highdefinition cameras, including a robotic camera that tracks the action along the edge of the
stage, are used to relay the live performances. Additional handheld cameras and a
steadicam are backstage to provide a fishbowl view of the behind-the-scene action, from
divas in their dressing rooms to stagehands maneuvering tons of scenery between acts.”
The Met also uses eight satellites and several fiber networks to broadcast these live
performances.
This camerawork serves to highlight the liveness, and hence the authenticity, of
the event. The close-ups of singers’ faces, showing tongue, teeth, and sweat underscores
the physical effort involved in opera without the smoothness and gloss offered by
multiple takes or careful editing. This gives the HD viewer a seat in some ways better
than anything in the opera house by visually magnifying the image of the singer, and
hence augmenting the thrill of witnessing a high note, as W. H. Auden famously put it,
“accurately struck.” Snowman has noted that “part of the excitement of live opera has
always resided in what one might call the risk factor: the fact that real human beings are
attempting to achieve something very difficult in our presence, and the corresponding
sense of excitement when they succeed.” 626 The Met does in fact believe that an
important part of the excitement of the event stems from the unpredictability of
performance. As Park put it, “I think that people like not knowing what’s going to
happen, not knowing if the person is going to nail the mad scene [in Lucia di
Lammermoor]. It’s only possible [to get that excitement] live.” 627
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On the other hand, the camerawork also introduces an element of artificiality: the
zooms and close-ups, quick changes of angle, and constantly shifting point of view akin
to the filming style of much popular entertainment go beyond what the human eye can
do. For example, the different cameras offer multiple points of view from different
vantage points in the opera house, some of which are not possible from any seat in the
actual opera house. But even this artificiality can be construed as an artistic heightening
of the overall experience by making it exciting and intense and involved, which are all
part of an “authentic” opera experience.
The fact that Gelb has felt the need to vehemently deny allegations – and they
have indeed been allegations rather than mere observations – that the HD transmissions
have required any changes to the on-stage productions reveals just how important it is to
the Met to maintain that it is offering an authentic artistic product even in the HD
broadcasts. While it would seem no shame to admit that the company has to make some
changes to accommodate the peculiarities and advantages of the technology, the Met has
insisted on the primacy of its onstage productions in spite of the broadcasts. As Gelb put
it, “One of the misunderstandings about HD is that we’re somehow trying to change
performances for the camera. We’re not. Quite frankly, we don’t have the time. I have
never said to any stage director, ‘Think about HD when you design your production.’ The
fact of the matter is, some things work better on camera, and some things work better
onstage, but everything we do is to make it the best it can be onstage and then adapt the
cameras to the action. That’s why our broadcasts are so successful, ironically – because
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we’re not trying to create some pseudo-film experience. What we’re presenting is
reportage of live events.” 628
However, there has been clear evidence that the Met is in fact – reasonably
enough –making some adjustments, both from the production side, and from the side of
the singers. For example, on its website, the Met does now acknowledge that “sometimes
the original theatrical lighting is modified for the transmissions. There is a collaborative
process between the HD video controllers and the stage lighting artists who work at the
Met. Often there are no changes. The Met has never added any lighting instruments for
television or HD.” 629 Even with this admission, the emphasis is on downplaying the fact
that technology might influence the opera, as though the cultural product would be
compromised in any important way if some lighting were in fact changed. Also, as noted
earlier, Park acknowledged that HD does in fact influence the Met’s repertoire choice.
Moreover, as an Opera News article from 2010 puts it, many of the Met’s singers “adjust
their performance for the cameras.” 630
The concern over the HD broadcast medium’s impact on opera’s authenticity has
animated the writings of some music critics and academics as they try to pinpoint how
and why the HD broadcasts make them uncomfortable. One New York Times critic is
concerned over what he perceives to be the false sense of authenticity created by the live
HD broadcasts. He writes, “Those young people who see their first operas in HD
broadcasts might easily conclude that they get what opera is all about. It might be a hard
sell to convince these newcomers that no matter what they thought about seeing ‘Parsifal’
in a movie theater, opera is not opera unless you hear those amazing voices live in a
628
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house with splendid natural acoustics, like the Met.” He further notes that the
experienced operagoers who make up the majority of the audience for the HD broadcasts
“know how to enjoy the special qualities of the video broadcasts because they know what
the real thing is.” 631
A more acerbic attack on the HD comes from another Times critic: “What the
audience in a movie theater experiences is not just the opposite of opera. It is the undoing
of opera, an art form in which a present, active audience is fundamental.” 632 In the view
of these writers, presence and the liveness of the event are evidently integral to the
perception of opera’s identity, accounting for the Met’s efforts to underscore the
authenticity of the HD experience. The lack of consensus regarding applauding at the HD
broadcasts in movie theaters shows just how far the illusion of being present at the live
performance goes, even if it also reveals the shortcomings of the HD of not quite being
the real thing. Historian Daniel Snowman, too, writes that “Opera on the iPod, DVD or
cinema or TV screen is hardly the ‘real thing’.” 633
The impact of the Met’s HD broadcasts and other mediatized forms of opera on
live attendance is naturally a concern for opera companies lacking the resources to put on
HD broadcasts of their own. The rhetoric among at least one of these companies, not
surprisingly, underscores the primacy of live performance for the “real” experience of
opera and expresses worry over how this authenticity is compromised in mediatized
formats. Ian Campbell, former general and artistic director of the San Diego Opera, for
example, “speaks ecstatically of the live art form, which like no other affords an
unparalleled experience of grandeur – sound, spectacle and drama, all of which are
631
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sacrificed in varying degrees when captured by cameras and microphones. ‘The more we
deliver technologically,’ he says, ‘the more we are training an audience to accept
something less than what opera is.’” 634 Given this ideological context, it makes sense that
the Met would make an effort to reassure audiences that they are in fact getting as close
to an authentic opera product as can be attained, short of flying to New York, even if
experienced in a cinema.
Moreover, the venue of the movie theater, although clearly not an opera house, is
still a public place in which one is surrounded by other people in the audience, and in that
sense simulates part of the traditional opera experience in that one is going out to attend
an event at the theater. In this way, the “here” part of Benjamin’s formulation of the “here
and now” in which an artwork’s authenticity resides is at least approximated in the HD
broadcasts by the venue, differentiating the HD experience from other types of live
broadcasts on radio and television that are experienced in a private setting.
One might argue that the informal dress code undermines authenticity of the opera
experience that is traditionally identified with fancy clothes. As the Met’s website
explains, “Feel free to wear whatever you would normally wear to go to a movie theater,
although some patrons have told us they enjoy dressing up for the operas.” 635 Yet even
audiences attending live opera productions in the opera house have in recent years
adopted a considerably less formal dress code (with the exception of opening nights or
other gala performances), diminishing the importance of formal wear to operagoing. The
presence of jeans in a theater thus no longer is a clear signal of either elite or popularly
oriented opera. For all that the HD experience differs in many ways from being present in
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the opera house, therefore, there are as many elements of the simulcasts that emphasize a
sense closeness to the “real” experience in an opera house.

Part 3: Presentation Style
Two major elements of the presentation style of the HD broadcasts – language
and the special features – further contribute to conveying the aesthetic goal of
authenticity on a number of levels. Broadly speaking, one way in which the Met ensures
that the democratizing HD broadcasts retain a sense of authenticity in overall presentation
style, thus maintaining a strong connection to the way opera is traditionally produced and
promoted, is by having all the Live in HD production staff be employed directly by the
Met. As Park put it, “it was very important to Peter [Gelb] that the production [of the HD
broadcasts] not be outsourced. Arts organizations that don’t specialize in TV bring in
outside people, and they don’t know about in-house stuff. So Peter approached it
holistically, so that the same people who run the Met and do onstage stuff are also in
charge of the media program [and there is] no outsourcing.” Her implication here seems
to be that when non-opera people try to produce opera, they will approach it from the
perspective of more mainstream culture, which presumably might not be in keeping with
certain conventions and emphases of the opera world. By having HD staff who know
how traditional opera works, the Met can ensure that the cultural authenticity of the
operatic product is retained in the HD broadcasts and not subject to outsiders’ lack of
cultural knowledge, thus avoiding awkward cultural clashes. As Park mentioned earlier in
the interview, with the HD project, Gelb “wanted to build on the strength of the Met
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team’s expertise, its deep knowledge of different areas – stagecraft, repertoire, etc.” 636
The ideology behind the Met’s decision to arrange its HD project this way is, therefore,
one that stems directly from the general manager’s broad vision for the organization as a
whole.
Since the Met’s main concern seems to be to transfer the onstage production to
the HD screen, the company’s default is to transfer the cultural authenticity imbuing the
regular onstage productions to the HD broadcasts. In fact, the fact that the Met doesn’t
even contemplate an alternative to presenting a traditional opera product is revealed by
the fact that Park hadn’t even considered what it might mean for the Met to be producing
“authentic” opera – it is the only kind the Met does, so the company does not have a label
for it that might distinguish it from a modified and truly populist alternative. As she put
it, the Met is “capturing what’s happening live for the most part. We don’t do
anything…what we try to do is figure out how to do a costume change in time. We look
at and explore and take the most interesting things [about a performance/production] and
share them.”
Moreover, the fact that Park seemed to think there was little that could be changed
about opera suggests that the Met perceives a relatively narrow artistic space within
which it can make changes to the operatic product. This would not be at all surprising if
the Met were primarily focused on continuing to be a prestigious, highbrow opera house
with no intention of casting itself in a populist vein. However, the tremendous emphasis
on the democratizing rhetoric of bringing opera “to the masses” might suggest that the
company wants to change its identity and present opera as more accessible. This might in
turn imply that the Met would explore ways of altering the operas themselves, not just the
636
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material surrounding them in the broadcasts or experimenting with camerawork to create
a sense of dynamism and excitement. But as Park told me, the “formula or practice of
presenting opera hasn’t changed really in terms of major things that need to be in place –
musical choices, casting, artists, stagecraft, etc. [The Met has hired] stage directors who
are great storytellers who don’t come exclusively from the world of opera [but there is a]
formula for putting [opera] on the stage and certain things have to be put in place. Then
what you do with it in terms of photos or images or reducing ticket prices, all this stuff
around it changes. [The Met employs] the finest singers and conductors. [There is] only
so much you can change with opera – [some people like] rock opera, [or] different
settings, but [at places like the] Met or the Royal Opera there are certain things that aren’t
going to change.” 637
In short, the democratizing goal the Met is seeking to project is based exclusively
on the geographic and financial accessibility made possible by the HD broadcasts in
movie theaters, on the popular appeal of additional behind-the-scenes material, and on the
rebranding of the Met’s image through publicity and marketing. The operas themselves,
however, remain intact as they are transferred to the screen. While the sophisticated
camerawork certainly changes certain features of the operatic experience, as we have
seen, the fundamental features of the operatic product stay the same as if one were in the
Met itself. This, of course, is precisely the Met’s true goal, but it is one that is
incompatible with the message of democratization and access that the company
endeavors to project. Let’s now look more closely at three individual elements of
presentation style to see how they underscore the goal of authenticity.
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Language
As we have seen, the artistic integrity of an opera stands as the primary inviolable
element of the Met’s broadcasts. In them the Met reproduces the same ideal of cultural
authenticity it adheres to in its regular in-house performances. One of the most salient of
these features is language. With the exception of the first HD broadcast of the abridged
English-language Magic Flute, all the Met’s HD broadcasts have been in foreign
languages, with subtitles in the vernacular of the audience, because operas in English
translation would be seen as undermining the authenticity of the production.
While most subtitles 638 have been of the standard sort – unpretentious,
straightforward, and relatively literal translations of the libretto – the Met engaged in an
unusual departure from the norm in the production (and HD broadcast) of Rigoletto
[Image 1]. This appears to have been an effort to underscore the authenticity of the
adaptation by making all components of the opera match up stylistically while also
preserving the core essence of the original text. In particular, these subtitles sought to
capture the 1960s era flavor of the production, which had been updated from its original
setting of sixteenth-century Mantua. The stylized yet casual language, as in exchange
between a countess and the duke, for example – Countess: Take it easy fella. Duke: My
heart’s on fire. Countess: Cool it, mister! Duke: You hooked me, baby – seems intended
to draw the audience into the production by eliminating or at least minimizing the
disjunction between the setting and the diction of the libretto. Yet however one chooses
to interpret these subtitles, the fact that the production was still in Italian, the populistoriented updating notwithstanding, suggests that the artistic priority is to preserve the
work’s highbrow quality. In keeping with this emphasis, the Met retained the original text
638
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and instead focused the democratizing push on other, non-musical and non-textual
elements of the production.
Although one might expect the Met to offer some HD broadcasts in English
translation as part of its populist emphasis, the company seems to have no interest in
doing so, even in the HD simulcasts. One major reason for this is the fact that the Met’s
non-U.S. market is considerably larger than its US market. Consequently, because the
Met views the HD broadcasts as a global, international initiative and needs to ensure it
doesn’t alienate those outside the U.S. who would not be interested in opera in English,
the Met’s HD plans do not currently include any English-language productions. The
choice of the abridged, English-language Magic Flute (a special holiday version) for the
Met’s inaugural HD transmission in December 2006 was therefore in fact motivated not
by ideology but rather by practical concerns. When the HD initiative was being launched
the fall of 2006 and the technology was becoming available, Magic Flute was the opera
being performed at the Met at the time that the management felt would have the widest
popular appeal, a work that was “audience-friendly.” As a result, neither the language nor
the length was a prominent factor in the Met’s choice of this work to inaugurate the
broadcasts, despite the seeming populism of an abridged, tuneful opera in English
translation.
While the popularity of the opera in general does appear to have been a factor,
along with its availability at the appropriate moment, more important to the Met in
selecting this work to be simulcast in HD was the production’s star power: Julie Taymor
directed and James Levine conducted. The HD production was apparently also not geared
particularly toward a younger audience. And, as Park put it, the Met did not have a good
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sense of whether the HD initiative would work and so was mainly just testing the
“farfetched, risky idea” to see who would attend. The need to work quickly also played
into the decision: Gelb “works really, really fast. Once we realized we could do [an HD
broadcast] then you just pick repertoire and make it happen.” Moreover, the Met “didn’t
have a vast European network at the time [so] the considerations were very different.”
Indeed, although the Met gave an English-language Die Fledermaus in December 2013,
it wasn’t chosen for HD because “although for American audiences it would’ve been
very appealing, European audiences don’t want to hear it in English – [and] so much of
our viewership is European.” 639
The authenticity of the HD broadcasts can also be traced to the Met’s
longstanding identity as primarily a traditional, elite-oriented institution. Park
emphasized the Met’s role as a “flagship opera house,” which previously had the New
York City Opera as its more populist counterpart analogous to the relationship between
London’s Royal Opera House (which performs its operas in foreign languages, like the
Met) and the English National Opera (which performs all its operas in English).
Artistically speaking, the bottom line for the Met, its primary consideration, is that
“unless it’s really going to make sense for the Met to do an opera on the stage (it has to
exist onstage before it can be done in HD),” it won’t be done in HD. English-language
and/or abridged adaptations of operas, such as the Magic Flute from December 2006, the
Barber of Seville from December 2012, or Die Fledermaus from December 2013, are, as
Park put it, “a holiday thing, an audience development thing.” 640
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live, in-house productions) in January 2013 further highlights the extent to which the desire for authenticity
informs committed operagoers’ perception of opera. The woman in question was evidently a dedicated
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Park’s response – a friendly one – to the idea that the length of most operas might
also be difficult for newcomers to handle further bolsters the idea that the Met fears that
making modifications to the operas could open them up to the charge of artistic dilution,
a concern evidently present even within a democratizing context. As she told me, “you
also don’t want to dumb down what the thing is, you want to give the most exciting,
accessible, surprising versions in some case, and get people excited about going to the
opera. You have to balance the artistic integrity of what you’re doing with trying to share
it with as many people as possible…We are a grand opera company and we do things in a
certain way because it’s a traditional art form. So if you wanted to start an opera
company in New York and do cut-down versions, [you could,] but that’s a different
company. If you think, you have to spend millions of dollars to put something on the
stage of the Met to begin with, your mission and goals have to be really clear for
maximum artistic and audience impact.”
The fact that Park, otherwise very well-spoken, had some trouble articulating the
aesthetic difference for the Met between foreign-language productions and Englishlanguage ones points to how the company’s need to preserve cultural authenticity seems
to go mostly unquestioned with respect to the actual content of the opera. As she put it,
“doing English-language versions of great classics, artistically it’s not…it’s a…that’s an
audience…it has to make sense artistically for the Met Opera to do it. [The Met does]
outreach in different forms – you have to be very mindful of what your core mission is as
opera fan who had travelled that day from Baltimore to see the Saturday matinee of Les Troyens (from 12
PM to past 5 PM) and was also planning to see the Barber of Seville in the evening, after which she would
take the bus home to Baltimore that night.) In the course of friendly conversation, I noted that I was looking
forward to seeing that night’s performance of the Barber, which was being performed in a special abridged
(two-hour) holiday version, and in English. On hearing that the work was in English, she exclaimed in
dismay, “Oh, that’s terrible,” also expressing her disappointment that it would be shorter than usual and
indignant that information hadn’t been adequately indicated in the subscription information. Evidently she
felt she was being shortchanged by not having the opportunity to see the authentic version of the opera.
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an organization and how to take that artistic product and share it with as many people as
you can.”
The Met thus promotes an artistic product that adheres to certain performance
standards and conventions, some of which have only become established over the last
few decades but are now widely entrenched – and a major one of which is the expectation
of a production in the original language with hardly any modifications from the
academically authorized version of the score and libretto.

Special Features
The special features of the HD broadcasts participate in the ideology of cultural
authenticity by highlighting the liveness and excitement of the operatic event, even if
these features are not accessible to the in-house audience and thus are not part of the
traditional opera experience. The Met’s website describes the Live in HD events as being
“enhanced by specially produced features that offer audiences a glimpse of activity
behind the scenes. These include live interviews with singers, directors, designers, and
stage technicians, as well as documentaries and other short features. In the past seasons,
the intermission features have been hosted by Met stars like Natalie Dessay, Plácido
Domingo, Renée Fleming, Susan Graham, Thomas Hampson, Patricia Racette, and
Deborah Voigt.” Immediately preceding and during the performance, the Met also shows
shots of the crew and cast backstage as the singers prepare to come onstage or catches
them as they exit.
Having hosts introduce the operas and serve as a kind of tour guide throughout the
entire performance is an important feature of the Met’s attempt to democratize opera by
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making the HD broadcasts appeal to new audiences. In fact, the Met felt that “one of the
big decisions [about the HD broadcasts] was the hosts,” leading the organization to
experiment with a variety of people, including Katie Couric and Mikhail Baryshnikov.
According to Park, “what we quickly came to by end of the first season was that certain
opera singers were really, really good hosts because audiences love them as personalities.
Audiences never get to see them [outside their roles in the operas].” These singers were
able to have “natural and interesting conversations with colleagues for doing interviews
live.” 641 It is striking that the first and main response to a question about how the HD
broadcasts are designed to attract broad audiences would have focused on a feature
outside the opera proper, suggesting that the integrity of the actual opera is central and
that the main changes intended to widen opera’s appeal are made to its external features.
These special features are part of communicating the liveness of the event,
bringing the HD viewer even deeper into the opera house and revealing the real-time,
behind-the-scenes activity. Gelb has often stated that these extra features of the HD
broadcasts – the views of backstage, the interviews with singers and producers, and the
mini-documentaries – are a way of compensating for the audience’s physical absence
from the opera house. The interviews in particular have a similar feel to those in popular
television shows or sports broadcasts, as the athlete or performer is caught coming off the
field or stage still breathless, adding a sense of immediacy to the HD viewing experience.
Gelb in fact likes to underscore the analogy between opera broadcasting and sports:
according to Park, “he loves referencing the sports model in terms of live, live, live,
behind the scenes,” emphasizing “the adrenaline of the moment and what you’re able to
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be part of” in a way that offers a “live communal experience of people who all love
opera, sharing the thrill with all these people watching around the world.” 642
Part of Gelb’s mission to make opera more accessible is accomplished through
these special features that draw the audience into the process involved in creating an
opera production. One type of special feature is the segments created for intermissions,
which are typically thirty to forty minutes. According to Park, what the audience sees in
any given intermission feature depends on what the opera or the story is. The two main
types of features are singer-focused and production-focused. The Met typically employs
the former strategy if the opera in question is an existing (as opposed to a new)
production, as was the case with the November 2013 HD simulcast of Tosca. If a singer
is taking on a role for the first time, for example, the segment might explore why s/he
chose the role or what is most challenging or rewarding about it. Since singers are an
important draw for opera fans, the intermission features offer an opportunity for the Met
to share these artists’ insights and personalities with audiences.
By contrast, if an opera is a new production that is having its premiere, the
intermission feature’s emphasis will more likely be on matters of direction and staging.
The host of the HD broadcast might speak with the director of the production, or explore
some unusual feature of staging or costumes. The Met views these intermission segments
from the point of view of a news outlet, capitalizing on the fact that “people love seeing
set changes and planning and mammoth forces making the company run – [that’s a]
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through-line.” Some opera lovers apparently will even see an opera both live at the Met
and in HD to see what goes on behind the curtain. 643
Despite the differences between the Met’s television broadcasts since the 1970s
and the HD simulcasts, there is considerable ideological continuity. Both democratizing
endeavors reveal a similar aesthetic focus in making elite-style opera accessible without
diminishing the sense of glamour and highbrow cachet, a goal accomplished through an
emphasis on authenticity. Indeed, Horowitz’s observations about the Met’s television
broadcasts in the 1980s – which were recorded live but aired later – continue to hold for
the HD broadcasts in the twenty-first century, namely, that all the popularizing rhetoric
aside, these transmissions retain a sense of being culturally highbrow. As he writes, “For
all the talk of democratizing high culture, ‘Great Performances,’ like music appreciation
fifty years ago, also inculcates paradoxical elitism. Rather than great music’s aura of
exclusivity being negated, partaking in the exclusive aura is made a democratic
privilege.” He also notes “snob-appeal marketing” as the norm. 644 In other words, a core
element of the democratizing rhetoric since the 1970s has been predicated on the idea that
the public wants to participate in an exclusive, highbrow experience, which in turn means
that the product being popularized must be legitimately highbrow, not some modified or
allegedly diluted version that is either abridged or in translation.

Part 4: Carmen Case Study
Broadcast on January 16, 2010, Richard Eyre’s production (which premiered on
New Year’s Eve 2009) of Bizet’s Carmen with Elīna Garanča and Roberto Alagna as
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Carmen and Don José epitomizes the central values and concerns of the Met’s HD
broadcasts. A close examination of this production, and especially how it is framed, will
highlight how the concern with authenticity on multiple levels motivates and shapes the
production in its explicitly democratizing format. Since this production, like all HD
broadcasts, is also performed for in-house audiences, the same aesthetic value applies
both to the elite-oriented experience and to the populist one. What is striking, therefore,
as observed earlier, is that the democratized version of opera is in many ways the same as
the traditional elite-oriented opera experience, meaning that underscoring opera’s
glamour and cultural prestige are an integral part of the democratized product.
That the Met chose Carmen as one of its HD broadcasts for the 2009-10 season is
no surprise. The opera has long been not only one of the staples of the operatic repertoire
in America since the late nineteenth century but also one of the most reliably popular
works, guaranteed to draw large audiences. The opera has also traditionally been a
vehicle for star singers who made the role their own, as in the case of Emma Calvé
around the turn of the twentieth century. At the Met, Carmen has been the third most
frequently performed opera in all the Met’s repertoire since the late nineteenth century, at
984 performances (tied with La Traviata), making it second only to La Bohème (1,245
performances) and Aida (1,132 performances). 645 As Park put it, “Carmen is one of our
biggest, biggest sellers.” 646 Indeed, as of the fall of 2013, the 2010 HD broadcast was the
most popular single rental on the Met Opera’s online streaming service. 647 Even the
Met’s official description of the Carmen production points to the importance of
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authenticity: Carmen is “a woman desired by every man but determined to remain true to
herself.” Similarly, the Met is concerned that opera remain true to itself, an anxiety that
becomes especially poignant in the context of mediated productions like the HD
broadcasts.
The production’s score and libretto follow the Met’s traditional performance
practice, with the complete score being used and the dialogue performed as recitative, as
is now typically done in opera houses around the world, with only a few words spoken or
semi-spoken for dramatic effect. 648 One musical change, however, from the in-house
experience is that an abridged version of the music of the opening section (the prelude) is
played as visual clips from the opera – a dress rehearsal or earlier performance – are
shown. In fact, this introductory section serves to set the stage, literally, for the
performance, showing not only bits of stage activity but also images of the main
characters with the names of both the singer and the character being shown on the screen.
The opera house audience of course does not see this cinematic introduction, which
seems a populist gesture designed to help HD audiences identify both characters and
singers. After this, the cameras show the host, Renée Fleming, backstage, as she gives a
brief overview of the opera. The orchestra can be heard warming up in the background as
she speaks, giving movie theater audiences also a taste of what in-house audiences hear
in anticipation of the performance.
Some of the content of Fleming’s introduction mimics what in-house audiences
might be reading in their programs, which HD audiences do not have, except perhaps for
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a cast list distributed at the movie theater or anything they might have brought with them.
Fleming tells the viewers that Carmen is one of the most popular operas in the world,
reminding them that they are participating in a long tradition of operagoing and that they
have selected to see a classic work that is part of the authentic opera world – as opposed
to, for example, a classic work of musical theater such as Showboat that opera companies
sometimes stage, or an obscure work that is not typically performed.
The highbrow aspect of opera is also made clear in this segment as Fleming
emphasizes the glamour and prestige of the experience by telling HD audiences they are
about to see a production by the “renowned” director Sir Richard Eyre – a knighted artist.
An element of excitement also infused the performance: Fleming tells her viewers that
the soprano in the starring – and iconic – role was taking it on for the first time, implying
she would have to face various challenges that the audience would presumably enjoy
watching her overcome. As Fleming is relating this information to the audience, viewers
can see the flurry of preparatory activity going on backstage, further drawing HD viewers
into the immediacy and excitement of the live experience. This introduction segues to the
actual performance via a camera shot of a coordinator calling “Maestro Seguin to the pit,
act one, please,” after which the cameras show the conductor entering the pit, bowing,
and beginning the opera, meaning that the HD audience hears the prelude a second time,
now in its entirety.
This entire introductory feature might be seen as serving as a way of bringing the
movie theater audience into the opera experience, bridging the gap between cinema and
opera house by offering viewers a visual preview, so to speak, of the opera, before the
cameras show the conductor entering the orchestra pit and the beginning the
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performance. While this whole section is not authentic in that it does not emulate the
opera house experience, it does make viewers feel they are seeing the event in real time,
and getting a behind-the-scenes look at the performance almost in a reality show format.
The liveness of the event is thus brought to the forefront of the HD experience.
Another way in which the live, even breathless quality of the event is conveyed
through the HD broadcasts is in the other behind-the-scenes shots during the pauses
between acts, views obviously not seen by the in-house public. Between the first and
second acts, for example, the HD audience sees the set as it rotates, including a view
from above. The main focus of the shots is on the stagehands adjusting props and setting
things in place, everybody hurrying around preparing the next act, including Garanča
herself. (The interviews, discussed below, occur between the second and third acts.)
Similarly, between the third and fourth acts, the HD audiences are privy to the turning set
as the camera pans around it, also showing stagehands preparing the scene, as well as
children running onstage to take their places before the curtain goes up.
The interview that Fleming conducts with the singers performing the opera’s two
main characters further enhances the live feel of the event as the singers speak in a
(seemingly) unscripted manner, conveying a sense of spontaneity. The feeling of
excitement continues also since the interview takes place against the backdrop of a busy
backstage environment with people milling about. Moreover, Fleming catches the singers
just as they are coming offstage from the end of the previous act, before they have even
had much of a chance to gather themselves and transition out of character into their own
personality. Fleming begins the interview with Garanča and Alagna in a way that appears
intended to convey intensity and excitement, saying to Garanča, “I can’t remember the
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last time I saw such a physically intense Carmen.” Picking up on Fleming’s cues,
Garanča responds, “I get carried away,” adding that Alagna was a “hurricane.” (A similar
sense of intensity surfaces in Fleming’s introduction before the opera begins when she
refers to the “bold sensuality” of the opera and its “brazen heroine.”)
Since the production was Garanča’s first time singing the role of Carmen, most of
Fleming’s questions to her are about the experience of singing and acting in the opera,
and in particular, how her interpretation fits into the historical trajectory of famous
performers in the role. Just as reminding audiences of the opera’s popularity places it
clearly within the operatic tradition, Fleming’s invocation of legendary singers Horne,
Bumbry, Stevens, Ponselle, and even Calvé, who sang the role around the turn of the
twentieth century, also puts the present-day HD production in a historical context of
illustrious opera stars, and hence an authentic operatic tradition. Further emphasizing this
point is the fact that as Fleming and Garanča are discussing this point, and in particular,
whether this lineage of singers inspires her or is daunting, the HD viewers are shown
photographs of these singers as they are mentioned. This, of course, suggests that
comparing Garanča to these famous singers was a planned element of the interview (the
photographs had to be ready to be shown), meaning that the Met thought it important to
invoke – and indeed, highlight – operatic tradition in this manner.
The focus on authenticity also surfaces in the interview when Fleming discusses
the famous “Flower Song” with Alagna. She asks him how he manages to “pull back” at
the high B flat to sing it as softly as he does – a difficult feat for a tenor. Alagna responds
by saying that singing the note at a quiet dynamic is in fact a performance tradition (that
is, not marked in the score), so that if a tenor wants to be thought of as a “great Don
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José,” he must sing the note piano. In pointing to this, Alagna is setting himself in a long
line of “great” Don Josés, and thus as part of an elite cultural tradition. Although Alagna
is wrong – in the vocal score, the B flat comes at the end of a phrase that is in fact marked
pp rall. e dim., and the orchestral parts are marked pp (ppp in the Choudens reprint of the
full score, except the harp, which has pp) – the fact that he even brings up what is almost
an academic point, or rather, a musically esoteric one, indicates the degree to which a
concern with musical authenticity informs even a popularly oriented special feature
segment in the context of the Met’s democratizing endeavor.
Another element of the interview that underscores popularly oriented opera’s
authenticity as it emulates the elite experience and focuses on opera’s highbrow character
is the fact that both singers come across as distinctly foreign, mainly because of their
accents, a point highlighted by Fleming’s clear American identity. This situation is a
byproduct of the fact that the best opera singers in the world today, those who are singing
at the Met, come from a wide range of countries, including many European ones,
although there are of course a number of American singers (like Fleming) as well. Since
foreign singers are a traditional feature of opera in America, and since the Met’s aesthetic
decisions are disseminated on a mass scale via the HD broadcasts, the democratized
version of opera embodies elite aesthetic values. The sense of foreignness, therefore,
conveyed by the interview gives HD viewers a sense of being privy to a traditional sort of
operatic cast and hence an authentic operatic experience.
A final feature of this behind-the-scenes segment emphasizes yet again the
highbrow nature of the experience. After the interview is over, the HD audiences see the
interior of the opera house, reminding them of the prestige of the venue where the event
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they are watching at a distance is taking place. (The interior of the opera house is again
shown after the opera is over as HD viewers can see the audience applauding, including a
close-up of an opera box.) The segment concludes with a populist gesture analogous to
the one before the opera began as Fleming gives a brief description of the plot in the third
and fourth acts.
That the staging of this production of Carmen was in many respects traditional, if
leaning toward greater than usual realism, further conveys cultural authenticity in the
democratizing HD context. Indeed, in his review of the in-house premiere of the
production a few weeks prior to the HD broadcast, Anthony Tommasini of the New York
Times writes, “Other than updating the Seville setting of the opera to the 1930s from the
1830s, to invoke the brutally repressive period of the Spanish Civil War, [director
Richard] Eyre has created an essentially traditional ‘Carmen.’ Yet, by flushing out details
that show the characters bucking against civic and sexual constraints, he uncovers the
rawness and daring at the opera’s core.” 649 Thus even in its modifications from tradition,
Eyre’s interpretation gets to another level of authenticity, namely, getting at the “core” of
the opera’s true identity. In the tavern scene at the beginning of the second act, too, as
Tommasini puts it, “the Gypsies for once refrain from generic, exotic twirling and do
some nifty, rhythmically intricate tapped steps” 650 – that is, flamenco dancing, which is
more authentic for the Spanish setting, and which Carmen herself takes up, even getting
up on a table to dance. While there have of course been radical interpretations of Carmen,
the Met not only chose to stage a relatively traditional one in the opera house but also
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selected this production for HD transmission, thus enhancing the authentic feeling of the
HD opera experience.
This production also offers an authentic-seeming portrayal of the time and place
in which this version of the opera is set. The staging presents the cigarette factory
workers as the poor, down-and-out characters that they are, looking dirty, harried and
tired and dressed in drab clothing that look like burlap sacks and white slips (rather than
as idealized, clean, and rosy-cheeked maidens), the soldiers as stereotypically boorish as
they grope Micaëla, and a generally dilapidated environment (rather than a pretty Spanish
square with fountains and flowers). Carmen herself is shown washing her legs as she
comes out for the Habanera and then washing and wringing out an apron. Furthermore,
after she fights with one of the cigarette girls, the HD viewers see a big cut on her thigh.
In the second act, too, there is a realistic and gory close-up of Don José and Dancaïre
cutting their hands as they become “blood brothers.” The gritty realism of this version
that offers viewers vivid images of a chain link fence, half broken down buildings is thus
further magnified by the close-ups offered by the HD cameras. The physical intensity of
the relationship between Carmen and Don José is also often highlighted through the
camerawork.
The final scene of the opera in fact epitomizes the two main ways in which
authenticity informs the production: the acting is highly realistic, and the staging itself
aims to uncover the aesthetic and moral core of the work. One example of the convincing
acting in this scene is when Carmen dies: Don José stabs her as she stands, and the
audience can see her face as she fades, the life slowly ebbing out of her. This understated
approach is particularly effective for HD audiences because of the close-ups that the
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cameras allow. The staging, too, highlights the central symbols of the story, that is,
elements of its aesthetic core or essence. At the beginning of this scene, for instance, we
can see Don José wearing a large cross around his neck that he impulsively pulls off and
casts it away as he says that he will do anything to please Carmen, a gesture emblematic
of his willingness to cast aside conventional religion and morality for her sake. Another
symbolic gesture comes when, right after Carmen has returned to Don José the ring he
had given her and he stabs her, he puts the ring back on her finger, perhaps a desperate
attempt on his part to convince himself that she still cared for him. As Tommasini
observes, “I have never seen the final scene, in which the crazed Don José stabs the
fatalistically defiant Carmen, executed with such stunning realism, a dangerous mingling
of sex, rebellion and violence: the very essence of ‘Carmen.’” 651

Conclusion
With its HD broadcasts, the Met has thus pioneered a new way of experiencing
opera on a mass scale that seeks to recreate a good deal of the elite opera experience.
Other companies have sought to imitate the Met’s initiative of opera broadcasts on large
screens, some of which are also broadcast live. The San Francisco Opera, for example,
has had an annual event called Opera at the Ballpark since 2007, broadcasting the onstage
SF Opera production live to a huge screen in AT&T Park to tens of thousands of people
– for free. La Scala, the Royal Opera House Covent Garden, the Gran Teatre del Liceu,
and the Vienna Staatsoper are among the other opera houses that have presented live HD
broadcasts of their productions, some of which are offered in movie theaters nationally
and internationally, while others are available via a live online stream or on large screens
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set up in open-air settings such as parks and squares. Moreover, not only opera
companies but all manner of arts organizations, including symphony orchestras, ballet
companies, and theater companies have adopted the live HD streaming format. These
offer ever larger audiences the opportunity to experience high culture in as authentic a
manner as possible, namely, by making a mediated version of the elite, highbrow product
accessible that also captures the live element of the experience.
The desire to convey a sense of authenticity on multiple levels is thus a major
force shaping the HD broadcasts, lending them legitimacy as a culturally highbrow event
even though they are experienced in a distinctly populist venue and are both framed and
marketed in a populist vein. Indeed, even while seeking to cater to a range of tastes, The
Met: Live in HD retains a sense of cultural prestige, promoting opera as type of highbrow
culture that preserves the genre’s identity as a grand artistic tradition, and at the same
time underscores liveness as an integral part of the authentic opera experience. Opera’s
ingrained reputation for exclusivity and elitism allows it to retain its highbrow status even
when made accessible either financially or even artistically in some ways, such as with
the special HD behind-the-scenes features. In short, it seems that in the popular
imagination opera is always elite, no matter what might be done to it, or how accessible it
is made, and even if cultural elites think it’s being “dumbed down” and hence not “real”
opera.
Audience demographics bear out this assessment. Recent surveys of both HD and
live opera attendance in America reveal that opera continues to be a predominantly elite
activity. According to the official report issued by the National Endowment for the Arts,
a series of surveys conducted over the last few decades has shown a decline in attendance
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at live opera since 1992, as well as for most other art forms except the musical, which
held steady. 652 These nationally representative surveys show that the percentage of US
adults attending the opera (that is, in-person; attendance at HD broadcasts is not specified
as distinct in either 2008 or 2012) at least once a year hovered around 3 percent between
1982 and 2002, and in 2008, attendance fell by a third, to 2 percent (about 6 million
people), and remaining at the same level in 2012. 653
According to one of the Met’s assistant conductors, the HD broadcasts are “still
an experiment.” They have been in many respects a great success, drawing large
audiences – the “Rat Pack” Rigoletto, for example, attracted 113,000 North American
viewers in over 800 locations. In 2013, the Met announced that in North America, the
February 16 HD broadcast of the Rat Pack Rigoletto grossed $2.6 million, drawing an
estimated audience of 113,000 in over 800 locations, while the March 2 broadcast of
Parsifal grossed $1.6 million. 654 However, the HD initiative has not, as of yet, achieved
its goal of attracting younger audiences or drawing in many people who are new to opera:
a 2008 survey commissioned by Opera America revealed that the HD broadcasts in the
US are drawing a representative cross-section of existing opera audiences – people who
are highly educated, typically on the older side (middle-aged and above), and have
attended the opera before. 655
The Met’s own surveys of New York area HD operagoers painted a similar
demographic picture. 656 Still, it is by no means obvious that interest in live opera overall
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will necessarily continue to fade – the evidence at this point is still inconclusive. The
most likely outcome is that opera will, as it always has, continue to change with the
times. That might well mean certain hallowed traditions will eventually fall by the
wayside as producers seek a balance between retaining opera’s cachet and experimenting
with new ways to excite contemporary audiences with new types of spectacle and new
interpretations. Moreover, the opportunities for new modes of engagement with opera
continue to multiply through recordings, YouTube, iTunes, etc., even if the number of
live performances decreases.
The last few decades have thus been a period in which opera’s cachet has returned
to the forefront of popularization efforts. The technology of live broadcasting has allowed
elite-style opera to be disseminated on a mass scale, thus allowing elite aesthetic values,
especially the ideal of authenticity, to shape democratizing efforts more easily than in the
past. The proliferation of other media formats, too, has driven opera producers to
highlight the genre’s uniqueness as a way of separating it from other forms of art and
entertainment.
Cultural consumption-based class divisions that have been sharpening in recent
decades have further led opera producers to underscore the genre’s cultural cachet and
highbrow character as opera, even in its democratized forms, is used and promoted as a
sign of culturally elite status. The decreased presence of European immigrants in the
potential operagoing population has also affected the ways that opera companies seek to
attract new audiences. Opera also found its way into the academy, where scholars became
experts in a variety of facets of the genre and where “correct” scholarly editions of scores
began to be produced and scrutinized. This traditionalist approach allowed for an
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emphasis on authenticity, as audiences were getting the real cultural product, supposedly
unmarred by years of interpretation, now stripped away so that opera could be presented
pure, according to the composer’s original intentions. Perhaps picking up on century-old
beliefs about opera’s (and classical music’s) “educational value,” a belief cemented by
decades of “music appreciation” materials and textbooks that have now found a central
place in universities, contemporary efforts to popularize opera emphasize a reverential
attitude toward the experience of opera that will educate the listener. Although the
language of uplift is no longer used, the belief that the listener should study, prepare
oneself, and be edified is evidenced by the few adjustments made to the artwork to attract
a new public unfamiliar with opera. And even though stage directions are sometimes
freely interpreted, the musical score and libretto of the opera are essentially inviolable.
High culture such as opera thus seems to have been re-sacralized in recent
decades, both by academics and opera producers, to differentiate it from the mass of other
forms of culture that exist in a milieu of multiculturalism and cultural relativism, where
all forms of cultural expression are promoted as equal and where it is unfashionable, even
unacceptable, to invoke aesthetic hierarchies. A common emphasis is again on the need
for education as a gateway to appreciating high art – consider the many “educational” and
“outreach” efforts of opera companies, the Met included. Yet, strikingly, the explicit
articulation of the idea of cultural uplift is fastidiously eschewed because endorsing uplift
implies cultural judgmentalism. Although not expressed, the idea that high culture is
somehow good for you, even though (or precisely because) it’s daunting and forbidding
underlies much of its presentation style. One still needs the key to intellectual entry, even
if the barriers of financial and physical accessibility (cheap rush tickets, suburban movie
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theaters, the Internet, YouTube, iTunes, etc.) have been overcome to a great degree. The
ideology of integration, too, while present in the sense that opera is being physically
brought into a populist venue, rubbing elbows with mainstream blockbuster movies, is
also not really embraced, since the HD simulcasts in fact promote opera as a distinct,
culturally highbrow experience separate from popular culture, despite being made easily
accessible both financially and geographically.
The predominant ideology characterizing the Met’s HD broadcasts is thus one of
cultural authenticity. The initiative is promoted as conveying opera’s “authentic” essence,
whether in the sense of being part of a long tradition of opera performance or in the sense
of using new knowledge to get even closer to the composer’s original intentions, and as
offering popular audiences the opportunity to experience opera live, and hence participate
in a real-time opera event. Opera’s highbrow cachet is preserved through adherence to the
original score and libretto, and even freedom in staging is often aimed at expressing an
opera’s “true” meaning as effectively as possible. The democratizing elements of the HD
project are thus focused on the mode of opera’s delivery and its framing rather than on
altering its content.
This authenticity-focused approach seems to be an outgrowth of the belief that a
central feature of opera’s appeal is in fact its exclusivity and status as an elite activity.
Modifying opera in order to popularize it, therefore, would deprive the genre of its cachet
and thus perhaps cause it to lose some of its luster. It is unclear, of course, whether a
radical reconceptualization of the mode of democratizing opera – that is, one that
abandons the ideal of authenticity, at least in initial popularizing efforts – would succeed.
Not surprisingly, no established American opera company is willing to take the risk of
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losing its already small core audiences by gambling on attracting an entirely new
demographic, not to mention the censure such an attempt would be likely to draw from
experts. And it is of course reasonable to worry that certain things are already being lost
in the mediated experience offered by HD, and that still other things would be lost if
opera democratizers took a different tack, such as one similar to previous popularizing
efforts like those at the turn of the twentieth century or those at mid-century that
presented opera in English translation or in abridged formats.
The initial excitement over the HD broadcasts and the concomitant growth in
revenue may be approaching a plateau, 657 which could spur the Met, or other companies,
to modify their democratizing approaches, or to continue them if the equilibrium is
sufficiently satisfactory. As the New York Times reported in January 2014, “Mr. Gelb said
that the Met would continue to try to reach a bigger audience without trying to ‘dumb
down’ opera or begin producing musicals. ‘I believe very strongly that we must maintain
the highest artistic standards,’ he said.” 658 For all that the Met brings opera to many who
would otherwise not be able to experience it, it is possible that local opera companies are
being affected negatively as audiences may be choosing to attend the glamorous Met HD
broadcasts instead of live performances of often lesser quality. It is also of course
possible that the same factors putting pressure on the Met to sustain itself are putting
pressure on these smaller companies, causing some to fold. Further research is needed to
ascertain precisely what the mechanisms of these changes are.
It remains to be seen how opera – an art form in which the live element is indeed
an integral part of the excitement of the experience – will fare in an increasingly digitized
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world of remote, mediated experiences of all kinds. As Renée Fleming put it, “Nothing
can replace live performance of opera, really almost the last place to hear the
unadulterated, unamplified human voice.” Her use of the world “unadulterated” points to
the concern that mediated forms of experiencing opera are inauthentic and even
damaging to the auditory experience. “But,” she continues, “I believe we have a duty, as
practitioners of an art form that is hundreds of years old, to meet our audiences where
they are.” 659 Fleming’s performance of the American national anthem at the 2014 Super
Bowl in MetLife Stadium, and her performance less than a week later in her signature
role as Rusalka in the Met’s HD broadcast, could be a harbinger of efforts to bring opera
more into the popular sphere in innocuous ways, hoping to spur the public to make the
leap into what is still clearly the elite world of opera, perhaps first through a mediated
experience and then to a live one in an opera house.
It may well be the case that opera production in America will become centralized
in a handful of large companies like the Met and San Francisco Opera and then
disseminated digitally through initiatives like the HD broadcasts. Either way, the
definition of what constitutes a true operatic experience – or a true experience of
anything, for that matter – is already beginning to be reevaluated as it become
increasingly necessary to acknowledge that technology is completely changing how we
experience the world. Indeed, the constant readjustment of aesthetic values and priorities
in response to a changing environment is a perennial issue facing producers of art. As
cultural debates over the status and value of high culture in present-day America
continue, opera companies will continue to respond, as they always have, to cues from
both cultural elites and the general public in their efforts to democratize the genre in
659
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order to ensure its survival. The Met: Live in HD is one such democratizing effort that
seeks to walk the line between the past and the present in a way that preserves the values
of the past that persist in the present while also looking to establish new sustainable
norms for the future.
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Appendix
Metropolitan Opera HD Broadcasts, 2006-07 to 2013-14
* = new production
2006-07
The Magic Flute (abridged; in
English)
I Puritani
The First Emperor*
Eugene Onegin
Il Barbiere di Siviglia*
Il Trittico*
2007-08
Roméo et Juliette
Hansel and Gretel*
Macbeth*
Manon Lescaut
Peter Grimes*
Tristan und Isolde
La Bohème
La Fille du Régiment*
2008-09
Opening Night Gala, Starring Renée
Fleming (scenes from La
Traviata, Manon, and Capriccio)
Salome
Doctor Atomic*
La Damnation de Faust*
Thaïs*
La Rondine*
Orfeo ed Euridice
Lucia di Lammermoor
Madama Butterfly
La Sonnambula*
La Cenerentola

2009-10
Tosca*
Aida
Turandot
Les Contes d’Hoffmann*
Der Rosenkavalier
Carmen*
Simon Boccanegra
Hamlet*
Armida*
2010-11
Das Rheingold*
Boris Godunov*
Don Pasquale
Don Carlo*
La Fanciulla del West
Nixon in China*
Iphigénie en Tauride
Lucia di Lammermoor
Le Comte Ory*
Capriccio
Il Trovatore
Die Walküre*
2011-12
Anna Bolena*
Don Giovanni*
Siegfried*
Satyagraha
Rodelinda
Faust*
The Enchanted Island*
Götterdämmerung*
Ernani
Manon*
La Traviata
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2012-13
L’Elisir d’Amore*
Otello
The Tempest*
La Clemenza di Tito
Un Ballo in Maschera*
Aida
Les Troyens
Maria Stuarda*
Rigoletto*
Parsifal*
Francesca da Rimini
Giulio Cesare*
2013-14
Eugene Onegin*
The Nose
Tosca
Falstaff*
Rusalka
Prince Igor*
Werther*
La Bohème
Così fan tutte
La Cenerentola
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Image 1: Metropolitan Opera, Rigoletto, February 2013
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Conclusion
This historical analysis that points to, and seeks to explain, trends in efforts to
democratize opera from the late nineteenth century to the present day reveals the
remarkable consistency with which opera advocates have sought to bring the genre to
ever larger and more diverse audiences. During the entire period under study, opera has
possessed connotations of exclusivity and elitism. But as we have seen, this cachet has
been deployed in different eras in different ways and for different purposes, a fact
indicative of the shifting status of high culture in American society.
In the early part of the twentieth century, to mimic elites’ experience of high
culture as closely as possible was an aspiration that was widely held by the middle class
as well as some of the working class. Consequently, democratized opera tended in the
direction of emphasizing its prestigious elite status and its capacity to offer uplift, along
with, of course, its accessibility. By mid-century, thanks to some major technological
advances that made the opera house only one of many ways to experience opera, the new
ideology held that many in broad middle swath of the public still valued and hence
desired to experience high culture but in ways that were more closely tailored to their
interests and abilities. As a result, popularly oriented opera often embraced a policy of
integration, modifying the genre by incorporating elements of popular culture and thus
making it more accessible to mass audiences.
Since the last quarter of the twentieth century, by contrast, experiencing high
culture seems to have become a less widely held goal by the general public, evidenced by
declining opera consumption and a decreased presence of opera in popular culture,
possibly a result of new technologies that have contributed to the segmentation of
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entertainment experiences and created many separate niche audiences. Democratized
opera, therefore, has sought to distinguish itself by using authenticity as a selling point,
suggesting that the present-day mass public appears to value experiencing an authentic
cultural product that reflects a traditional elite aesthetic ideology, rather than
experiencing a modified cultural product that allegedly dilutes the original art form for
the sake of accessibility. This outlook may stem from the fact that some members of the
general public still perceive opera attendance as a way of marking elite status and believe
that that the cultural experience, even of democratized opera, must therefore resemble or
at least emulate the original elite-oriented experience.
Another striking feature of the democratization of opera over the last century is
the tremendous creativity involved in these efforts, which points to the genre’s resilience.
For all that opera has continued to embrace tradition in many ways, its popularizers have
experimented with all manner of techniques to make it appealing to the general public in
each era. Partly this is a result of the genre’s inherent flexibility: many of its diverse
components are susceptible to change while still creating a cultural product that is
recognizably opera. Indeed, opera has been translated, abridged, excerpted, reorganized,
and staged in diverse ways to fit the demands of shifting aesthetic preferences and
audience demographics as well as in response to radio, film, television, the Internet, and
recording technology of various kinds. Opera democratizers’ consistent willingness to try
new strategies to draw larger audiences – an endeavor driven of course in part by the
need to survive – suggests that this trend might continue into the future.
Taking a broader perspective on the trends in the democratization of opera in
America I have identified, one could argue that these trends followed an arc of
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sacralization to desacralization to resacralization. The “uplift” period was one during
which the democratization of opera was based on the principle of sacralization, in which
opera was considered more art than entertainment. The “integration” period, driven by
the advent of mass media, was one in which opera was “desacralized” in that it was often
modified, sometimes quite heavily, in order to be made accessible to mass audiences as
more entertainment than art. The present-day “authenticity” period is in some sense a
return to a sacralized view of opera, meaning that the genre has undergone a
“resacralization” that has placed the emphasis once again on art rather than on
entertainment.
This view of patterns in opera’s democratization is tied not only to the dominant
aesthetic concerns of cultural elites but also to their expectations about audiences. During
the uplift era, the understanding seems to have been – as the educational emphasis and
the many lecture recitals suggest – that audiences would prepare themselves for the
opera, or at least attend with the idea that they would derive some educational or uplifting
benefit from exposure to high art. The emphasis in popular price opera in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was on reproducing an elite product for popular
consumption and on emulating the elite experience, and most changes did not detract
from opera’s cachet. Indeed, even though some elites turned up their noses at opera in
English translation, plenty of others, including influential musical figures, endorsed and
actively supported it as a viable alternative to foreign-language opera.
During the integration period, the dominant approach endorsed changes to the
cultural product to make it appeal to mass audiences, rather than seeking to change or
educate these audiences to help them like the cultural product. Until the advent of public
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television and radio, the commercialism inherent in mass media – with the exception of
the sustaining programs financed by the networks themselves – meant that the focus was
on providing relatively easily assimilated entertainment, partly a result of competition for
audience attention. Consequently, audiences on the whole seem not to have been
expected to study the operas they were being told they could simply enjoy and be
entertained by. The idea behind making high culture accessible to the masses seems to
have been that all should be able to partake in refined culture without having to stumble
over the allegedly elite-erected and unnecessary barriers to appreciation. Democratizers
thus “desacralized” opera by bringing it into closer contact with popular culture, showing
the general public that they could in fact enjoy a modified version of opera that was still
opera, yet not inherently forbidding and alienating.
In the current era, the ideal of authenticity appears to be the modern bid to
“resacralize” opera. There are plenty of opportunities provided for audiences to
familiarize themselves with the libretto in advance, despite the ubiquity of
supertitles/subtitles in the vernacular, but it is not clear that producers actually expect
audiences to do so. If uplift at all enters into the equation, opera producers never make it
explicit, and the education involved in learning about opera seems cast as an end in itself,
not a means toward uplift or spiritual aspiration. This attitude toward providing an
authentic experience of opera may stem from the fact that its promoters, like those of the
countless other cultural products on the market competing for audience attention, feel
they need to set opera apart from its competition, distinguishing it as above the fray of
ephemerality and commercialism – even while, of course, needing to accede to market
demands. As a result, opera producers have increasingly emphasized its status as art,
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resacralizing it by adhering to certain conventions and standards of performance practice
even while continuing dissemination and access on a mass scale and promoting opera as a
unique form of highbrow entertainment.
Contemporary concerns, especially among music critics and some scholars, with
preserving opera’s artistic integrity have resulted in a kind of “re-sacralization” of opera
as aesthetic object, the changes in venue and staging notwithstanding. That even opera
popularizers are mostly loathe to make changes to the musical and textual content of the
operas seems to be a legacy of the mid-century critical backlash to the widespread
modification – and commodification – of high culture.
In a sense, one could say that opera has reached the ultimate level of
democratization: it is hard to imagine how it could be easier to access opera in the form
of recordings, and live broadcasts in movie theaters make an approximation of the live inhouse experience easily available as well. But even with the advent of technologies like
radio and television, and thus increased ease of access, opera has retained its socially elite
reputation and exclusivity, suggesting that accessibility alone is not sufficient for
widespread popularity among non-elites if the product that is accessible still largely
reflects elite cultural and aesthetic values.
Understanding the history of opera democratization in America can cast opera’s
present-day situation, and forecasts about the future, in a new light. For one thing, claims
about opera’s imminent demise and its desperate attempts at survival are far from new –
indeed, they have been around since the nineteenth century. Opera is also a particularly
expensive art form that has always been labor intensive, and even modern innovations
and new technologies can cut costs only to a limited extent. Although in our current era it
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may seem that an unusually large number of companies have recently closed their doors,
especially during the recent economic downturn, the fact is that opera companies have
always been in a state of flux, perpetually being created and closing down in response to
idiosyncratic situations as well as recessions and financial panics.
For another, the argument that opera needs to grow in order to survive is not
necessarily true, even though this claim has been made since the early twentieth century.
Few new operas with staying power have been composed since then, yet opera
experienced major growth in America around mid-century. Another question to ask when
assessing the present situation concerns what status quo is being used as a benchmark. It
may be the case that the rapid emergence of many regional opera companies in the postwar years created an oversupply of opera and that we are now entering a period in which
live performance is becoming more rare but also one in which mediated opera in its
various forms may find new audiences or at least enter an equilibrium in which interest
neither increases nor decreases.
Part of the reason for the widely held view of opera’s precarious existence may be
that people often assess situations within narrow time horizons, neglecting to see that
many present-day concerns have surfaced repeatedly in the past – and yet opera endures.
Moreover, opera is now enshrined in the academy (as well as through recordings) in a
way that guarantees a greater level of preservation than could have been assured in the
past when it existed primarily in the realm of live performance. On the other hand,
present-day sensibilities, informed as they are pervasive technology and mediated
experience in practically every aspect of life, may be sufficiently different from previous
cultural contexts that opera will have trouble continuing to exist. Furthermore, America
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continues to undergo major demographic shifts every few decades, as it has throughout
its history, and it is possible that the audiences of the future will create an environment
not conducive to opera as it is currently conceived.
But this dissertation is not intended to make predictions about the future or to cast
the present in either an optimistic or a pessimistic light. It does, however, suggest that
claims on both sides be viewed with historically informed skepticism. It also aims to
point to both continuity and change in efforts to democratize opera across time,
highlighting not only the fact that cultural hierarchies are not fixed but also that the same
hierarchy can be perceived differently at different times. Future research will be valuable
that will not only examine each of the major trends I have identified in more detail and
further refine the periodization, but also compare the democratization of opera in
America with that in Europe as well as in other parts of the world, such as Latin America
and Asia. It will also be important to study the history of the democratization of opera in
connection with the democratization of other musical genres, such as the symphony, as
well as of other art forms, taking a broad historical view in order to allow for a clearer
understanding of the relationship between art and society. This study, therefore, can be
seen as a step toward understanding the history of the interaction between different levels
of society in the realm of culture, pointing to the diverse ways in which opera’s ability to
take on different forms has allowed it to take on a range of meanings and functions.
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